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ABSTRACT 
Numerical iterative methods of solution of the one-dimensional 
basic two-carrier trans~ort equations describing the behavior of semi-
conductor junctions under bothsteady-state and transient conditions 
are presented. The methods are of a very general character: none of 
the conventional assumptions and restrictions are introduced, and free-
dom is available in the choice of the doping profile, generation-recom-
bination law, mobility dependencies, injection level, and boundary 
conditions applied solely at the external contacts. For a specified 
arbitrary input signal of either current or voltage (as a function of 
time) the soiution yields termina1 properties and al.1 the quantities of 
interest in the interior of the device, such as carrier densities, 
electric field, electrostatic potential, particle and displacement 
currents, as 'fLLnctians 0£ ~osition (and time). 
The work is divided into two parts. In Part I a numerical method 
of solution of the steady-state problem, already available in the 
literature, is improved and extended, and is applied to a two-contact 
and a three-contact device. The analytical formuJation of the original 
method is shown to be unsuitable for generating a sound numerical 
algorithm sufficiently accurate and valid for high reverse bias condiM 
tions. Difficulties and limitations are exposed and overcome by .an 
improved formulation extended to any bias condition. As a simple appii-
cation of the improved for:rp.uJ.ation, "exact" and first-order theory results 
for an idealized N-P structure are presented and compared. The poorness 
of some of the basic assumptions of the conventionai firstMorder theory 
is exposed, in spite of a satisfactory agreement between the exact and 
iv 
first-order results of the terminal properties for particular bias 
conditions. Results for an N-P-N transistor are also reported and 
the inadequacy of the one-dimensional model discussed, 
The time-dependent analysis of the problem is presented in Part II. 
The fundamental equations are rearranged to an equivalent set of three 
non-linear partial differential equations more suitable for numerical 
methods. A highJ.y non-uniform two-dimensionaJ. mesh, subject to 
maintenance of constant truncation errors in both spatial a~d time 
domains of certain pointwise operations, is chosen for the discretization 
of the problem, in view of the variation of most quantities over extreme 
ranges within short regions. Consequently an implicit discretization 
scheme is selected for the second-order partial differential equations 
of' the parabolic type in order to avoid restrictions on the mesh siz~, 
without endangering numerical stability. An iterative procedure is 
necessary at each instant of time to cope with the several non-linearities 
of the problem and to achieve consistency between the internal distribu-
tions and the generating equations. This procedure is easily general-
ized to incorporate equations pertinent to networks of passive elements 
and ideal generators connected to the semiconductor device. Results for 
a particular single-junction structure under typical time-dependent 
excitations of external current and termina1 voltage, and for an N-P 
diode interacting with an external resistor under switching conditions, 
are reported and discussed in detail, 
Considerable attention is focused on the numerical analysis of 
the steady-state and transient problems in order to achieve a numerical 
algoxitbm. sufficiently sound and eI"ficient to cope with the several 
v 
difficul.~ies of the problem, such as the small differences between 
nearly equal numbers, the variation of most quantities over extremely 
wide ranges in short regions, and the stability conditions related to 
the discretization of partial differential equations of the parabolic 
type. 
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INTRODUCTION 
B~oic concepto in the theory of the r-N junction were first pre-
sented in Shockley's fundamental paper [l] with an approximate solu-
tion for the low-level injection case, and many authors presented in 
the following years extensions) ('01"l"P.r.tionfl ana ref'inement.R in the 
search for a generalized solution to the problem. A comprehensive 
bibliography is given by Moll [2], Pritchard [3], and Matz [4], and 
more recent considerations have been presented by Middlebrook [5], 
Van Vliet [6], and Sah [7], Only partial success has so far been 
achieved; this is due mainly to serious difficulties in the analytical 
solution of the pertinent set of equations that describe mathematically 
even the simplest physical model. 
In order to achieve analyticci.l .n:i::iulLs in closed form, a number o~ 
asswnptions in the model and of approximations in the set of equations 
has been consistently introduced; several "first-order" results, valid 
in certain ranges of the relevant quantities and for a limited number 
of specialized structures, have been obtained. Some of these asswnp-
tions for the one-dimensional model (to which attention will be 
limited in this paper) are the follO'Wing: 
(a) separation of the structure into regions with shar~ boundaries, 
either fully depleted of mobile carriers, or space-charge neutral; 
(b) postulation of explicit boundary conditions on the relevant quan-
tities in the interior of the device, at the interfaces between 
the depleted and neutral regions o!' assumption (a); limited 
choice of boundary conditions at the external contacts; 
(c) limitation of the doping profile to very special cases (mostly 
2 
step and linear distributions) and to particular quantitative 
values (either symmetric or highly asymmetric impurity distribu-
tions); 
(d) simplification of the dependence of the carrier mobilities upon 
electric field, doping and scattering phenomena; 
( e) limitation of carrier recombination laws to the low-level linear 
case. 
The most unsatisfactory of the above assumptions is certainly the 
first, which is definitely in error at high injection levels, highly 
questionable near equilibrium, and probably only slightly inaccurate 
in high reverse bias cases. 
Numerical methods, with the aid of high-speed digital computers, 
represent an alternative approach to the problem, the final aim being 
the achievement of an 11exact 11 solution of the most general character 
with none of the conventional assumptions. This also allows comparison 
with the classical first-order theory results so that the goodness (or 
poorness) of the numerous conventional assumptions may be judged. 
Serious difficulties are also present in a numerical investiga-
tion, and have prevented most of the cu.rrent1y available numerical 
solutions from having the general character desired. These difficul-
ties arise already in the much simpler metal-semiconductor junction 
. case treated by Macdonald [8], and are rPspnmdhlP fo'Y' thP :::i.ccepta.nce 
. of some of the conventional assumptions in the P-N junction case, 
Lawrence and Warner [9] and Breitschwerdt [10] present a numerical 
integration of Poisson's equation in the fuJ.ly-deµleted region for 
various doping profiles; Sparkes [11] gives the complete, partially 
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numerical, solutio~ for the abrupt P-N junction in equilibrium in 
steady-state; van der Maesen [lG], Lieb et al. [l3], Kano and Reich 
[14], and Chang [15] restrict the analysis to the injection region 
only in the charge-neutrality approximation with the low-level recom-
bination la.w for the case of an asymmetric abrupt junction, Fulkerson 
and Nussbaum [16] and Sanchez [17] present a complete steady-state 
solution, again for the asymmetric abrupt case (with ohmic contacts, 
constant rr.obilities~ uniform doping); their method implies, though? 
the reduction of the two-boundary problem to an initial-value problem 
very much sensitive, for the case under consideration, to the several 
required guesses of slopes at the boundaries. This guesswork is 
likely to become critical in most instances, In addition the method 
described in Her. l6 is based upon the separation of the interior of 
the device into several regions and the iterative solution of various 
sets of approximate equatio~s, specialized for each region, matched 
* by boundary conditions at the interfaces. 
The only comprehensive and general numerical procedure for the 
steady-state problem is presented by Gummel [18], and is applied to 
the solution of the transistor. The method allows for arbitrary 
impurity distribution, recombination law, mobility dependencies, 
injection level, and boundary conditions. Hypothetical regions in 
the interior of the device are not assumed, and the problem is tackled 
exclusively with the postulation of boundary conditions at the external 
* As a direct consequence of the method, questionable results are 
obtained near the internal interfaces. 
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contacts for a set of basic equations valid throughout the whole 
interior. Although Gummel's iterative scheme is of a very general 
character, its analytical formulation is unsuitable for generating a 
sound numerical algorithm sufficiently accurate and valid for high 
reverse-bias conditions, 
It is the purpose of the present work to present an improved and 
extended analytical. r·ormulation 01· Gummel' s original steady-state 
scheme, to present a numerical method of solution of the P-N junction 
under arbitrary transient conditions, to expose the difficulties of 
both fundamental and practical nature arising in the numerical analy-
sis of the problems, and to illustrate results for particular 
structures under both steady-state and transient conditions. 
The presenta~ion is divided into two parts: the first is re-
stricted to the steady-state analysis and illustrates solutions 
obtained with the improved formulation based on Gunnnel's original 
iterative scheme; the second is mostly concerned with the analysis of 
the problem in transient conditions. 
In Part I, Chapter I describes the physical model adopted for a 
two-contact device, the fundamental equations and boundary conditions 
that determine mathematically the steady-state problem, an alternative 
derivation of Gummel's relations featuring a more convenient choice of 
unknowns, and the overall iterative scheme for the "direct problem" 
(the terminal voltage is specified). Chapter II exposes the difficul-
ties of the original formulation arising in the numerical analysis of 
the problem, describes an improved and extended formulation, treats 
the discretization problem in detail, and illustrates appropriate 
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numerical techniques. Chapter III presents two applications of the 
basic program for the direct problem: the computation of the total 
incremental capacitance of the device as obtained by two successive 
steady-state solutions, and a method of solution of the 11reverse 11 
problem (the total current is specified), Chapter IV extends the 
steady-state solution to the transistor, on the basis of Gumrnel's 
general lines, discusses the inadequacy of the one-dimensional model, 
and analyzes the effects of an alternative boundary condition for the 
base contact. Chapter V discusses the various sources of errors and 
the accuracy of the final results, tested with several sets of rela-
tions, derived from the fundamental equations and suitable to expose 
discretization and numerical errors. Chapter VI presents steady-state 
results for a few special structures: terminal properties and quanti~ 
ties in the interior of the device are illustrated for an abru~t N-P 
diode and N-P-N transistor; 1'exact" and approximate conventional 
"first-order" results are compared and discrepa.ncico a.re exposed, 
In Part II, Chapter VII presents an analytical formulation 
suitable for the achievement of numerical transient solutions for 
excitations of external current for a two-contact device; boundary 
and initial conditions are chosen. The problem of the selection of 
sound discretization schemes, featuring numerical stability, is 
analyzed in Chapter VIII; discretized formulations are given in detail 
for two implicit schemes; the overall iterative procedure of solution 
is illustrated and a simple method for an automatic time step selec~ 
tion is described. In Chapter DC a method of solution for the 
voltage-driven transient is presented, and an alternative procedure 
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to achieve steady-state solutions is described; the time-dependent 
algorithm for the analysi::i of ar1 l::iolaLeu U.ev lee LI.riven uy iU.t!al 
generators is extended to incorporate a general network of circuit 
elements. Chapter X completes the discussion, initiated in Chapter V, 
of the overall accuracy of the results; the various contributions to 
the discretization and numerical errors in the time domain are identi-
fied, and techni~ues to estimate and control the accuracy of the 
results are dPSr.l"ih<"d. As an example of numerical calculations, time-
dependent solutions are illustrated in Chapter XI for a particular 
structure of an N-P diode under various excitations of current and 
voltage, and for the combination of an N-P diode and an ext~rnal resis-
tor under switching from a forward to a reverse bias condition. The 
potential of the basic tool developed throughout the present investiga-. 
tion is underlined in Chapter XII; some of the several immediate 
applications for the analysis of devices under more general conditions 
and the possibilities of extensions to more complex situations are 
briefly discussed, 
In the Appendices (A to G) are gathered the conventional first-
order theory steady-state results, discretized formulations suitable 
for numerical integration and differentiation, basic concepts and con-
clusions available from the theory of numerical analysis on the dis-
cretization 0£ partial di£ferential equations of the parabolic type, 
and the FORT.RAN programs for both the steady-state and transient 
algori thlns. 
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PART I 
STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS 
8 
CHAPTER ::i: 
OUTLINE OF THE METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE DIRECT PROBLEM 
j,yA __, J) FOR, A '.IWO CONTACT DEVICE 
In this Chapter the physical model and corresponding fundamental 
two-carrier trans:port equations describing t.he 'hRhR.vior of semiconduc-
tor junction devices are presented, then specialized and normalized 
for the one-dimensional steady-state case. Boundary conditions of a 
very general character for a two-contact device, are given to complete 
the mathematical description of the problem. The basic equations are 
then rearranged to an equivaient reduced set, more appropriate to an 
iterative type of procedure. Only the 11direct 11 problem (the applied 
voltage is specified, the total current unknown) is considered; the 
analysis of the 11reverse 11 problem (the total current is specified, the 
terminal voltage unknown) is postponed to a later chapter, Schematic 
block diagrams illustrate the procedure in the general and particular 
cases. 
J..l. Physical and mathematical mod.el. 
1.1.1. Fundamental equations, 
The following assumptions are introduced: 
(~) non-degenerate conditionc (for validity of the Boltzmann 
statistics) 
(b) constant temperature 
(c) time-inde:pendent impurity distribution 
(d) full ionization of the impurities 
Phenomena occurring in the interior of the device may be inter-
preted with the aid of the Boltzmann transport equation supplemented 
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by quantum mechanics. The conventional stage of approximation (see, 
for example, Moll [19] pp. 62-67) of the Boltzmann equation treats 
electron and hole currents as a sum of a diffusion com~onent propor-
tional to the carrier density gradient and a drift component repre-
senting Oh.~'s law. Such a simplified form of the current flow equa-
tions, together with Poisson's equation and the continuity equations 
for the mobile carrier~ are here taken as the mathematical description 
of the behavior of the device. Generation-recombination processes are 
assumed to be satisfactorily described by an additive expression 
solely in the continuity equations for electron and hole densities. 
For the present purposes this expression is permitted to assume the 
most general form in terms of the quantities of interest, and will be 
left unspecified, 
Although more general and complete formulations of the problem 
may be devised, solutions of the simplified set of equations, present-
ed below, will be here referi·ed. to as "exac.;t" suluLluu1::>, 
Maxwell's equations 
(l.l) 
'ii'. j (~, t) = O ( 1. la) 
* show the solenoidal character of the total current density j 
* Current densities have the dimension of current/area. For simplic-
ity, in the following context the term "current" will be consistent-
ly used to denote "current density". 
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exTiressed as sum of the electron and hole Tiarticle currents J' 
.I:' .t' n' 
and the displacement current in terms of the electrostatic potential 
'¥ and the dielectric constant e. The current flew equations for 
electrons and holes: 
expre::>s the eJ.eeLron arnl l:wJ.e currents as sums of" their dr1f"t and 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
diffusion components, in terms of the electron charge -e, electron 
and hole concentrations n, 
constants D , 
n 
Poisson's equation 
p, mobilities and diffusion 
(1.4) 
with N(£) =ND(£) - NA(£) relates the electrostatic potential to the 
net spatial electric charge in terms of the mobile carrier densities 
and the fixed net impurity atom concentration N, which is the differ-
ence between the donor and acceptor contributions ND' NA. 
The continuity equations for electrons and holes 
( J.. 5) 
l 
= - u(r.,t) - e 'V•jp(r.,t) (1.6) 
11 
state the equality between the time variation of the carrier concen-
trations in a certain region and the flow out of such a region sub-
tracted from the internal net generation-recombination term described 
by u. 
It is of interest to observe that only six of the above equations 
are independent, Equations (l.la), (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) are related: 
any one of these may be obtained from the remaining three (and the 
know1ene;e of' N(;i;:,) if' Poi.srnon 1 R eq11ati on :i.s omitted). 
If E(£_,t) is the electric field, k the Boltzmann constant, T 
the absolute temperature, Vt ~ kT/e the thermal voltage, then the 
following subsidiary relations are valid: 
The one-dimensional structure of Fig. 1,1 is considered, in which 
x rcprcacnto the pooition coordinate, O and L the external con-
tacts, and M the metallurgical interface between the N-material and 
P-material. The fundamental equations, specialized for the one-dimen-
sional steady-state ca.seJ assume the simriler forms: 
j = j (x) + j (x) 
n P 
dj dX = 0 (1:7a) 
12 
@ ® 
N(x) N (x) 
o-~~-<>--~~~~~~~~~~~-6----'~ 
0 M L X 
x =position coordinate 
Fig. 1.1. One-dimensional N-P diode structure. 
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j (x) = - eµ (x) n(x) d£(x) + eD (x) ddn(x) 
n n x n x 
j (x) = - eµ (x) p(x) d~x) - eD (x) d~(x) p p p dx 
d
2
$(x) = ~ [n(x) - p(x) - N(x)] 
dx2 c: 
= eU(x) 
dj (x) 
__.Po-- = - eu(x) dx 
with the subsidiary relations: 
cpn(x) ~ 'f(x) - V ln n(x) 
t nI 
a(x) = eµ n(x) + eµ p(x) 
n P 
D (x) = µ (x) Vt p p 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
( 1. .1.0) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(l.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
where nI is the intrinsic carrier concentration and cr(x) is the con-
ductivity 0£ the material.. 
Equations (l,13) and (1.14) may be taken as definitions of the 
electron and hole quasi Fermi levels cpn' 
Shockley [l]. 
~ introduced originally by p 
1.1. ;; . Normalization of the fundamental equat ionG. 
It is very convenient a:b this stage tu express the relevant 
~uantities in dimensionless form; the set of normalization constants 
is chosen with the criterion of achieving the highest simplification in 
the relations of interest. The list of normalization factors is given 
in Table 1.1. 
The signs of jn and jp were originally cnosen positive in the 
positive x direction (Eqs,(1.8) and (1.9)); in order to obtain posi-
tive currents in the forward bias case for· the structure under consid-
eration, a negative normalization factor is chosen for the current. 
Normalized electron, hole and total current densities will then be 
indicated by J (x), 
n 
J (x), p J. Hole and electron diffusion constants 
are normalized in a symmetric fashion with the introduction of an 
arbitrary diffusion constant D . 
o' 
for convenience in the normalized 
context, the following dimensionless quantities will be used 
y (x) 
n 
D /D (x) 
o n 
With the exception of the above, symbols adopted for the 
unnormalized q_\:8.ntities will also be used for the normalized ones. For 
the remainder of this work, all symbols will con$istently refer to 
normalized quantitiP.R, nnleRR otherwise indicated. 
The fundamental equations may be written in normalized terms as: 
J = J (x) + J (x) 
n p (J..16) 
position coordinate 
time coordinate 
electrostatic potential 
quasi-Fermi levels 
applied (or terminal) voltage 
diffusion (or barrier) potential 
electric field 
carrier densities 
net impurity,- donor, and acceptor 
de·nsities 
total, electron, and hole current 
densities 
generation-recombination rate 
carrier diff'usion constants 
carrier mobilities 
conductivity 
capacitance/unit area 
NOm'1.h 
_3.UArTTITY 
-
x 
t 
~ 
c.pn' cpp 
VA 
vd 
E 
n, p 
N, NE' NA 
J, J' J 
n P 
u 
-l -l 
Yn, Yp 
-1 -l 
Yn' yp 
cr 
c 
symbol I numerical value 
1JJ ~ v:v~-/enI 
r£!n0 
Vt 
Vt 
Vt 
Vt 
vt/1n 
nI 
nI 
- eD0 n 1/1n 
Don1/1JJ2 
Do 
Do/Vt 
en~0/Vt 
c/1tJ 
9.56685 x lo-5 cm 
9.15246 x 10-9 sec 
0.025875 volt 
II 
II 
fl 
270.465 volt/cm 
2 .5 x 1013 cm-3 
ti 
::> 
- ~.0418649 am~ere/cm~ 
21 -3 -1 2.73151 x 10 cm sec 
2 l cm /sec 
38.6473 cm2/volt-sec 
1.54789 x lo-4(n cm)-l 
1.48084 x 10-S farad/cm2 
Table 1.1. List of normalization factors for the quantities of interEst. 
....... 
\J' 
dJ - 0 dx -
16 
J (x) _ 1 [ ( ) d~(x) dp(x)J p . - y (x) P x dx · + dx 
p 
dJ (x) 
_dx_n_ = - U(x) 
dJ (x) 
-dx-=-~- = u ( x) 
with the subsidiary relations 
, 
~ (x) = *(x) - 1n n(x) 
n 
~ (x) = *(x) + 1n p(x) p 
cr(x) _ n(x) + p(x) 
- yn(x) yp(x) 
( l .J..6a.) 
(l.J:r) 
(1.18) 
(l.19) 
(l.20) 
(l.21) 
(1.22) 
(l.23) 
(1.24) 
(l.25) 
(1.26) 
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Equations (1.16) and (1.17) to (l.21) represent a set of six independ-
ent equations in the six unknowns n(x), p(x), v(x), Jn(x), Jp(x), 
J. Equation (l.16a) follows directly from Eqs.(1.16), (l.20), (1.21) 
and will be considered as the dependent equation of the set. 
1.1.3. Boundary conditio~s. 
It is apparent fro~ the nature of the fundamental set of ordinary 
differential equations that six conditions at the boundaries are 
necessary. Tbese are chosen as the carrier concentrations 
n(o), p(o), n(L), p(L) 
and the electrostatic potential 
at the external contacts 0 · and L. Either of the boundary conditions 
on the electrostatic potential ma.y be taken as a reference value, the 
other being directly related to the externally applied voltage VA 
and the diffusion potential Vd: 
. ( 1. 27) 
The boundary conditions on the carrier densities are in general given 
by relationships involving the currents at the external contacts; 
since explicit forms of such relationships are not essential for the 
present purposes, only their functional dependence will be indicated: 
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(1.28) 
p(L) = f 1[J (L), J (L)] P n P 
The above relations assume the simplest form for contacts of the 
ohmic type, defined by: 
n(O) = nN n(L) = np 
(1. 29) 
p(O) = PN p(L) = Pp 
where ~ and pN (np and Pp) are the electron and hole e~uili­
brium densities at the external contact of the N-material (P-material) 
respectively. An equivalent definition requires charge neutrality at· . 
the contacts 
n(O) - p(O) - N(O) = 0 
(l.30) 
n(L) - p(L) - N(L) = 0 
and coincidence of the quasi-Fermi' levels at the contacts 
rn (L) = ({) (L) Tn p } (l.31) 
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With the aid of Eqs. (1.30), (1.31), (1.24) and (l,25) the carrier 
danl:lll.,.Y uuw1U.1:L.r·y V1;;LJ..ues ct.re .re1;;Lcllly uul..C:L.l.uecl, for l.,hil:l spet:.ll:l.l case, 
in terms of the doping concentrations: 
f
R(of 1 Nto' n(O) = ~ ~ 2J + + ~ [N(O) > O] 
(1.32) 
n(L) = ~ = l/Pp 
p(L) = Pp = [N~L)J 2 + 1 - N~L) [N(L) s O] 
J.. 2. Derivation o:t" the reduced set of equations. 
It is convenient to rearrange Eqs.(1.17) to (1.21) in a form more 
appropriate for numerical methods. 
Equations (1.17) and (l.18), rewritten as 
d~x) + E(x) n(x) = 
- y (x) J (x) n n 
d~(x) - E(x) p(x) = y (x) JP(x) , 
a.x p 
may be treated as two independent first-order linear differential 
equations in the unknowns n(x) and p(x), respectively, if the other 
quantities are considered as non-constant coefficients, Analytic 
solutions are straightforward: 
n(x) = e 
- fl(x)dx 
jE(x)dx[f . 20 . -J::J(x)dx J 
p(x) = e y (x) J (:x:) e dx + C p p p 
c and C being integration constants. A more definite form is 
n P 
obtained if x and L are taken as limits of integrations, and if 
c and C are expressed in terms of the boundary conditions at the 
n P 
point L: 
n(x) = eV(x)Qyn(x') Jn(x') .-w(x') ax•+ n(L) .-V(L) J 
p(x) = .-V(x) [-1 yp(x') JP(x') et(x•) ax• + p(L) eV(L) J 
(l.33) 
(l.34) 
The current densities Jn' JP may be expressed in terms of U(x) 
and *(x). Integration of Eqs.(1.20) and (l.21) yields: 
x 
Jn(x) = -1 U(x') dx' + Kn 
0 
x 
Jp(x) = 1 U(x') dx' + KP 
0 
(l.35) 
(1,36) 
The constants of integration K ' n K are readily obtained by inserting p 
Eqs.(1.35), (1~36) respectively into Eqs.(l.33), (l.34) evaluated at 
x = 0: 
n( o) = e V(O) U yn (x)e -jl(x) ( -1 U(x' )dx'. + Kn) dx + n(L)e-V(L) J (l.37) 
p(o) = .-v(o) t l yp(x)e"!(x)(2 U(x')dx' ;- KP)ax + p(L)e~(L)J (l.38) 
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The expressions for Kn and K found from Eqs. (1.37), (l.38) can be p 
inserted into Eqs.(1.35), (1.36) to give the final results for the 
current densities in terms of the potential distributions: 
J (x) 
n 
x 
= -1 u(x 1 )dx 1 + 
0 
x 
JP(x) = Ju(x 1 )d.x 1 + 
0 (l.40) 
Gumrnel's relations are essentially contained in the above and have been 
here derived directly from the basic equations, rather than through the 
introduction of' a set of identities [l8]. 
The five basic equations (1.17) to (l.21) have been rearranged to 
a reduced set of three equations [Eq. (1.19) and Eqs. (1.33), (1.34) com-· 
bined with relations (l,39), (l.40)] with the boundary conditions (l.27) .. 
(l,28). In this new formulation of the problem the electrostatic 
potential t, the electron density n and the hole density p are 
chosen as the independent quantities and represent the unknowns of the 
reduced set of equations. 
If generation-recombination processes are neglected [U(x) = O], 
Eqs.(1.39) and (l.40) assume the simpler forms: 
(l,41) 
p(L) e•(L) - p(o) e•(o) 
~y (x) ew(x) dx 
0 p 
(l.42) 
which clearly shows the solenoidal character of each current through-
out the interior of the device in this special case. 
1.3. Iterative procedure of solution. 
An iterative procedure may now be emp1oyed to cope with the 
several nonlinearities of the problem, For this purpose it is conveni~ 
ent to rearrange Poisson's Eq.(1,19) in a more appropriate form, in 
terms of a quantity with zero boundary values, The correction 
6(j+l)(x) between the electrostatic potential distributions obtained 
by consecutive iterations (j+l) and (j) is introduced, and defined 
as: 
j = 1, 2, 3, ••• 
where ~(j)(x) and *(j+i)(x) are the potential distributions at the 
completion of the (j)th and (j+l)th iterations respectively. It is 
readily verified that: 
j = 1, 2, 3, ••• (l.43) 
a.s desired. Poisson';:;, Eg_.(l..l.9) may bi::: wrll..l..en, in Lerms o:f the g_uasi-
Fermi levels (l.24), (l.25), for the (j+l)th iteration as: 
d2W(j+~)(x) = .~(j+l)(x) - ~~j)(x) - .~~j)(x) - v(j+l)(x) - N(~l 
dx (1.44) 
or 
d26(j+l)(x) 
•") 
a.x"' 
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d2¥(j) (j) (j) 
___... __ + n(x) - p(x) - N(x) 
dx2 
·X. 
and higher are neglected. 
(1.45) 
Equation (1.45) represents a second-order linear differential 
equation in the unknown 6(j+l)(x), with boundary conditions (1.43), 
if the remaining quantities are available after the completion of the 
(j)th iteration. 
The complete iteration scheme for the general case is shown in 
Fig. l.?.. The applied voltage VA is s:pe~if'ied, a t'Y'i::tl potenti::i.l 
distribution is chosen, and absence of recombination is assumed in 
order to start the first cycle of the main iteration loop (labeled "j"). 
-1 -1 
'I'he electric field E(x) and the mobilities yn (x), yp (x), in 
general dependent upon the electric field, are computed as :functions of 
position. If relations (1.28), that specify the boundary values of the 
mobile carrier densities, combined with Eqs,(1.39), (l.40) may not be 
reduced to an explicit form for the currents at the boundaries in terms 
uf' w(x) and U(x), a preliminary iteration loop (labeled "h11 ) is 
required, An initial guess on the current boundary values (for example 
zero) is inserted in Eq.(1.28) to compute preliminary carrier density 
boundary values, which in turn a.re inocrtcd in Eqs.(l.39), (l.40) 
specialized at x = O and x = L respectively, to compute new current 
boundary valuesJ and the 11h 11 loop is repeated until the desired 
accuracy is reached. Eqs. (l.39)., (l.40) yieln then t.he electron and 
* This is not related to the accuracy of the final results if conver-
gence of the iterative scheme occurs, i.e. o(j1x)~ o for large enough j. 
O~:>:L 
J~j,l)(o) • J~J·l,h•l)(O) 
J~J,l)(L) • J~J·l,h>l)(L) 
J~j,l)(O) • J~J·l,h>l)(O) 
J;J,l)(L) • J(J•l,O-l)(L) 
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J~l,l)(O) • 0 I J~l,l)(O) • 0 
J~l,l\L) • 0 J(l,l)(L) • 0 
E(J)(x)··~ 
y~J)(x) • y
0
(S(j),N) 
viJ)(x) • yp(E(Jl,N) 
n(J,hl(o) • rnolJ~J,h)(o), J~J,h)(O)] 
n(J,h)(L) • 'nt(J~J,h)(L), J~J,h)(L)] 
P(j,h)(o} • "po[.r~.1,h)(o) • .,.~_1,h1(v)J 
p(j,h)(!,) • rpL[J~J,h)(L), JiJ,h)(L)] 
x 
,~J,h>l)(L) - - J V(j)(•') ._, ' ,~J,h)(o) 
0 
JiJ,l»l)(.L) • J u(J)(x') dx' + JiJ,h)(O) 
0 
Ifh>l, 
"" In J,h)(O) • n(J,h•l)(O)i ln(J,h)(L) • n(J,h-l)(t)I ; IP(J,h)(o) • p(J,h·l)(o)j I IP(J,h)(i) • p(J,h· (L 
Computation ot 
Accuracy reached? 
x J~j)(x) • • J U(J)(x') dx' + J~j,h+l)(O) 
0 
x 
J(Jl(x) • Ju(j)(x') dx' + J(J,l»l)(o) 
p • 
n(j)(x) • ,t(J)(xv. Y~J)(x') J~J)(x') , ·j(J)(x') dx' + 0 (j,h)(L) ,·t(J) (L)J 
p(J)(x) • .·t(J){x)t f v~J)(x') J~J)(x') ,t(j)(x') dx' + P(J,h)(L) ,l(j)(L)] 
891.ution ot Foiuon 1a Equation to obt&in 6(j+l)(x): 
n"o"·:>cxi. l(J+•)(x)[n(Jl(x) + PiJJ(x)] ~. ~' nlJl(x) • PW(x) • N(<) 
dx~ dx" 
Fig. 1.2. Block diagram of the iterative procedure for the general case. 
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hole current distributions Jn (x) and JP(x), which, inserted in 
E~s.(1.33), (1.34), allow the computation of the carrier densities 
:n(x) ar.d p(x) as functions of position. The solution of Poisson's 
Eq.(1.45) yield~ then an improved potential distribution, and the 
generation-recombination term may be computed with the aid of the 
quantities already available. The 11 j" cycle, with inclusion of the 
"h" l.oop, may now be repeated to the desired accuracy. 
The generality of the method is apparent. Complete freedom is 
available in the choice of the impurity distribution, the carrier 
boundary conditions at the external. contacts, the U.ependence of the 
mobilities on the electric field and doping, the generation-recombina-
tion law, and the injection level. If the applied voltage VA is 
specified, the method solves for the total cu.rrent J and all the 
quantities of interest in the interior of the device as functions of 
position. This is referred to as the "direct problem", as opposed to 
the '1reverse problem" of specifying the total current .r and solving 
for the terminal voltage VA. 
1.3.1. Two special cases. 
If the combination of Eqs.(1.39), (1.40) and the relations (1.28), 
that specify the boundary conditions on the carrier densities, allows 
explicit solutions for both the carrier densities and the currents at 
the contacts, the secondary 11h 11 J.oop and the initial guess on the 
current boundary values is unnecessary, This is certainly the case for 
contacts of the ohmic type, defined in Subsection 1.1.3, The iteration 
ocheme i.s then simp.:;Lified, with the 1:dc.l of relations (1.29), as shown 
I 
in Fig. 1.3~ 
V(J.) (x) = *trial (x) 
u<1 l(x) = o 
(j) ~ E (x) = • dx 
y~j)(x) = yn(E(j),N) 
y~j)(x). yp(E(j),N) 
x Ppe W(L) _ pNeV(O) • Ju(j) (x' )dx' + -------.-----.......,..,..,.---'-"'"------
0 
Solution of Poisson's equinion to obtain o(j+l)(x): 
2 (j+l) ( ) " 2 (j) ) 
d 0 (x) - o j+l)(xJ[n(j {x) + p(J)(x)] = -~ + n(j)(x) • p(j (x) • N(x) 
dx2 dx2 
Computa.tion of 
Fig; 1,3, Jllock diagram of tile iterative procedure for a special caae 
characterized b;y ohmic contacts, 
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A f'urther simplification is achieved if recombination in the 
interior of the device is neglected [U(x) = O] and. mobilities are 
considered constant. The electrostatic potential may be considered in 
this case as the only independent unknown of the problem, since every 
' 
ciuantity may be expressed solely in terms of' ~(x) and assigned con-
stants. Equations (l.41) and (1.42) apply in this case, and the itera-
tion scheme is shown in Fig. 1.4. 
1.4. Conclusion. 
The basic two-carrier transport equations describing the behavior 
of semiconductor junction devices have been stated, specialized for the 
one-dimensional steady-state case, and normalized in dimensionless 
form. '.!:he fundamental set of equations has been applied to a two-con-
tact device and boundary conditions of a general nature have been 
specified to complete the mathematical formulation of the problem, .An 
equivalent reduced set of relations has been derived directly f'rom the 
f'undamental set, and an iterative scheme suitable to generate solutions 
under general conditions has been illustrated, 
However, basic limitations of most currently available digital 
computers prevent achievement of solutions of such general character 
and sufficient accuracy if the described formu.lo.tion (originally pre-
sented by Gununel [18] in a slightly different form) is taken to.generate 
the numerical algorithm. These difficulties are exposed and overcome 
in the following Chapter. 
Choose 
(l) 
*trial(x) = * (x) 
j = l 
--------------------'""',, 
Solutluu ot: Po1sson's equat.1on t.o obt.&.ln o(;j+l.\x): 
Fig, l,4, Dl.ock diQ6r""' of' t.hc iteno.t.ive proct:llu.re S:or .. upec1ul. ca.ue ctw.r .. cter1:1;ed l>y 
ohlllic coo.ta.eta, 11.b11ence of :recan'l:iination in the interior, CCl!Btant 111o~Uit1ea, 
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CHAPTER II 
IMPROVED ANALYTICAL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 
In this Cha~ter the method of solution, outlined in Chapter I, 
is analyzed from a numerical point of view, to expose serious difficul-
tiec of' f'undo.mcntal and practical nature that arise if the'described 
analytical form~lation is taken to generate the numerical algorithm. 
Small differences between nearly equal numbers and ~uantities exceeding 
in magnitude the range permitted by most digital :ma.chines are recognized 
to occur in certain conditions. An improved and extended analytical 
formulation that overcomes these hindrances is presented. 
The discretization problem is discussed in detail, and criteria 
for the selection of a non-uniform step distribution automatically 
adjusted by ·!,he eumpuLer du.r· lug Lh<:! en Lire :::;ulu.l.luu <:J..r:e given. 
Numerical techniques for the evaluation of numerical integrations 
and differentiations, and for the solution of Poisson's equation are 
illustrated, The non-uniform character of the step distribution suggests 
a finite difference scheme for the numerical solution of Poisson's 
equation to reduce the problem to the solution of a system of simultane-
ous linear algebraic equations. A direct method, rather than an itera-
tive one, is preferred to solve such a system, in consideration of the 
triple-diagonal character of the corresponding matrix., A very interest-
ing feature is the conservation of the same triple-diagonal matrix for 
any order of ffnite difference scheme employed. 
A detailed iJ.lustration of the alternatives chosen in the computer 
program, reported in an appendix, concludes this Chapter. 
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~ .l. Generalities. 
Serious h:i ndrances ari.se in the numerical analysis of' the problem 
if the analytical formulation, described in the previous Chapter, is 
used to generate the nwnerical algorithm. These difficulties are re-
lated to basic limitations of the digital machines available, such as 
the finite nwnber of significant digits and the limited range of the 
magnitude of the ,quantities that may be accommodated, and the finite memory 
size. Each of these three constraints is responsible, in the problem 
under consideration, for a major difficulty that deserves particular 
attention, and therefore is analyzed separate~y in this Chapter. 8ma~ 
differences between nearly equal numbers generate, in certain conditions, 
highly inaccurate results, and the tendency of several terms of the 
relevant expressions to exceed in magnitude the permissible range 
restricts the solutions to forward and to low reverse-bias cases. To 
overcome these major restrictions an improved analytical formulation is 
necessary, In addition, variations of most quantities over wide ro.ngeo 
in short regions require an appropriate discretization technique to 
contain truncation errors within acceptable limits. 
A simplified model, characterized by ohmic contacts, absence of 
recombination in the bulk [U(x) = O], and constant mobilities, is 
considered throughout this Chapter. These restrictions contribute to 
expose (rather than alleviate) the basic difficulties in a clearer con-
text stripped of several cumbersome details. These can then be readily 
I'i~led in, once the basic hindrances have been overcome, to generalize 
fully the procedure, if so desired. The original formulation that 
applies to such a simplified model is illustrated in Fig. 1.4, and the 
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iterative scheme is described in Section 1.3. 
?..?.. Improved analytical formulation. 
2.2.l. Small differences between nearly equal numbers. 
The computation of the difference between nearly equal quantities, 
whose accuracy is specified by a finite number of exact significant 
digits, yields a considerably less accurate result. This difficulty is 
already present in the basic Eqs.(1.17), (l.18), and arises, in the 
described method of solution, when the computation of the mobile carrier 
densities is attempted through the combination of Eqs,(1.39), {1.40) with 
Eqs.(l.33), (l.34) respecLlvely. Equation~ (1.33), (1.34) with the aid 
of E~s.(1.39), (1.40), specialized according to the simplified model 
(ohmic contacts, absence of recombination in the interior, constant 
mobilities), may be rewritten as: 
where: 
L 
Fin(x) ~ J e-~(x') dx' 
x 
L 
Fip(x) ilj .v<x') dx' 
x 
The differences appearing in the square brackets of Eqs. (2 .1), (2 .2) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
may represent sources of excessive numerical errors, and therefore are 
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highly ur.desirable. For example, in Eq.(2.2), throughout part of the 
quasi-neutral N-region, the second term within the square brackets is 
nearly equal to the third; their subtraction introduces a large error 
which, if comparable to the first term, is responsible for a highly 
inaccurate hole distribution in that region. 'T'hP. hie;hF>r thA A.ppJ:ied 
voltage (in the forward bias direction), the higher the influence of 
such error. This is certain to reach prohibitive limits at high injec-
tion levels. A similar situation arises in Eq.(2.1). 
These difficulties may be overcome at once with the introduction 
or the new integrais 
x 
Fn(x) ~ J e-~(x') dx' 
0 
. * (to be evaluated nwnerically directly from the integrands ) and a 
rearrangement of Eqs.(2.1), (2.2) to the following form: 
* That is, E£:2, by using the relations 
Fn(x) = Fin(o) - Fin(x) 
Fp(x) = Fip(O) - Fip(x) 
(2 ,J) 
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J 
ev(O)-v(x) 
F (x) 
p n.__ F (0) 
l\J Ip 
(2.4) 
Extension of the above expressions to the more general case is 
straightforward. For example, if generalized boundary conditions on 
the mobil.e ca.rriers are apeci:f'ied, tht! t!lec.:Lrun e:1.ml hole U.tmi::ilLle1:> are 
given by: 
n(x) ~ ~n(x) + n(o) 
n(L) e ~(O)-W(L) 
p(x) = ~Ip(x) + 
J n(L) e~(x)-~(L) F (x) In F (L) n (2.5) 
(2. 6) 
In particular, the values of the minority carrier densities at each 
external contact may be determined by a finite surface recombination 
velocity, and the majority carrier density by the requirement of charge 
neutrality at the contact: 
J Jn p(O) 
- p = ..E n(L) 
- n = -N so p SL (2. 7) 
p(O) - n(O) +ND = 0 p(L) - n(L) - NA = 0 
where s 0 and s1 are the surface recombination velocities at the 
contacts 0 and 1 respectively. In this case explicit expressions 
for the current densities may be found by combining relations (2.7) with 
Eqs,(l.41), (l.42): 
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ypF Ip ( o) [ ~e -~( o) _npe-HL)Ji-[ppe ~(L)-~ ( o) _npe ~( O)-~(L)+ NJ /s0 
Jn = [y F (0) + e·¥(O) /s 1 [y F (L) + e-HL) /s J- eHL)-y{o) /(s s ) 
:p Ip OJ n n L 0 L 
(2 .8) 
Equations (2.3), (2.4) (or alternatively Eqs.(2.5), (2.6)) are 
numerically accurate expressions for the electron and hole distributions, 
provided that each sir.gle term, or combination thereof, does not exceed 
in magnitude the maximum range that the particular computer available 
* may acC'nmmoC!at.P. This is usually the case f'or forward and f'or low 
reverse bias cases, so that the above relations will be restricted to 
such conditions. The high reverse bias case is discussed in the 
following Section. 
The expression for the net charge in Poisson's Eq.(1.19) also 
exhibits small differences in the quasi-neutral regions of the device. 
However, these may well be tolerated, since the only consequence is a 
very small absolute error in the curvature of the electrostatic paten-
tial in such regions, 
* T'ne permissible range on the IBM 7094/7040, o~ which actual calcu-
lations were performed, is the following: l0+3B for real numbers in 
single precision (8 significant digits), > lo-29, < 1038 for real 
numbers in double precision (16 significant digits). 
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2.2.2. Extension to high reverse-bias conditions. 
When the applied voltage exceeds a few volts in the reverse direc-
tion, several terms of Eqs.(l.33), (l.34), (l.39), (l,40) exceed in 
* magnitude the range permitted by most digital computers. A new set of 
relations is therefore required to allow the computation of the mobile 
carrier densities in high reverse-bias conditions. This may be achieved 
by dlvlcllng Lht; t:lle.ct.rustatic putt;ntiaJ. .c·angtl ~(o) - ijl(L) into severaJ. 
I 
cells defined as follows: 
1st cell 
2nd cell *i ~ ~(x) < ~2 
. . . . . . . . . 
rth cell (x 1 ;;::: x > x ) r- r 
. . . . . . . . . 
mth cell /:::, (x 1 ~ x ~ x = O) m- m 
where 
*i - ~(L) = R 
(2.10) 
,1, - ,1r = 2R 
'l'i 'l'i-1 
' 
i = 2, 3, • • • m 
* · The permissible range of the applied reverse bias may be doubled by 
taking the value [*(O) + *(L)]/2 as origin for the electrostatic 
potential in Eqs.(1.33), (1.34), (1.39), (1.40). 
and R must be chosen small enough to limit the magnitude of the 
quantities 
R + 1 (L 11N e ) 
' 
within the allowed range. The situation is illustrated in Fig, 2,1, 
The following quantities are then defined 
( 2, 11) 
r = 2, 3, • • • m 
and are treated as scale factors to allow in each cell r the numerical 
computation of the integral 
L 
/J. J Hx')-o/or 
F (x) = e pr dx' 
' 
r = 1, 2, • • • m (2.lla) 
x 
for x 1 ~ x > x . If the following ~uantities are defined as: r- r 
( 2 .12) 
r = l, 2, • • • m 
Eq.(2.2) may then be rewritten as: 
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~(L)+--l/J_o,_1 ______________________________ _,,, __ __,~~--, 
R 
ip I 
'4'0,2 __ _ 
1./to,3 __ 
\f!(x)~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1./tm~-+-----------+-----+--+--1------1 
"10, m-2 
------
o/m·2----,,------------+-----1---1----+---+---1 
\ro,m_-_1 ___ .,,._ 
R 
R 
2R 
2R 
2R 
2R 
2R 
x 
x0=L 
Fig. 2.1. Separation of the electrostatic potential range ¢(0) - ¢(1) 
into m cells, and definition of the scale factors ¢0r (r = l, 2' . . . :r:.). 
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[ J [ ~(x)-~orj p ( x) = ( 1-e) F ( x) + Y / z e pr pr p (2.13) 
for x 1 ~ x > x r- r r = 1, 2, • • • m 
where ,,, is selected as the scale factor corresponding to the rth 
'Or 
cell in which the particular value of x [or ~(x)] is located. It is 
readily verified that p(x) is scale fa~tor indP.DP.ndP.nt, as desirP.d. 
The q_uantities e (r = 2, 3, • • • m) still exceed the 
permitted range for an applied voltage VA such that 
~(O) - t{L) > R , 
* However, for large enough R , the following inequalities are valid: 
y << F (:x:) pr pr if' 
e << i if' V(o) - ~(L) > R 
Moreover, it can be observed tbat, for a given r, 6 Fpr(x) is 
either negligible with respect to Ypr' or else comparable to Y , pr 
in which case if ~(O) - w(L) > R then x ~ x1 • 
The above considerations lead to the following rules: 
* A value of R ~ 50 is usually sufficient. Currently available 
digital machines allow a considerably larger value. 
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(1) for 0 >VA ~ Vd - R, i.e. low reverse bias, one cell only is 
present (m = 1), the parameters ypl and e are sufficiently 
large and equation (2.13) may.be computed in its complete form. 
(2) for VA < Vd - R the quantity 8 is ignored, and its computation 
is not attempted; the parameter y pr is calculated only in the 
first cell (r = 1) since it becomes insignificant elsewhere. 
With the aid of the above rules, Eq.(2.13) is suitable for an accurate 
numerical computation of p(x), for an arbitrary reverse bias condition. 
A similar procedure leads to an expression extended to high reverse 
bias cases f'or the electron density. Tht: t:lt:t:L.r·u;:; La.Llc yuLenLla..l range 
ijr(O) - ijr(L) is divided into cells defined by: 
lst ~t=>ll Ho) > ~(x) 
'.> ~ l (x' ~ 0 0 :5::'. x <"x') .. l 
rth cell w;._i ~ w(x) > w; (x' 1 -::: x < x') r- r 7 
r = 2, 3, ... m-1 
mth cell V' ~ *(x) ~ ~ 1 ~ ijr(L) (x' ~ x ~ x' fl L) m-1 m m-1 m 
where 
(2 .14) 
*I - ,,,, = 2R 
r-1 'l'r ' r = 2, 3, • • • m 
With the aid of' tht=> scale f'actors 
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~01 ~ *(O) 
w; + 11t;_1 
~or = 2 r = 2, 3, • • • m 
the corresponding modified integral 
F (x) ~Jx ~ Wor - 1f{x') rlx' 
nr 
0 
, x'. sx<x', ·r r-2 r 
(2.15) 
1, 2, • • • m 
(2 .15a.) 
may be inserted in Eq.(2.1) to obtain the final expression: 
for 
where: 
x' sx <x 1 
r-l r r = 1, 2, • • • m 
/::. [ F nm ( 1) J *Or - ~ ( O) 
= W' - * ( L) e ~ Pp Om 
e 
z 
n 'it' - HL) 
e om 
and 8 is given by relation (2.12). 
(2.16) 
Considerations similar to those presented in connection with Eq. 
(2.13) lead to the same rules concerning here the parameters Ynr and 
e in Eq. (2 .16). 
Equations (2.3) and (2.4), or alternatively Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) 
for forward bias, and Eqs.(2.13) and (2.16) for any reverse bias condi-
tion, represent the improved 'analytical expressions for the mobile 
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carrier densities and complete the formulation of the "direct" problem 
of specifying the applied voltage and solving for the total current a.nd 
the relevant distributions as functions of position. 
The improved formulation for the simplified model is summarized in 
Table 2 .1. 
2.3. Nrunerical techniques. 
Once a satisfactory analytical formulation of the problem is 
achieved, the following phase toward a numerical solution is the dis-
cretization of the relevant quantities at a finite number of points. 
This involves the problem of the distribution of such points throughout 
the interior of the device, or, in equivalent terms, the determination 
at each point of the step, defined·as the distance between two consecu-
tive points. In addition, appropriate numerical techniques must be 
devised to approximate the analytical integrations and differentiations 
of the relevant expressions, and to solve the second order linear differ-
ential Eq,(l,45) (essentially Poisson's equation). Theoc topico arc 
analyzed in the following subsections. 
2.3.1. Automatically adjustable non-uniform step distribution. 
It is quite clear f'rom the expected distributions of' most g_uantities 
throughout the interior of the device that the choice of a uniform step 
would hardly be satisfactory. To yield comparable accuracy in the 
process of discretization, the rapidly varying distributions near the 
metallurgical interface require a step much smaller than that needed in · 
the quasi-neutral regions. An algorithm capable of an automatic step 
selection, subject to a preassigned condition, is therefore highly 
desirable. 
FOHWARD BIAS 
L 
Ybere: Fin(x) ~ f e·f(x')dx' 
x 
x 
Fn(x) ~ J .,-t(x' lrlY' 
0 
Rl!:VERSE BIAS 
L 
F (x) e f et(x')dx' Ip 
x 
x 
Fp(.-) I\ J .,t(x'l.ix• 
0 
+' ·t(x) 
n(x) ~ ((l-G)F (x) + y ]/(Z e or ] 
nr nr n 
if, r=l 
if' rt l 
[ 
F (0) J t(L)·t0r 
+clIT-t ~ Pp e 
/ e .· cm . 
ypr ="'-
0 
if' r • l 
e 
· +0r a.nd ·+br• r = l, 2, ••• m a.re sea.le f'actors given by relatione 
(2,lO), (2.ll), and (2.14), (~.15). R is choaen_as the la.rgeet 
mU!lber that i+-UO\ls {L ~ eRt 1 and ( L Pp eRi+ 1 Yitbill the 
permissible range, 
(Z.3) 
(Z,4) 
(2,lZ) 
(z.16) 
(2,lJ) 
Table 2 ,l, Improved and extended a.rui.lyticfll f'ormuJ.e.tion f'or the aimplif'ied model (obmic contacts, 
absence of' recombination, constant lll0bil1tiea), . . · · 
It is apparent from Fig, 1,4 and Table 2.1 that two main opera-
tions are present in the iterative scheme: the integration of the 
functions + ifr(x) e and the solution of Poisson's eQuation. In consid-
eration of the accumulative type of error propagation in the execution 
of a pointwise integration, the former operation is chosen to dictate 
the criterion responsible for the selection of the step distribution. 
The integration, in the discretized context, will be performed as 
a sum of a finite nmr.ber of terms, each computed with the use of an 
interpolation techni~ue; an error will oe introduced in each of such 
terms, depending upon the magnitude of' the step a.t Lhe corret>pondent 
point for a chosen order of interpolating curve. It is of interest to 
consider the relative error .ES pertinent to each term, defined as: 
relative error of ~ 
a single term. = 
absolute error 
magnitude of term 
A step distribution will be considered optimum if' it yields the same 
relative error for each single term; the.whole integral will then 
suffer from the same relative error. If this is specified the corres-
pondent optimum step distribution can be determined by the procedure 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.2. An upper bound SMx for the 
step together with the parameter RATIO, the step modifier, may be 
initially fixed. Starting with the step at its upper bound at the 
boundary on the left, (x = 0) the whole region is scanned to adjust at 
each point the step according to the result of the comparison between 
the actual relative error and the specified one Es· When the boundary 
on the right (x = L) is reached, the step distribution and the total 
Assign 
e:s 
Choose 
SVrx: and 
RATIO > l 
xl = 0 
STEPl = SMx 
i = l 
Compute the relative 
error of t~e integra-
+ •1• tion of e f in the 
interval x. + S'I'EP. 
J_ 
Decrease the STEP: 
STEP . ..ci- STEP. /RATIO 
J_ J. 
Compute the relative 
error of t~e integra-
+1!1 tion of e · 
interval 
in the 
x. + STEP. 
l. J. 
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C Proceduxe ) _ES_. _ _e, 
Increase the STEP: 
STEP . .._STEP. •RATIO 
1 1 
Fig. 2.2. Proceduxe suitable to obtain the step distribution 
and the total number of points t, if Es is specified. 
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nu:rrber of points is obtained. 
The two integrands e+ ~(x) will in general generate two different 
step distributions; it is appropriate to choose at each point the most 
severe step requirement featured by the two distributions. 
It is very convenient to proceed one stage further by linkine, in 
reverse order, the relative error with the desired total number of 
points .j',. This latter parameter is directly related to the storage 
capability of the particular machine available (and to the actual 
computation time), therefore it may be inserted externally as input 
DATA to suit the particular needs of' the prog.eamnieL', When .(, 11::> 
specified, the problem consists in determining ES' which allows then 
the generation of the step distribution with the aid of the procedure 
discussed above. This can be achieved with nn interpolation scheme of 
the type illustrated in Fig. 2.3. A few trials with suitable values of 
ES will determine the correspondent t values to surround the required 
number of points ~ by two t values; at this point successive 
Lagrangian interpolations may be used on- the curve e:S = Es ( t) to 
complete the search of the relative error (e:8 )R correspondent to tR. 
Two different approaches may be taken for the actual pointwise 
computation of the relative error to be compared with the specified e:3 , 
depending upon the availability of the function ~(x) in discretized or 
analytical form. 
(a) The function o/(x) is available in discretized form only. 
At the completion of the jth principal iteration cycle (Fig. 1.2) 
the electrostatic potential ~(j+l)(x) is known only at a finite number 
of points determined by the previous step distribution required by 
Assic;n ~ 
Choose 
lnlLlal £8 
j = 1 
BRANCH = 0 
Procedure 
~ ~ -? <-s J 
YES------:::~::~-::;-;;------­BRANCH = l? 
YES 
Is 
t (j-l) < ~ < t(j) 
or 
t(j-l) > tR > t(j)? 
YES 
BRANCH = 1 
Use Lagrangian interpolation 
on the curve Es = Es(t), in 
search for the (£8 )R corres-
ponding to tR. Obtain a new 
Decrease 
£8 
YES 
Increase 
ES 
Fig, 2.3, Pru<..:t:clurt: t1u.lLable to obtain the step distribution and the 
relative error £8, if the total number of points ~ is specified. 
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'¥(j)(x). If the correction &(j+l)(x) is significant, a new step 
U.ie>tribution may be desirable. In this cast:: th1:: following o.l.gorll.,hm 
may be used to. obtain the relative error at each point. 
Let Si be the step at the point of abscissa xi' defined as 
i = 1, 2, 3, ••• .t-1 
where xi = O, x~ = L. In the execution of one sweep from 0 to L 
the steps 
s 
r 
r = 1,.. 2,.. • • • i-1 
are supposed already adjusted to the proper value; the adjustment of 
the step S. is sought. Moreover, for ·simplicity, let the trapezoidal 
J.. 
rule be chosen for the numerical integration of the function f(x); 
an elementary contribution amounts, in the present case, to the area 
between points x., x. 1 under the curve 1 1+ ' f(x) (see Fig, 2.4). This 
value must be compared with the exact one, which, for all practical 
purposes, may be computed with the use of a higher order interpolating 
curve, for example by tracing a cubic through the points f. J.' 1-
f. l' 1+ f. 2' l.+ and by integrating it between x1 and x. 1 l.+ (see 
Appendix B for explicit relations). Result of the comparison may cause 
a shift in x. 1 to a new ~osition l.+ ~. x' . i+J.' the correspondent value 
fi+l""" f(xi+l) may then be recovered on the same cubic already employed, 
A new comparison between linear and cubic integration between the points 
xi' xi+l may now be performed in the search for the step at the point 
Fig. 2.4. 
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third order polynomial 
Xj-1 X· I I Xj +1 I . 
I 
Xj +1 
x 
Shift of the point x. 1 to achieve the required integration 
error and det.ermine Hie step size at the point x .• 
. 1. 
x. that will yield a relative error approximately equal to the one 
1. 
specified. Once this is achieved, the new point xii-J. is determined 
and the procedure may continue to adjust the next step s. l' l.+ 
The scheme may be extended easily to interpolating functions of 
order higher than linear and cubic, if so desired. 
Alternatively it may be more convenient to approximate with an 
interpolating polyn.omial directly w(x), rather than the functions 
e+ w(x); this would indeed be the case for a structure close to that 
considered in AD]endix A, which displays a first-order parabolic dis-
tributiun u.f y{x) in the t.r:a.n::;ll,iuu rt::glon. The above procedure re-
quires then only a minor alteration. 
(b). The f'unction ~(x) is available in analytical form, 
If' the trial potential f'unction ia c~osen in analytical form and 
the selection of the optimum step distribution is performed only once, 
before the first iteration, the costly procedure discussed in the pre-
vious &>ction may bi=> considerably simplified. It is then implicitly 
assumed that the corrections o(j)(x) obtained after each Poisson's 
iteration will not be of such magnitude to require a significant altera-
tion in the .original step distribution. 
To illustrate an example, let the trial potential function be 
represented by the first-order potential distribution for an abrupt 
N-P asymmetric junction with uniform doping (see Appendix A). Such a 
trial function will then display the square-law spatial dependence of 
Eqs.(A-36), (A-37) (of Appendix A) in the transition region, logarithmic 
dependence in the neutral region in the low conductivity side and con-
stancy in the neutral region in the high conductivity side. 
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Let the relative radius of curvature of a function f(x) at a 
point X be· 0 . 
x-x 
- 0 
From an intuitive point of view it is clear that the relative radius 
of curvature of the functions e+ ~(x) is somehow related to the re-
quired step distributions: the smaller the relative radius o~ curvature 
at a particular point, the smaller must there be the step. It would be 
desirable to find an explicit relationship between the two quantities. 
Let, the Lra.n;:; i tlon ret;!;ion be corm ldered .firs L. W ltll re.Cerence Lo 
Fig. A-1, the ft::nctions of interest are given by Eqs.(A-36), (A-37) as: 
f' + b. + 
N e 
in the 
f + D. + 
= e p 
~ 
N 
~ 
-"' exp{+[- Y2 ' •(~)]} 
transition region, and 
= exp { + [ y2 + l(~)] 1 
z~x-M >O N 
in the P transition region, From these one obtains: 
d 2f + 
2 N 
ND(NDz l) -"' + 
dz 2 
= ± 
... N 
d2f + 
NA (NAy2 + l) p f + 
dy2 
= p 
and: 
R+ 
curv,rel,N 
RI 
curv,rel, P 
f + 
6 N 
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l 
---=------
a2r + 
N 
dz 2 
f + 
~ p 
---2 -
d f + 
? 
1 
= 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
The fUnctions with the srnaJ.J.esL reJ.al.ive rQ.U.iu::; or cu.rvatu.:r:e in each 
region are then: 
fN e-1¥ = [l'n 2 V(l\i)] ::;: exp-z -2 (2.19) 
f + +~ ::;: e p = [NA 2 ~ exp 2 y + ~(Mp) (2.20) 
Let the step S. at point i be tested with the· comparison be-
1 
tween trapezoidal and Simpson's rules for the computation of the ith 
Jxi term Q.. in the -pointwise execution of the integral f(x) d.x. With 
. .I. 0 
reference to Fig. 2.5 one obtains: 
(Q,i)tra.pezoi.da.l 
= (f. + 4f. 112 + f. 1 ) s./6 l l+ l+ l 
After completion of the adjustment of the step S. to meet the 
l. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
Fig. 2.5. 
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t 
f· -rllfrf -_....1~ i+.l 2 
x 
Determinatio~ of the error of the pointwise integration of 
an elementary interval. 
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requirement dictated by the specified relative error Es' the following 
relation will be valid: 
(Qi)trapczoidal - (Qi)Simpson 
(Q)trapezoidal 
2 f. - 2 f. 1/2 + f. 1 l l+ - ~ l+ 
= 3 f. + f. l 
J. J.+ 
where relations (2~21), (2.22) have been used. 
= 
(2.23) 
Otherwise, if the simple three-point formula to approximate the 
curvature at the point xi+l/2 is chosen, 
Rcurv,rell 
X=Xi+.L/2 
= 
fi+l/2 
fi - 2 fi+l/2 
which may be inserted in Eq,.(2.23) to obtain 
f(u.) 
J. 
f. + f. l J. J.+ 
fi+l/2 
Moreover, for a function of the type 
2 
= exp(K u. + constant) 
J. ; K = constant > O · , 
and for Si= ui+l - ui > 0 the following holds: 
u. > 0 
J. 
(2.24) 
f. + f. 1 J.. J..+ 
= 
f' i+l/2 
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exp[Ku. 2J + exp[K(u. ·r S. )2 ] 
1 l. J. 
2 
exp[K(u. + S./2) ] J.. J.. ~ 
= 
., 2 
-.. exp [ .f.. KS i' + KS . u. ] > exp [ - KS . u. ] + exp [ + KS • u. ] > 
'+ 11 J.J. 11 
> (l - KS.u.) + (l + KS.u.) = 2 
1.1. ll. 
(2.25) 
If the above result is applied to Eqs.(2.19), (2.20) it may be observed 
that the first inequality of relation (2.25) becomes, for alJ. practical 
purposes, an equality in most of the transition region (where 
u. >> S.), with exception of a short region near the origin u = O 
l. l. 
where Si becomes comparable to ui. The second inequality also reduces 
essentialJ.y to an equality if the following condition is satisfied: 
(KS.u.) 2 << l 
l J. (2.26) 
If this is the 1 case, then with the aid of relations (2.17), (2.18), 
(2.24), (2.25) (replacing 
one obtains : 
N transition region: s. 
J. 
P transition region: s. 
J. 
Rcurv, rell 
X=Xi+l/2 
[ i2 's 
= 2 
ND(NDzi + 
r2 
1) 
[ i2 's 
= . 2 
NA (NAyi + 1) 
r2 
with Rcurv,rell 
X=X. 
J. 
) 
( z. = x. - M_~) . ( 2. 27) l l -N 
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The condition (2.26), with the aid of relations (2.27), (2.28) and with 
the substitution 
/ND/2 in the N region 
K = 
"" 
in the p region NA/2 
may be written as: 
l l 
£$ << - + --2 
3 6Ku 
which is certainly satisfied, since reasonable values of are 
several orders of magnitude below unity. 
Equations (2.27), (2.28) yield then an explicit expression for the 
step distribution in t~e transition region in terms of the relative 
error This relationship was derived with the implicit agreement 
of accepting a slightly more severe requirement for a few steps near 
the points ~' Mp ( in virtue of the first inequality of relation 
(2.25)),which is certainly a negligible drawback. 
From Eqs.(2.27), (2.28) it can easily be observed that the smallest 
step in each region occurs at the metallurgical interface M. With the 
aid of relations (A-38), (A-39), the step values at x = M, approached 
by both regions, are obtained as: 
(S ) = [6£ M N-region S (2.29) 
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(2.30) 
which locate the smallest step at the interface M on the side of 
higher impurity concentration. 
Similar considerations may be applied to the low conductivity 
neutral region, where Eq. (A-l6) is valid. The !'unctions o:t· interest 
will then be: 
where 
b. n(Mp) 
. X. = P (injection parameter) 
p 
- x. J. 
The relative ratios of curvature become: 
co 
F + / R p 
curv,rel,P = ::::: 
d2F + ~ p 2 dv2 (l + ~v.) J. (2.31) 2~2 
so that only the function e +~ deserves :further attention. Moreover: 
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+ (Fp.,.\-1-1 1 1 (Fp )i + l + + f3(v .+S.) f3v. l + 
l l l 
= J. = 
(Fp+)i+l/2 s. 
l + f3(v. + .2:.) 
1. 2 
2 [l + ( ~i )2 ]>2 = 2 
(1 + f3v.) + f3S. (1 + f3v i) l l 
(2.32) 
It may be observed that if the condition 
(2.33) 
is valid, the inequality (2.32) becomes essentially an equality 
throughout the entire region, In this case, with aid of relations 
(2.24), (2.31), (2.32) an explicit expression for the step distribution 
may be obtained: 
(Si) =~ • (i + vi) 
neutral 
v. = L - x. l 1. (2.34) 
P-region 
The inequality ( 2. 33) may now he veri f'ied_.. with aid of' Eq. ( 2. 34) . The 
relation 
leads to 
l 2 - 2 
. ES << b • ( S + (X - np ) ] 
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;.;hich is usually satisfied. 
For a given bias condition, the step increases linearly, in the 
.low conductivity neutral region, from the minimum value 
(2.35) 
at x = L, to the maximl.Ull 
at x =Mp (at the neutral region side). The above quantity may be 
compared to the corresponding value in the transition region, given by 
Eq_.(2.28) as 
(s.) - =~s-- /2N2 . , 
1 x-M vw;. 
- p 
* to observe that, for usual structure parameters , the step at the 
transition region side of tne boundary x = Mp is considerably lower 
than that at the neutral region side, It may also be observed from 
relation (2.35) that the step at the external contact x = 1 is in-
versely proportional to the injection parameter, in forward bias 
condition. 
In the high conductivity neutral region the assumed constancy of 
*(x) would generate a step of infinite magnitude, which would also 
* With exception of extremely narrow low conductivity neutral regions 
or conductivities close to the intrinsic value. 
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occur in the low conductivity neutral region for smalJ. enough injection 
parameter. This situation is of course taken care of by establishing 
an upper bound for the step. An upper bound on the ratio of consecu-
tive steps may also be introduced to limit the loss of accuracy due to 
the various interpolations involved in the discretization process of 
the pertinent integrations and differentiations. 
The foregoing results suggest theH Lhe >::1c..:heme i:>hown in Fig. 2 .6, 
suitable to obtain the optimum step distribution and the total number 
of points~ for a specified relative error E • For illustration purposes 
s 
the struct'l.U'e of Fig. A-1 is chosen, with the N-region on the left and 
ND >> NA. The metallurgical interface M is the starting point, where 
relation (2.29) furnishes the initial step value. The scanning is 
performed first in the N region toward the external boundary O. The 
determination of the step in the transition region by relation (2.27) 
is followed by the test on the ratio of consecutive steps. If such a 
ratio exceeds the maximum allowed RA'JNX, the step will be modified to 
suit this additional re~uirem.ent; such modification will always result 
in a step decrease, since the generating functions (2.27) and (2.28) 
are monotonically increasing with \x - M\. Comparison with the upper 
bound s:Mx is then performed, before tne step is permitted to modify 
the x coordinate; the cycle may now be repeated until the boundary O 
is reached. The same scheme is used in the P-t.ransition starting again 
at x = M, with the same initial value for the step :previously employed 
(Eq,(2.29)). When either the upper bound for the step or the external 
contact L is reached_. a similar :Procedure starts at x = r. tn i::can 
backwards the P-neutral region and to provide proper matching of the 
S(x) = SMx S(x) 
S(x) RA'.IMX•SS i.-.------c 
S (x) = RA'.IMX•SS i..a..-------<::-
(Continued on following page.) 
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YES 
x-. x + S(x} 
YES 
Store S x 
SS "' S(x) 
Store S (x) 
SS "' S(x) 
(Continued from previOUB ~e.) 
S (x) " RA'lMX •SS i....-------<:::_ 
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Set: 
x L 
SS = "' 
YES 
Delete steps prt:v imisly 
computed for x < XA until 
~ < RA'OO sxs 
Then join x (' XA) to XB 
with the W1iform step SXB. 
Fig, ~.6. Procedure suitable to obtain the 8tep distribution for a 
specified error Egs on the basis of a trial potential t'unction given 
in analytical form for a special case. 
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step distributions in the transition and neutral regions, subject to 
the requirement dictated by the upper bound of the ratio between con-
secutive steps. 
An example displaying the result of the above procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.7 for a highly asymmetric abrupt N-P junction with 
uniform dopi:ng under a high injection condition (number of points speci-
l'ied ,f, "" l.000, RATMX :;;; J.. 05, S.Mx = L/200). Tne step distribution 
(in semi-logarithmic a.xis) and the trial potential function are shown 
as functions of position x. The various regions are readily recogniz-
abl.e; the variation of the ctcp oizc over a wide range throughout the 
entire device is enlightening. 
The above procedure represents an example of how the rather 
lengthy scheme required for case (a) may be reduced to a much simpler 
one, with a resulting decrease in computation time of one or more orders 
·of magnitude. This is achieved with the agreement of selecting only 
once the step distribution on the trial po~ential function~ which is 
supposed to be given in analytical form and reasonably close to the 
exact one. 
2.3.2. Numerical integration and differentiation. 
Now that the criteria for the selection of the automatically 
adjustable non-uniform step distribution throughout the interior of the 
device have been stated, the problem of choosing suitab~e numerical 
techniques to approximate the analytical integrations and differentia-
tions of interest is considered. In the numerical execution of such 
operations un error ia uauo..11.y introduced, which often arises from 
truncating an infinite series at a convenient point. Therefrom this 
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error is referred to as 11truilcation error 11 or, more generally, 11discre-
tization error." This is very much dependent upon the value ot' higher 
derivatives, very sensitive, in the problem under consideration, to the 
abruptness of the junction, i.e. the specified doping profile, It is 
therefore desirable to employ an algorithm, f'or the numerical intcgr~-
tions and differentiations, of a considerable degree of flexibility, 
to permit a significant control of the discretization error once the 
device parameters, the total number of points, and the criteria for the 
step selection are specified. 
Also in consideration of the availability of the relevant quanti-
ties solely in a discretized form with a non-uniform step distribution, 
a simple out efficient numerical technique based on a Lagrangian inter-
polation scheme is chosen. 'l'his determines numerically a polynomial of 
appropriate degree that approximates locally the quantities available 
at an unequally spaced array of points; the integrated or differentiated 
ana.1.ytica.J. f'orm o:f' this polynomial is tht:n i·t.::i:;.ully c.:umpuLt:U.. Hlgher 
' order interpolating schemes may be selected to reduce the discretization 
error within certain limits. Since the numerical error (mostly intro-
duced by the usual problem of small differences between nearly equal 
numbers arising in any finite difference.algorithm) increases for 
increasing order of the interpolation scheme, a compromise must be 
usually reached. Another limitation is represented by the rapid 
increase in the number of elementary operations (or computation time) 
for an increase of the order of interpolating scheme, 
Details of the algorithm are reported in Appendix B for various 
orders of interpolating schemes of practical interest. 
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It may also be observed that the use· of different interpolating 
functions (ot~er than a polynomial, for instance exponentials), although 
of great interest, is li~ely to require prohibitive computation times, 
if a sufficient number of points in the interior of the device is 
employed, 
Numerical solution o.±~Po~~_§_~n 'E...~~quati~. 
Poisson's equation in the original form (1.19) has been rearranged 
to Eq. (.l.4?), in terms of' the correction c(x) for the electrostatic 
potential distribution. 
To solve the second order linear differential Eq.(1.45) in the 
w1known wlLh boundary conditions 
' 
(2,36) 
several numerical techniques are available. The method of approximating 
the analytical derivatives with a finite difference scheme, followed by 
the solution o~ a system 0£ linear algebraic e~uations, applies in a 
straightforward fashion to the present case in which the relevant quan-
tities are already discretized with a non-uniform step distribution, 
Eq_uation (L45) may be rewritten :fen• the int.ernal point j_ as: 
d 2 o 
o.(n. + p.) _6 N. (2,37) 
dx2 -
= + n. 
- p. -J. J. J. dx2 J. J. J. 
X=X. X=X. 
l. J. 
where the iteration index (j) has been omitted for conciseness. The 
second derivative of ¥ with respect to x, at the point i, may be 
computed numerically with one of the finite difference schemes 
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illustrated in Appendix B (3-point, or higher order formulae) so that 
the right 11and side of' Eq. (2 ,3·() at an internal point i may be con-
sidered numerically known. 
If the second derivative of the unknown 6 is expressed with the 
3-point finite difference formu.J..o. B-121 Eq.(2.37) ut the point i 
reduces to: 
(2.38) 
where: 
The ensemble of Eqs. ( 2 ,38) wri ttt!n t:l.t t:Ci<.:h lntex·nCil point 
i = 2, 3, 4, ••• t-1 
represents a system of t-2 linear algebraic equations in the t-2 
unknowns oi' with the additional conditions at the boundaries: 
In vector notation: 
(2 .39) 
where: 
and 
T = 
d b. 
d,., 
.) 
is the unlmown vector 
is the known vector 
. . 
. . . . . 
ii:: A. tr'iple-a'iA.go:nal mat.r:ix of' dimension (.t.-2) with known entries. 
The numerical solution of the system of Eq.(2.39) may be achieved 
with two basically different methods: direct or iterative. The former 
is based on Gaussian elimination and back-substitution, the latter on the 
successive correction of an initial trial solution with an iterative 
scheme. Although several iterative methods are available featuring a 
very fast convergence and allowing a precise control of the accuracy 
desired, the. direct method is preferred in the present case, in 
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consideration of the sparse character of the matrix T (purely triple-
; 
diago~al) and of the small error introduced in such an operation (mostly 
round-off) which is certainly not the dominant error of the whole 
* solution. 
For a tridiagonal matrix the direct method reduces to the very 
simple a~d elegant algorithm summarized below [see, for instance, 
Ref. 20 pp.101-103]. Let the set of linear algebraic equations be 
represented as 
i = 2, 3, •.• .e..-i (2.40) 
with boundaries o1 = ot = 0. The solution of such a system of differ-
ence equations is ~niqilely determined if two values of o. are given 
1 
(for example the values at the boundaries). It will therefore be 
pertinent to seek two quantities gi' h. such that 
1 
i = t-1, t-2, ••• l 
Application of the first boundary, o1 = O, yields 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
* Computation time and availability of core memory in the ma.chine are 
certainly in favor of the direct method. 
Substitution of 
in the difference Eq.(2.40) yields: 
Ci 
i = t-l, t-2 ••• 2 
bi. - a. h. 1 ' J. J.-
so that it is immediately possible to identify 
d. 
-
a. g. l l. l. 1-
gi = b. 
-
a. h. l l. l. l.-
i = 2, 3, ... t-1 
c. 
h. l. = b. h. l l. - a. J. J. l.-
Recursively then, the quantities g., h. may be determined from 
l. J. 
(2.43) 
relations (2.42), (2.43), to compute subsequently all the unknowns oi 
with the aid of Eq. (2 .41). 
with: 
Moreover, for the present case, the following inequalities hold: 
a. = S. 
J. J. 
b. < 0 J. 
' 
i = 2, 3, ••• t-l 
c. = s. 1 J. 1-
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it may then be shown that the quantities gi' hi very conveniently 
stay in scale. 
For the special case of a tridiagonal matrix with the upper 
diagonal elements equal to unity (this is indeed the case for the 
ma-crix T of Eq. (2 .39)) the above scheme may b<:J rC::!duc.:t:d to, the 
following: 
i = 2, 3, ••• .{.-1 (2.44) 
with bounda.rico 
h2 1 b2 
d2 
' 
g2 =;;-
2 
h. I t. - a./h! 1 = b. 1 1 1 J.-
given by i = 3 4 •.• t-1 
' ' 
(2.45) 
i = t-1, l-2, • • • 2 
The efficiency of the method is apparent: only four multiplications 
(or divisions) per point are required, and on1y three vectors of 
dimensions t are needed for storage if the coefficients ai' bi' 
* di need not be conserved. 
Once 6 has been obtained with the direct method described, the 
error introduced may be easily tested, for example by comparison of the 
* This may be achieved, for instance, by assigning the same storage 
locations to 5., d., g. and to b
1
., h
1
!. J. l. J. 
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vector T6 wj.th the known vector d. Whenever the entity of such 
-)(· 
error becomes signif'i0.ant , an iterative method IAA.y be en.sily inserted 
in the program (see Appendix. C) to replace the direct one. 
It is important to observe that the discretization error pertinent 
to the solution of Poisson's equation is solely related to the order of 
the finite difference formula that approximates the quantity 
uf Eq.(2.37), and is not cuimec.:t..eU. lu any way to Lhe Lru.ncaLlon error 
introduced by the numerical evaluation of 
for small enough 5. This is indeed the case if convergence of the 
iterative scheme occurs (and this is the prime requirement for the 
validity of the whole procedure), in which case 6. ~ 0 at each point 
J. 
i, for a large enough number of iterations. It may be concluded that 
the choice of a 3-point formula to approximate the curvature of the W1-
known 6 is in no way restrictive, so that the triple-diagonal structure 
of the matrix T may be conserved if higher order finite difference 
schemes are employed for the computation of d2*(x)/dx2, in order to 
reduce the truncation error. 
* This has never been observed to be the case. 
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In consideration of the much heavier computational load involved 
in the handling of' a band matrix wider tha.n a triple-diagonaJ., the 
above feature acq_u.ires particular value. 
2.4. Computer program for a special case. 
Several alternatives have been presented in Chapter I regarding 
the physical model on which various schemes of solutions are based; other 
alternatives have been discussed in the previous sections concerning the 
·numerical aspect of the solution of the relevant equations. 
Choices between the various possibilities have been made to con-
struct a program and perform a series of illuminating calculations on a 
digital computer. Table 2.2 is intended to summarize all the alterna-
tives mentioned, and to indicate clearly those chosen to be incorporated 
in the program reported in Appendix C (coded in For.tran IV, version 4); 
A t:ipeclaJ. effor l; ha::> been made in sectioning the program, in the 
coded context, into several subdivisions or subprograms, each featuring 
a set of operations logically separated from the remainder. Such a 
moduJ..ar charactcriotic offers aeveraJ. programming advantages; among them 
the possibility of performing substitutions of one or more subprograms, 
if alternatives other than the chosen are desired. 
Results of calculations performed on an IBM shared file system, 
which includes the computers 7094 and 7040, will be presented in.a later 
chapter. 
2.5. Conclusion. 
Difficulties of f'undamental and practical nature, arising in the 
numerical analysis of the original formulation of Chapter I, have been 
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Tl>ble 2.2. Illustration of the various <1lternatives: the centro.l column displa;ya 
those o.ctuall¥ incorporated in the program reported in Appendix C, 
exposed and overcome by an improved and extended analytical 
formulation. 
Numerical techniques suitable for the discretization of the 
problem have been discussed. Criteria for the selection of an auto-
matically adjust;ttbl.e non-w1l.form step dli::iLrlbuLlon, uwuerlc.:ttl meLlluU.s 
for the execution of integrations and differentiations and for the 
solution of Poisson's equation have been presented. 
A satisfactory rate of convergence to the exact solution for 
successive iterations is clearly the prime requirement for the success 
of the described procedure. In all cases tested on the computer, for a 
wide range of structure parameters and injection levels, a good conver-
gence rate has been observed, even for quite poor trial potential 
functions. 
A basic program, written in a highly modular fashion for a special 
* structure, has been reported ; its flexibility allows prompt altera-
tions in case incorporation or different numerical schemes or extension 
to more general cases are desired. 
As an example, the use of the basic program in two different appli-
cations will be described in the following Chapter; the computation of 
the total incre~ental capacitance of the device, and a solution for the 
reverse problem (J _, VA). 
* The organization of the program and coding details are gathered in 
Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER III 
TWO SJMPLE APPLICATIONS OF THE BASIC DIRECT PROORAM 
3.l. Generalities. 
In Chapters II and III an iterative scheme for the direct problem 
has been desCl.•ibed and a basic computer prog:ro.m ho.o been written to 
achieve the complete solution of the junction for a specified applied 
voltage. 
As an example of the application of the basic program in two 
slightly more intricate schemes, an algorithm for the computation of 
the total incremental capacitance of the device is illustrated, and a 
solution for the "reverse" problem is presented (the terminal voltage 
and quantities in the interior of the device are sought for a specified 
total current). The former task requires two successive solutions for 
slightly different values of applied voltage~ the latter is solved with 
the combination of the basic direct program and an interpolation scheme 
on the exact current-voltage characteristic. 
3.2. Computation ofthe total incremental capacitance. 
If Q is the total charge (of one polarity, per unit area) in the 
device,· the incremental capacitance C (per unit area) at a specified 
voltage V =VA may be def'ined as: 
(3 .l) 
The neutrality condition on the entire device implies the presence of 
sheets of charge at the external contacts if the interior exhibits an 
overall nnha.la.nce of' charges. Poisson's Eq. (J..l9) written in integ:ra.l 
form in terms of the electric field at the contacts 
L 
~[p(x)-n(x)+N(x)]dx = E(L) - E(O) 
0 
may be differentiated with respect to the applied voltage, to obtain 
(3.2) 
The term on the right side of Eq.(3.2) re~resents the contribution of 
the surf'a.ce charge a.t the tcrmino.J.o to the total copacita.nce. If' this 
* term may be neglected the relation (3.1) becomes: 
c I =[~v J1 ri(x)nx] ·_ =r~v J1 n(x)dx] -
V=VA O V-VA ~ O V-VA (3 ,3) 
If a two-point formula is chosen for the discretization of the above 
derivatives, one obtains: 
(3.4) 
where n'(x) and p'(x) are the electron and hole densities corres-
ponding to the applied voltage VA' slightly incremental with respect 
to the applied voltage VA' which generates n(x) and p(x). 
* This is indeed a very common case, with the exception of structures 
with extremely short neutral regions or at extremely high injection 
levels. 
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Of course, higher order finite difference schemes may be employed 
to approximate the derivatives of relations (3.3); additional solutions 
for incremented applied voltages are then required. 
The modular organization of the basic direct program of Appendix C 
requires only a variation of the ma.in program to incorporate the 
algorithm for the computation of the total incremental capacitance. An 
example of such a modified main program, with the coding details, is 
reported in Appendix D. 
Although the validity of the definition (3.1) of the incremental 
capacitance C ma~ be questioned, it is very much of interest to ob-
tain trexact 11 results on the basis of such a definition, since this is 
the only calculation that steady-state considerations permit, and is 
therefore conventionally accepted. A more appropriate definition re-
lates solely terminal properties and is in general a function of 
frequency f, for a small increment of applied sinusoidal voltage v(f) 
about the value VA: 
c (f) I = { [ J ( f) J t . I [ 2 n:f v ( f) ]) V reac ive V 
A A 
(3. 5) 
Comparison between results furnished by the two definitions is of con-
siderable interest and requires the availability of solutions for tran-
sient conditions. 
3,3, A solution for the reverse problem (J ~ VAl:_ 
It is desired to solve numerically the fundamental Eqs.(1.16) to 
(1.21.), subject to the boundary conditium; (J..20) on the mobi1e carrier 
densities, for a specified value of total current J, Accurate 
solutions for all the quantities of interest in the interior of the 
device and the terminal voltage are sought. To achieve this, a re-
arrangement of the f'undamental equations may be attempted in the search 
for a suitable new formulation. This approach will be discussed in 
Part II, Section 9.3. 
An alternative procedure, which employs the basic direct program, 
is illustrated below. 
3,3.1. Description of the method, 
The quasi-linear local feature of the current-voltage characteris-
tic in semilogarithmic axes, together with the availability of the 
basic program, suggests a successive approximation procedure based on 
a Lagrangian interpolation scheme. 
Tht: U.i.::H.:ussion wiJ.l be rt::st.r:il.!ted tu the cast:, o:f pi·a.ctica.J. inter-
est, of forward bias. Positive currents are then assumed. 
The following notation is introduced: 
J = variable representing total current on the exact current-voltage 
characteristic 
* VA variable representing the voltage at the terminals on the exact 
current-voltage characteristic 
JS specified value of total current 
VAB = voltage at the terminals correspondent to JS 
H 
* 
= ln(J) 
= ln(Js) 
In the following context for "voltage at the terminals 11 , or briefly 
11voltage", the difference of the electrostatic potential at the 
external contacts subtracted from the diffusion potential will be 
intended [i.e. VA = Vd + ijs(L) - ijs(O)]. 
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Were VAS known, then the direct program would readily give the 
sougl1t complete solution ot' the basic equations. The problem is 
therefore to determine VAS once the current J 8 is specified. 
To achieve this, H's is first surrounded by two points H1, H2 
on the curve H = f(VA) such that: 
or (3. 6) 
The exact current values H1 and H2 may be obtained merely by guess-
ing two values of applied voltage VAl' VA2 (or better, by use of the 
first-order theory, if applicable) and determining the correspondent 
values of currents with use of the basic program. Subsequently success-
ive La.grangian interpolations on the function VA = g(H), with the aid 
of the basic program, are suitable to refine the search of the quantity 
VAS to the desired accuracy. 
If the general first-order theory results are used to obtain VAl 
and VA2' a preliminary successive approximation scheme must be em-
ployed to solve the implicit system of Eqs.(A-13) and (A-41) for the 
applied voltage, for a given total current J = J . 
n 
The whole procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The current J 8 
is specified together with a tolerance ERRJ such that any value of 
voltage, yielding an exact current J s~tisf'ying the relation 
j.Tt:i - Jj 
< ERRJ , (3. 7) 
will be accepted as the solution of the problem. A first value VAl 
i- i + l. 
Co 
IBR = l. 
i = l. 
J =JS 
J - VA (estimation) 
Estimation of the vol.-
tage at the termina1o 
VA for a given J with 
the aid of the first-order 
theory, it appl.icabl.e, 
o+.h,.rwi "" A. e;u,.ss of' a.n 
appropriate VA ia ma.de. 
VA - J (exact) 
:Pasic program for 
the direct probl.em. 
Specified VA the 
exact total. current 
J is obtained, 
Iagrangian interpolation on 
the function VAi = g(H1). 
The value VA correspondent 
to Hg is COlJlPUted. 
F1g, 3,l., Scllelll!l.tl.c bJ.ocK <11.agra.m 1J.l.ustrat1ng a successive apprax:lmt1on 
scheme for the sol.ution of the reverse :probl.em, 
is sought, approximately correspondent to a current value J1
1 = J8 , 
and obtained by use of the first-order theory, if applicable. The 
basic direct program will then yield the exact current J 1 correspond-
ent to vA1 . Failure of the accuracy test of Eq.(3,7) is followed by 
the estimation of a value of current J r 2 with the aid of the relation 
with 
and J ' 2 
= ln J"' 
.l. 
= exp(H) 
(i = 1) (3 .8) 
The above is then repeated: an approximate voltage VA2 is computed 
to enter once more the basic program and obtain the exact current J 2 
to perform the test on the condition (J.6). A negative outcome reiter-
ates the cycle with the parameter i of E~.(3.8) increased each time by 
unity. A very few iterations will generally satisfy the condition (3.6) 
so that a T.ae;:rangian inte:rpolation on the f\mction 
= g(H ) 
m m = 1, 2, • • • i 
may be successfully used to obtain a new (and considerably more accurate) 
value of VA . 1 to be fed into the basic direct program and obtain the '1+ 
correspondent exact current Ji+l' or H. 1 • Successive applications J.+ 
of the interpolation operation and of the basic program will then lead 
to the desired value VAS with the specified accuracy. 
The Lagrangian interpolation procedure involves the solution of a 
system of linear algebraic equations, which may be reduced to a matrix 
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form, and treated with one of the conventional methods available fro:n 
numerical analysis. A protection feature must then be incorporated in 
the program to cope with the unfortunate situation of the matrix 
becoming ill-conditioned for the method of solution chosen. This cir-
cumstance may occur in the present procedure if too small a tolerance 
parameter ERRJ is specified. 
3.3.2. Results. 
The computer progr~m for the solution of the reverse problem 
features only a slight alteration of the main program of Appendix C 
and a mere addition to the basic direct program of a subroutine to 
f'XP.c11tP. thP. intf'rpnla.ticm prncP.dnrA. The organization of the program 
with the coding details is shown in Appendix E. 
Several test calculations have been performed on the computer for 
various structures, total number of points, specified current ranges, 
for several current tolerance parameters. The results obtained may be 
summarized in the following: three to five iteration cycles (i.e. 
calls of the basic direct program) are sufficient to satisfy a tolerance 
parameter ERRJ = lo-5, whereas four to seven iteration cycles are 
usually required if a tolerance parameter ERRJ = 10-7 is specified; 
however, a very few isolated cases feature an ill-conditioned matrix 
before reaching the latter value if single precision arithmetic is used, 
·)f-
lnterrupt ion of the procedure at an appropriate point, yieids ror these 
singular cases results satisfying a tolerance ,..., -6 ERRJ = 10 which is 
still to be considered well acceptable from any practical point of view, 
* The protection feature incorporated in the program may very well 
take ca.re of' this • 
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Alternatively double precision arith.~etic may be used, if a more severe 
tolerance is desired. 
3.4. Conclusion. 
Two simple examples of the application of the basic direct program 
in slightly more intricate schemes have been illustrated. The total 
incremPnt.al capacitancP has hP.P.n C1bta.ined from two successive steady-
state solutiorfs for different values of applied voltage, and a method 
of solution of the fundamental transport equations for a specified total 
c-;,irrent has been described. 
The highly modular organization of the basic direct progra.m 
requires only slight variations of the main program and the addition of 
one subroutine to incorporate the new features. 
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CHAPTER DI 
.D.X.'.L'.l!.a\JSlUl\J 01'' 'l'HE M.D'l'HOlJ 'l'O 'l'.'il:!: SOLU'.L'lUN o.J!' 'l'lil'.: TH.ANSIS'l'OH 
Although the methud of' solution described in the previous chaptei·s 
for a two-contact device allows for doping profiles generating multiple 
junctions, additional boundary conditions are required if a multiple-
contact device is analyzed. As an example, the extension of the method 
to the solution of the transistor is discussed in this Chapter. The 
general lines of Gurnrnel's original procedure [18] are followed, the 
inadequacy of the one-dimensional model to implement a realistic 
representation of the base contact (other than, perhaps, in the low 
injection case) is recognized, and a slightly different approach is 
suggested as an alternative to the original procedure. Details of the 
modifications introduced by the additional boundary conditions in the 
analytical formulation and in the overall iterative scheme are 
illustrated. 
4.1. Mathematical model and boundary conditions. 
Under the same assumptions stated in Subsection 1.1.l the 
equations that describe the behavior of the transistor are given by the 
:rur~damental set of E~s.(1.16) to (l.21). These are here applied to the 
one-dimensional N-P-N structure of Fig. 4.1, in which o, B, and L 
represent the external contacts of the emitter, base, and collector 
respectively, and M and MC the metallurgical interfaces of the 
emitter-base and base-emitter junctions, respectively, The impurity 
density N(x) as a function of position x may be again expressed in 
terms of the donor and acceptor contributions as 
0 
I ®l 
I 
I 
N{x) I 
I 
M 
Fig. 4 .l. 
® ® 
N(x} N(x) 
B L x 
x = oosition coordinate 
.. 
One-dimensional N-P-N tra~sistor structure. 
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N(x) = ND (x) - NA (x) 
and is asswned consistent with the N-P-N device configuration, 
The same boundary conditions for the carrier densities discussed 
in Subsection 1.1.3 may be specified for the emitter and collector 
external contacts O and L, whereas the base contact must be treated 
differently. This is a consequence of the one-dimensional model, cer-
tainly inadequate to represent with comparable degree of realism and 
generality the position and property of the third contact for the 
device under consideration. If Gwnmel's genera1 J.lnes [l8] C:Lre 
followed, the value of the majority carrier (hole) ~uasi-Fermi level 
at the position of the base contact is chosen as the additional boundary 
condition according to the relation: 
(4.1) 
or 
where VBO and VBL are the voltage differences applied between the 
base contact and the emitter contact, and between the base contact and 
the collector contact respectively. This choice was originally justi-
fied by the observation that the majority-carrier quasi-Fermi level is 
essentially constant throughout the base and that the position of the 
base contact is not critical. Although this may be well acceptable in 
low-injection cases, it is reasonable to expect, in the one-dimensional 
model under consideration, both internal and terminal properties to 
become highly dependent upon the position of the base contact in high 
; 
injection conditions. 'I'his is a consequence of the significant conduct-
ivity modulation in the base, which is responsible for considerably 
different potential drops in the emitter side and collector side of 
the "neutral" base for given total curr~nts, or alternatively different 
total currents for specified voltage differences at the contacts, It 
is apparent that, in these conditions, the choice of the position of 
the base contact becomes highly critical. 
Although the basic inadequacies of the one-dimensional model can 
not be entirely resolved, the choice 01~ a more realistic boundary con-
dition may be attempted by specifying the position of the base contact 
* at the point where the majority carrier density, or in essentially 
equivalent terms the conductivity, aooumeo the value one would specify 
as a boundary condition at the base external contact in a realistic 
three-dimensional model. In this case the position of the base contact 
** must be determined by a successive approximation method, as a conse-
quence of the additional requirement introduced, The lack of freedom 
in the choice of the position of the base contact in the one-dimensional 
model, for a specified boundary condition of the described type, is of 
insignificant importance, since there is very little relation between 
the position of the base contact in the one-dimensional model and the 
actual position in the real three-dimensional device, Results of cal-
culations, illustrating the importance of the choice of the position of 
the base contact, arc reported in a later chapter. 
* In the base at the collector side, for normal transistor operation, 
** An automatic procedure may be easily incorporated in the computer 
Program as pa.rt of the solution. 
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It is also of interest to observe, as a direct consequence of the 
dependence of the boundary condition at the base contact solely on the 
majority carrier (hole) quasi-Fermi level, that the external base 
current is only generated by the difference between the majority 
ea.rriP.r ~U1'1"E>nts a.t the emitter and coll.ector side of the base contact:> 
and not by the minority carrier (electron) current, continuous at the 
position of the base contact'. 
Two boundary conditions on the electrostatic potential, chosen as 
the values at the emitter and collector external contacts, complete the 
mathematical formulation of the problem. Either of these boundary 
values may be taken as a reference value, the other being directly 
related to the externally applied voltages VBE and VBC and the 
diffUsion potentials and of the emlLLer Cl.ml c:ullectu.c 
junctions respectively: 
t(L) - t(O) .... VBE - VBc - vdE I vdC 
4.2. Analytical formulation, 
The AR.me rrr-or.enn:re employP.d f'm• a two-contact device to rearrange 
the fundamental Eqs.(1.16) to (l,21) to the reduced set of Eqs.(1.39), 
(l.40) (with (1.33), (1.34)), (1.19) and subsequently to the improved 
form of Ea~s.(2.5), (2.6), (2.11), (2.12) may be used here for th.e tran-
sistor, with provision for the additional boundary condition at the base 
contact. This leads to only.slight modifications in the final form of 
the analytical formulation concerning the hole density distribution and 
the terminal properties. 
It is appropriate to define two domains in the interior of the 
di:>vice: 
emitter domain for 
collector domain for 
At the interface of the two domains the hole quasi-Fermi level is 
specified by the condition (4.1), which, with the aid of the definition 
(l.25), may also be rewritten as: 
p(B) = exp(yp(B)-w(B)] = exp[~p(O)+VBE-w(B)] = p(O) exp[v(O)+VBE-*(B)] 
(4,3) 
to give a boundary condition on the hole density at the base contact in 
terms of the hole density and the electrostatic potential at the 
emitter contact, the base to emitter external voltage and the electro-
static potential at the domain interface. The hole density and hole 
current distributions in the two domains assume the following form 
(which corresponds to Rqs:. (l.34) a.m1 (l.40) f'or the two con ta.ct device): 
x p(B) eV(B)_p(O) eV(O) - J ~ (x) eV(x)(J U(x•)ax•)ax 
JP(x) = J u(x') dx' + ----~B--.--_....;.o_P ____ o ___ __.;..._ 
0 J y (x) ev(x) dx 
0 p 
:for o s: x s B, and 
(4.4) 
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p(x) = e-w(x) [-IL Y (x') J (x') e~(x') d.x' 
. p p 
x 
+ p(L) ej!(L)] 
x 
Jp(x) =f U(x') dx 1 + 
B 
p(L)e'¥(L) - p(B)e1¥(B) - J y (x)eHx)(J U(x')dx')dx 
B p B 
1 J y (x) eijr(x) dx 
B p (4.5) 
for B ~ x ~ L, and p(B) is given by the condition (4.3). Express-
ions for the electron density and electron current distributions vaiia 
throughout the whole interior of the device (0 ~ x ~ L) are still 
given by Eqs. (l.33) and (1.39). 
The same considerations of Section 2.2 lead in each domain to 
improved analytical formulations for the hole density essentially 
equivalent to those presented for a two-contact device. For example, 
i 
for the simplified case characterized by absence of recombination 
[U(x) = O] and constant mobilities, the following relations apply for 
fo.rwa..r:U. a.ml mouerci.Le reverse-bias conditions at either junction. The 
electron density throughout the entire device 
n(x) =(t(T) (x) + /( o);o/(L) ( e F(T) (x)J] [n_( __ o)_e 11r_B1_-_11r<_o)J 
In n n F (T) (L) 
n 
ijr(x)-~L 
e 
(4.6) 
is valid fn~ O ~ x ~ L) with 
( ) Jx ilrBL-ljt(x') 
F T (x) = e dx 1 In Jx ~ -v(x') F(T)(x) = e HL dx 1 n 
L ijr(O)-iJr(L) 0 
2 
e = n(L)e 
n n(O) } 
,1, _ W(B) + W(L) 
'l'BL - 2 
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The hole density throughout the emitter domain 
is valid for O s:: x ::;; B_. with 
Jx ~(x')-w F (x) = e OB dx' pe 
0 
e "" p(B)e 
ijr(B) - W ( 0) 
2 
~ 
p(O) 
) 
, 
x 
*oB 
= W(o) 
The hole density tlu·oughout the: collt:ctor domain 
is valid for B s:: x ::;; L, with 
Jx ~(x)-ijr Fpc(x) · e BL dx 
B 
l[r(B)-t(L) 
+ l!r(B) 
?. 
e _ p(B)e 
2 
c - p(L) ,1r _ l!r(B) + l[r(L) 'fBL - 2 
The introduction of the scale factors ijrBL and *OB' together with 
the additional rearrangement of terms, extends the range of numerical 
·application of the above relations to moderate reverse bias, according 
to the restrictions: 
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where R is the parameter defined in Subsection 2. 2. 2, and VBE' VBC 
and Vd.E' VdC are the normalized applied voltages and diff'usion 
:potentia1::: rlef'jnen in Sect.ion 4.1. Comdderations .r:dmilar to those pre-
sented in Subsection 2.2.2 lead to the corresponding relations for the 
carrier density distributions at any reverse-bias condition. 
Terminal currents are, in the general case, easily recovered with 
the aid of Eqs.(l.39), (4.4) and (4.5). For instance, the base current 
JB is given, as the difference between the emitter current JE and 
collector current JC' by: 
= 
x in emitter x in collector 
domain domain 
B p(B)e*(B)_ p(O)e*(o)_ J y (x)ew(x)(J U(x')dx')dx 
J 0 p 0 = U(x)dx + 
o f y (x)ew(x) dx . 
0 p 
p(L)eljl(L)_ p(B)e*(B) - f y (x) e*(x)(J U(x')dx') dx 
B p B 
L . (4,9) J y (x)ew(x) dx 
B p 
The sign convention for the external currents is shown in Fig, 4,2 
4,3, Iterative procedure for the direct and reverse problem, 
The same iterative scheme described in Section l.~ for a two-
contact device is applicable to the transistor, for the solution of the 
J E 
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"l 
I 
I I 
® I ® I ® I I I l 
I I 
I I .c'.1~--
I I 
I I 
! ! 
= case-to-emitter voltage (positive for forward-biased 
emit~er junction) 
= base-to-collector voltage (positive for forward-biased 
collector junction) 
Fig. 4.2. Sign convention ~or the applied voltages and ex-
~ernal currents: currents are positive if flow-
ing in t~e indicated directions. 
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direct problem. The emitter to base and collector to base voltage 
differences are specified, a trial potential function is chosen (con-
sis tent with the boundary condition (4, 2)), and the recorr.bination-
generation term is.set to zero for the first cycle, The values of the 
i 
mobile carrier densities at the emitter and collector external contacts 
are determined, in the general case, by the combination of relations 
(l,28) with Eqs,(1.39) and (4.4) specialized at the emitter external 
contact and with Eqs.(l.39) and (4.5) specialized at the colJ.ector 
external contact, with the aid of a secondary iteration loop if necess-
ary. Mobile carrier density distributions are given by Eqs.(4.6), (4.7), 
(4.8) for the constant mobility, absence of recombination case (or by 
their generalized equivalent if required), The same procedure, formula-
tion, and nurnerical.tecbniques described in Subsection 2.3.3 may be used 
for the solution of Poisson's equation (1.45) with boundary conditions 
(1.43), to obtain an improved potential distribution and restart the 
cycle. 
The combination of the described iterative scheme for the direct 
problem with an interpolating procedure of the type described in 
Subsec.tion J .J ,l may be used for the solution of the reverise problem on 
either junction or both simultaneously (that is, for the case that 
either one external current and one voltage difference between terminals 
or- t.wo ext.ernal currents are specified.). 
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4.4. Conclusion. 
Since freedom is available in the choice of the doping profile in 
the method presented in Chapters I and II for a two-contact device, the 
numerical solution of multiple-junction two-contact devices does not 
require any va.riatio~ in the previously described formulation. If a 
three-contact device is considered., such as the bipolar transistor 
exam~ned in this Chapter, additional boundary conditions are necessary 
fully to determine the mathematical problem. 
'I'he ir.l.plementation in the one-dimensional model of realistic 
boundary conditions has been shown to be a di1'1'icult task. As an 
alternative to Gummel's original method [18], a more realistic repre-
sentation of the boundary condition on the external base contact has 
been attempted through a slightly different approach. The position of 
the external base contact in the one-dimensional model has been treated 
as a parameter dependent upon additional properties imposed on the 
mathematical base contact, rather than as an independent para.meter [18]. 
One motivation for this choice is the little relation between the 
position of the base contact in the one-dimensional model and the actual 
one in the three-dimensional device. 
Minor rearra..~gements in the analytical formulation discussed for a 
two-contact device and in the iteration scheme to incorporate the 
additional boundary conditions have been presented to extend the method 
to the transistor. Results for a particular structure, under various 
bias conditions, (obtained with a slightly modified version of the 
computer program of Appendix C) illustrate both internal distributions 
and terminal properties, and are reported in a later chapter. 
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Further extensions to more complex multiple-junctions and multiple-
contact devices may be attained by the same procedure. However, f'or 
such cases it would be desirable, as has been made apparent by the 
example of the bipolar transistor, to allow more realistic models 
through development of multidimensional solutions. 
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CHAPTER V 
ON THE ACCT.JR.A.CY OF TEE NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this Chapter the sources o:f er:ro't' are inclividnalJ_y ::im1Jyzed 
and their influence on the final results is examined. Techniques 
suitable to control the magnitude of such errors are discussed, and a 
realistic criterion for the evaluation of' the cons·istency of the 
results achieved is described and accepted as a satisfactory means of 
accuracy estimation. 
5.l. Generalities. 
One of the most delicate problems of the numerical solutions 
presented is indeed related to the accuracy of the results obtained. 
This peculiarity is to be consistt::ntly t::XJ:1t::c.:Lt:c1 ln most problems in-
volving the solution of the bipolar transport equations applied to 
semiconductor junctions and must be regarded as a feature inherent in 
the pertinent expressions which suffer from serious hindrances, such as 
the variation of the relevant quantities over extremely wide ranges and 
small differences between nearly equal numbers. 
The ideal approach to this problem consists in the determination 
of the single errors (or proper bounds) introduced by each elementary 
operation to achieve an estimation of the total error for a particular 
algorithm chosen. .An alternative method may restrict the evaluation of 
the accuracy solely to the final results by testing their consistency 
with an appropriate set of relations. These "testing relations" must 
then feature finite difference schemes and numerical errors different 
from those exhibited by the actual expressions which originally genera-
ted such results and ~ust conveniently expose the discrepancies, which 
will then serve as a measure of the accuracy achieved, 
Preference will be given, in the following context, to the latter 
approach, rather than to the former more rigorous one, whose difficul-
ties seem to prevent a sufficiently realistic estimation of the total 
error. The problem may then be considered threefold: 
(~) searching all the single sources of error present in the pro-
cedure 
(b) analyzing the influence of each error on the accuracy of the 
:final resuJ.ts and devising techniques to minimize such 
influence 
(c) constructing an appropriate set of "testing relations 11 to 
evaluate the consistency of the results. 
'I'hese three aspects of the problem will be considered separately in the 
following sections. 
5.2. Sources of error. 
5.?.l. Discretization error. 
'E~e exact analytical formulation, describing mathematically the 
physical phenomell:9-, is approximated by a discretized formulation, whic~ 
evaluates and recognizes the quantities at a finite number of points 
only, .An error may then be introduced whenever an operation is per-
formed on a discretized function; the magnitude of' such error depends 
on the order of approximation used. Two basic operations are of 
interest in the present context: 
(a) quadratures oI" functions of the type + ~(x) + constant e 
(b) computation of the first and second spatial derivatives of the 
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electrostatic potential. 
5. 2. 2. N111111?r:i cal error. 
The denomination 11numerical error11 is usually given to any depart-
ure of the actual numerical result from the exact solution of the dis-
cretized formulation. The following sources of inaccuracies will be 
considered in this class of errors: 
(a) round-off errors 
(b) quantities exceeding the allowed range 
(c) small differences between nearly equal numbers 
(d) interruption of the overall iteration scheme (iteration error). 
5.2.3. Physical model discretization error. 
If the exact representation in the discretized context of an 
abrupt impurity distribution were attempted, a spatial step of zero 
magnitude would be required at the metallurgical interface. The 
impossibility of realizing this condition introduces an error in the 
discretized physical moiel f'urnished to the digital machine. 
5.3. In~luence and control of the errors. 
5.3.1. Discretization error. 
(a) Quadratures. 
< 
Particular care must be exerted in the evaluation of the integrals 
of functions such as + *(x) ~ constant 
e ' 
especially in the transition 
regionJ in which *(x) is forced to a considerable variation in both 
magnitude and derivatives. The :problem bas been examined in detail in 
Section 2.3 and treated by the automatic selection of a non-uniform 
step distribution, based on the criterion of' achieving constant accuracy 
at each step in the pointwise integration throughout the interior of 
lOO 
the device. The magnitude of the error may be specified a priori, its 
lower limit being determined by the maximum nur!l.ber of points the pro-
gram allows for. Alternatively, the total number of points may be 
specified, with reference to the storage capabilities of the machine, 
computer time the progra.."lllller is willing to accept, and accuracy in the 
final results. A f'urther reduction of the truncation error may be 
successfully achieved, for a specified nwnber of points, by adopting 
higher order discretization schemes, for instance of the type shown in 
Section ~-1 (Appendix B). 
(b) Differentiation. 
The iterative procedure.described requires two differentiations in 
the solution of Poisson 1s equation: the second derivative of the 
elec.:L.rui:;La.Llc pot.entlal ·¥(x) and o:f the correction O(x), It has 
already been observed (Subsection 2.3.3) that the truncation error 
pertinent to the latter quantity is by no means connected to the error 
of the final results, if convergence occurs. Since the step size is 
already determined by the quadrature requirements, the truncation error 
introduced in the differentiation of ~(x) may be solely controlled by 
the order of the finite-differEmcF! schF!mA Amployen. A. successful im-
provement of the accuracy is then strictly dependent upon a 11well-
behaved" shape of the function *(x) and its derivatives. This is 
indeed the case in the problem under consideration, with the exception 
of a short region about the metallurgical interface, where the curvature 
of the electrostatic potential (i.e. the net charge density) undergoes 
a variation of several order~ of magnitude. This peculiarity is cer-
tainly enhanced by an abrupt impurity distribution, in which case the 
lOl 
entire variation occurs, in the discretized model, in one step length. 
The higher orde-r derivatives become extremely lare;e there, causing a 
2 
huge truncation error in the computation of d ~(~) at the points 
d.x 
close to the metallurgical interface, for any finite difference scheme. 
For the abrupt case, since the problem is particularly serious, an 
extrapolation technique on the discretized ~(x), on both sides of the 
interface, has been attempted. This procedure, which indeed would have 
considerably lessened the difficulty, had to be discarded, since it 
impaired beyond tolerance the overall convergence of the iterative 
scheme. Huweve.c, Lhe dl::; LurlJance created at the interface by the dis-
continuity of the higher derivatives of ~(x) may be confined to a 
* very narrow region if the step is there further reduced by one or more 
orders of magnitude. Such additional constraint is then relaxed away 
from the interface, to allow the step to resume the appropriate magni-
tude previously selected. This 11 step-compression technique 11 , merely a 
palliative_. has proven to succeed in localizing the disturbance on the 
internal distributions to a region as short as 10-5 x the transition 
region length. Also in consideration of the insignificant effect of 
such error on the terminal properties of the device, this solution is to 
be considered acceptable for any practical purpose. 
If the electric field distribution throughout the device is also 
desired, the above may be applied also to the computation of the first 
derivative of ~(x). 
* The smallest step, according to the selection described in Subsection 
2.3.l, is usually located at the intcr£acc. 
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Several finite-difference schemes are reported in Appendix B, 
suitable for the computation of the first and second derivatives of a 
function available in discretized form at unevenly spaced points. 
5.3.G. Nmnerical error. 
(a) ·Round-off error. 
A round-off error in introduced, in general, at the execution of 
any elementary operation on quantities represented with a finite 
number of digits. This type of error is then strictly dependent upon 
the machine employed; in the present case a choice on either 8 (single-
precision arithmetic) or 16 .(double-precision arithmetic) signif'icant 
digits is available. 
Also in consideration of the significant exposure of the round-off 
error caused by the presence of unfortunate conditions (such as small 
differences between nearly equal numbers), double precision arithmetic 
is certainly required whenever good accuracy (5-6 exact significant 
digits) in the final results is desired. The round-off error will then 
certainly be negligible when compared to other types of error, and does 
not deserve any f'urther attention. On the other hand, the adoption of 
single-precision arithmetic in a sound algorithm will be responsible 
for round-off errors comparable to low-order truncation errors and will 
still lead in most cases to .r~asum1.b1.y l:Lccurate resu1ts (2-4 exact 
* significant digits). 
* The total number of points is also limited in this case by the 
round-off errors on the smallest step. · 
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(b) Quantities exceeding in magnitude the allowed range. 
The range of the numbers a digital. machine is capab..Le 01· handling 
is usually limited and may riot satisfy the requirements of certain 
formulations. This has been indeed the case in the problem under con-
sidera.tion; an a.ppropria.te numerical :formulation has theref'ore been 
devised (Subsection 2.2.2) to avoid gross errors leading to meaningless 
results. 
(c) Small differences between nea~ly equal numbers. 
This problem arose in Subsection 2.2.1, where its influence on 
the computation of the electron and hole distributions was discussed, 
A rearrangement of the algorithm succeeded in eliminating such sources 
of error from the relevant expressions. This is indeed the ideal 
approach for this kind of problem, since, in general, increasing the 
number of significant digits is not an acceptable solution. A similar, 
but less serious problem, is also present in the right-hand side of 
Poisson's equation (Eq.(l.l9)). A considerable relative error may be 
introduced in the computation of the net charge, in the highly neutral 
regions of the device; this may well be tolerated, since the only con-
sequence is an insignific~nt ~boolutc error in the oecond derivative of 
the electrostatic potential. 
(d) Iteration error. 
The interruption of thR cwRrall itRrA.tion i:::cheme aft.er a finite 
number of cycles introduces an error. In consideration of the fast 
x 
convergence observed, it seems reasonable to accept as a measure of 
* 8-15 iteration cycles reach a correction 6(x) 5 10-7 · Vd for an 
abrupt junction, with first-order theory trial potential function, 
for low and moderate injection. More iterations are required for 
very high injection cases. 
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such 11 iteration error 11 the largest correction o(x) for the electro-
static potential, over all x, achieved at the last cycle. The magni-
tude of the iteration error may then be specified by the programmer 
and inserted as DATA to interrupt the iterative procedure. 
The magnitude of the dominant error in the entire procedure may 
serve as a convenient guide for the most economical choice of iteration. 
e.t·.r:U.L', 
5,3,3, Physical model discretization error. 
Limiting factors such as the upper bound for the ratio of consecu-
tive steps, the total number of' points, and the round-.. of'f error 
determine the minimum step size. The discretization of an ideal abrupt 
impurity distribution, useful for comparison with the first-order theory 
results, may therefore not be realized exactly. However, only discrep-
ancies of insignificant amount, and confined to an extremely narrow 
region about the metallurgical interface, are thus introduced. A 
reduction o::' this error is in any case obtained with the "step compres-
sion" technique mentioned in Subsection 5.3.l (b). 
5.4. Testing criteria of the accuracy of the results. 
Sa.wJ:l Y.u.GLHLHles may be expressed 1n terms of various analytica.LLy 
equivalent formulations, whose numerical counterparts display errors of 
quite dif~erent nature and magnitude. These may be used to expose the 
inaccuracy of the results. From the f'undamental equations (l.l6) to 
(1.21), and subsidiary relation (l.22), specialized for simplicity for 
the zero-recorr~ination case, the following set of relations may be 
obtained. 
(a) Electric field: 
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E(x) == _ dW(x) dx 
x 
E(x) = J [:p(x')-n(x') + N(x')] dx' + E(O) 
0 
x 
E(x) =f [p(x')-n(x') + N(x')] dx' + E(L) 
L 
(b) Currents: 
( 
_ n(O) e-•(O) - n(L) e-•(L) 
Jn - L j y (x) tj-•(x) ux 
I 0 n 
Jn = - yJx) [ n(x) • E(x) + dng:) ] 
,1,(x) -qin (x) 
· n(x) di:p (x) e '¥ de 
n 
Jn = y (x) dx = - y (x) d.x 
n n 
(5 .1) 
(5.2) 
(5 .3) 
(5 .4) 
(5.5) 
(5. 6) 
Jn = 1 ... l/L [ J E(x) • n(x) dx - n(L) + n(o)J (5.7) j y (x)dx O 
O n 
_ p(L) et(L) - p(O) e•(O) 
J - L 
p j y (x) e v(x) dx 
0 p 
JP= yptx) [- p(x) • E(x) + dp~)] 
_,,, (x) <:pp (x) 
:p(x) dcp (x) e 'I' de> 
JP = Y (x) ~x = y (x) p p dx 
JP = L -l./L [ J E(x) • p(x) dx - p(L) + p(o)] 
~ Yp(x)dx O 
(5.8) 
(5. 9) 
(5.10) 
(5 .11) 
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Equations (5.4), (5.8) are the actual expressions used in the numerical 
solution to co:npute the total current; the identity of Eqs. ( 5. 6) and 
(5.10) with Eqs,(5.5) and (5.9), respectively, is easily verified with 
the aid of the definitions (1.24) and (1.25); Eqs.(5.7), (5,11) are 
readily obtained by integration of Eqs.(5.5), (5. 9) respectively. 
(c) Consistency of Poisson 1 s equation: 
'Ps (x) ~ [ p(x) - n(x) + N(x) - : ] j [p(x) - n(x) + N(x)] 
(d) Incremental surface charge: 
== -
d[E(L) - E(O)] 
dVA 
L L 
d(cr1 - 0 0 ) -Jdn(x) -Jdp(x) 
dV - dV dx dV dx 
I A 0 A 0 A 
(5 .12) 
(5.l3) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
The consistency of the final distributions of ~(x), n(x), p(x) 
may be evaluated first by comparing the discrepancies on the electric 
field at each point obtained from relations (5.1) to (5,3), Such dis-
crepancies will be exposed by relations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), and (5.9), 
(5.10), (5.11), if compared to relations (5.4) and (5.8), respec~ively. 
The usual small differences between nearly equal numbers are present in 
Lhe former se L and are ln Lllls lns Lance usefully explol Led. Equ.a Lions 
(5.5), (5.6), (5.9), and (5.10) conveniently expose the error at each 
point in the interior of the device, leaving to Eqs.(5.7), (5.ll)to 
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show the overall effects of the various internal inconsistencies on 
the terminal properties. The relative error e:Ps(x) given by 
relation (5.12) is directly dependent upon the specified iteration 
.;I" d21jr (x) error [Subsection 5.3.2 (d)] ~ 2 is computed with the same dx 
finite-difference scheme. 
The consistency of Poisson's equation in terms of the electric 
field may then be tested with the aid of relation (5.13) and comparison 
of the two relative errors £P0 (x) and £P5 (x). 
Relations (5.14) and (5.15) yield an indication of the accuracy of 
the incremental capacitance by comparing the incremental surface charge 
at the external boundaries evaluated first in terms of the field 
variation at the contacts and second in terms of the incremental net 
charge in the interior of the device. 
5. 5. Cum:li.;.:;; lu~i. 
Several types of errors arising in the numerical solution under 
consideration have been described, their importance and influence on 
tho ovor~ll ~ccur~cy h~o been illuotr~tod, mc~no to control within 
limits the magnitude of such errors ·have been suggested, and criteria 
s·.iitable to evaluate the accuracy of the final results have been stated. 
Tne abruptness of the assigned doping profile has been recognized as a 
determinant factor for the overall accuracy, since it affects very much 
the magnitude of the truncation errors of the numerical operations. 
The step distribution for the impurity density represents the worst 
case numerically, since it maximizes discretization errors. This ideal 
situation, although unrealistic from a technological point of view, has 
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been selected to perform a series of actual numerical calculations 
also in order to test severely the accuracy of the solution under 
extreme conditions. Some of the results obtained for such ideal 
structures are discussed in the next Chapter. 
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CHAP'.L"ER VI 
RESULTS 
Solutions obtained with the numerical procedure described in the 
previous chapters are presented for a few special structures. A 
narrow-base 1;tu.r:upt 1;tS.YilllLLel..r:·i<.: N-P U.luU.e 1::1..rn.l w1 N-P-N Lramdstor, with 
external contacts of the ob.mic type, are considered. The effect of a 
finite surface recombination velocity at the external contact of the 
high-conductivity side of the diode is also analyzed. Distributions 
of electrostatic potential and quasi-Fermi levels, mobile carrier and 
net electric charge densities, and increments of mobile carrier densi-
ties for a small increment of a:ppliP.d voltagP. A."Y'A shnwn R.F: f'llnctions of' 
position throughout the interior of the device. Terminal properties 
including currents and total incremental capacitance versus applied 
voltage are illustrated. "Exact" and conventional approximate 
analytical results are compared, and discrepancies are exposed. 
6.1. Generalities. 
ln the previous chapters a numerical method of solution of the 
one-dimensional two-carrier transport equations describing the behavior 
of semiconductor junction devices has been described in detail. 
Dif:?iculties arising in the nWLLerlc<:LJ. aualysls of the problem have been 
exposed and overcome; criteria for the evaluation of the accuracy of 
the final results have been stated. 
Although both method of solution and numerical techniques allow 
for arbitrary doping profiles, recombination-generation law, boundary 
conditions at the external contacts, and mobility dependencies, results 
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for a special type of idealized structure are presented as an exa~ple 
of numerical computation fo-r a two-contact ann a th-rPP.-contact. rlevice. 
Absence of recombination in the interior of the device [U(x) ; O], 
abrupt asymmetric impurity distribution, and constant mobilities are 
assumed, The analysis is restricted to "short" structures (with 
respect to dif~~sion lengths) so that recombination effects other than 
at the contacts may be neglected. The choice of abrupt doping profiles 
has two motivations: 
(a) the achievement of an extensive analysis for the numerically worst 
c:a,::;e reyre::>enLed by abrupt variations, 
(b) the comparison between "exact" and approximate analytical solutions 
only available for idealized structures. 
Motivation (b) also justifies the selection of appropriate conotan~ 
values for the carrier mobilities, 
Results, obtained for an idealized two-contact, single-junction 
device and a three-contact double-junction device, are presented and 
discussed in the following sections. 
6.2. A two-contact device: the N-P diode, 
A short N-P structure of the ty:pe illustrated in Fig, 1.1 is 
considered first. Absence of generation-recombination in the interior 
of the device [U(x) = O], highly asymmetric step distribution.for the 
impurity density, and constant mobilities are assumed. The device wil.l 
be examined under two different types of external contacts. 
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6.2.1. External contacts of the ohmic' type. 
In addition to the above assu.~ptions, external contacts of the 
ohmic type (Eq.(l.32)) are specified for the N-P device under consider-
ation. The physical parameters characterizing the structure are listed 
in Table 6. l. 
For various applied voltages the electrostatic potential ~ and 
the quasi-Fermi 1eve1s ~n' q;i are shown in Fig. 6.J. al::l .Cu.ncLloul::l of p 
position, the mobile carrier densities n, p and the net charge p 
in Fig. 6.2 (semi-logarithmic scales) and in Fig, 6.3 (linear scales), 
and the increments of mobile carriers !:::n, ~p for a omaJ..l. increment 
of applied voltage (0.1% of the potential drop across the transition 
region), in Fig, 6.4. A dashed vertical line indicates the position of 
the metallurgical interface at x = 0.2. Terminal properties (current-
voltage characteristic, and total incremental capacitance versus 
voltage) are depicted in Figs, 6.5 and 6.6. Quantities are displayed 
in normalized form; currents and capacitances are given per unit cross-
sectional area. Both exact and first-order results (identified by the 
superscript 11 f 11 ) are displayed wherever appropriate (the first-order 
net charge density is not shown in the high-conductivity side because of 
the narrowness of its depleted region); the carrier and net charge den-
sities are compared at the same value of total current, and the 
electrostatic potential and ~ua.si-Fermi levels at the same value of 
applied voltage. 
The first-order results displayed are generated by the simple 
conventional formulation briefly summarized in Appendix A. The electro-
static potential distribution w(f) is given in the various regions by 
ll2 
Material: germanium (relative permittivity = 16) 
Temperature: 
{ N-siae, N(x) - ND - J.04 (or 8.5 x J.017 cm-3) Doping: 
= 102 2.5 x 1015 cm-3) P-side,, -N(x) = NA (or 
,. 
-4 ) N-side, M-0 = 0.2 (or O.J.913 x 10 cm 
Length: 
' ( -4 ' 
*{forward bias L-M l.4 or l.339 x 10 cm, 
P-side, 
(or 2.870 x lo-4cm) reverse bias L-M = 3 .o 
' 
Table 6.1. The physical parameters characterizing the N-P 
structure, analyzed under otcudy-otute conditions 
for various applied voltages. 
* Consistency with the first-order theory model requires a slightly 
longer structure in reverse-bias cases. Boundary effects not 
accounted for by the first order theory? such as the cont:ribution 
to the total.incremental capacitance of the sheet of charge at the. 
external contacts, are then negligible. 
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3qs.(A-2l), (A-36), (A-37), (A-42) and by the combination of Eqs. 
(A-1.2) ti.ml (A-1.5); Lhe el(;;!dron densiLy U.hLriuu.Llon r/f) by Eqs. 
(A-20), (A-30), and (A-12); the hole density distribution p(f) by 
Eqs,(A-19), (A-35), and (A-9). Relations (A-6a), (A-6b) yield then 
the quasi-Fermi level distributions ~(f), 
n 
r~(f) and the right-hand 
'p '! 
side of Poisson's equation (A-4), together with the assumption of 
fUlly-depleted transition region, yields the net electric charge (f) p • 
The current-voltage relationship is given by the 
corr.bination of Eq.(A-13) with Eq.(A-41), and the total incremental 
capaci~ance C(f) by the sum of the expressions (A-54) and (A-55). 
The poorness of the first-order theory assumptions of sharp 
boundaries between the depleted and neutral regions is evident in 
Flg. 6.2 and particularly in the linear expansions of Fig. 6.3: with 
exception of the reverse-bias cases, the· net charge density distribution 
has little resemblance to the first-order idealization. Moreover, the 
concept of a depleted region appearo to be highly unrealistic even at 
moderate injection levels. 
On the other hand, neutrality is well conserved far from the tran-
sition region, with the exception of' a na:rrnw rflginn near t.he external 
contact on the P-side at high injection levels. The "ohmic" contact 
prevents the conductivity of such a narrow region from being signifi-
cantly modulated, so that the large current causes a high voltage drop, 
or, in equivalent terms, a strong (negative) electric field near the 
terminal. Holes tend then to be expelled from this region and electrons 
attracted, the consequence being a local alteration of the neutrality 
balance. This effect is p~rticularly evident in the very high injection 
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case depicted in Fig. 6.2aJ which shows how the electron density is 
forced to become greater than the hole density in a short region near 
the external contact in the low conductivity P-side, 
Although the positions of the boundaries of the transition region 
are not well defined, it may be observed (Figs. 6.2, 6,3) that the 
exact distributions indicate, at high injection levels, a width of the 
"dep:.Leted region" significantly smaller than that predicted by the 
first-order theory. 
On the contrary, the Boltzmann relation for injected minority 
carriers, in terms of the exact potential drop across the transition 
region, agrees well with the exact equivalent in forward bias. This 
may also be verified from the constancy of the exact quasi-Fermi levels 
in the transition region. In reverse bias (Fig. 6.2d, e) the Boltzmann 
relation is in error by many orders of magnitude in predicting the 
minority carrier density at the edges of the transition region. This 
discrepancy may be related to Middlebrook's detailed treatment [5] of 
the transition region properties of a reverse-biased P-N junction under 
various conditions of current injection. 
The monotonic character of the exact quasi-Fermi levels throughout 
the entire length of the device, for a;ny forward bias condition, 
reaffirms the incqu~lity 
VA 
p(x) • n(x) :::;; e 
between the hole-electron product and the externally applied voltage 
VA. This is in agreement with Gummel's recent numerical results [21] 
for a slightly different structure. 
The distributions of the injected minority carriers (Fig. 6.3) 
are closely linear in forward bias and would agree well with the first-
order results were the boundary values at the edges of the transition 
region predicted correctly. 
In spite of the serious disagreement between the distributions of 
the relevant quantities in the interior of the device, the first-order 
terminal properties are close to the exact ones with the exception of 
the very high injection range. The discrepancy in the current-voltage 
characteristic (Fig. 6.5a.) at high injection is fi;PrlP1"'A.ted mainly by 
the properties of the external contact of the ohmic type in the N-side 
and by the particular structural parameters chosen. The equilibrium 
carrier boundary condition at the external contact of the high conduc· 
tivity N-side, together with the narrowness of the N-material, tend to 
oppose the conductivity modulation of the P-material at the transition 
region edge. This effect becomes already significant at high injection 
levels and is responsible for a smaller current and a higher potential 
drop across the transition region, i'o.r: 1.1. isiven applied voltage, than 
predicted by the first-order theory which does not account for this 
~henomenon, A far better agreement is observed if the external 
boundary condition of the high conductivity side is modified by the 
introduction of a finite surface recombination velocity, with conserva-
tion of charge neutrality. The hole density at the contact is thus 
permitted to increase by several orders of magnitude, with the conse-
quence of a significant decrease of the hole current and increase of 
the total curtent. This effect is considered in detail in the following 
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Section. 
The decrease of emitter efficiency (i,e, the ratio between the 
injected minority current in the lzyn-conductivity side and the totai 
current) for increasing applied voltage may be explained as follows. 
The quasi-neutral region in the low-conductivity side (P-side), with 
exception of the regions adjacent to the boundaries, is considered. In 
such a region, at low injection, the electron current (i.e. the 
i 
minority current) is essentially dif~~sion current, whereas both drift 
and diffusion are responsible for the hole current. In any forward bias 
case the electron current is given by the arithmetic sum of the drift 
and diffusion terms, ar.d the hole current is given by the arithmetic 
difference between the two components. In addition, for any forward 
bias case, tne hole diff'usion component and electron diff\lsion component 
* are essentially equal (this is a consequence of electric charge neutral-
ity in the region considered), and the magnitude of the hole dri~ 
current is always larger than the magnitude of the hole diffusion 
current. At high injection the electron density is essentially equal to 
the hole density, so that the electron and hole drift components are 
* essentially equal. It may also be observed, as a consequence of the 
essentially linear distribution of the mobile carriers, tha.t the value 
uJ.' Llie electron and hole densities n and p increases, for an 
increase of applied voltage VA' with the same rate as the respective 
slopes dn dx and 
dp 
dx • Since also the electric field increases for 
* · The difference in electron and hole mobilities, or diffusion con-
stants, is unimJlnY't.A.nt f'nl" t.he pY'esent reasoning. It is also 
recalled that both J and J are independent of position 
throughout the entirendevice. P 
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increasing VA' it may be concluded that, for both electron and hole 
currents, the magnitude or the drift terms increases faster than the 
magnitude of the respective diff'usion terms, for an increase of VA. 
It is then apparent that the ratio 
J 
n 
r p 
+ 
= 
and consequently also the emitter efficiency, decreases with increasing 
applied voltage. 
Tne first-order dominant current is not shown in the reverse 
current-voltage characteristic (Fig. 6.5b) since its magnitude is 
approximately only 1% larger than the exact equivalent. Both minority 
and majority currents are highly dependent upon the structural parame-' 
tcro, through the 1cngth of the reapective quasi-neutra1 regions. 
The tendency of the device to behave inductively at very high 
injection is apparent in Fig. 6,6a, which exhibits a decrease of total 
im::"l"Amental capacitance C for increasing app1ied vo1tage. A1though 
the graph of l/C2 versus reverse voltage (Fig. 6.6b) is closely 
linear, it is slightly displaced from the straight line representing 
Schottky's capacitance. This discrepancy is responsible for a signifi-
cant error (: 25% in the present case) in the evaluation of the barrier 
potential by extrapolation of capacitance measurements, and is related 
to the inaccuracy of the first-order theory model in assuming depleted 
regions with sharp ooundaries, as discussed above. Chang's approximate 
treatment [c:c:] 01· the tota.L incremental capacitance, based (although 
not explicitly stated) on the constancy of the quasi-Fermi levels in 
the transition region, leads to results in good agreement with the 
exact ones (Fig. 6. 6b). 'I'his is once more indicative o:~ the little 
effect on the terminal properties of drastic first-order asst:;mptions in 
reverse-bias conditions, in spite of the serious departure of the exact 
quasi-Fermi levels from the constant first-order value in the transi-
tion region (Fig. 6.ld, e). 
The computer program used for this set of calculations is reported 
in Appendix C and D. 
6.2.2. A finite value of surface recombination velocity at one 
external contact. 
In the previous Subsection the discrepancy between the exact and 
first-order current-voltage characteristic at high injection levels 
(Fig. 6.5a) was exposed. This AffA~t was attributed to the imposed 
equilibrium boundary condition at the external contact of the high-
conductivity side, the narrowness of which enhances the phenomenon. 
Tnis situation is examined in detail in this Subsection, by analyzing 
the effects introduced by modified boundary conditions on the mobile 
carrier densities in the high-conductivity side. 
A model characterized by absence of recombination in the interior 
of the device, abrupt asymmetric impurity distribution, and constant 
mobili~ies is still assumed. The same physical parameters of the 
structure considered in the previous Subsection, and listed in Table 
6.1, are specified, with exception of the doping ratio between the 
N-side and P-side, to better expose the effects of interest. The 
impurity step distribution is quantitatively de~ined by: 
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N-side: N(x) = ND = lo6 (or 2.5 x 1019 cm-3) 
P-side: -N(x) = NA = 102 
With reference to Eq. (2.7), 
(or 2.5 x lol5 cm-3 ) 
the following boundary 
} (6.1) 
conditions on 
mobile carrier densities are imposed at the external contacts: 
o) { 
a finite value of surface recombination 
N-side (x = veloclLy s0 for Lhe mlnorlty carrier density, 
electric charge neutrality at the contact; 
(x L) { contact of the ohmic type, i.e. s - 00 and P-side L -= electric charge neutrality at the contact. 
the 
(6.2) 
The analytical f'crrm11lR.tion R.:p:plicable t.o t.he case under consideration, 
is given by Eqs.(2.8), (2.9), and (2.37). 
Exact total currents and hole currents corresponding to different' 
values of ( 00, 150, 10) and the first-order dominant current 
(s 0 = 00 only) are displayed versus forward applied voltage in Fig. 6.7. 
Exact electro~ and hole distributions for a high-injection case are 
shown as functions of position in Fig. 6.8, for the sa.~e values of· s0 . 
As briefly mentioned in the previous Section, the modified boundary 
condlLlon permits a considerable increase of the hole density at the 
external contact of the N-side, with a consequent increase of the mobile 
carrier distributions throughout the interior of the device. Whereas 
for low to mod.cr~tc injection cases the total current (essentially 
electron current) is unaffected by a change in s0, at high injection 
levels the total current increases significantly, as s0 decreases, 
toward the first-order dominant cnY'rent (s
0 
= co). The hole current,. 
instead, decreases for decreasing s0 for any injection level up to 
J~f) (So : CO) -~~ 
J (So = 10) ---
J (s0 = 150) ---...... 
£,__ / Jp(s0 ::: 00) 
I {--
/ . -.....__ Jp(So = 150) 
I·~ I I Jp(so = 10) I . 
/ 
10 0L-~~~4L.,_~~~a~~-'-1~2~-'-~1~s~~~2~0~~_.24~~--'2a 
Applied voltage 
Fig. 6.7, Structure of Fig. 1.1; parameters of table 6.1 with 
doping profile (6.1); boundary conditions (6.2). Cur-
rent densities as functions of applied voltage for var-
ious values of surface recombination velocity s0 = 00 , 150, 10) . Forward bias . 
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very high values (VA : 26), 
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above which the dependence of J upon p 
s 0 is inverted. At thermal equilibrium, of course, the value of the 
surface recombination velocity becomes irrelevant (see Eqs,(2.7)), 
since both Jn and J p are zero, The peculiar terminal characteris-
tics of Fig. 6.7 a.re interpreted below, by analyzing the effect of the 
modified boundary condition on the internal distributions. 
The quasi-neutrai region or the high-conductivity side is con-
sidered first. As a consequence of the high doping ratio between the· 
N-side and the P-side, the high conductivity side operates generally 
under low-injection conditions, with exception of extremely high bias 
conditions combined with extremely low values of the surface recombina-
tion velocity s0 . For the case 
tion, the elect!'on cn!'l'ent ,T 
n 
s - co 0 - ' ar:d any forward-bias condi-
is given by thA a.rithmAtic di ffP.l'E=>ncP. 
between drift and diffusion components, whereas the hole current JP 
is given by the arithmetic sum between the corresponding two components. 
:n addition, the magnitude of the electron drift component is larger 
than the magnitude of the diff'usion component, and the hole drift 
component is negligible with respect to the hole diff'usion component. 
If s 0 is now decreased, and the applied voltage VA is fixed, the 
magnitude of the diffusion components (essentially equal for electric 
charge neutral.ity) decreases (with exception of' cases combining small 
values of s0 with very high bias conditions, in which the diff'usion 
term inverts sign and increases in magnitude) and the drift component · 
increases. At low and moderate bias conditions J will then decrease, p 
for decreasing s 0, since the diffusion process dominates, whereas at 
very high bias levels and for small s0 the hole drift component becomes 
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dominant, so tha~ the dependence of JP upon s 0 inverts direction. 
This is apparent in Fig. 6.7 which indicates the normalized voltage 
V : 26 as the point of inversion. Since the electron dri~ component 
A 
always dominates, inversion for the electron current does not occur, 
so that, as shown in Fig. 6.7, Jn increases as s 0 decreases for any 
forward-bias condition. This effect becomes significant only for high 
current values, at which variations of the hole distribution, for a 
variation of require a significant variation either in the 
electric field or in the electron density distribution, 
A dif~erent situation occurs in the quasi-neutral region of the 
low-conductivity side (P-side), which is now considered with exception 
of the regions adjacent to the boundaries. The electron current 
(minority current) is given by the arithmetic sum between drift and 
diffusion components and the hole current by the arithmetic difference 
between the corresponding two components, The applied voltage VA is 
considered fixed and s 0 is varied. With exception of extremely high 
injection levels, the mobile carrier distributions are essentially 
l.lnear so that n and p increCl.se wllil1 Lhe l:>i::Wle r<:1.Le of dxdn c.tr.lil dp dx 
(again essentially equal for electric charge neutrality) as s0 
decreases. Since the mobile carrier densities at the edges of the 
transition region increase for decreasing s0 (and fixed VA)' the 
electrostatic potential drop on the transition region decreases (also 
in view of the ~oltzrna.nn relation), so that the (~ositive) electric field 
in the transition region decreases. As a consequence? the magnitude of 
the (negative) electric field in the quasi-neutral region under consid-
eration also decreases, in order to maintain the constancy of the 
integral 
J E(x) dx 
0 
required by the assumed fixed VA. This is also related to the higher 
rate of increase of the conductivity compared to the rate of increase 
of the current, for decreasing s0 and fixed VA. It may be concluded 
that, as s0 decreases, the drift components increase slower than the 
respective dif~usion components, so that the net hole current decreases 
as shown in Fig. 6.7, wlLh exception of very high injection levels 
(VA > 26). In those conditions the assumption of linearity in the 
mobile carrier distributions becomes invalid: the distributions dis-
play a negative c"J.rvature consistent with .the conoidcrnblc vuriation of 
the dri~ components upon position. As s0 decreases, n and p 
increase faster than the respective slopes dn/d.x and dp/dx, so that, 
in spite of the decrease of the electric field, the drift components 
increase faster than the diffusion components. This is consistent with 
the inversion of the dependence of JP upon s 0 occurring for VA > 26. 
On the other hand, the electron current Jn, as an arithmetic sum of 
two increasing ~uantities, a1ways increases as s 0 decreases. 
The mobile carrier distributions for the high-injection case of 
Fig, 6.8 clearly show, in the region adjacent to the external contact 
of the P-side, the unbalance of net electric charge, mentioned in the 
previous Subsection. This was attributed to the effect of the strong 
electric field near the contact generated by the high current. The 
action of the field upon the mobile carriers attracts electrons and 
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expells holes from this region, forcing the minority (electron) carrier 
density to exceed the majority carrier density. 
6.3. A three-contact device: the N-P-N transistor. 
As an example of one-dimensional solutions for a three-contact 
device, results for a narrow-base N-P-N transistor are presented in 
this Section. The special case already discussed for the diode in Sub-
section 6.2.l, and characterized by absence of generation"recombination 
processes in the interior of the device [U(x) = O], constant mobili-
ties, abrupt doping profile, is here considered and equally motivated. 
Emitter and collector external contacts of the oh.~ic type and boundary 
conditions, at the position of the external base contact, of the type 
discussed in Chapter IV are specified. The analytical formulation that 
applies in such a case has been described in Section 4.2. 
The physical parameters characterizing the structure, schematically 
indicated in Fig. 4.l, are listed in Table 6.2. The values chosen for 
the impurity density, with the specified carrier mobilities, yield N-
materia.l with a. (thermal eq11iJ ibriurn) conductivity of' io4 (n cm)-l 
and P-material with a (thermal equilibri1..L.~) conductivity of 1 (A cm)-1 . 
For a fixed position o~ the external base contact (B = 1.2) in the 
quasi-neutral region of the base, and for various bias co~ditions, the 
11exact 11 and first-order electrostatic potential w and w(f) and the 
"exact 11 quasi-Fermi levels m 
"l'n) ~p are shown in Figs. 6.9a to 6.17a 
as functions of position, and the 11exact" mobile carrier and net electric 
charge densities n, p, p in Figs. 6.9b to 6.l7b. Terminal charac-
L~ri~Llcs are displayed in Fig. 6.l8 and 6.19. The effects of modified 
Material: 
Temper-ature: 
Doping: 
Length: 
germanium (relative permittivity = 16) 
300° K 
emitter (N-type), N(x) = ND = 69, 467 (or l 9 l.7367 x lO 
, base (P-type),-N(x) =NA= l46.85 (or l 5 3. 67l2 x 10 
collector(N-type), N(x) = ND = 69, 1}67 (or l 9 
" 1,7367 x lO 
emitter, M - 0 = O.ll64 
base, 
collector, L - Mc= 0.1164 
total, L - 0 = 3.2 
(or l.ll36 x 10-5 cm) 
( -4 ) or 2.8387 x 10 cm 
(or l.ll36 x lo-5 cm) 
-4 (or 3.0614 x 10 cm) 
mobilities: [ 
electron, -1 (or "' 2 Yn = 93 - 3600 cm /volt-sec) 
Carrier 
-1 
= 44 (or ,..., 2 hole, yp - 1700 cm /volt-sec) 
Table 6.2. The physical parameters characterizing 
the N-P-N structure, analyzed under steady-state 
conditions for various applied voltages. 
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boundary conditions on the external base contact are illustrated in 
Figs, 6.19 to 6.21. The sign convention and the symbols ado~ted for 
the external currents and the applied voltages are depicted in Fig. 4.2. 
As a consequence of the identical structure parameters of the 
emitter and collector regions, the thermal equilibrium case of Fig. 6,9 
displays symmetric distributions with respect to the base, in spite of 
the asymmetric position o:t' the externa..L base contact. In consideration 
of the specified boundary conditions at the base contact (Section 4.1) 
it is apparent that such asymmetry becomes insignificant under equilib-
rium conditions, i,e. overall constancy and coincidt::nct:: of the qu1::1.c.i.-
Fermi levels. 
Figures 6.10 to 6.13 illustrate the internal distributions for a 
fixed base-to-collector reverse bias (VBC = -1 volt) and increasing 
base-to-emitter forward bias from thermal equilibrium (VBE = 0) to 
low injection (VBE = 0.2 volt), high injection (VBE = 0.5 volt) and 
very high injection (VBE =0.65 volt) conditions. Most features 
already discussed for the diode case (Section 6.2) are recognized here. 
The inadequacy of the assumption of fully depleted and neutral regions 
with abrupt boundaries, the severe discrepancy between "exact" and first-
order minority carrier density at the edge of the neutral region in the 
base at the collector side in the presence of collected current (al-
ready analyzed by Middlebrook [5] ), the discrepancy between 11exact 11 and 
first-order depleted region widths and electrostatic potential distri-
bution in the transition region of the emitter junction at high injection 
levels, are particularly evident. In addition, for increasing injection 
level of the emitter junction, the first-order theory ~rediction of the 
properties of the collector junction worsens considerably: this is 
also apparent fro:n: the increasing discrepancy ·between the 11 exact 11 and 
first-order potential distribution in the transition region of the 
reverse-biased collector junction. Responsible for this effect is a 
high injection of minority carriers (electrons) into the base from the 
emitter, together with the narrowness of the base region: the 
11depleted 11 regiori. o.r the bttse-collector junction, although reverse-
biased, is prevented from being significantly depleted of mobile 
carriers and becomes considerably narrower than predicted by the first-
order theory applied to an isolated P-N jµnction under the oamc biaa 
·X-
conditions. As a conseQuence, the transition region capacitance of the 
base-collector junction may vary significantly from the first-order 
theory prediction. 
For the same fixed position of the base contact (B = 1.2), ?igs, 
6.14, 6.15, 6,11 and Figs. 6.16, 6.17, 6.12 display the internal dis-
tributions as functions of position for fixed base-to-emitter biases, a 
low-level injection (VBE = 0.2 volt) and a high-level injection case 
(VBE = 0.5 volt) respectively, and various base-to-collector biases, 
from a forward-bias condition in the 11saturation" region (VBC = 0.18 
volt and VBC = o.493 volt respectively), to thermal equilibrium 
(VBC 0) ana to a reverse-bias condition (VBC = -1 volt). It is 
apparent, from the saturation conditions of Figs. 6.14 and 6.16; that 
both forward-biased junctions inject minority carriers (electrons) into 
* This effect, referred to as 1'base push-out",. is analytically inves-
tigated oy Kirk [23]. 
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the base such that the quasi-Fermi levels become nearly constant (but 
distinct) throughout the base. According to the relation 
the total emitter and collector cu~rents then vary considerably for a 
small variation of bias conditions, yielding the typical characteristic 
of the saturation region. 
The above feature may be recognized in Fig. 6.18 which displays 
the total collector current density J (normalized) versus base-to-
e 
collector voltage VBC (unnormalized) for various base-to-emitter 
voltages VBE (unnormalized). Since generation-recombination effects 
have been negJ.ected [U(x) = oJ, the collector current is essentia.Lly 
zero (not exactly for the asymmetric position of the base contact) if 
both junctions are equally forward-biased, and increases steeply for a 
small decrease of the base to collector bias. For a variation of the 
collector bias of a few Vt' the collector current reaches the constant 
value typical of the 11linear11 region of operation, rather insensitive 
to a ~..irther increase of collector reverse bias, ~he sJ.ight increase 
of collector current, for an increasing reverse bias on the collector 
junction, is essentially a consequence of the decreasing width of the 
Quasi-neutral base region. 
The effect of a modified boundary condition on the external base 
contact is shown in Fig. 6.19. Such a modified boundary condition on 
the mathematical base contact is determined by the simultaneous 
enforcement of two requirements:· 
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(1) the requirement (4,1) on the majority carrier (hole) quasi-Fermi 
level at the position B of the base contact 
(2) thermal equilibriur.1 conductivity of the neutral P-material at the 
point B for any bias condition. 
The condition (1) is the original boundary condition on the external 
base contact, whereas the condition (2) represents an attempt to simu-
late in the one-dimensional model a base contact of the ohmic type. 
Since the position of the contact B affects (considerably at high 
injection, see Figs. 6.20 and 6.21) the internal distributions and 
terminal properties 01· the device, a method based on successive approxi-
mations requiring several 11exactrr solutions for various values of B 
is employed to satisfy the above condition (2). The position of B in 
the ont:-Ll.irm:::rn:iiur:iaJ. modeJ. becomes now a dependent parameter, implicitly 
determined by the introduction of the additional boundary condition (2) 
on the base contact. The total collector current density is displayed 
in Fig. 6.l9 ao a function of the base to emitter voltage for a fixed 
"base to collector bias (VBC = -1 volt) for both cases of fixed 
position of the base contact (B = l.2) and modified boundary condi-
tions with equilibrium conductivity at B. The considerable discrepancy 
between the two cases for high injection conditions is to be attributed 
to the inclusion within the emitter-base junction of a low-conductivity 
region, for the case of modified boundary conditions. For high-
injection conditions, the conductivity of the quasi-neutral base region 
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at the left side of the fixed external base contact (B = 1.2) is 
highly modulated, whereas if the position B is shifted sufficiently 
toward the collector junction to satisr'"'y the modified boundary condi-
ticns, the region at the left of the point B features a low (close 
to thermal equilibrium) conductivity and is responsible for a signifi-
cant decrease in both emitter and collector currents for specified bias 
conditions. The internal distributions for a very high injection case 
V = -1 volt), BC with the modified boundary condi-
tions at the external base contact, are shown in Figs. 6.20. In 
addition, for the saIIE bias conditions, the total collector current 
density is shown in Fig. 6.21 as a function of the position B of the 
base contact, from B = 1.2 to slightly beyond the value B' 
(B' : 2.633) specified by the modified boundary conditions p(B') =Pp· 
The abruptness of the collector current about the point B' is indica-
tive of the sensitivity of the terminal characteristics upon the choice 
of the boundary condition on the external b~oc contact. 
i 
The analysis of the results obtained, rather than suggesting the 
use of modified boundary conditions at the position of the external 
h~ge contact, merely exposes the inadequacy of the one-dimensional 
model in characterizing the properties cf a three-contact device, 
typically a multi-dimensional problem. 
6.4. Conclusion. 
As an example of one-dimensional numerical solutions, results for 
idealized models of a two-contact (N-P diode) and a three-contact device 
(N-P-N transistor) have been reported and briefly discussed in this 
Chapter, The electrostatic potential, quasi-F'ermi levels, mobile 
carrier and net electric charge densities as functions of positior. and 
terminal properties have been illustrated, and the effect of modified 
boundary conditions has been investigated. 11Exact 11 and first-order 
theory distributions have been quantitatively compared and discrepancies 
exposed, to achieve a thorough quantitative evaluation of the several 
assu.'11pt1ons and approximations conventionally introduced in analytical 
and numerical solutions of the problem. Although a one-dimensional 
model ::nay closely characterize the properties of certain realistic 
structures o:f two-contact devices, the inadequacy o:f one-dimensional 
solutions of three-contact devices is confirmed by the analysis of the 
results obtained for the N-P-N transistor. 
Calculations were performed on an Ii3M 7094-7040 shared file 
system. Output data were recorded on magnetic tape and directly dis-
played in graphical form by a Ca.learn plotter, connected to the IBM 7040. 
For the N-P diode, computation time for the achievement of one set of 
solutions (with five exact significant digits), including one point of 
the current-voltage characteristic, for one value of applied voltage, 
a.mounted to approximately 30 seconds for reverse bias and for low-level 
injection, and to 55 seconds for high injection, for a trial potential 
function given by the first-order theory. Two successive solutions were 
needed for the computation of the total incremental capacitance at a 
specified voltage. Higher computation times (especially at high 
·injection conditions on the emitter junction and high reverse bias on 
the collector junction) were.required for the N-P-N transistor to 
achieve results with comparable accuracy. 
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PART II 
TIME-DEPENDENT ANALYSIS 
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CHJ\.PI'ER VII 
ANA T,Y'T'TCA T, FORl\!1TT,A 'f'TnN OF' 'T'FF. CTffiRF:N'T'-DH IVF.Tif 'FRANS TF.N'i' 
PROBLEM FOR A 'IWO-CONTACT DEVICE. 
In the previous chapters a method of solution and results for 
the one-dimensional two-carrier transport equations in steady-state 
have been presented. This and the following chapters are concerned 
with the analysis of the problem in transient conditions. This becomes 
essentially a two-dimensional problem, since quantities are !unctions 
of both position and time, and therefore it is of considerably higher 
degree of complexity. 
7.1. Generalities. 
Tjme-depencient solutions are availab.le in the literature, at the 
present time, only for a set of approximate equations based on highly 
idealized models and limited to very special cases. Kennedy [24] 
analyzes the effect of a fictitious uniform electric field in a simpli-
fied form of the diffusion e~uation for minority carriers in a P-N 
junction under abrupt switching from a forward to a reverse bias condi-
tion; Kano and Reich [14] present transient solutions for a P-N junction 
driven by an external excitation of forward current. Both investigations 
are based on conventional assum:;;:itions and approximations, such as the 
abrupt separation of the interior of the device into fully depleted and 
qua.s i-neutral regions, highly asymmetric abru:pt d.o:ping iirofile, linear 
recombin~tion-gcncrution luw, and Boltzmann relation between the 
barrier voltage and the internal boundary value for the injected 
mi..~ority carrier density. In addition, solutions are only sought in the 
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quasi-neutral region of the low-conductivity side of the device. 
It is in the scope of this and following chapters to present a 
numerical method of solution of the one-dimensional two-carrier trans-
port equations under transient conditions, and to illustrate results 
for a particular structure. The method is of a very general character: 
none of the conventional assumptions and restrictions are introduced 
and f'reedom is available in the choice of' the doping prof'ile, recom-
bination-generation law, mobility dependencies, injection level, and 
boundary conditions applied solely at the external contacts. For a 
specified arbitrary in:put signal of Ait.hP.r c11rrent or voltage as a 
function of time, the solution yields terminal properties and all the 
~uantities of interest in the interior of the device (such as carrier 
densities, electric field, electrostatic potential, particle and dis-
placement currents) as functions of both position and time, 
The physical model and corresponding basic equations, boundary 
conditions for a two contact device, and initial conditions are pre-
sented in this1 Chapter. The fundamental set of equations is rearranged 
to a more convenient form suitable for a numerical iterative scheme of 
solution of a very general character, for the case of an external 
excitation of total current as a functiop of time (cUJ?rent-driven 
transient). The general lines of the method are also illustrated. 
The mathematical formulation of the problem is presented in the 
following Section. 
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7.2. P~ysical and :nathematical model, 
7.2.l. Nor::nalized fu..'11.damental equations. 
Under the assur.iptions stated in Subsection l.l.l, the set of 
equations (l.l) to (l.6) describe mathematically the behavior of bi-
polar semiconductor junction devices. This fundamental set includes 
Maxwell's equation stating the solenoidal character of the total 
current expressed in terms of the electron, hole, and displacement 
contributions, the electron and hole current flow equations in terms of 
the respective drift and dif~~sion components, Poisson's equation and 
the continuity eqi.latiuns fu.e t!lec.:Lrom; Cl.ml holei:>. This basic system of· 
equations represents the mathematical model and is now applied to the 
one-dimensional two-contact N-P structure of Fig. l.l, to analyze time-
dependent phenomena. With the aid of the normalization factors of 
Table l.l, Eqs. (1.1) to (1. 6), specialized for the one-dimensional case, 
may be rewritten in the following dimensionless form: 
J(t) = J (x,t) + J (x,t) - OE(xztl (7 .l) n p at 
OJ(t) 
dx = 0 (7 .la) 
Jn(x,t) = - yn(~,t) [ n(x,t) E(x,t) + On(~ t)] (7. 2) 
J1/x, t) 
1 [- p(x, t) E(x, t) + Op(~ t)] (7 .3) yp(x,t) 
dE(x 2t) 
dx = p(x,t) - n(x,t) + N(x) (7 .4) 
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0..11(x, t) OJ (x, t) 
- U(x, t) - n (7 .5) (l'C = Ox 
op(x, t) OJ (x, t) 
- U(x,t) + p (7 .6) ot Ox 
As already observed in Section 1.1.1, only six of the above equations 
are independent, since any un;:; u.f Eqs,(7.lti), (7.4), (T.5), and (7.6) 
may be derived from the remaining three (and the knowledge of the 
doping profile N(x) if Eq.(7.~) is omitted). The recombination-
generation term U(x,t) and thc.mobilitico J../ynb,t), l/y
11
(x,t) mAY 
be specified in the most general form in terms of the remaining vari-
ables, and complete freedom is available in the choice of the doping 
profile N(x). These quantities are therefore left unspecified, since 
their exact form is unessential for the present purposes. 
7.2.2. Boundary and initial conditions. 
For a two-contact device of the ty:pe shown in Fig. 1.1, four 
boundary conditions on the mobile carrier densities may be specified. 
These may be characterized by the same generality of relations (1.28), 
which are here rewritten as: 
n( o, t) = gno[Jn(o, t), JP(o, t)J 
p( o, t) = g:pO[Jn(o,t), JP(o,t)J 
(7. 7) 
n(L, t) "" g L[J (L, t), n n J (L, t)] p 
p(L,t) '""'g 1 [J (L,t), P n Jp(L,t)J 
where., according ·to Eqs. (7. 2), (7 ,3), 
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Jn(o,t) 1 [n(o,t) E(o,t) at,t)I ] = y ( o, t) + 
n x=O 
Jp(O,t) = yp(;,t) [-p(O,t) 3(0,t) + Op~, t) I ] 
X=O 
(7 .8) 
J (L, t) = 
- ( i " ) [ n ( L, t) E ( L, t) + On(x,t)I J n ax L Yn ,0 X= 
Jp(L,t) ::: yp(i, t) tp(L, t) E(L, 0) + Op~· t) I ] 
x=L 
Relations (7.7) need not be specified, and may be assigned with the 
generality desired. A dependent boundary condition on the slope of 
the electric field is given by Poisson's equation (7.4): 
OE~x,t)I == :p(O,,t) - n(o,t) + N(O) 
ox x=O 
(7. 9) 
UE~x,t)I = p(L,t) - n(L,t) + N(L) 
dX X=L 
The electric field and the mobile carrier density distributions 
throughout the interior of the device at the initial time t = 0: 
E(x,t) 
n(x, t) 
:p(x,t) 
for 0 :5: x :5: L , at t = 0 (7.lO) 
may be specified as the independent initial conditions, which explicitly 
determine, with the aid of Eqs.(7.l) to (7.6), all the quantities of 
interest at the initial time. If the evolution of a time-dependent 
solution starts at a steady-state condition, the initial conditions 
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are available from the steady-state solutions obtained with the 
·)(-
method described in the previous chapters. 
If the total current J(t) through the device is specified at 
any instant of time t > o, the fundamental equations (7.l) to (7.6) 
with the boundary conditions (7.7) and the initial conditions (7.10) 
represent the complete mathematical formulation of the problem, Solu-
tions for all the relevant quantities as functions of both pooition x 
and time t are sought. As an aside, the electrostatic potential 
ijr(x,t) and the terminal voltage VA(t) may be computed by the subsid-
iary relations: 
x 
~(x,t) = - JE(x 1,t) dx 1 + ~ ( o, t) (7 .11) 
0 
L 
VA (t) = -f E(x,t) dx + vd 
0 
where ijr(O,t) may be taken as the reference value for the electro-
static potentials, and Vd is the diffusion potential defined by 
dx] thermal 
equilibrium 
If external contacts of the ohmic type are specified, the 
boundary conditions (7.7) assume the simplP. ~arm: 
(7 ,lJ) 
·X- An alternative method of solution, "compatible" with the formula-
tion employed for the time-dependent solution, is presented in 
Section 9,3. 
n(O,t) = 11N 
p(O}t) ""PN 
n(L,t) =np 
p(L, t) Pp 
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(7 .14) 
where ~' pN' np, and Pp are the equilibrium carrier densities at 
the external contacts given by relations (1.32). The dependent boundary 
conditions (7.9) become then: 
OE(x,t) 
Ox 
X=O 
X=L 
;;;;; 0 
and are a consequence of the charge neutrality condition of the ohmic 
contacts. 
7,3, Derivation of the reduced set of equations. 
The :"undamental equations (7.l) to (7.6) may be conveniently 
rearranged to a form more appropriate for numerical methods, If the 
expressions (7.2) and (7,3) for the electron and hole current densities 
are inserted in Maxwell's Eq.(7.1), the displacement term may be 
explicitly written as: 
OE(x,t) = 
at 
-[n(x,t) + p(x,t) JE(x t) _ l an(x,t) 1 
y ( x' t ) y ( x' t ) ' y ( x, t ) Ox + '<p ( x' t ) . 
n p , n 
(7 .16) 
Moreover, if the expressions (7.2) and (7,3) are inserted in Eqs.(7.5) 
and (7.6) respectively, one obtains: 
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en(x,t) = l [cln(x~t) + E(x,t) an(x,t) 
ot yn (x, t) ex2 Cix 
oy (x, t)] 
Jn(x,t) nOx - U(x,t) 
+ n(x,t) or~(x,t) + 
ox 
op(x, t) 
ct 
= l [a2p(x~t) _ E(xJt) op(x,t) _ p(x,t) OE(x,t) _ 
y (x, t) Ox ax Ox p 
?Jy (x,t)] JP(x,t) Pax - U(x,t) 
and with the aid of Poisson's Eq.(7.4) and Eqs.(7.2), (7.3): 
O:n.(x,t) l {c2n(x,t) [ l (jy (x,t)J an(x,t) 
--- = --- ---2- + E(x,t) n + ct Yn (x, t) 'Ox yn (x, t) 'Ox Ox: 
op(x, t) 
at 
[ 
E (x, t) oy (x, t) l } 
p(x,t) - n(x,t) - yn(:x,t) ~ + N(xJn(x,t) - U(x,t) 
(7 .17) 
l {a2:p(x,t) ~ l oYP(x,t)] op(x,t) 
= --- --2-- - E(x,t) + ---yp(x,t) ox yp(x,t) Ox ax 
[ 
E ( x, t) oy ( x, t) l J 
p(x,t)-n(x,t) - ~P(x,t) POx + N(x~p(x,t) - U(x,t) 
(7 .18) 
The reduced set of Eqs.(7.16), (7.17), and (7.18), with ~he boundary 
conditions (7,7), initial conditions (7.io), and the specified external 
excitation J(t), represents a complete formulation of the :problem 
* equivalent to that described in Section 7.2. In this new formulation 
* The dependencies of the carrier mobilities y-1 (x,t), y-1 (x,t) upon 
the ~uantities of interest (such as electric nfield, P impurity 
density, etc.) must, of course, also be specified. 
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the electric fi~ld E) the electron density n and the hole density, 
p are chosen as the independent quantities and represent the unknowns 
of the reduced set of eq_uations. 
If generation-recombination processes are neglected [U(x) = o], 
and mobilities are considered C"'.Onst::rnt, Eq_s. (7 .l6) to (? .18) assume 
the simpler form: 
OE(x,t) 
ot 
on(x,t) 
at 
= _ [n(x,t) + p(x,t)]E(x,t) 
Yn yp 
1 an(x, t) + !_ op(x, t) - J(t) 
Yn ax yP 0x 
(7 .19) 
+ [p(x,t)-n(x,t)+N(x)l n(x,t)} 
(7.20) 
op(x, t) -
Ox. 
[p(x,t)-n(x,t)+N(x)] p(x,t)} 
(7. 21) 
7.4. Iterative method of solution. 
Equations (7.16) to (7,18), or alternatively Eqs.(7.19) to (7.21), 
represent a system of tbree non-linear partial differential equations 
in the three unknowns E, n, :p, in two dimensions: time t and 
position x. In particular Eqs.(7.17) and (7.18), or Eqs.(7.20) and 
(7.21) are non linear -partial differential equations of the "parabolic" 
* type. The first step toward a numerical solution of such a system of 
equations requires the discretization of the relevant quantities at a 
* See Appendix F. 
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finite number of points in both time and space. Appropriate numerical 
tcchniquco muot then be devioed to determine a.t each inoto.nt of' time 
the spatial distributions of the unknowns (throughout the interior of' 
the device), that satisfy the set of equations for assigned boundary 
' 
* conditions. 
Although the discretization problem for partial differential 
** equations of the parabolic type re~uires particular consideration, 
a nu..~erical method of solution may be schematically sketched at this 
stage. The simpler case of fixed boundary conditions (for example 
corresponding to ohmic contacts), absence· of generation-recombination 
and constant mobilities is considered first. The.mathematical formula-
tion of the problem is then given by Eqs.(7.19) to (7.21), boundary 
conditions (7.14), initial conditions (7.10) and the external excita-
tion J(t). It is apparent that the highly non-linear character of the 
equations requires an iterative procedure at each instant of time to 
reach the desired consistency. From the knowledge of the 5patial dis· 
tributions at the initial time t = t 0, it is desired to determine the 
unknowns at tne next instant of time t t 1 . A guess for the electron 
and hole density spatial distributions at t 1 is made (for example 
those available at the previous instant of time t 0 ), and these are in-
serted in Eq.(7.19) to solve for a preliminary (approximate) electric 
field spatial distribution at t1~ which in turn may be inserted? 
* The existence and uniqueness of the solutions is justified on the 
basis of physical requirements,, 
** This is the subject of Appendix F. 
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together with the guess for the hole density distribution, in Eq.(7.20) 
to determine an improved val~e for the electron density spatial dis-
tribution at t 1 . These improved distributions may now be inserted in 
Eq.(7.19), and the iteration cycle at the instant of time t 1 may be 
repeated until overall consistency is achieved at t 1 . The "exact" 
distributions at the instant t 1 are then taken as initial conditions 
and the procedure is repeated to deterrnlne l.,he "exacL." di.:>L.rlbuL.ions at 
the instant t 2 . The process terminates when the final state is 
reached, that is when both the ex~ernal excitation J(t) has reached 
the final v~lue and the right hand oidco of Eqo.(7.19) to (7,21) nrc 
zero. The scheme is summarized in Fig. 7.1. 
Extension to the more general case of Eqs,(7.16) to (7.18), 
featuring space and time dependent mobilities -l( ) -1 ) yn x,t, yp (x,t 
and a non-zero recombination-generation term U(x), is straightforward. 
A slightly more intricate scheme is required for the case of variable 
boundary conditions (7,7), A secondary iteration loop at each main 
cycle at each instant of time may be required to resolve the non-line-
arities of the corr.bination of Eqs.(7.7) with Eqs.(7.8) to determine 
the boundary values of the mobile carrier densities before attempting 
the solution of Eqs.(7.l7) and (7.l8). 
7.5. Conclusion, 
The p.roblt!m u.r the time-clepemleut 1:1J:11::1.lysls of' phenomena governing 
the behavior of semiconductor junction devices has been formulated. 
Fundamental equations, boundary conditions, initial conditions, and 
cxternul cxcitutiono have been prcoented for the phyoic~l model choaen. 
The fundamental set of equations has been rearranged to a more 
l .>l 
As.;.Lr,n UH~ condlt ionn on 
tbc mol\.ilc cfl.rrfr r·::; (o,;;. o~unic 
n(O) nN n(l.) np 
\ l'{0) PN p(L) ;1' 
/\s::;ign the lniti~\l c.omiitions at 
t = t fer the unitnawns: 
0 
E(x, t 0) 
n(x,t
0
) O ., x < L 
p(x,t) 
Specify the external excitation 
(~otal current): 
J( t) t ;> t 
0 
Cucao chc opo.t.iu.l. di.!lt:ri.but.ion.:i 
n(x,tL p(x,t) at "':.ime t (e.g. 
those ava.ilable at the prP.vious 
: .. nstant of lime). 
cont.11.ctG): 
(7 ,;._I,) 
('/ .10) 
Insert the appr0ximate spatia.l distributions n(x, t), p(x, t; a.t t~ t !.n the equation 
i>Ejx, ~) l·-r.(x, t) ~\,( t) - ~ ~ + :!:__ ~ - J(t) ('/ .l:J) 
ot = - Yn + 'P J, x, 'n ax 'IP '"' 
to .:ol.v~ f'or- th_.,. el.ec'trio field ~pn..-.:io.l dict.ribution E(,,_t t) o.t ti.r::i..:: t.. 
Insert t.he spatial distributions E(x, t), p{x, t) at ti.m~ in the equ.nti::m 
Oi1 \x,t.) = :!:...{ }r.(x.',t) + ~(x,t) im(x,t) + [p(x,t)-n(x,t)+~;(x): n(x,t>',l ('(,cO) 
0t v t ~:·'- dx. I 
r. 
'to so.:ve for :.~e improved electr-on density s.putio..l. distribution n(x, t) a.t time t., 
Insert the spatial distribution" E(x, t), n(x, t) at ti.'.!x> t in the equa.ticn 
cp(x, t) = L {' a:'p(x!,t) E(x, t) ~ - [p(x, i:)-r.(x, t)+N(x)] p(x,t) \ (7 ,:,l) 
at vP ax'· )le J 
to solve for the il:;provcd hole density spatial distribution p(x, t) at time t, 
Ne n.tive 
'!'ere.in.al. voltage-
at time t given by 
L 
VA(t) = - jz(x,t)dx + vd 
0 
Fig. 7 ,l, Ov-er&ll iterative procedure for the current-driven tr11I1oient, for " apecisJ. case. 
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co:wenier .. t eq_uivalenlJ set of three non-linear p;:i,rtial dii'fcrcnti0,l 
eg_uations and the general lines of an i~erative numerical method. of 
solution have ·oeen briefly outlir...ed.. The next step toward a detailed 
numerical solution requires the selection of a "sound" discretizatio:i 
scheme suitable for partial differential equations of the parabolic 
type. This prob~em will be considered in the next Chapter, on the 
basis of the theory of numerical analysis available for simpler cases, 
and sum."D.arized in Appendix P. 
CFl\.:?TT:.:t vrn: 
DISC~ETIZl\.TION OF THE ANA:SYTICAL FOR\filLATION FOR Tim 
CURRENT-DRIVEN TRAJ\J'S :LENT 
In this Chapter the problem of the selection of a nw;,erically 
sound discretization scheme for the analytical forrrulation of the 
current-driven transient problem is analyzed. A particular type of 
discretization scheme is chosen, and details of two discretized formu-
lations and of the iterative procedure of solution are presented. 
Criteria for the achievement of a non-uniform discretization mesh 
autor;:aticaily adjusteu "c;y the <..:c.:uupuLer durlr;.g Lhe entire evolution o!~ 
the transient are stated. L11adequacies of the procedure arising under 
special conditions are exposed and will be the subject of a later 
chapter. 
8.l. Selection cf the discretization scneme. 
In the previous Chapter the analytical formulation of the problem 
has been presented, centered oL the solution of a system of three non-
linear :partial differential eq_;;_ations in the threP 1mknowns E(x,t), 
n(x,t), p(x,t), as functions o~ boGh position x and time t. Two of 
the equations have been recognized as non-linear partial differential 
e~uations of the parabolic type~ the discretizatio~ of which reQuires 
:particular a~tention. 
In general, the continuous quant~ties appearir,g in the analytical 
formulation are discretized at a finite number of' points in both posi-
tion a.~d time coordinates; the ensemble of these :points constitutes a 
"grid" or "mesh" (-cwo-dimensional in the :present case). Finite 
dir'ference schemes are th,"'n N:1pl oynd to 1::pprnxirrntP the annJyi·j caJ_ 
differentiations and reduce the problew ~o the solution of a system 
of finite difference equations which represent the discretized formu-
lation. 
The exact solution of the original analytical formulation di:i:fers, 
in general, from the exact solution of the system of finite difference 
equations. The discrepancy between the two solutions is usually 
re:;:'erred to as ,,discretization error". 'I'he :problem of IT convergence IT 
deals with the conditions under which the discretization error becomes 
equal to zero in the limit of vanishing distance between adjacent 
position and time points. In addition the actual numerical solution, 
ootained as a result o:'.:' computations on the basis of tr.e discretized 
form~lation, differs fro~ the exact solution of the system of difference 
equations by an amo"Jllt equal to the "numerical error". One reason for 
the presence of' the numerical error arise;s f.rum tl:e liraiLCLLiuu o:f the 
digital machines to acconnnodate only a ~inite number of significant 
digits: a "round off error" is then introduced at each elementary 
operatio:i throughout the numerical solution. T'nc problem of 11 Gtability 11 
deals with the conditions under which the nun:erical error is snall 
thro~ghout the entire range of solution. The basic problem arising in 
the nL:rnerical solution of partial differential eq~ations of the 
parabolic type is therefore the selection of a discretization scheme 
featuring both convergence a.~d stability, together with a satisfactory 
The currently available theory of n"JJ.uerical analysis furnishes 
several discretization schemes) the convergence and stability of which 
l95 
are proven for the simpler cases. Whereas the theory is complete for 
the case of linear eq_uations with constant coefficients, it is frag-
mentary for the case of linear eq_uations with non-constant coefficients, 
and conditions of convergence and stability for the non-linear case are 
·X-
only available for a few special equations and discretization schemes. 
However, it seems appropriate to extrapolate from the conclusions 
available :t'or tl1e simp.ler cases, in the search :t'or a discretization 
scheme with the desired features for the more complex situations, such 
as the non~linear system under consideration. 
Convergence and stability requirements for certain types of dis-
cretization schemes are contingent upon restrictions on the mesh size, 
For example, for the linear cases with non-constant coefficients and 
for the semilinear Eq_.(F-9) (of Appendix F), convergence and stability 
may be proven for the simplest ''explicit" scheme with uniform mesh 
(see Appendix F) if the inequality(F-10) between the time step 6t 
and thP spatial stPri f..x nf' t.he dj scret.ization mesh is satisfied. If 
extrapolation to the system of Eq_s.(7.16) to (7.18) is made, the 
inequality (F-10) becomes: 
l,u.b. 2 t,t < l 
"{(x, t)(t>x.) 2 
(8.1) 
where y(x,t) is either y (x,t) or y (x,t) whichever is smaller. 
n p 
The spatial step size will be selected with criteria similar to those 
* A brief summary of the available information on the subject is 
gathered in Appendix F. 
outlined in Subsection 2.3.l and will lead to a step distribution of 
the type of Fig. 2 .7, in which the order of rro{;nitude of the smallest 
step is 10-5. If the inequality (8.1) is extrapolated to a non-uniform 
mesh) and the order of mac;nitude of the minimum value of y(x,t) is 
0 
taken as 10-G, the restriction 
(or tit/ 
dimensioned 
,.., -17 
< 5 x lO sec) 
(8.2) 
on the time step size is necessary, to ensure convergence and stability. 
The condition (8.2) is highly undesirable because of the excessive 
number of points required for the time coordinate, with consequent 
unacceptable computation load. 
Also in view of the convenience of adopting a highly non-uniform 
mesh, in both position and time directions, it is desirable to select 
a discretization scheme which features, at least in the simpler cases, 
unconditional convergence and stability without any constraint on the 
mesh size. It may be proven that a discretization scheme of the 
"implicit type 11 (see Appendix F) satisfies this requirement for the 
case of linear equations with constant coefficients. Preference will 
therefore be given to schemes of the implicit type; these will be 
genera.Lized in the 1'o.L.Lowing Section and a:pp.Lied to the more complex 
case of the non-linear system under consideration. 
A partial differential equation of the parabolic type, discretized 
with an implicit scheme, requires the simultaneous solution or a system 
of difference equations (one for each spatial point) at each instant of 
time, unnecessary for the discretization generated by explicit schemes. 
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'l'he correspor..ding inc::::·ease in compt~tation time will be shown to 
represent a minor drawback., c;rea:t2.y com:pensateci. by the freedom. avo.il-
able in tr.e selectior. of the mesh size in both position ar.d time 
coordinatc::s, 
6. 2. Discre-tiza;..;ion uy lmµllc.:l G ::>clle111c::>. 
In the previous Section the choice of a scheme of t~e implicit 
type has been<made for ~he discretization of the analytical formulation 
o~ Oection 7.J. For a partial differenti~l cqu~tion of the type: 
oY(x, t) 
J 
oY(x, 0) 
·ax: 
(8,3) 
a class of implicit discretization schemes may be summarized by the 
formula 
kYJ... - , ly. K- l ~~~~~~ = e 
,j};"C 
.'\. 
1 F . + ( 1-8 ) k 1F . i;: 1 - 1 
( i = l, 2' 3' . . . {, k = l, 2, 3, ... ) 
where: 
(8.4) 
e is a para~eter that determines t~e specific type of discreti-
zation scheme and may be chosen as 1 2 ~ e .:;: i, 
k is the index iden;:,ifying the instant of time kt (time index; 
t t:, • •t• 1 .!... • ) 0 = l.nl la 1..m.e 
i is the index identifying the spatial point 
6 0 6 -) Xl - ,x := L 
-t 
x. 
l 
(spatial index; 
6 k6t =kt - k-lt is the ~~gnitude of the time step at the instant k) 
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kyi ~ Y(xi' kt) 
kF. bl jh~2t)) t ( 08Yl~t) l Y(xi' kt)] , J. 
' 
k iC. k x. 
L l J. 
and a two-point finite difference formula is chosen to approximate the 
time derivative of Eq.(8.3) (two-level finite difference scheme). 
Two specific discretization schemes will be considered below, 
corresponding to Eq. (8.4) with 8 = 1 (referred to as 11generalized 
pm·e implicit scheme") and to Eq.(8.4) with l e = -2 (referred to as 
"generalized Crank-Nicholson scheme"). Detailed difference equations 
will be derived, for the sake of conciseness, solely for the special 
case of Eqs.(7.19) to (7.21), characterized by absence of generation-
recombination in the interior of the device, constant mobilities, and 
ohmic external contacts. Extension to the more general case is 
straightforward. 
8.2.l. Generalized pure implicit discretization scheme. 
The discretization scheme of the generalized pure implicit type, 
defined by Eq.(8.4) with e = l, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 
8.1. A typical non uniform two-dimensional mesh in the position and 
time coordinates is shown, with t spatial points including the 
boundaries i = l cu1U. i = -t, a.nd f' + l L.i.J.ue .l!UluL::> lucluding the 
initial and final state k O, and k = f, respectively. The assigned 
boundary and initial conditions (of the open type) specify all the 
quantities at i """ l, i ;;..; -t, and k = O. The finite dif'f;;;rem.:e equation 
(8.4) (e = 1) represents a relationship between quantities at the 
r. 
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x 
point ( i, k-l) and at a minimum of three adjacent points i-l, 
i + l on the line k, the next instant of time. From the initial 
line k = O it is necessary to determine the quantities on the line 
k - l, by solving the implicit system of simultaneous equations 
(8.4) with k = O, i = 2, 3, 4, ••• ~-1, then proceed to the line 
k = 2, and so on. 
For the case of interest, Eqs.(7.l9) to (7.21), discretized on 
the basis of Eq.(8.4) with e = l, generate the following system of 
difference equations: 
(8.5) 
= (02:' + kE. (an) + Jax ~ i k dx ;_ (8.6) 
(k = l 2 • . • f J i ::: 1, 2, 3, .•• t) 
Quantities at instants of time t ~ k-lt, at any spatial point 
O ~ x. ~ L, are supposed known, and solutions for the next instant of ]. 
time kt are sought. According to the method briefly outlined in 
* The number of such points on the line k depends upon the order of 
the finite difference formula employed for the numerical computation 
of the spatial derivatives in the right side of Eq.(8.4), and is 
usually 3, 5 or 7 (not hie;her for practica.l limitations). 
Section 7 .4, an iterative procedure is employed at each inst.ant oi' 
tir.,e to de-cerraine the unlmown quantities. A third ind.ex j 
(j = O, l, 2 ••• ) is introduced to identify the cycle of such an 
i t.0rntive rirocec'hire; ri11ant.it.ies labeled with the super.scr:..pt j are 
supposed available at the completion of the jth itera~ion. Since the 
iteravive procedure is repeated at each instant kt' the index j 
is set to zero each ti.rr& consistency has been reached at one instant, 
the time index k is increased by unity, and the iteration restarts 
at the next insta.'lt. Quantities labeled with the superscript j O 
are then the trial distributions re~uired to initiate the iterative 
procedure at each instant of time. 
It is convenient to introduce tie correction:; ~n ar.d 6p for 
the electron ar-d hole densities respectively, defined as the differ-
ence between densities corresponding to two successive iterations: 
M(j) [; n(j) - n(j-l) I (8.8) k i k i k i ~ ktip~j) 6 (j) (j-1) k!i - kpi J 
( k = o, 1, 2' • • • f i = 1, 2, 3, O IO {, j o, 1, 2, 
If convergence of the approximate .spatial di:str·iuLll .. lc.m::> l..owards the 
exact spa~ial distributions occurs during the iterative procedure at 
each i::istant of time, the following relations are readily verified 
with the aid of the definition (8.8): 
li.J.'n k.0.n ~ j ) = O 
. l. J-•00 
ls;ig 
Q:;ks;f 
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0 . (8.9) 
In addition the time independent property of the boundary conditio~s 
(7.l4) yields: 
for 0 ::;;; k :o: f (8.10) 
and any j 
If the qua..~tities labeled k + 1 in Eqs,(8.6) and (8.7) are 
identified with the superscr1pt j + l (w1th excepti.on of' the term 
kpi of Eq.(8.6), labeled j), and relations (8.8) are rewritten in 
the form 
(8.ll) 
(8.12) 
and inserted in Eqs.(8.6) and (8.7), one.obtains: 
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( 
') )( j+l) 
o~~n 
-- + 2 
k Ox l 
(j+l) 
(j+l) (olln) ( (j) 
kEi - + kp 
k Ox i 
- 2 n~j) + N. - Yn ) M~j+l)_ 
k 1. 1. lit k 1. 
k 
( )
(.j) 
On. -( p~j) - n~j) + N.J· 
-::,"" kl. ki 1 
k (,).(\- i 
(j) Yn ( (j) ) L1 ( )(j)/( ) 
·kn· + - kn· - k ln · = k F · x · 1-x · 1 l 6.,_ l - l n l l+ 1-. k I.> 
(8.13) 
2 ) (j+l) 
(
0 lip - ,(j-f-1) 
2 0i 
k Ox i 
(j+.l) N Yp l· 
- kn + i + kflt · 
A (j+l) - ( A (j+l)) 2 
• kupi kupi = - (
02P
2
jj )-r 
E (j+l) k i 
k Ox i 
( •) y ( (') ) 6··· . (J') 
• , -n.J + _E_ p .. J p (F ) /(...- ..... ) ~ k - k 1 . - k . """. i-··. 1 K 1. t.t l - l p 1 l+ 1-
k 
(8.l4) 
where Fn and F are defined, for conciseness, as the right side of p 
Eq_s.(8.J.3) and (8.ll1) res:r:iectively) ·weighted by the fo.ctor (x. 1 -x. 1 ). l+ 1-
On the other hand the electric field at the instant k + 1 may 
be explicitly recovered from Eq.(8.5) rewritten as: 
2o4 
k-1 1 
- kJ 
E. l (dnt) 
+ ~ (:t) kt.t - y Ox 
E (j+l) n k i p k i ~ (F )(j) 
k i = k E i (8.15) 
n ( j) k:pij) 1 k i 
+ + t.t yn yp k 
where FE is defined as the right side of Eq.(8.15). If the second-
0 
order terms 2 ( 6n) , (t.p)w are neglected, and the three-point formula~ 
B-11 and B-12 (of Appendix B) are used for the numerical computation of 
the first and second derivatives of 6n and 6p in Eqs.(8.13) and 
(8.14), these assume the final form: 
(A )(j) t.n~j+l) + (B )(j) t.n~j+l) + (c )(j) t.n(j+l) 
k n i k 1-l k n i k i k n i k i+l 
=· (F )(j) 
k n i 
(8.16) 
(A )(j) 6p~j+l) + (B )(j) t.p~j+l) + (C )(j) 6 (j+l) = (F )(j) 
k p i k i-l k p i k J. k p i k pi+l k p i 
where 
') E(j+l) 
. /':,, ~ k i (C )J = - + ---
k n i 8 i cxi 
(B )(j) ~[( p~j) - 2 n~j) + N. - Yn l S. + E~j+l) 
k n i k 1 k 1 i k6t 1-l k i 
l (A )(j) ~ (..1_ - "R~j+l)Ja. k n . S. r:i. J. J. J. 
(8.17) 
- (C )(j)~(cx.+l) 
k n i i 
. 8.18) 
( 
i 
I 
! 
i 
i 
I 
I 
1 
'(;' (j+l) 205 
6 2 (c )(j) k.w. l 
~.... p i ..., s. -l 
6 {\ 2 (B ) ( j ) 
(j+l) y ) , . 1) (C )(jJ k1'ij) 
- kn. + N. + L s . + E ~ J-i- + 
k p i " 1 J. kilt i-1 k 1 k p i 
·(a. + 1) 
J_ (8.19) 
(Ao)(j) 
k ~ i t' == Si T E(j+l)) k i al 
!;; 
a. = s ./s. 1 J_ J. l-
(i = 2 3 4 ••• P-1 
' ' ) -v J k = 1, 2_, 3, ... f ' j = o, 1, 2, • • • ) 
The nwnerical spatial derivatives of the electron and hole densities of 
the expressio~s F and F may be computed with the aid of the 
n P 
forrm.1.lation of Appendix B. 
E~uations (8.16) and (8.17), with the use of the boundary condi-
tions (8.lo), may also be rewritten in vector notations as: 
(T )(j) b.n(j) 
= 
(F )(j) 
k n k k n 
(T )(j) -6:P(j) 
= 
(F )(j) 
k p ~'\. k p 
where Tn a.nd T ~re the tridiagonal matrices; p 
(8.20) 
(8.21) 
T ~ 
n 
T ~ p 
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I (B ) 
n..., 
(., 
(C ) 
n 2 
(A ) (B ) (C ) 
n 3 n..., n 3 j 
(A ) (B ) (C ) 
n . n . n . 
1 1 1 
l 
(A ) (B ) ( C ) 
n t-2 n t-2 n t-2 
(A ) (B ) 
n t-1 n t-1 
(B ) (C ) 
p 2 p 2 
(A ) (B ) (C ) 
p 3 p 3 p 3 
(A ) (B ) ( C ) 
p t-2 p t-2 p t-2 
(A ) (B ) 
p t-.l p t-l 
and 6n, 6p and Fn' Fp are the vectors: 
(8.22) 
(8. 23) 
I 6n.) '-• 
ti.n.., 
_) 
fln 6 i.'.l,ni 
Lin{,_2 
!\n 
,{,-l 
r (:!!, ) I 
:G. 2 
(F ) 
n ~ j 
F fl (F ) = n n . 
l 
(Fn) 
Z.-2 
(J:i' ) 
n ,f,-l 
i 
....I 
) F 
!:. 
p 
,-
i 
6p. 
J.. 
... 
/\p l {,-
(F ) p 0 
c. 
(F ) 
p 3 
(F ) 
p i 
... 
(F ) 
p t-2 
(F ) 
p t-1 
(8.24) 
(8.25) 
The interpretation of the above forrr:ulation and the detailed iterative 
procedure is illustrated in Section 8.J. 
8.2.?.. Generalized Crank-Nicl'.olson discretization scheme. 
The discretization scheme of the generalized Crank-Nicholson type, 
defined by Eq.(8.4) with 9 = 1/2, is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 8.2. 'Ihe sa.r.ie "ooundary and initial conditions (8.10) and (7.10) 
of the open type again specify the quantities at the boundaries i = 1, 
i = t and at the initial state k = O. The finite difference equation 
Generalized Crank-Nicholson scheme 
f 
I I 1 I 
I I I I 
f-1 ·i~ ------··------r---------······-·· 
1 I , I 
! 
' I 
I 
k L\ 2 i' i I 1 l~---i---+---+---+-~-<---+--+----il---+~----~ i 0 ~--~--·--·-- -·-··- ___ _.___._____._ _ __._ _ _,__ __ _ 
1 2 3 ..e-2 ..e-1 .£ 
---.:::> 
. 8.2. Generalized Crank-Nicholson discretization scheme with a 
five-point formula for the nwnerical spatial differentiation (schematic). 
(8.l~) l (e = 2) represents a relationship between the quantitic~::.; at a 
-x-
minim~m of -:.hree ad.jacer"t points i - l., i, i -t- 1 on the line k - l 
and the quantities at the sarr.e munber of adjacent points i - 1, i, 
i + 1 on the line k 
' 
the next instant of time. From the initial 
conditions at k = o, the solution proceeds toward increasing k and 
determines the quantities on each k-line for l ~ i ~ ~. 
Equations (7.19) to (7.21), discretized o~ the basis of Eq.(8.4) 
with 1 e = -:::, 
G 
generate a system of difference equations of the type of 
E~s.(8.5) to (8.7); the right side of these equations assumes a more 
complex form sir:.r.e it. Aver,<tgeg t.he relevant expressions between the 
instant k - l aLd k. The same iterative procedure outlined in 
Section 7.4 is introduced, and the finite difference equations are ex-
pressed in terms of the corrections (8.8) to obtain~ on the same path 
followed for the generalized pure inplicit scheme, the final discretized 
formulation descri'oed below. 
If the following quantities are defined as 
=-- J~)(j) _ .:__ (op)(j)+ (.:___ + k-l~i _ k-lpi) E _ 
( 
• ) A Y , OX • V k dx . 1 6t Yn Y k-l i (F') J u __ n_____ i______ ·~p ______ i ____ ~K--------------·~P __ ..:.__ ____ ~ 
k E i 
l k_J:t l k_J: t - k ,J - ,J +-y-::t YI> -.L K (8.26) 
n (j) p(j) 
2 k i k i 
tit + + v Yp k ·n 
* The footnote of the previous Subsection applies here to both k-1 
and k-lir.es . 
:~:LO 
r (
I ~ )(j) (j) ( ::ci)(~) ~ _ (S.+S. ) <J''n + .E(_j+l) (-(Jn\ , r.(j) p(j) 
k n i l l- I ex'" . K l • -'- 1 •J . J ,. le •l· k l0 U<: i k ex i 
(8.27) 
[ f 
') )(j) (. 1) ( )(j) ( • ) b, -, G J+ ' ( • ) ( • (F r) J = - (S +S ) \ o :p - "' op - n J p J 
k p i i i-1 °"""2 k"'i 0 kl:"i k i 
k ()II. l k x i 
) -
y ( 2) ~ 2 . p D ( ~ ) + 0 p 7 (op · n ] 
- 1,..6.t p. -2 - k-1"" -r- k-1.c:'i k-lpi 
"" k J.. k-l Ox i k-1 Ox i 
(8. 28) 
with D (j) ~ .n~j) 
- k-lni. k ni K J.. 
(8.29) 
D (j) ~ .P~j) p 
k pi ~J.. - k-1 i 
(8.30) 
and 
(B 1 )(j) 6 ~( p~j) - n~j) - Zyn) s. + E~j) - (c )(j)](a: +l' (8 31) 
k n i k 1 . k i kLlt 1-l k 1 k n i i J • 
; 
2ll 
,E~j) + (C )(j)l(a~+l) 
K i k p i J ~ 
(8.32) 
the system of finit.e difference equations may be written as: 
E(j+l) k i = (Ft)(j) k E i 
(A )(j) bn~j+l) 
k n 1 k 1-l 
+ (BI ) ( j) 
k n i 
(A ) ( j) 
k pi 
b (j+l) 
k pi-l + 
(B t) ( j) 
k pi 
(j+l) 
kt§J.i + 
ti (j+l) 
k pi + 
(8.33) 
. (C )(j) t§J. (j+l) (F')(j) 
= 
k n i k i;-1. k 11 i 
(8.34) 
(C )(j) ti (j+l) 
= 
(F')(j) 
k n i k :pi+l k p i 
(8.35) 
where An' en' AP and CP are defined by relations (8.l8), (8.19), 
Equations (8.33) to (8.35), with the boundary and initial condi-
tions (8.10) and (7.10), may of course be written in the matrix nota-
tion corresponding to Eqs.(8.20) to (8.25). 
8.3. :Detailed iterative :procedure of solution. 
The formulation generated by two discretization schemes of the 
implicit type has been presented in the previous Section for a special 
case characterized by absence of generation-recombination in the 
interior of the device, external contacts of the ohmic type, and con-
stant mobilities. For such a simplified case the iterative procedure 
of solution, briefly outlined in Section 7.4, is here discussed in 
detail. 
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The generalized pure implicit discretization scheme is considered 
first. Reference is ma.de to Fig. 8.3. The structural parameters, 
including the carrier mobilities, doping profile and boundary conditions, 
are specified. The initial spatial distributions of the electric field 
and of the mobile carrier densities at the instant k = 0 are assigned, 
for example as steady-state distributions obtained with the method 
described in Pa.rt I. An external excitation of total current as a 
function of time is specified, to drive the evolution of the transient. 
The spatial distributions of E, n, and p, the unknowns of the 
problem, are sought at the first instant of time . k l, anc'I will be 
obtained with the use of an iterative successive approximation scheme. 
The iteration index j is set to zero and the spatial distributiora of 
the mobile carrier densities available at the previous instant (k=O) 
are taken as trial functions to start the iterations at the instant 
k = l. E~uations (8.15) yield then explicitly a spatial distribution 
for the electric field, which may be inserted in the implicit system of 
Eqs.(8.16) to solve for the corrections k6nij+l) (i = 2, 3, 4, ••• t-1) 
:for the electron density. E~uations (8.lJ.) yield then an improved 
electron density distribution, which, together with the electric field 
distribution last obtained from Eqs.(8.15), is inserted in the implicit 
system of Eqs.(8.17) to solve for the corrections k6Plj+l), so that 
Eqs.(8.12) yield an improved hole distribution. As an aside, the ter-
minal voltage may be obtained by integration of the electric field. A 
neg:::it.ive outcome of' the test on the overall consistency o..t the considered 
instant of time (k=l) increases the iteration index by unity and 
restarts the cycle with the insertion of the improved mobile carrier 
Zl3 
Specify: 
dop~ profile N 1 l "'i "l 
bou.nda.ry cond.itiollJI knl' kn.(! lifJ! 'il-t 0" k" t' 
1nit1a.l con.ditiOll.tl Jl1• Oni, oP1 l "'1 "l 
externa.l excitation kJ 0 "k "1' 
(8,l5) 
(A )(j) t.n(j+l) + (ll )(j) An(j+l) + (C )(j) t.n(j+l) = (F )(j) , l < i < l 
k n 1 k 1-l k n 1 k i k n. 1 k 1+1 k n 1 
n(.J+l) - n(j} + An(j+l) , l < i < l ; (8.U) ki -ki ki. 
(A ) (J) 6p(J-tl.) + (B ) (J) llp(J+l) + (C ) (J) 6p(J+l) = (F ) (J) , l < i < l 
k p 1 k i-l k. p i k k p i k i+l k p i 
p(j+l} - ll(j} + (llp)(j+l) 1 < i < J. 
l!..1 -l!..1 I< 1 ' 
L 
V(j+l) f. E(j+l) dx V kA =· ~ +d 
.;1 = .;F·1 > , i " i ,. l 
(j+l) 
kni = kni , l < 1 < l 
(J.,.l) 
!J>1 = IJ>i , 1 < i < l 
NO 
(7.12) 
(A.1~) 
(8.16) 
(8.17) 
'::>--....., k --11: + l ,_ ______ ___ 
1:4!;. 8,3. Deta.iled iterr.tive procedure for the genera.J.ued p.ire implicit. 1cbeme, 
tor the current-dr.iven transient ~e.• 
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distributions in Eqs. (8.15), solved for an improved elec'tric field 
distribution at the same instant of time (k=l). A ~asitive outcome of' 
the consistency test accepts the quantities obtained by the last 
iteration as the 11 exact 11 solutions at the instant of time considered 
(k=l). Unless the final state (k=f) is reached, the time index is 
increased by tuiity, the i'teration index j is set to zero and solutions 
at the next instant of time (k=2) are sought. The iteration is 
restarted by taking as trial f"J.nctions the mobile carrier distributions 
available from the previous instant (k=l), and inserted in Eqs.(8.15). 
The scwlle lLe.ca.Llve pro<.:eU.Llre l:::; repeated to achieve "exact" solutions at 
the instant k = 2 and at the subsequent instants of time until the 
final state k = f is reached. 
The spatial differentiations present in the right side of Eqs. 
(8.15) and Eqs.(8.16), (8.17) (explicitly shown in the right side of 
E~s.(8.13), (8.14)), and the integration of Eq.(7.12) may oe convenient-
ly computed with tht=> f'rrrmnlA.tion of' A:ri:penc'lix B, m;.it.able for a non-
uniform spatial step distribution. The numerical solutions of the 
tridiagonal systems of Eqs.(8.16) and of Eqs.(8.17) may be obtained 
with the same techniques successfully employed in Subsection 2.3.3 for 
the solution of the tridiagonal system (Eq.(2.38)) generated by the 
discretization of Poisson's equation in the steady-state analysis 
described in Part I. Identical considerations of Subsection 2.3.3 on 
the conservation of the same tridiagonal matrices (8.22) and (8.23) are 
here applicable ir higher order interpo.Lating schemes are employed for 
the numerical computation of the spatial derivatives in the right side 
of Eqs.(8.16) and (8.17). This property is a direct consequence of the 
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assumed convergence of the iterative procedure (relations (8.9)), and, 
in consideration of the large number of repetitive solutions of Eqs. 
(8.16) and (8.17) re~uired during an entire evolution of a transient, 
it represents a decisive feature for the success of the method. 
i 
The overall consistency, betw·een the unknowns E, n, p and the 
system of e~uations determining them, may be tested at any iteration 
cycle for each instant of ti:::ne -by considering the magnitude of the 
corrections Lm, D.p and of the differe'nce of electric field distribu-
tio4s obtained by two successive iterations, If the magnitudes of these 
quantities are smaller than a specified Vl::!,lue (Lhe lLeral..lon error at 
each instant of time), achievement of overall consistency at that 
instant is assumed. The final state k = f is reached when the 
external excitation has reached the final state J = fJ and the il..~­
knowns E, n, p are unchanged for an increase of time, 
If the generalized Cra..~k-Nicholson discretization scheme is used, 
Eq_s.(8.34) and (8.35) substitute for Rcis.(R.J_h) ::i:nrl (8.17) respectively. 
E~ua~ions (8.33) may be used in place of Eqs,(8.15) only for cases in 
which tne second time de.rivative of the specified total current within 
a time step (extremes included) is continuous and sufficiently small. 
This limitation arises from the presence in the expressions (8.26) of 
the average of total current values taken at consecutive instants of 
time. This average "effectiven current as a f'unction of time may become 
considerably different from the actual specified external excitation and 
Lhus generate highly inaccurate results, if the above restriction is not 
introduced. The same procedure described for the generalized pure 
implicit scheme and ill~strated in Fig. 8.3 may be used for the 
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generalized Crank-Nicholson scheme, and applied to Eqs.(8.15) (or to 
Eqs.(8; ) with the above restriction) and to Eqs.(8.31.~), (8.35). 
Although the computation load required by the formulation 
generated by the Crank-Nicholson scheme, as opposed ta the pure 
imrl icit scheme) is slightly heavier.., a cons:i.derab.ly srri..all.er trtmcation 
error in the ti~e domain (approximately one order of maGnitude; see 
Appendix F) may oe achieved. On the other hand it may be expected, as 
an extrapolation of the simpler linear cases 1 that the generalized 
Crank-Nicholson scheme is more likely to become numerically unstable 
wider conditions in which the generalized pure implicit scheme features 
numerical stability. This was indeed verified experimentally: for all 
the cases tested on the computer the latter discretization scheme con-
sistently generated stable solutions, whereas numerical instability 
was observed in some instances if the former discretization scheme was 
employed. It may be concluded that, if more accurate solutions are 
sought with use of the Crank-Nicholson discretization scheme, particular 
care must be exerted in testing numerical stability du.ring the evolution 
of a transient, and it should not cause surprise if in some cases the 
scheme fails. 
A ~rime requirement for the success cf the described method is 
the convergence of the iterative procedure to reach at each instant of 
time overall consistent solutions from a set of approximate trial distri-
butions. In all the cases tested on the computer, for various structures 
and exte:rnal excitations, convt!.cgt!!.lCi::! was ld.lwayl:i ob1:>erved, In addition 
an excellent rate of convergence was experienced in situations in which 
significant variations (in time) of the total current occur, so that 
the electric field (given by Eqs.(8.15)) becomes the quantity 11driving" 
th(:! varil:l.tium; o::'.' the moblle carrier distiributions (Eqs.(8.16), (8.J:r) 
or (8.34), (8.35)) and is essentially responsible for the evolution of 
-)(-
the transient. A slower convergence rate was observed under condi-
tions, oppooitc to thooc juot described, in which the total current is 
maintained consta.~t over a significant length of time and variations of 
mobile carrier densities (mostly diffusion processes) become the princi-
pal effect, now driving the variations of the electric field. The rate 
of convergence for such cases was found well within practical limita-
tions, with the exception of conditions arising toward the termination 
of a transient solution, when the quantities approach the final steady-
state distributions (usually within a few per cent of the overall excur-
sion of the total current), Several artifices have been attempted, 
without success, to improve the convergence rate. Although this 
inadequacy of the iterative scheme may be considered unimportant for 
~ 
the sole purpose of achieving time-dependent solutions, the method 
described for the current-driven transient may not be used for achieving 
"exact" steady-state solutions of sufficient accuracy from an initial 
guess of approximate trial distributions. 'l'he importance of starting a 
time-dependent solution with 11exact 11 initial distributions obtained with 
the same formulation subsequently used for the transient solution will 
* The convergence rate is also dependent upon the size of the discreti-
zation mesh, particularly upon the size of the time step. A reason-
able number of points on the time coordinate (e.g. 100 - 200)is 
assumed. 
** The spatial distributions for the final state may be determined 
easily by a steady-state solution, for instance of the type described 
in Part I. 
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be discussed in Chapter DC, and an efficient numerical procedure for 
achieving this will be presented. 
The extension of the described iterative ~rocedure to the more 
general case, characterized by arbitrary generation-recombination term 
U(x) and mobility dependencies, is straightforward. Equations (7.16), 
(7.17), and (7.18) apply in this case and may be discretized with the 
same schemes used in Section 8.2 for the simpler case. If generalized 
boundary conditions of the type of Eqs.(7.7) are also specified, a 
secondary iteration loop may be required to resolve additional non-
liuea.r.l.Lles introduced in the relationships between the particle 
currents and the mobile carrier densities at the boundaries. In 
addition, at each cycle of the iterative procedure at each instant of 
time, the mobile carrier diotributiono must be modified to incorporate 
the time-dependent boundary conditions. 
It is apparent from the method and the formulations described that 
complete freedom is available in the selF>~tion of both spatial and time 
step distrfoutions, which may be conveniently chosen, and automatically 
adjusted by the computer during the entire evolution of the transient 
according to specified criteria. These are discussed in the following 
Section. 
8.4. Automatically adjustable non-uniform discretization mesh, 
It is aesired to achieve an auto::natic adjustment of both spatial 
and time step sizes subject to the requirement of maintaining constant 
errors, throughout the space and time domains, of certain numerical 
opcrationo. Apart from the integrations of Eq,(7.l2), not an essential 
operation of the procedure, 'only numerical differentiations are present 
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in the described formulation, '.:'he total error introduced by such 
operations may be regarded as a s1;1Tl of truncation and round-off errors. 
For a decrease in step size and an increase in the order of the inter-
polating scheme used} the former type of error decreases whereas the 
latter increases. In addition round-off errors increase with the order 
of the derivative desired. For the case under consideration} round-off 
errors may be usually considered negligible if double precision arith-
metic (16 significant digits) is employed, This is a consequence of 
practical restrictions on both the order of the numerical scheme and the 
minim1211 step size that may be used (related to the maximum number of 
points} limited by both memory size and computation time) together with 
the considerable magnitude of truncation errors in the position domain 
in certain regions of the device (mostly transition regions), The 
efforts will be then toward achieving uniform distributions of the 
truncation errors in both domains. 
The search for the 11optimum11 non-uniform spatial step distributions 
may be conducted with the same procedure used in Subsection 2.3.l for 
the steady-state solution. The numerical schemes employed for the 
differentiations of the mobile carrier densities present in the 
expressions (8.13) and (8.14) are now considered} in place of relations 
(2.cl), (c.cc), and the corresponding stages of approximation, described 
in Subsection 2.3.1, may be used. The spatial step selection may be 
perfor~ed only once to satisfy the requirements of the initial distribu-
tions and then considered satisfactory for the entire evolution of the 
transient} or it may be repeated once at each instant of time or at 
each cycle of the iterative procedure at each instant of time. The 
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decision, usua}-ly not critical, is in general the result of a compro-
mise between the accuracy desired and the computation time allowed,. 
On the other hand, the computation load of a search for the 
optimum step size in the time domain, based upon a trial-and-error 
p1•ocen1u•e rr:>ci11i rine; s110.0..os.sive ttP.xa.ct" solutions at each instant of 
* time for various time step sizes, well exceeds any practical limit. As 
a substitute, the following simple scheme,· based on the extrapolation 
of the information available at one instant of time, may be used to 
adjust the size of the time step for the subsequent instant. 
The Taylor expansion about a point t = kt of a continuous 
function f(t) with continuous derivatives is considered: 
f(t) l + -;::-; 
c::. 
(8.36) 
If a two-point formula is used to approximate the first derivative at 
the point t = ht1 such as 
where 
df' 
dt (8.37) 
* Such as a predictor-corrector method conventional}¥ adopted for the · 
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. 
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and is inserted in the expansion (8.36) evaluated at the point 
t = k+lt' one obtains; 
+ ••• ( 8. 38) 
t=kt 
If higher order contributions of Eq.(8.38) are neglected, the term 
where 
i 1 
"t f" k€ = 2 k+l l..l k 
represents the error introduced in the approximation (8.37). The 
. 16f 
relative error is then defined as the ratio €/~+ The above may. 
k k+l /:;.t 
be re~eated for a seQuence of adjacent points kt (k = 1, 2, 3 ••• ), 
and the requirement of maintaining a constant magnitude of the relative 
error at each point may be specified. In this case the following 
relation must hold: 
( lit) 2 f 11 k+l k 
= 
k+l b,.f 
or 
f" hf 
k-1 ' k+ll..l b.t k = 1. 2, 3 ••• kffi kb.f k , , (8.39) 
which rcprcocnto a rclationohip between consecutive steps in terllllS of 
local increments and curvatures of the function f(t). 
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In the case of interest, the magnitude of the time step k+l~t 
at the rn>xt. in.c:t.ant of' time may be approximately :predicted with the 
knowledge of quantities only available for times t ~ kt if the 
expression (8,39) is modified to the following form 
k+l l1t = , k = 3, 4, 5 ••• (8.4o) 
which merely adopts as the ratio between consecutive steps, at one 
instant of time, that corresponding to the previous instant, For the 
present purposes the tc:.1:mil11:1.l vull..1:1.ge VA ( 1..), available at each 
instant of tbne from Eq.(7.12), may be conveniently chosen as the 
function f(t) in relation (8.40), since it reflects the overall 
behavior of the device under the specified excitation, The occond time 
derivatives required by the expression (8.40) may be computed with a 
three point formula (e.g. B-12 of Appendix B) suitable for unevenly 
spaced points. It is then apparent that the sizes of the initial three 
tirr~ steps (k6t, k = 1, 2, 3) must be independently specified, and 
that the size of the fourth (a..~d following ones) may be predicted by 
relation (8.40). Instants of time for which the argu."Ilent of the square 
root of Eq.(8.40) exceeds in magnitude the permissible range become 
singular points. These are likely to occur during the evolution of a 
transient solution and are easily taken care of by specifying upper and 
lower bounds for the ratio of consecutive steps and for the magnitude 
of the step size. These, as well as the initial steps, must be chosen 
with regard to the total number of instants of times that may be allowed 
and to the rate of convergence of the iterative procedure, very much 
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dependent upon the step size. In addition, at any instant of time, 
the prediction procecc mn.y be diccontinucd, and nn arbitrary rno.gnitudc 
of time ste~ may be s~ecified, until the process is reenforced. 
Although a time step adjustment of the described type is not very 
accurate, it appears satisfactory from any practical point of view, 
also in consideration of the insignificant computation load required 
and by the observation that the selection of the time step is by no 
means critical. 
8.5. Conclusion. 
The discretization problem of the current-driven transient 
algorithm has been analyzed. Extrapolation from the simpler cases, 
treated by the theory of numerical analysis, leads to the choice of a 
discretization scheme of the implicit type, if restrictions on the 
discretization mesh are net desired. The discretized formulation fuT 
two implicit schemes, the generalized pure implicit and the generalized 
Crank-Nicilolson schemes, have been presented for a special case and the 
details of the iterative procedure of solution h~ve been outlined. 
Extension to the more general case has been shown to be straight-
forward. A brief discussion on the criteria responsible for the auto-
matically adjustable step selection, in both space and time domains, has 
been given, together with a simple scheme for an approximate time step 
prediction, suitable for the problem under consideration. As a 
consequence of the worsening of the convergence rate of the iterative 
procedure at each instant of time for conditions approaching the final 
state during the evolution of a transient, accurate steady-state solu-
tions may not be obtained, within practical limits of the currently 
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available machines, with the described formulation. Although this 
inadequacy may be considered unimportant for a transient solution, it 
is highly desirable to generate initial steady-state distributions 
with the same discretized formulation used for the achievement of time-
dependent solutions. A successful approach to this problem is presented 
in the following Chapter, together with a method of solution of the 
voltage-driven transient. 
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CJLl\.PTER IX 
VOLTAGE-DRIVEN TRANSJENT 
In this Chapter the time-dependent analysis of the bipolar semi-
conductor transport equations is completed with a solution for the 
voltai:;e-driven transient proulem and an alte.cnative }..H"U<..:euLU·e ;;;u.lL1:1.ule 
for steady-state calculations. A valuable feature of either method is 
the capability to generate solutions 11 compatible 11 with the formulation 
F>m:pll''.iyPn f'or the current-driven transient previously described. The 
iterative procedure adopted for the analysis of the response of the 
isolated semiconductor device, driven by an ideal time-dependent 
generator, is also extended to incorporate the interaction of the 
device with a general network of passive circuit elements and time-
dependent current and voltage sources. 
9.l. GenerallLies, 
In the previous two Chapters, the analytical formulation, discre-
tization schemes, and an iterative procedure of solution have been 
described for the current-driven transient for a two-contact device. 
The voltage-driven transient. (the applied voltage as a function of time 
is specified as the external excitation and the total current is 
sought) may be considered equally important and of great interest, and 
is here considered to complete the general time-dependent analysis of 
the problem. Priority has been given initially to the former type of 
analysis, in view of the explicit appearance in one of the fundamental 
equations (Eq.(7.l)) of the total current, which may be easily incorpor-
ated in a reduced set of e~uations (Eqs.(7.16) to (7.18)) to drive at 
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each spatial point the internal distributions. A variation of the 
total current at one instar..t of time generates an immediate response 
of the driven quantities simultaneously throughout the entire length 
of the device, at each iterative cycle at that instant of time. 1'his 
situation contributes to maintaining the rate of convergence of the 
iterative procedure at each instant of time within practical limits. 
If the applied voltage as a function of time is to be incorporated 
instead, Eq.(7.16), expressing the time variation of the electric field 
in terms of the total current, must be substituted by Poisson 1 s Eq.(7.4) 
written in terms of the electrostatic potential w(x,t). The applied 
voltage appears then explicitly as a boundary condition for ,¥ in the 
solution of the second-order differential equation (7.4).The reduced set, 
equivalent to the fundamental set of Eqs.(7.l) to (7.6), includes now 
Eqs. (7 .4 ), (7 .17) and (7 .18), written in terms of the new unknowns w, 
n and p. Equations (7.17) and (7.18) are still treated as described 
for the current-driven case, whereas the new equation of the set 
(Eq.(7.4)) may be discretized and solved with the same procedure 
adopted in Subsection 2.3.3, based on the solution of a tridiagonal 
matrix e~uation. An iterative :p-rocedure of the same type described in 
Section 8.3 may now be employed to reach the desired consistency between 
~' n, p and Eqs. ('( .4 ), ('( .r(), (r( ,J.8) at each instant o!' time. 
A considerably slower rate of convergence of the iterative proced-
ure is to be expected in this case, since the error (arising from the 
vo.rio.tion of' the boundary vaJ.ue on the electrostatic potential) is 
localized, at the. beginning of the iterative scheme at each instant of 
time, near one external contact and must propagate throughout the whole 
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interior before the solution is allowed to proceed to the f ollowine 
in8t.ant of' timP. This lllB,Y 1'PQnire a large number of iterative cycles 
for each time point. If co~pared to the current-driven transient case, 
the above formulation also requires a heavier computation load, which 
includes the additional solution of a triple-diagonal matrix and the 
computation of the first and second spatial derivatives of the electro-
static potentia~ *· ln addition, solutions generated by such an 
algorithm are not "compatible 11 with the formulation adopted for the 
current-driven transient, in the sense that the different discretiza-
tion errors of the two formulations are responsible for slightly 
different steady-state solutions under otherwise identical conditions. 
This inconsistency may be responsible in some cases for undesirable 
ef~e~ts (seP Section 9.3). 
Also in consideration of the above, an alternative method of 
solution for the voltage-driven transient is preferred. This is based 
on the combined use of the formulation adopted for the current-driven 
transient together with an interpolating scheme on the current-voltage 
characteristic at each instant 01· time. A similar concept was already 
used in Chapter III for the solution of the steady-state ~roblem for a 
specified tota1l current. The following Section illustrates the 
details of the method. 
9.2. Voltage-driven transient; outline of the method. 
The mathematical formulation of the' problem is described by the 
fundamental set of E~s.(7.l) to (7.6), with the boundary conditions 
(7.7) and initial conditions (7.10). The applied voltage VA(t) at 
the external contacts is specified as a function of time and the total 
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current J(t) and the unknown distributions E(x,t), n(x,t) and 
p(x,t) are sought. A method for the oo1ution of the reverse problem 
of specifying the total current J(t) and determining the terminal 
voltage VA at each instant of time has been described in the previous 
Chi:tpti:>1• and will be used as an integral part of the solution of voltage-
driven transient described below. 
11Exact 11 solutions for the total current and the internal distribu-
tions are supposed known for times t ~ k-lt, and quantities at the 
following instant of time kt are sought. If the total current kJ 
were known, the iterative method described for the cu:rrent-driven 
transient could be applied to obtain the unknown distributions at the 
instant k. The problem consists then in searching for the particular 
vaJ.ue of current kJ that yields the specified terminal voltage kVA 
at the instant k, This is achieved in two stages with the aid of the 
same algorithm employed for the current-driven transient at a specific 
instant of time. A 11prediction11 stage initially furnishes two estimates 
of the total current and close to the 11exact" value 
which is to be determined. These estimates may be achieved easily with 
two different extrapolations from the Qti.antities supposed available 
for times t $ k-lt. A linear (two-point) and a parabolic (three-point) 
extrapolation on the current response as a f'unction of time furnishes, 
* in general, two different estimates for the current kJ. Two independ-
ent applications of the current-driven transient algorithm yield for the 
* ~he two values are coincident if the quantities k-3J, k-2J, k-lJ 
lie on a straight line. In this situation a second estimate may be 
furnished by higher order extrapolation formulae or by an arbitrary. 
value close to the f'irst est:imate. The nearness of' such estimates 
to the 11exact 11 value is by no means critical. 
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two currents ~l)J, ~2 )J the corresponding values of terminal voltages 
~l)VA' ~2 )vA' which, in general, differ from the s~ecified terminal 
voltage kVA (if this is not the case, solutions at the instant kt 
are found). A second stage, based on an interpolating procedure on 
the curve ~h)J as a function of ~h)VA (h = 1, 2, 3 ••• ) at the 
same instant of time k, may now be started to obtain an improved 
estimate of the total current that generates a ter:ninal. voltage within 
an assigned tolerance about the specified value, Two points, 
(l)v and (2)J C2)v 
k A k ' k A' are already available on the current-voltage 
graph rifrozentr a.t the ir1stant k, so that o. l:Lcieo.:r· lul,,erpola.Llon yields 
a third estimate corresponding to the specified terminal voltage 
kVA. A third application of tne current-driven transient algorithm at 
the instant k for the current ~3)J furnishes a third point 
~3 )vA on the current-voltage graph, so that a parabolic interpolation 
may be used to further improve, if necessary, the estimate of the total 
current. The procedure continues with higher oTde'l" intA'Y'poJ:::i.t"ine; 
schemes until the value that generates a terminal voltage 
suf'ficiently close to the specified kVA' is determined, Solutions 
at the instant of time k are then available and the overall procedure 
may be restarted at the following instant k + 1 with the prediction 
stage. Prediction stage, interpolation stage, and overall procedure at 
the instant k are schematically illustrated in Figs. 9.1, 9.2 and 9,3? 
respectively. For a few initial time points (k = 1,2) the prediction 
sta,ge m.a.y nol.. be performed as described; an aroitrary estimation 
procedure may be employed equally well, if the time step is initially 
A 
•• J (t} 
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First stage: prediction 
(I) 
------------7'< 
/ J(2) ----------~===---.< •':;~ I ~ I 
,,J/' I 
·r t 
k-3 k -2 
.\ 
I k-1 t k t 
Fig. 9.1. Estimation of two values of current at the instant kt 
from the response known for t ~ k-lt, during the :prediction stage 
of the voltage-driven transient, 
(h) J .\ 
k Second stage: interpolation 
-----------J ,,,. 
{3)/ : 
r-----a-~ 
(2)~< I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
Fig. 9.2. Interpolation on the current-voltage characteristic at 
the instant kt to determi.ne improved values for the total current 
during the second stage of the voltage-driven transient, 
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the J = J(t) characteristic 
Current-driven 
tra.nsient 
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Interpolation 
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graph (h l, 2) 
Interpolation 
on the (h)J (h)v 
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CUrrent-driven 
transient 
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Fia:. 9,3, OVerall procedure for the voltage-driven transient 
at the instant of time k. (Schema.tic} 
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kept small enough in order to obtain a closely linear current-voltage 
* characteri.stic in the interpolation stage. 
The efficiency of the method relies mainly on two features of the 
scheme. First, the prediction stage yields in general 11good 11 estimates 
of the total current so that the current-voltage characteristic 
~h)J, ~h)VA (h = l, 2, 3 ••• ) is closely linear and usually three 
applications of the current driven transient algorithm are sufficient 
at each instant of time to satisfy even a tight tolerance about the 
specified voltage kVA. In addition, an external voltage excitation 
of the general type generates a variable current as a function of time; 
this represents, as mentioned in Section 8.3, the condition in which 
the current driven transient algorithm features a fast rate of conver-
gence. This characteristic is maintained, as expected and observed, 
throughout the entire evolution of the transient, so that the final 
steady-state distributions may be reached easily within practical com-
putation tillles (a few .w.:1..uu.Le::; ou ~l1e IBM 7094/7090 system), a feature 
"Jnfortunately not occurring in the current-driven transient scheme 
described in the previous Chapter. 
Results for a special structure under various external excitations 
of current and voltage have been obtained and will be illustrated in a 
later chapter. The corresponding computer program for both the current-
driven and voltage-d'Y'iven transient il'l reported in Appendix G. 
* Such a linearity is a direct consequence of the relation between the 
total current and the electric field (Eq.(8.15) or (8,33)),essenti-
ally linear if the 1~obile carrier densities rew.ain unchanged, which 
is indeed the case for small enough ~t and fast enough variation of 
the current. This is equivalent to considering the total cui~rent as 
essentially due the displacement current (Eq.(7.1)). 
9 " A "compatible 11 steady-state solution . . .) . 
The set of initia1 distributions (7.7) f'or the unknowns of the 
problem is required to initiate a time-dependent solution. For the 
case in which the initial state is a steady-state one, the initial 
distributions were assumed available from the procedure illustrated in 
Part I. However, the analytical and discretized formulations there 
described are not 11 com:patible" with the formulations adopted for the 
time-dependent solution, in the sense that the steady-state distributions 
feature truncation errors different from those introduced by the 
algorithm that generates transient soiutions. Obvious~y, if a transient 
solution is initiated from a steady-state condition in absence of an 
external excitation, the internal distributions and the terminal proper-
tieo ohould rcma.in unchanged. Instead, as a consequence of the above 
,. 
incompatibility, a 11drift" of the original steady-state distributions 
is observed throughout the execution of such a fictitious 11transient" 
solution. This drift t:ontim1P.s 1mt.iJ compatibility between the spatial 
distributions a~d the new discretized formulation is achieved. Although 
the magnitude of the total shift of the quantities is relatively small 
(of the order of the truncation error), it may be significant for time-
dependent solutions specifying small external excitations. Moreover, 
if a discretization scheme which may easily generate unstable solutions 
is used (such as the Crank-Nicholson scheme of Subsection 8.2.2)~ the 
initial incompatibility is often responsible for oscilla.tions (the first 
symptom u.r l;l..U wi::;Lable soJ.ution) in the internal distributions and in 
the terminal response, such that the 11 exact 11 solution is completely 
obscured. 
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As a general rule, if solely initial conditions incompatible with 
the time-dependent formulation are available, a preliminary computation 
phase in absence of external excitations is required, before initiating 
the actual transient solution, to achieve overall compatibility. This 
preliminary phase of 11adjustment 11 of the initial steady-state conditions 
is of course unnecessary if the sa~e formulation is capable of gener-
ating both steady-state and transient solutions, therefore assuring 
full compatibility. This is a very desirable situation, also in con-
sideration of the consequent conciseness and the simplicity of the 
overall algorithm. 
It has been already mentioned in Section 8.3 that the current-
driven transient scheme is unsuitable for generating steady-state solu-
tions~ whereas the µrocedure described in the previous Section for the 
voltage-driven transient is well capable of reaching the final steady-
state of a time dependent solution within practical computation times. 
The same voltage-driven scheme may be used to generate steady-state 
solutions from a set of trial distributions for the unknowns. These 
distributions are treated as 1n1tiaJ. cond1t1ons or a f1ct1t1ous "tran-
sient solution", in which the constant terminal voltage desired is 
specified as the external excitation and the time coordinate becomes a 
meaningless ~uantity. The time step, which appears in the discretized 
formulation, may be chosen large enough to cause a negligible contribu-
tion of the time-dependent terms, or may be usefully adjusted as a 
"convergence parameter" to shorten the convergence path toward the 
"exact" solution. In addition, the number of (j) iterations for each 
application of the current-driven transient algorithm (Fig, 9.3), the 
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tolerance about the specified terminal voltage kVA = VA (any k) at 
co.ch inoto.nt of' "tir.i.e", and the number of 11 time 11 points, may be also 
all adjusted properly and treated as convergence parameters. The 
choice of the trial distributions E(x), n(x), and p(x) is sliGhtly 
critical,, in the sern:~e that :i.f' the inconsistency between the trial func-
tions and any 11exact" solution of the equations (for any terminal 
voltage) is too large, the iterative scheme may not be capable of 
resolving such discrepancies. Trial distributions available from the 
first-order theory, although considerably inaccurate (Section 6.2), 
usually generate satisfactory convergence patterns if an appropriate 
selection of the convergence parameters is made. Although the rate of 
convergence becomes considerably slower as the injection level increases, 
just as observed for the steady-state method 01· Part I, so.Lutions may 
be still achieved within practical limits at high injection levels . 
. As an alternative, the fictitious "transient'' solution generating 
compatible steady-state solutions may be started from "exact" steady-
state distributions available for a terminal voltage (for instance for 
the thermal equilibrium case) different from the one desired. Rather 
than following the natural transient evolution towa.rd the fino.l state, 
an artificial convergence path may again be followed by a proper selec-
tion of the time step size, the number of (j) iterations, the tolerance 
about kVA and the number of time points. The overall number of 
operations to reach the desired steady-state distributions may be then 
considerably reduced. 
Although the method described in Part I is capable of generating 
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' * steady-state solutions in a shorter computation time if compared to 
either of the above procedures, these feature the same formulation 
employed for the time-dependent algorithm and therefore generate 
compatible steady-state distributions that may be directly used as 
initiaJ. conditions f'or a transient analysis. Preference may then be 
given to the former method if solely steady-state solutions are desired, 
and to the latter if such distributions must serve as initial conditions 
for a t.ime-dependent. solnt.:io11 a:::: we11. 
9.4. Tbne-dependent solutions for the combination of an active device 
with a network of passive circuit elements. 
In this and the previous chapters, methods of solution of the 
fUndamental equations describing the behavior of a two-contact semi-
conductor device under both steady-state and transient conditions have 
been described. The transient response of the device was supposed 
driven by an ideal time-dependent source of either voltage or current. 
A more realis4ic condition requires the incorporation in the external 
circuit of one or more pa.soivc circuit clements to rcprcocnt circuital 
parasitic effects or actual passive components inserted in the circuit. 
More generally, the interaction of a semiconductor device with a net-
work of ideal time-dependent current or voltage sources and passive 
elements is of great interest. This problem may be easily solved with 
a slight extension of the methods described for the transient analysis 
of the isolated semiconductor device. 
* Usually from two to five times shorter, under similar conditions. 
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A general two-port network, composed of ideal current and/or 
voltage sources and passive circuit elements~ is connected to the 
terminals of a two-contact semiconductor device, as shown in Fig. 9.4. · 
Both the normalized total current density J(t) of the device and the 
normalized terminal voltage VA(t) are quantities dependent upon the 
properties of both the semiconductor device and the network. At a 
particular instant of Lrlme k, the two unknowns kJ and kVA are 
determined by the system 
J•A k 
(constant k) 
(constant k) 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the device, and Eqs.(9.1) and 
(9.2) are essentially the discretized current-voltage relationships, 
at the instant k, of the device and of the network respectively. 
Equatio~ (9.1) is a concise form of the system of equations determining 
the transient response of the isolated device at the instant k 
(e.g. Eqs.(8.15), (8.16), (8.17) and (7.12)), solved with the iterative 
procedure of Fig. 8.1. Equation (9.2) may be inserted within the 
iterative .scheme, at the instant k a.nu. i·Lt:rl:l.Liun j, ln the form 
. J(j+l) - .! f [ v(j)J 
K - A N k A (9.3) 
as the first equation of the set, to determine an improved value of 
total current density from the network response to the terminal voltage, 
available at the previous iteration. Actually, for a given k and j, 
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Semiconductor device with characteris-
tic: 
Network of ideal 
current and/or 
volt.age sources anrl 
passive elements) with 
overall characteristic: 
J·A k 
Fig. 9.4. The combination of a semiconductor device with 
a network of ideal time dependent generators and. passive 
elements, with their overall characteristics at a given 
instant of time kt. 
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Eq.(9,3) also represents a system of equations (for instance the 
1 
mesh or nodal equations) describing the network properties. The time 
required for the solution of this system is usually insignificant (for 
a reasonable number of network elements) if compared to the computation 
time required by the system (9.1). The'only undesirable effect of the 
incorporation of Eq.(9,3) within the original iterative procedure may 
result in a slower convergence rate to achieve overall consistency at 
each instant of time. 
Alternatively, Eq.(9.2) may be com.bined, at a given instant k, 
with Llrn cu.r·;i:·tml.-vulL1:1.gt! <..:111:1.r1::1.cLerlsLic uf Lhe U.evice (Eq.(9.l)), 
originally obtained during the interpolation phase of the voltage-
driven transient (Fig. 9,2), to solve for the intersection kJ' kVA 
of the two curves. 
For the simpler case in which only a resistor R in series with 
a time-dependent voltage source v8 (t) (unnormalized) is present in 
the external circuit, the system (9,3) reduces to the single equation: 
where 
v ~ v . v(j) 
J ( j+ l) = _k_s__,,,__,__t,,,,.k_A_ 
k RAJ 
0 
(9.4) 
is the normalization factor for the current density (Table 1.1). As an 
example of numerical computation for this special case, results have 
been obtained for the combination of an N-P diode and an external 
21.~1 
resistor under switching conditions from a forward to a reverse bias 
condition. These are reported and discussed in a later chapter. 
9.5. Conclusion. 
An iterative method of solution of the fundamental bipolar trans~ 
pur·L el.J.ua.Llom; describing the behavior of semiconductor junction devices 
under a time-dependent excitation of terminal voltage has been presented 
in this Chapter. A valuable feature of the method, not available for 
the current-driven transient previousl.y described, conoioto in ito 
capability of reachir.g the final steady-state distributions without 
significant worsening of the convergence rate of the iterative proced-
ure, The concept of "incompatibility" between solutions obtained with 
different formulations has been discussed and a method for achieving 
steady-state distributions, compatible with the time-dependent formula~ 
tion and therefore suitable to serve as initial conditions for a tran-
sient solution, has been illustrated. This steady-state procedure, and 
the current-driven transient and voltage-driven transient methods, 
represent a self-sufficient algorithm to obtain compatible solutions 
for an external excitation of the most general form. The extension of 
the algorithm to incorporate a network of ideal current and voltage 
sources and passive circuit elements has also been illustrated. 
The computation time usually required for the achievement of time-
dependent solutions with sufficient accuracy amounts to a few minutes 
(five to twenty) on the IBM 7094/7040 system. A discussion on the 
accuracy of the time-dependent results is presented in the following 
Chapter. 
2L~2 
CF.APTER X 
ON TIE ACClJ'RACY OF TllE TI1A.ND IENT SOLUTIONS 
In this Chapter the variouo oources 0£ errors, arising in the time-
dependent solutions of the type describe~ in the previous chapters, are 
exposed and techniques s~itable to estimate and control the accuracy of 
the final results are discussed. The influence on the discretization 
error of the order of the finite difference scheme, of the time step 
size and of the abruptness of the external excitation is considered. 
Among the various contributions to the numerical error of a stable dis-
cretization scheme, the iteration error is recognized as often being the 
dominant source of inaccuracy and thererore it is analyzed in detail. 
lO.l. Generalities. 
In Chapter V a discussion on the various sources of errors present 
in the steady-state solution of Part I bas been described. The overall 
accuracy of the final results has been evaluated with the aid of a set 
of testing relations, suitable to expose errors of different nature. 
A time-dependent solution of the type described in the previous chapters 
may be considered as a sequence of "pseudo-steady-state" solutions (one 
at each instant of time), whose function is to achieve consistency 
between the spatial distributions of the unknowns and the set of 
equations, starting from a set of trial distributions at each instant 
of time. The basic considerations of Chapter V, regarding the spatial 
domain, are therefore still valid for the iterative scheme searching 
consistency at a given time, provided that such an iterative scheme is 
considered isolated from the others. These considerations are now 
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applied to the new formulation, which includes the time-dependent 
terms. In addition, the interaction between the errors introduced by 
iterative schemes at different instants of time may become a dominant 
factor ror the overall accuracy and deserves particular attention. 
This problem has already been considered in Chapter VIII in the process 
of selecting a sound discretization scheme for the numerical solution 
of partial differential equations of the parabolic type. The discreti-
zation error in the time domain and the growth of the numerical error 
for increasing time are responsible for this interaction and determine 
the conditions of convergence and stability respectively of the 
evolution of the transient. 
In addition to the analysis of Chapter V, concerning inaccuracies 
within the spatial domain, the principal sources of error arising in 
the time-dependent solution, together with techni~ues suitable to 
evaluate and control the influence of such errors on the final results, 
are briefly discussed in the following sections. 
10.2. Discre~ization error in the time domain. 
In the formulation adopted for either the current-driven or the 
voltae;E?-driven transient. the left sides of Eqs. (7 .16) to (7 .. 18) 1 ex-
pressing the variation with respect to time of the three unknowns of 
the p-roblem, are the only terms in which the time coordinate app~ars 
explicitly. When such analytical derivatives are approximated by a 
discretized formulation, the .discretization error is introduced. This 
approximation is often achieved by truncating a Taylor ex:pa.nsion at a 
convenient point (e.g. Eq.(8,36)) to obtain simple finite difference 
expressions. This truncation error depends upon the values of the 
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higher derivatives, on the size of the time step, and on the order of 
the finite difference scheme.. The magnitude of the higher time deriva-
tives of the function to be numerically differentiated is very much 
related to the abruptness or the time variation 01· the unknowns, 
directly dependent upon the time variation of the external excitation, 
for a given ti~~ step. For a decreasing time step, the dependence of 
the electric field upon an abrupt variation of extenral exeiLt1.Llun lo 
more emphasized, if compared to the dependence of the mobile carrier 
densities, This feature may be easily verified from the set of discre-
tized equations (Eqs.(8.l5) to (8.J.7)) and is a consequence of the 
physical properties of the mobile carrier densities (and therefore the 
particle currents) reQuiring a finite time for a significant variation, 
whereas the electric field (and therefore the displacement current) may 
respond immediately to any external excitation (see also Section 11.1), 
If excitations with continuous and finite time derivatives are 
specified, the trur..cation errors introduced by the numerical time differ-
entiations of the electric field and mobile carrier densities may be 
contained within limits with an appropriate choice of the time step at 
each instant of time, A simple application of this concept has been 
illustrated in Section 8.4 for the selection of a non-uniform time step 
distribution, subject to the criterion of maintaining a constant 
truncation error of the time differentiation of the spatial integral of 
the electric field throughout the entire evolution of the transient. In 
addition, higher order (multilevel) finite difference schemes, approxi-
mating time derivatives, may be employed to reduce truncation errors. 
These schemes are an integral part of the overall discretization scheme, 
and therefore must be individually analyzed to investigate convergence 
a.~d stability conditions. An example of a three-level scheme, featur-
ing unconditional stability, is given in Subsection F-3.1.l (Appendix 
F) for a very simple case. This, as well as higher level discretization 
schemes, may be generalized for the non-linear case under consideration, 
and numerical calculations experimented, although the stability of the 
solutions may not be guaranteed. An additional complication arises in 
the initial phase of a time-dependent solution, where higher level 
schemes may not be used and a different discretization based on lower 
level schemes (two-level initially) mui:;t be eiuployed. 
If ideal excitations such as ramp, step and delta functions, are 
specified instead, an overall control of the truncation error is not 
possibJA, ~in~e hie;her order time derivatives are either infinite or 
i 
discontin·J.ous. Both step functions and delta functions are represented 
in the discretized context as ramps, or combinations thereof, since 
only non-zero step sizes may be used, In addition, both the minimum 
step size and maximum amplitude of any excitation must satisfy the 
usual limitation on the permissible range of the particular machine. 
Although this idealized abrupt type of excitations may be considered 
only of academic interest, it has been consistently used in a series of 
preliminary test calcUlations (reported int he :following Chapter) to 
focus the attention on the worst case represented by abrupt variations. 
For constant slopes of a sequence of specified ramps, calculations have 
been repeated for different time step sizes ani for various discretiza-
tion schemes, featuring truncation errors of different orders of magni-
tude in the time domain. As a resuJ.t, the overall transient response 
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has been observed to be little sensitive to the variation of the time 
step size (within limits) and the adoption of more accurate schemes, 
with exception of the time points adjacent to the discontinuities of 
the time derivatives of the specified excitations. The considerable 
error introduced at these singular instants may be restricted to very 
short time intervals with the use of a time step compression technique 
of Lhe ::>cuue t..yJ?e u::>ed for l;he spatial step in the vicinity of the 
metallurgical junction of an abrupt doping profile (Subsection 5,2.1). 
A valuable feature consistently observed is that the error introduced in 
the neighborhood of the singular points does not affect significantly 
the response at later times. 
It may be concluded that the discretization error of solutions 
obtained with the procedure and the formulation described may be con-
sidered sufficiently small for any practical purpose, even for the 
worst case considered above. 
10.3. Numerical error and its growth in the time domain. 
The numerical error is defined as the difference between the exact 
solution of the discretized formulation and the numerical solution 
actually achieved. The growth of the numerical error throughout the 
entire evolution of a time-dependent solution, governed by partial 
differential equations of the parabolic type, is ruled by the cqnditions 
of stability. These furnish, for the simpler cases, bounds for the 
amplification (for increasing time) of the numerical error introduced at 
one stage of the solution, for a given discretization scheme. For the 
more complex cases, such as the non-linear system 1:Ilder consideration, 
stability conditions may not be proven and must be experimented with 
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actual numerical calculations. Unstable conditions are easily 
recognized by unexpected oscill.a.tory p~ttern, with incrc~oing amplitude, 
of the solution evolving in the time domain, 
The numerical error, in the form of round-off error, is always 
present in a numerical solution dealing with quantities represented by 
a finite number of digits. Small differences between nearly equal 
nunbers also contribute to the numerical error and are present, in the 
discretized formulation adopted for the transient solutions, in the 
expressions for the net charge density (the right side of Poisson's equation, 
Eq.(7.4)) imp~icit~y incorporated in the equations yielding the improved 
mobile carrier densities (e.g. Eqs.(8.13) and (8.14)). These sources 
of errors are usually not responsible for significant inaccuracies in 
the final results, since other contributions to the numerical eI:ror a.r~ 
dominant. 'I'hese are briefly discussed in the following subsections. 
10.3.l. Iteration error. 
An iterative procedure at each instant of time has been described 
in Section 8.3 (Fig. 8,1 for a special case) to resolve the non-linear-
ities of the problem by achieving consistency between the spatial 
distributions of the unknowns and the system of discretized equations. 
When the estimated discre:pancy between the "exact" distributions and 
those achieved at the completion of an iterative cycle, at a given 
instant of time, is less than a specified amount, the procedure restarts 
at the following 'instant. Such discrepancy represents the iteration 
error at a given time. 
Tne estimation may be obtained by an appropriate extrapolation of 
the corrections for the distributions available from the previous cycles 
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at the same instant, and is more accurate the faster the rate of con-
vergence of the iterative procedure. A constant fraction of the 
ir.a.ximum excursion (over all spatial points) of each unknown, at each 
instant of time, may be conveniently specified as the iteration error. 
It is often sufficient to limit the evaluation of the overall consis-
tency, at each instant of time, to the terminal response, which (with 
the exception of singul.ar points) refl.ects sufficiently well the behav-
ior of the internal distributions. 
kn alternative and more accurate evaluation of the consistency at 
a given time mo,y be perform~d with the aid of a set of testing relations, 
derived from the fundamental set (7.1) to (7.6), with the criteria 
stated in Section 5.4. This techni~ue is not very suitable, from a 
practical point of view, to test the consistency at each iterative 
cycle, but may be occasionally used to refine the accuracy of the solu-
tions at a particular instant of time, for which the spatial distribu-
tions of dependent qu.anti ties (such as the :Particle currents and net 
charge densities) are also desired. 
The rate of convergence of the iterative procedure at each instant 
of time is considerably influenced by the rate of change of the external 
excitation. The most favorable condition arises when variations of tle 
total current occur, particularly in the presence of a significant 
displacement current, so that the overall system of equations is 
essentially driven by the time variations of the electric field, rather 
than by the dii'i'u::duu yru1.;ei:;l:le1;) of t..he mobil.e carrier densities. '.Ih1s 
feature has aJ.ready been mentioned in Section 8.3 and usefully exploited 
in Section 9.2: fol' the solution of the voltage-driven transient. A 
dominant fact?r, governing the rate of convergence at a given instant 
of time, is the magnitude of the time step at that instant: larger 
time steps are always responsible for slower conver~ence rates. The 
time step size, directly related to the discretization error in the 
time domain, becomes a determinant parameter very much affecting also 
the magnitude of the iteration error if an upper bound for the computa-
tion time, or in equivalent terms for the total number of iterations 
during the entire solution, is specified. In such conditions the 
iteration error may dominate over the discretization error, so that it 
may be advantageous to select the time step size on the basis of the 
requirements dictated by a minimization of the iteration error. The 
total number of spatial points also affects the convergence rate of the 
iterative procedure. This phenomenon is related to the propagation of 
the inconsistencies of the approximate distributions throughout the 
length of the device during the execution of an iterative cycle at a 
given time. A smaller number of' spatia1 points within certain 1.imits 
usually increases the convergence rate. The same criterion used above 
for the selection of the time step size applies here if a maximum 
computation time is specified and the iteration error is dominant: a 
larger discretization error in the spatial domain is tolerated to 
decrease the number of spatial points, increase the convergence rate 
and consequently reduce the iteration error. The abruptness of the 
doping profile may be indirectly responsible for a larger iteration 
error 1n the vicinity o:r the metalJ.urgicaJ. interi'ace. This is a conse-
quence of the larger discretization error (in the spatial domain), 
occurring near the interface if the spatial step there required to 
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maintain the overall constancy of the truncation error (Section 5.3) 
is smaller than the specified lower bound of the step, This is cer-
tainly the case for an ideal step distribution for the impurity density, 
which has been therefore chosen, as the worst case from a numerical 
standpoint, to characterize the structure analyzed under transient con-
ditions in the following Chapter. 
The accumulation, throughout the evolution of the tro.noicnt oolu-
tion, of the iteration error introduced at each instant of time is of 
great interest. If a constant fraction of the excursion of the 
unknowns within a time step is specified as the iteration error, a 
transient solution featuring a monotonic pattern is affected by the 
same relative error at any instant of time if the single iteration 
errors are simply accumulative. A considerably more favorable situation 
has been actually observed in the cases tested: the iteration error at 
a given time is partially compensated by a larger excursion of the un-
knowns at the following instant of time, so that the resulting error is 
less than the sum of the iteration errors introduced at the previous 
instants, This is a consequence of' the deviation from the 11exact" con-
dition of dynamic equilibrium at a given time caused by the iteration 
error, and may be regarded as an automatic corrective feature inherent 
in the formulation a.dopteU. l'or l,he ::>olution. 
l0.3.2. Inaccuracy of the initial conditions. 
If a time-dependent solution is initiated from a steady-state 
·condition, initial sp~ti~l distributions of the unknowns, available 
from a steady-state solution, must be f'urnished, The inaccuracy of 
these steady-state distributions represents a contribution to the 
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nlunerical error of the transient solution. As such, it may generate 
unstable solutions~ if ~P.:rfa:i.in t.y:pes of' d:Lscretization schemes are 
adopted, and therefore must be contained to sufficiently small values. 
This problem has, been already encountered in Section 9.3, where the 
importance of compatible initial steady-state distributions has been 
discussed and a method to achieve steady-state solutions compatible 
with the discretized formulation employed for the transient analysis 
has been described, 
l0,3,3, Tolerance on the specified excitation in the voltage-driven 
Lr arm ient. 
In the method of solution of the voltage-driven transient described 
in Section 9.2 (Figs. 9.1, 9.2, 9,3) a sequence of interpolations on the 
current-voltage characteristic at a given time is used to determine the 
value of total current that yields, within an assigned tolerance, the 
specified terminal voltage at that time. Such a tolerance may be 
:reg.ci.:ropn as the up:per bound of' an additional. contribution to the numer-
ical error at each instant of time, a necessary consequence of the pro-
cedure adopted. The combination of an accurate prediction phase, 
preceding the interpolation phase, together with the closely linear 
shape of the current-voltage characteristic within the range of interest 
at a given time, permits the achievement of excellent tolerances with 
just a few (three to four) interpolation cycles. This type of inaccur-
acy may therefore be considered of secondary importance, if compared to 
the o~her contributions to the numerical. error. 
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10.lf. Conclusion. 
Ac a.n cxtcnoion of the diocuooion of Chapter V concernin~ the 
error in the spatial domain, discretization and numerical errors in the 
time domain have been considered in this Chapter. Attention has been 
given to the growth of the numerical error throughout the entire 
evolution of a time-dependent solution, to achieve numerically stable 
solutions of sufficient accuracy. Empirical techniques suitable to 
estimate the overall accuracy of the results have been discussed, as a 
substitute for an exact error analysis prevented by the complexity of 
the analytical formulation of the problem and by the presence of 
several sources of errors of different nature. The majority of these 
errors may be controlled by parameters such as the order of the finite 
difference scheme, the spatial and time step size, the total number of 
spatial and time points, the number of cycles of the iterative procedure 
at each instant of time, and the tolerance on the specified excitation 
in a vo1tage-driven transient. The maximum efficiency of the method, 
that is, the best accuracy of the final results for a given computation 
time, is achieved by optimizing the selection of the above parameters 
toward an overall equalization of the various contributions to the 
discretization and numerical.errors. 
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CHAPTER XI 
RESULTS 
As an example of numerical calculations, time-dependent solutions 
for a special structure of a two-contact device under typical excita-
tions are presented. The transient behaviour of a short highly 
asymmetric abrupt N+ - P diode, driven by steps and spikes of exter-
nal current and terminal voltage, is analyzed. In addition, results for 
the interaction of a slightly longer structure of the same device with 
an external resistor, under switching from a forward to a reverse bias 
condition, are also reported and discussed. "Exact" and conventional 
approximate analytical results are compared and discrepancies are 
exposed. Furthermore, solutions obtained for various types of discre-
tization schemes and time step sizes are compared, and the overall 
accuracy estimated. 
ll.l. Generalities. 
In the previous chapters an algorithm suitable for solving the one-
dimcnoional baoic two-carrier transport equations under time-dependent 
excitations of current and voltage has been described. Although the 
method allows for arbitrary doping profile, generation-recombination 
law, mobility de:pendencies, boundary conditions and external excitat:ions 1 
results for a special case are presented. The same model adopted in 
Section 6.2 for a short structure, characterized by a highly asymmetric 
N+ - P diode with abrupt doping profile, absence of recombination in 
the interior, ohmic external contacts and constant mobilities, is 
analyzed under idealized input signals (steps and spikes) of current 
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and voltage. In addition to the motivations of Section 6.1, this 
choice facilitates the interpretation of the phenomena responsible for 
the behavior of the device under transient conditions by a more dis-
tinct separation of effects of different nature. 
The abrupt time-dependent cxcit~tiono ~re upproxima.tcd in the 
discretized context by a sequence of ramps (Section 10.2) of finite 
slope. Although this approximation does not introduce in most cases a 
significant alteration of the transient response to the ideal excita-
tion, it may occasionally become the determinant factor characterizing 
the response in the vicinity of the quasi-abrupt variations. In such 
cases, in the examples analyzed in the following sections, the parame-
ters identifying the discretized excitations actually used will be given 
a.uU. l,,heir influence discussed. 
Solutions have been obtained within five to twenty minutes of 
computation time on an IBM 7094/7040 shared file system. The accuracy 
of the final results has been usually contained within a relative error 
of 0.02, considered satisfactory from any practical point of view, 
This is not to be regarded as a limitation of the algorithm: a consid-
erably higher degree of accuracy may be easily achieved with a corres-
ponding increa~e of computation time. 
Two basic phenomena will be of interest in the following analysis: 
the variation of the electric field in the time domain without variation 
of carrier densities, and the motion of carriers int he presence of a 
· Llllle-l.uvariant electric :field. The former en~ect may be described 
mathematically by the combination of Eqs.(7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), which, 
specialized for the present case, may be written as: 
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OE~~' t) + cr(x) E(x, t) = - J(t) + D(x) 
where 
and cr(x) is the conductivity of the material. Both D(x) and cr(x) 
are time invariant by assumption. If a positive step of cu,rrent of 
amplitude J8 is imposed at t = O as external excitation, the solu-
tion of the above equation. becomes: 
where 
is the initial steady-state electric field distribution. The time con-
stant of the eXJ;>onential time variation of the electric field is 
then: 
(normalized quantities) 
(11.1) 
T (x) = ~ 
r 0\XJ 
(unnormalized quantities) 
and is referred to as the "dielectric relaxation constant 11 , In a 
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homoseneous material Tr is independent of position. 
The time variation of the minority carriers in a certain region of 
width w of semiconductor material, in the presence of a time-invariant 
field, may be associated with the concept of steady-state transit ti.me 
Tt of minority carriers in that region. This quantity is convention-
ally defined as: 
where 
(ll. 2) 
and J are the charge density and the current density 
m 
respectively of minority carriers in the region considered. If the 
first-order theory parameters are used (Appendix A), two simple 
expressions of the transit ti.me in the low-injection and high-injection 
limits may be determined. If electrons in a quasi-neutral P-region are 
considered, the definition (11.2) becomes: 
2 
,.,. 
ynwP 
't 2 (low injection) (11.2a) 
2 
.,.t = 
ynwP 
4 (high injection) (ll.2b) 
Although the transit-time (11.2) is defined as a steady-state quantity, 
it :may serve as the first-order estimation of a. "time-constant" in a 
time-dependent phenomenon, involving solely motion of carriers. For 
instance, the conventional solution of the simple diffusion equation 
On.(x,t) 
at 
l 2 o n(x,t) 
ox2 
' 
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driven by abrupt time variations of the boundary conditions, evolves 
usually within a period of time approximately equal to a few multiples 
of the low-injection transit time (ll.2a). 
The assumed absence of interaction between relaxation and transit-
time effects is motivated by the considerably different magnitude of 
the respective time constants often arising in practical situations. 
Order-of-magnitude e;:;tiirll;;LLions, on the basis of the above considerations, 
will be therefore used in the following examples where applicable. 
11.2. The N-P diode driven by ideal current and voltage sources, 
A short N-P structure (Fig. 1,1) is analyzed under transient con-
ditions for various types of excitations of external current and ter-
minal voltage as functions of time. An idealized model characterized 
by absence of generation-recombination in the interior of the device, 
abrupt asynnnetric impurity distribution, constant mobilities and ohmic 
contacts is assumed. The discretized formulations employed have been 
described in Section U.2 and the iterative method of solution in 
Section 8.3 for the current-driven transient and in Section 9.2 for the 
voltage-driven transient, 
The physical parameters characterizing the structure are listed 
in Table 11.l. Dependent parameters of interest are: 
conductivities of { N-side, crN = 3, 720 x io6 
the material in 
thermal equilibrium; P-side, op = l,7Go x lQ~ 
[or 575,8 
dielectric relaxation[N-side, TrN = 2.688 x 10-7 (or 2.460 x lo-15 sec) 
constants of the 
material in thermal P-side, 'TrP = 5.678 x J.o-4 (or 5,1.97 x :1.0-l2 sec) 
equilibrium: 
Material: 
Terr...perature: 
Doping: 
Length: 
' 
Carrier 
' 
mobilities: 
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germanium (relative permittivity Er = 16) 
J N-side, N(x) 4 = ND = 4 x 10 
l P-side, -N(x) = NA = 40 
( N-side, M-0 = 0.22 (or 0.2105 x lo-4 cm) 
= 1.78 -4 P-side, 1-M (or 1.703 x 10 cm) 
total, L-0 = 2.00 (or 1.913 x lo-4 cm) 
' 
,,. 
-1 
eJ.ectron, Yn = 93 (or : 3600 cm2/volt-sec) 
-1 
= 44 ....... 2 hoJ.e, y (or - J.700 cm /voJ.t-sec) p 
' 
Table, 11.1. Phyoic~J. parameters characterizing the N-P 
structure of.Fig. 1.1, analyzed under transient conditions. 
I 
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first-order theory width of the quasi-neutral region in the P-side, in 
thermal equilibrium: 
wp = L - MP = 0.9363 (or 0.8957 x lo-4 cm) 
first-order theory low-injection transit time of electrons in the quasi-
neutral P-region, in thermal equilibrium: 
= 5.150 x 10-3 (or 47.13 x lo-12 sec) 
In addition, the "exact'' total incremental capacitance (per unit area) 
of the device in thermal equilibrium, obtained with the method outlined 
in Section 3.?. is: 
C 1.668 (or 24.70 x 10-9 farad/cm.2) 
Results are displayed graphically in dimensionless form (according 
to the normalization factors of Table 1.1). A dashed vertical line at 
x = M, in the illustrations showing internal distributions, indicates 
the position of the metallurgical interface. 
ll.~.l. ~xcitation: a low current step. 
An ideal current step in the forward direction is applied to the 
device initially in thermal equilibrium. This excitation is qua.ntita-
tivel.y determined by: 
J(t) = 0 t ~ 0 
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J(t) = JF = 100 t > 0 
and is recognized as generating a low-injection condition in tne low-
* conductivity (P) side in the final state.
The response of the device is illustrated in Figs. 11.1 to 11.6. 
Th~ t~rminal voltage as a fu..~ction of time is shown in Fig. 11.1; 
electron, hole, and displacement currents as functions of position are 
displayed at various instants of time in Fig. 11.2 (for short times) 
and 11.3 (for long times); time increments of the electric field and of 
the electrostatic potentials as functions of position are displayed in 
l''ig. il.4; and mobiJ..e carrier densities as functions of position 1n 
Figs. 11.5 (semilogarithmic scales) and 11.6 (linear scales). 
The initial part (t < 2 x 10-3) of the terminal voltage response 
as a function of time (Fig. ll.l) rcprcocnto the build-up of the ohmic 
voltage drop in the quasi-neutral region of the P-side. This phenomenon 
is ruled by the dielectric relaxation properties of the low-conductivity 
(P) side, and occurs within a period approximately equal to four times 
the dielectric relaxation constant TrP' as a consequence of the expon-
ential nature with time constant TrP (= 5.678 x 10-4) of the 
phenomenon. If the first-order theory estimation of the ohmic drop 
!1Vj 
ohmic 
J WP 100 X 0.936 
= -- = -----_ ..... 3 ::' 0.053 (or 1.37 x lo-
3 volt) 
crp 1.76 x 10 
(11.3) 
* The corresponding terminal. vo2tage VA amounts approxima.te1y to 
4.o6 (or0.105 volt) and the first-order theory injection para.meter 
x (A-43, of Appendix A) to 0.035. 
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is compared to the "exact" one, an excellent agreement is observed. 
Such initial ohmic drop increases only slightly throughout the entire 
evolution of the transient as a result of an increase of wp(: 14%) 
and of the conductivity crp(: 3%). When the relaxation effects have 
* disappeared, the charge of the trruisition region capacitance with the 
displacement current becomes the dominant phenomenon. The diffusion 
capacitance, a negligible contribution to the tot.al capacitance at the 
low injection levels considered, has an· insignificant influence on the 
tTansient response. The transition region capacitance is essentiaJ.ly 
charged with the constant current JF during an initial period 
(t· < 0.02), in which the displacement current dominates over the 
convection components in the transition region. A simple first-order 
calculation yields 
and 
T = 
JF 100 
= 60 
= c = l.668 
= 
4.o6 x 1.668 
100 
(ll.4) 
(ll.5) 
as the slope of' the terminal response in the linear region and as the 
time constant of the phenomenon respectively (tF is the time at which 
the final steady-state is reached). These first-order results are 
a.gain in good agreement with the "exact" ones of' Fig. ll.l. At·la.ter 
* "Incremental" capacitances are consistently assumed, 
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times'· as the electron current becomes the dominant component, the 
displacement current charging the transition region capacitance gradu-
ally decreases to its steady-state zero value and the terminal voltage 
approaches its final state. Transit time effects are negligible during 
the entire evolution of the transient since the time constant(ll.5)is 
considerably larger than the transit time rt(~ 5.2 x lo-3) of electrons 
in the quasi-neutral P-region. As a consequence, the conventional 
first-order analytical solutions of the diffusion equation of minority 
carriers into the quasi-neutral region of the low conductivity side, 
with omission of the electric field (see for example Ko [25)), are not 
applicable in the present situation. 
A thorough understanding of the internal behaviour of the device 
is easily achieved with the analysis of the spatial distributions of 
Figs. 11.2 to ll.6. The electron current Jn' the hole current J , p 
and the displacement current JD OE (~ - est) are displayed in Fig. ll.2 
( -4 as functions of position for three instants of time t' = 3 x 10 , 
4 -4 t II :;:; 9. X 10 1 trr' = l.57 x 10-.::1) within the dielectric relaxation 
range. According to the sign convention consistently usP.d1 noTmaJ_i?:ed 
currents are positive if flowing in the negative x direction. The 
tbree current components must, of course, add to the total current JF 
at each position 0 :::;; x :::;; L and time t > O. Immediately after the 
application of the step of current, at + t = 0 , the displacement 
current accounts for the total current throughout the interior of the 
device: 
' ' 
whereas the part.icle currents Jn (x, t==0 1 ), J (x, t==O 1 ) remain unchanged p 
from the initial zero value. At the instant t' , far greater than 
TrN but smaller than 'TrP' dielectric relaxation :phenomena have 
already disappeared in the quasi-neutral region or· the N-side so that 
the majority (electron) current essentially accounts for the total 
current and remains unchanged as the time increases to t'". The tran-
.sition r:~gion is dominated by the flow of displacement current which 
features only small variations within the time range considered. The 
absence of particle currents is a consequence of the little increment 
of the electric field and the mobile carrier densities from the initial 
equilibrium. condition, despite a relatively large time derivative of 
the electric field. The increment of the field in the transition 
region is related to the build-up of junction voltage, in turn related 
to the charge of the transition-region capacitance, a phenomenon occurr-
ing with the considerably larger time constant (11.5). The dielectric 
relaxation phenomenon is well apparent in the quasi-neutral P-region, 
which illustrates the gradual changeover from a condition of displace-
ment current flow to hole current flow, with absence of electron current 
flow. This is the typical feature of the build-up of the ohmic drop in 
a semiconductor material with finite nonzero dielectric relaxation 
constant? after the applic~tion of a step of total current. 
The interplay of the three current components as fUnct~ons of 
position may bcl followed in Fig. 11.3 at five subsequent instants of 
after the completion of the relaxation phenomena and during the charge 
of the transition-region capacitance (see. also Fig. 11.1). The final 
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state of the currents is also displayed. The displacement current in 
the quasi-neutral P-region has essentially disappeared and the electron 
current is increasing, as t increases, as a result of the diffusion 
of electrons into the P-side, and the hole·-current is decreasing 
accordingly. A similar situation, although on a minor scale, occurs in 
the ~uasi-neutral N-region, in which the hole current increases as a 
result of the diffusion of holes in the N-side, with a conse~uent de-
crease of electron current. This effect is hardly noticeable in Fig. 
11.3 for the high conductivity characterizing the N-side. As the electron 
current also increases in the transition region, approaching the !'ina.l 
state, the displacement current decreases in completing the charge of 
the transition-region capacitance. 
The time dependence . o.r the displa1.;ement curn:nt i.s directly re-
lated to the increments of "electric field 
E(x,t=O) - E(x,t) 
and to their spatial integrals 
displayed in Fig. 11.4 as ~~nctions of position x for the same instants 
of time t 1 to t 5, and for the final state. The increments of the 
electrostatic potential at x = L of course coincide with the terminal 
voltage response: 
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The mobile carrier densities are shown in Fig. 11.5 as functions 
of poslLiun fuc the instants t = o, to and for the final 
state. The linear expansions of the electron density spatial distribu" 
tions of Fig. 11,6, injected into the quasi-neutral P-region, are nearly 
linear a.nd relatively close to the corresponding steady-state distribu-
* tions, evaluated for the same terminal voltage VA(t) at each instant 
of time. This is a consequence of the narrowness of the quasi-neutral 
P-region, rP~Donsible for the small transit time rt (~ 5.2 x 10-3). 
11.2.2. Excitation: a high current step. 
The high forward current step defined by 
J(t) = 0 t :=;; 0 
J(t) = JF = 5 x 104 t > 0 
is ap:plied to the device initially in thermal equilibrium, The final 
state is in the high-injection region and corresponds to a terminal 
voltage VA(tp) : 12.7 (or : 0.328 volt) and to a first-order theory 
irijection parameter x = 13. 
The response of the device is illustrated in Figs. ll.7 to lJ..12. 
The terminal voltage as a function of time is shown in Fig. 11.7, the 
* The injected electron density at the edge of the transition region is 
slightly displaced from the first-order theory prediction of the 
Boltzmann relation (A-45) (of A:ppendix A) in terms of the 11exact" 
voltage drop on the junction. 
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dlspl<icemeut, electrun, a.nu hole cu.r·r·e11Ls ti::> fwicLlons of' position are 
displayed at various instants of time in Figs, 11.8, 11.9, and 11.10 
respectively, and the mobile carrier densities as functions of position 
in Figa. 1.1,J..l (acmilogarithmic acalca) and ll,l2 (linear scales), 
T"ne initial part (t < TrP) of the terminal voltage time response 
(Fig, ll,7) is the result of the combination of two basic effects: the 
build-up of the ohmic voltage drop in the qua.oi-ncutral P-rcgion and the 
charge of the transition region capacitance. The first-order estimation 
of the ohmic voltage drop, in terms of the thermal equilibrium para.me-
t.vl I ohmic 
and an initial slope 
ohmic, 
initial 
= 
26.5 
6V! hm' 0 J.C 
,.rP 
(or 0.685 volt) (11.6) 
26.5 
"" 4 
= ----_ .... 4 - 4,7 x 10 
5,678xlO 
(ll.7) 
Furthermore the charge of the transition region capacitance C occurs 
with an estimated initial slope 
charge, 
initial 
5 x io4 
l.668 
,..., 
- 3 (J..l, 8) 
The combination of the two effects yields a total slope of the initial 
part of the terminal voltage response: 
total, 
initial 
= 
ohmic, 
initial 
+ 
charge, 
initiaJ. 
4 
= 7.7 x 10 (11.9) 
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The "exact" response (Fig. 11.7) is well in agreement with the estima-
tion(ll.9). It may be noted that, for increasing times, both wp and C 
increase, so that the above estimation, in terms of thermal equilibrium 
parameters, is only valid 1'or short times, At later times (t > 8 x io-4 ) 
conductivity modulation effects, essentially absent in the initial part 
of the response, are dominant so that the terminal voltage decays to 
its final steady-state value with a time constant essentially equal to 
the transit tirne of electrons in the quasi-neutral P-region. This tran-
sit time differs from the low-injection value(ll.2)since the motion of 
minority carriers (electrons) is ruled by both drift and diffusion 
phenomena, as a result of the conductivity modulation, and since the 
quasi-neutral P-region is significantly wider at high injection levels. 
The +:wo curveR of' li'ie;. 11.7 ref'er +.o solutions obtained in identi-
cal conditions with two different discretization schemes: the general-
ized pure implicit (Subsection 8.2.l) and the generalized Crank-
Nicholson scheme (Subsection 8.2.2). The two schemes feature truncation 
errors in the time domain differing essentially by one order of magnitude 
(Appendix F). The comparison between the two results may serve as an 
estimation of the overall influence of the truncation error, for the time 
step size employed. The unevenly spaced tirne points actually used for 
this calculation are indicated by vertical segments on the curves, and 
have been automatically selected by the procedure described in Section 
8.4. The little discrepancy (< l.5%) between the two curves, des~ite 
the relatively large size o:t' the time steps, is an indication of the 
sufficient accuracy of the discretization schemes. Additional calcula-
tions have been performed with considerably larger time steps, for a 
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given discretization scheme, to test the influence of the time step 
size on the truncation error in the time domain. The insignificant 
variations of the respective responses are once more indicative of the 
insensitivity of Lhe resulLs achieved upon the discretization error, 
The three current components are separately displayed in Figs. 
ll.8 to ll.10 as functions of position for various instants of time 
( -3 61 -3 t . l - 3 1 tl = 0.31 x 10 ' t2 = o. x 10 ' 3 = 0.90 x 0 ' t4 = .19 x 
-3 -3 4 -3 6 -3 10 ' t5 = 2 . 2 0 x 10 ' t 6 ::: .17 x 10 ' t7 ::: .19 x 10 ' 
t 8 = 8,57 x io
3
, tF = 00). The same situation discussed in the previous 
example for the low current step is here present in the high conductivity 
(N) side and in the transition region, aside from quantitative discre-
pancies such as a more sign~ficant decrease of the transition region 
width for increasing time. In the quasi-neutral P-region, though, the 
displacement current features a basically different pattern. The 
initial decrease of the (positive) displacement current, which corresponds 
to the build-up of the oh.~ic potential drop in the P-side, is followed 
by an inversion of sign and subsequent decrease in magnitude toward its 
steady-state zero value, The reversal of the direction of the displace-
ment current flow is a consequence of the decrease of voltage drop in a 
region whose conductivity is becoming modulated. The modulation initiates 
in the ~uasi-neutral P~region at the edge of the transition region and 
evolves gradually towards the external contact L. This evolution is 
particularly evident in the spatial distribution of the displacement 
current at the instant t 3 (Fig. 11.8) which shows how the voltage drop 
is already decreasing (for increasing time) in the increasingly modulated 
2S1 
region close to the transition region, and is still increasing in the 
region close to the external contact. 
The conductivity modulation is well apparent in the spatial dis-
tribution of the mobile carrier densities of Fig. ll.ll. The discrepancy 
between the injected minority carrier density in the P-region at the 
instants ts and tF, ex:posed in.the linear expansion of Fig. 11.12, 
and the absence of displacement current for ts ~ t ~ tF indicates that 
the terminal part of the transient response is essentially determined by 
the motion of mobile carriers. 
ll.2.3. Excitation: a spike of current. 
The forward current spike defined by: 
J(t) = 0 t ~ 0 
J(t) = 5 x io4 t/tl 0 < t ~ tl = 4 x 10-5 
J(t) 0 t > tl 
is applied to the device initially in thermal equilibrium. This is, of 
course, also the final state of the device. 
The response of the device is illustrated in Figs. 11,13 to 11.15. 
The terminal voltage as a function of time is shown in Fig. 11,13, the 
electric field and the increments of mobile carrier densities 
[n(x,t) - n(x,t=O), p(x,t) - p(x,t=O)] as functions of position are 
displayed at various instants of time (t1 = 4 x 10-5, t = 3 x lo-
4 
2 ' 
4 -3 t3 = l. x 10 ' 4 -2 t4 = 5. x 10 ' t 6 = 1.205) in Figs, 
11.14 and 11.15 respectively. Three distinct phases characterize the 
evolution of the overall transient response, 
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Phase I. The initial part (t s t 1 ) of the terminal voltage response 
is due to the combined effects of the ohmic voltage drop in the quasi-
neutral P-region and of the charge of the transition region capacitance, 
An identical situation was discussed in the previous example (Subsection 
ll.2.2), where the phenomena evolved until completion, In the present 
case, instead, they are aborted for t > t 1 . The first-order estimation 
of the initial slope of the terminal voltage response is given by the 
relation (ll.9), so that the value of the terminal voltage at t = t1 
may be estimated as: 
. 4 4 -5 8 x t 1 = 7. 7 x IO x x 10 = 3 . 0 initial 
which is sufficiently in agreement with the "exact" value of Fig, ll,13 ~ 
During this initial phase the electric field changes significantly both 
in the transition region and in the quasi-neutral P-region (Fig, ll,14). 
A considerable increment of electric charge density (due to electrons, 
Fig. 11.15) is built up in the transition region at the edge of the 
N-side, balanced by an essentially equivalent dielectric charge on the 
surface x = L in the amount - E(x=L) ~ 1.93 (Fig. ll.14, and Eq. 
(7 .4)), apart from the small contribution of the increment of hole 
density at t = ~1 . 
Phase II. The dominant phenomenon of this second phase 
(t1 < t < 4TrP: 2.3 x lo-
3 ) is the relaxation of the ohmic voltage drop 
in the quasi-neutral P-region to its thermal equilibrium zero value 
(Fig, 11.14), with time constant TrP' As a consequence, the terminal 
voltage decays to a value VC essentially equal to the initial voltage 
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drop on the transition region capacitance estimated on the basis of the 
slope (ll.8) as: 
x tl 
charge, 
initial 
= 3 x io4 x 4 x 10-5 = 1.2 (11.10) 
in agreement with the "exact" response (Fig. 11.13), Simultaneously, 
the increment of' hole density increases (Fig. 11.15), as a result of a 
drift of holes governed by the electric field converging, on both sides, 
toward the interface between the transition region and the quasi-neutral 
r-region. Furthermore, the peak of the elect.ran dt:mslLy increment 
decreases, even though the overall electron charge remains constant, and 
becomes balanced by an equal a.mount of charge due to the hole increment," 
as the sheAt of' ch~.rgA at x = L disappears . 
Phase III. The transition region capacitance, initially charged to 
Ve (relation (ll.10)), is discharged essentially through the incremental 
resistance of the diode. This is the only phenomenon responsible for 
the terminal voltage decay from Ve to the final steady-state zero 
value, since the only variations of the field occur in the transition 
region (Fig. 11.14). A first-order estimation of the terminal voltage 
response during this phase may be attempted by analyzing the discharge of 
a lumped constant capacitor C (equal in value to the transition region 
capacitance), initially charged at VC' through a variable resistor 
whose characteristic. is determined by the steady-state current-voltage 
relationship of the diode ((A-51), of Appendix A) for low injection 
levels. If JSat is the saturation current (A-53), the terminal 
voltage obeys then the equation: 
( J.J.. J.l.) 
with solution 
l VA (t) J ln e - l v c J. . e • (11.12) 
The estimation (11.ll) yields at VA(t) = l a slope 
= 
93 
4o x 0.94 x 1.67 (l.7) : 2 •5 
which differs essentially by a factor of 2 from the "exact" value of 
Flg. ll.J.3. This diacrepanc;y, not at all BU.r:pi·iaing, is to ue ctLLrlbut,-
ed to the insufficiency of the model, on which the estimation is based, 
and to the inaccuracy of the steady-state first-order parameters used. 
ll.2.4. Excitation: a low voltage-step. 
A step of voltage in the forward direction is applied to the 
device initially in thermal equilibrium. In the discretized context 
the ideal step is approximated by a ramp, whose slope is a determinant 
parameter very much affecting the initial response of the device. The 
applied voltage ramp is defined by: 
t 
VA(t) = 3.86 t 
1 
VA(t) = VAF = 3.86 (or 0.1 volt) 
t s 0 
0 s t s tl = 2 x 10-5 
(11.13) 
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The instant t 1 is taken as the first time point in the actual genera-
tion of the solution. The final state is a low-injection steady-state 
condition, characterized by a total current JF ~ 84 and a first-order 
injection parameter x ; 0.029. 
The response of the device is illustrated in Figs. ll.l6 to ll.22, 
The total current as a function of time is shown in Fig. 11.16 (in two 
different time scal~s), the ratios between the three current components 
and the total current as functions of ~osition are separately displayed 
in Figs. ll.l[, 11.18, and ll.19 respectively, the electrostatic paten-
tial and the mobile carrier densities as functions of position in Figs. 
11.20, 11.21 and ll.22. The spatial distributions are shown at various 
( -5 -4 -3 instants of time t 1 = 2 x 10 , t 2 = 5 x 10 , t 3 = 1. 9 x 10 , 
-3 t4 = 3 .9 x lO , 
: tF). 
-3 -2 6 -2 t 5 =7.9xlO, t 6 =l,6xl0, L7 =3. xlO 
Whereas an ideal step of voltage would be responsible for an 
infinite total current (essentially displacement current) at 
the ramp of voltage (ll,13) generates a finite current at any instant of 
time. The initial part (t ~ t 1 ) of the current response (Fig. 11.16) 
is ruled, just as in the previous examples, by the build~up of the ohmic 
voltage drop in the quasi-neutral P-region and by the charge of the 
transition region capacitance. Since the time constants of these two 
phenomena are considerably larger than t 1, the linear approximation on 
the initial terminal voltage response of Subsections 11.2.l to 11,2.3 
ma.y also be used here to estimate the current at the instant t 1 , The 
ohmic voltage drop may be attributed to a fraction a of the slope of 
the voltage ramp (ll.13), and the charge of the transition region 
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N 
"° \J1 
capacitance to the remaining fraction .L - o:. If the expressions (ll.6) 
to (ll.9) are used with the first-order thermal equilibrium parameters, 
the estimated value of the current a the instant t 1 is given by: 
J(tl) 
VAF CJP 'TrP 
= 0: t WP l 
(ll.14) 
J(tl) (1-o:) VAF' == -c tl 
or 
which is sufficiently in agreement with the exact value 1.13 x 105 
(not shown in Fig. 11.16). Except in the N-side, the displacement 
current accounts essentiaJ.ly for the total current at the instant tl 
(since T << t 1 << T p)• rN r This is related to the relatively abrupt 
initial change of the spatial distribution of the electrostatic poten-
tial well apparent in Fig. 11.20, with consequent increase of the 
magnitude of the (negative) electric field in the quasi-neutral P region. 
At later times (t > t 1 ) the response of the device is governed 
by three phenomena: the relaxation of most of the ohmic voltage drop in 
the ~uasi-neutral P-region, the completion of the charge of the transi-
tion region capacitance, and l.he dlf'fusion of' Lhe minoril..y car:ri(;;r~ 
(electrons) in the quasi-neutral P-region. Whereas the time constants 
of the first two effects are dependent upon the current, and therefore 
are time dependent, the time constant of the third effect may be taken 
as the steady-state transit time Tt' current independent and therefore 
essentially constant. The relaxation of the ohmic drop generates an 
inversion of the displacement current in the quasi-neutral P region 
(Fig. ll.l7), related to the decrease of the magnitude of the (negative) 
electric field (Fig. ll.20). This current is balanced by an essentially 
equal and opposite hole current :in that region until the electron current 
fraction is permitted to increase significantly at later times (t > Tt) 
and become the dominant component. In the transition region the de-
creasing displacement current fraction, balanced by an increasing 
electron current contribution, completes the charge of the transition 
region capacitance. 
The overall transient response essentially reaches the final state 
within 5 Tt : 0.026, since transit time effects become dominant at 
later times. The influence of these effects may be recognized in the 
spatial distributions of the injected minority carriers (electrons) in 
the quasi-neutral P-region (Fig. ll.22): these feature a significant 
curvature in the vicinity of the transition region, as opposed to the 
closely linear quasi-steady-state distributions. 
In order to test the influence of the discretization error in the 
time domain due to abrupt variations of tbe external excitation in the 
critical part of the response (t < 4 TrP), calculations have been 
repeated for smaller time step sizes in both the initial phase (t ~ t 1 ) 
and in the following relaxation period. Of course, the original excita-
tion has been maintained in the original form (ll.l3). As a result, 
transient responses have been observed to be very much sensitive in the 
critical period to the step size, as expected. However, the current 
at the instant t 1 is not affected significantly (within a few percent) 
by the time step size, even for the extreme case (discussed above) in 
which t 1 is taken as the first internal time point of the discretiza-
tion mesh. Furthermore, for t > t 1, various current responses, ob-
tained for different time ste~ sizes, converge after a short time to a 
unique curve, rather insensitive (within limits) to a variation of the 
mesh size. This is indicated in Fig. ll.16 by the dashed curve conver-
ging to the solid curve -(the original response) at t = 4 TrP' The 
actual time points employed for the calcuJ.ation are indicated by dots on 
the two curves. It may be concluded that, alLhuugh Lhe Ln:Ull:ilenL 
response is highly dependent upon the time-step size within critical 
time intervals featuring abrupt excitations, accurate solutions a;re 
generated for later times even by coR.rse discretization schemes. This 
valuable feature may be usefully exploited to decrease the computation 
load, if the achievement of a high degree of accuracy in the vicinity 
of abrupt excitations is not of interest. 
11.3. The interaction of the N-P diode and an external resistor under 
switching conditions. 
A slightly longer N-P structure (Fig. ll.23) is analyzed under 
switching conditions from a forward bias [initial external current 
I(t=O) = 2 ma] to a reverse bias condition driven by a constant voltage 
= 3 volt) tlu-ough a resistor R(= l50 .n.). The same 
idealized mod.el of Section 11.2, characterized by absence of generation-
recombination in the interior, abrupt asymmetric impurity distribution, 
constant mobilities and ohmic contacts, is assumed. The method of 
solution employed has been illustrated in Section 9.4. 
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Fig. ll.23. Parameters of Table ll.l with modified lengths 
as in Section 11.3; boundary conditions (1.32). Circuit 
topology for the analysis of the interaction of an N-P diode 
and an external resistor under switching from a forward to a 
reverse bias condition. 
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The structure is characterized by the physical parameters listed 
in 'I':::ible lLl and in Section 11.2, with exception of the following: 
( 
N-side, 
length: P-side, 
· total, 
M-0 = 0.22 
1-M = 29.78 
1-0 = 30.00 
( -4 or 0.2105 x 10 cm) 
(or 28.49 x lo-4 cm) 
( 8 -4 ) or 2 .70 x 10 cm 
cross-sectional area of the device: 
A = 2,8954 x 104 ( -4 2) or 2.65 x lO cm 
first-order theory width of the quasi-neutral P region: 
initial state, 
wplin = L - ~!in= 29.2 (or -4 ) 27 .9 x lO cm 
final state, w I -p fin- L - ~!fin= 27 .2 (or 6 -4 2 .O x 10 cm) 
first-order theory low-injection transit time of electrons in the quasi-
neutral P-region, corresponding to an average wpl ~ 28.2: 
av 
,.t, 
av 
;;; 4.3 (or 39.4 x 10-9 sec) = 
external current, I(t=O) = 2 ma 
initial state: terminal voltage, VA (t=O) = 0.2115 volt 
l11jei;;tion parameter, x.(t""O) : 0.95 
(ll.15) 
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external current, 
final state: (ll.16) 
Furthermore, the relation 
I(t) = (ll.17) 
is valid at any time t > O. 
A structure featuring a considerably longer P-side, as opposed to 
that analyzed in the previous Section, has been selected, in order to 
expose the various phenomena occuring in the present case. For conveni-
ence, quantities referring to the external circuit (time, current, 
voltage, resistance) are consistently given in unnormalized form 
throughout this Section. 
The response of the device is illustrated in Figs. 11.24 to ll.28. 
The terminal voltage of the diode and the external current as functions 
of time a.re shown in Figs. ll.24 a.nd ll.25 with diffl:!L'l:!Ut tim<::: i:walet:i, 
the electric field and the injected minority carriers in the P-side as 
functions of position in Figs. ll.26, 11.27 and in Fig. 11.28 respect-
ively at various instants of time. The transient response rrw.y be 
separated into three distinct phases: the build-up of the ohmic voltage 
drop in the quasi-neutral P-region, the limitation of the reverse current 
to a constant value essentially determined by the external circuit 
para.meters, and the decay of the reverse current toward the final steady-
state value. 
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Phase I. Build-up of the ohmic voltage drop in the quasi-neutral P-
region. At the instant a current 
is forced through the device, since its terminal voltage VA remains 
+ unchanged from t = 0 to t = 0 . Subsequently the establisbment of 
the ohmic voltage drop in the quasi-neutral P-region becomes the dam.in-
ant effect and occurs with the time constant: 
,..., 8 -4 
'TrP = ----- - 3. x 10 
crplinitial 
average 
( ,..., -12 or - 3.5 x 10 sec) (ll.18) 
where an average conductivity of the quasi-neutral P-re~ion in the 
initial state has been employed, evaluated on the basis of the assump-
tions of the charge neutrality and linear mobile carrier distributions 
as 
(J l = p ... initial 
!average 
(~ + ~ ) ~ 93 .x. l9 + 44 .x. 57 ;;;;' 4.27 x J.O:i n P initial 
average 
MPQ(~L (or 0.66 .n.-l cm-1) 
The ohmic voltage drop may be estimated as: 
t.v[oh.mlc = 
[I(t1 )-I(O)]wplin 4 ( ) -3 -= _19 + 2 x 10 x 27.9 x 10 
2.65 x io-4 x o.66 A cr 
P initial 
average ,..., 
- - 0.34 volt (11.19) 
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where tl = l5. 5 picosec., and I( tl) is the external current flowing 
* once the ohmic voltage drop is established. The estimation (11,19) 
agrees well with the "exact" value of Fig. 11.24. 
The evolution of the response during this first phase may be 
conveniently followed in the time expansion of Fig. 11.25 and in the 
spatial distributions of the electric field of Fig. 11.26 at various 
instants of time (t0=o, t
1 
= 0.92, t 11 = 1.83, t 111 = 5.7, 
IV t = ll.o, t 1 = 15.5, t 2 = 61.4, in picoseconds). The external 
(negative) current decreases slightly in magnitude from the value at 
t = t 1 (taken as the first time point for the generation of the solu-
tion), according to the relation (11.17) as the terminal voltage VA 
of the diode decreases by the amount of (11.19), with the time constant 
(ll.18). The electric field (Fig. ll.26), initially in the steady-state 
condition E(x,t=t0), gradually assumes the new spatial distribution 
E (x, L= L2), c.:ou>::> is Lt:!nt wi l,h th<:! dynamic t:!quilibrium condition governed 
by the reverse current I. At the instant t 2 the ohmic voltage drop 
in the quasi-neutral P-region has been essentially established. Simul-
taneously, in the same region, a changeover from displacement current to 
particle current takes place; the motion of carriers initiates toward 
the end of this phase (t ';;: t 1 ), and the second phase begins. 
Phase II. Constant reverse current phase. A partial depletion of the 
injected minority carriers in the quasi-neutral P-region represents the 
* Of course, the numerical value for I(t1 ) must be determined by the 
solution of the system of simuJ.tane~us Eqs.(11.17) and (11.19). 
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dominant phenomenon of this phase •. The evolution of the response may be 
followed in Fig. 11.27, which illustrates the spatial distributions of 
the electric field at various instants of time (t3 =0.107, t 4 =0.199, 
t 5 =0.405, t 6 =0.7)ll+, t 7 = 1.65, t 8 = 3.12, t 9 = 6.05, tF = 00, in 
nanoseconds) and in Fig. 11.28, which displays the minority carrier 
densities as functions of position at the instants t 0 and t 1 to t 9. 
The. changeover from displacement to electron current (due essenti-
ally to diff'usion) at the transition region edge Mp of the quasi-
neutral P-region, during the first phase, is apparent in Fig. 11.28, 
whi~h showi the anjustment of the spatial slope of the electron density 
at MP to the new high reverse current at t = t 2 from the initial 
forward value. The small electric field in the quasi-neutral P-region, 
particularly in the vicinity of ~ (Fig. 11.27), ensures that the 
electron drift current is a minor contribution to the total current, 
which is therefore essentially proportional to the spatial slope of the 
electron density at lf'p• The electron flow from the quasi-neutral P-
region to the N-side occurs then with a nearly constant rate, essentially 
determined by the externaJ. vo~tage source VB and the resistor R. 
Therefore the electron density at Mp decreases with a nearly constant 
slope generating the typical distributions of Fig. 11.28, until the 
depletion of carriers at the edge of the transition region is completed 
( ~ -9 ) t = 1.2 x 10 sec . The (negative) external current, essentially 
constant during this phase, is then forced to decrease in magnitude and 
the third phase begins. 
Although the electron flow in the ~uasi-neutral P-region is mostly 
ruled by diffUsion in this second phase, the effect of a small drift 
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component is apparent in the distributions of Fig. 11.28, which shows 
how the electrons are "pushed 11 from the external contact of the P-side 
toward the transition region by the (~ositive) electric field, 
Phase III. Decaying reverse current phase. The dominant phenomenon of 
this phase is the termination of the depletion process of the excess 
electron charge remaining in the quasi-neutral P-region at the completion 
of the second phase. The diode becomes a high impedance device, forcing 
the reverse current to decrease to its steady-state value and the ter-
minal voltage VA to approach the voltage source VB according to 
relation (ll,l7). Dimulta.neou;sly the t:lectric field dist.r:ibutiun 
(Fig. 11.27), essentially unchanged du.ring the second phase, relaxes 
toward its final steady-state distribution both in the transition region, 
whose width g'Y'ad1111.lly inc"'Y'i:>R.!'!eR,;> a.nd in the qtm:::d-neutral P-region. 
The former effect is related to the discharge of the transition region 
capacitance, whereas the latter allO'W's a noticeable diffusion of the 
electrons also toward the external contact in the quasi-neutral P-region 
(t = t 9, Fig, 11.28). The spatial distributions of the electric field 
(Fig. 11.27), featuring zero slope in part of the quasi-neutral P-
region in the vicinity of the external contact, are indicative of the 
achieved electric charge neutrality condition in that region during this 
third phase. 
The prediction of the duration of the various phases, characteriz-
ing the transient response discussed above, is of great practical 
interest. An estimation of the time constant of the dielectric relaxa-
tion process of Phase I has already been given and a good agreement with 
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the "exact" value has been observed. Both .Phase II and Phase III are 
conventionally a..~alyzed on the basis of a highly simplified form of the 
diffusion equation for minority carriers in the quasi-neutral region of 
the low conductivity side, with the aid of the usual first order assump-
tions (for instance, Steele [26] and Byczkowski [27]). These first-
order results are gathered by Grove [28], with explicit asymptotic 
expressions for· the model under consideration (short structure in 
absence of recombination in the interior). 
The duration of the constant-current phase (II) is predicted as: 
sec (11.20) 
where I(t0 ) and I(t2 ) are the forward and reverse currents respect-
ively, and wpl· is the width of the quasi-neutral P-region, essentially 
1n 
u..~changed during Phase II. The time required by the decaying current to 
reach lCP/o of the constant value of Phase II is defined as the duration 
of Phase III and is predicted as 
· Tt! ':: G.3 x io-9 .sec 
av 
(ll.21) 
The total switching time, essentially determined by Phase II and III, is 
then: 
b.tl :: b.tl + ~ti ,.., 6 9 x 10-9 s c total - Phase II Phase III = • e (11.22) 
3l2 
The prediction (ll,20) dif:'ers considerably from the "exact" 
valu.e ( ~ -9 ) - l,l x lO sec of' Fig. ll. 24. The discre:paney is to bP. 
attributed partially to the influence of the electric field which tends 
to accumulate electrons at the edge of the transition region in the 
quasi-neutral P-regionJ and deplete the region close to the external 
contact during the Phase II. This effect, not accounted for by the 
first-order analysis, is apparent in the distributions of Fig, 11,28 and 
is responsible for a longer duration of Phase II, as compared to the 
first-order estimation (ll.20) (: O.o x 10-9 sec): On the contrary, as 
a consequence of the above, the smaller excess of mlnoriLy c.;c;..L-rier·s, 
left in the quasi-neutral P-region at the completion of Phase II, is 
responsible for a shorter duration of Pi:lase (: 5.5 x 10-9 sec, 
Fig. ll.28), as opposed to the f'irst-order estimation (ll.2l) 
(: 6.3 x lo-9 sec). It may be recalled that the electric field in the 
quasi-neutral P-region is essentially absent during Phase III, so that 
the first-order diffusion eQuation becomes considerably more accurate. 
As the result of the compensation of the discrepancies of the first-
order estimations of the durations of Phase II and III, the total "exact" 
switching time (: 6.6 x 10-9 sec) agrees sufficiently well with the 
prediction (ll.22) (: 6.9 x 10-9 sec). 
* A qualitative agree:ment between the 11exact 11 results and Ken.."1.edy's 
[24] "second-order" solutions of the diffusion equation of miuor.LLy 
carriers in the quasi-neutral region in the low conductivity side, 
in presence of a uniform field, may be recognized. 
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~~.4. Conclusion. 
Numerical results for a special structure of an isolated N+ - P 
diode driven by typical time-dependent excitations of ideal current and 
voltage sources have been presented. In addition, the transient 
response of the combination of the N+ - P diode and an external 
resistor has been analyzed under switching from a forward to a reverse 
bi::i,F: condition. Accu-r·acy tests have been performed by comparing solu-
tions obtained for various discretization schemes and step sizes. 
The "exact 11 results, displayed in graphical form as functions of 
position and time, allow a thorough understanding of the contribution of 
each quantity to the overall behaviour of the device. The first-order 
estimations, consistent~y attempted as an integral part or the interpre-
ta~ion of the computed solutions, are usually in good agreement with the 
11exact 11 results, provided that only one isolated phenomenon is respon-
sible for the generation of a portion of the transient response. On the 
other hand, only order-of-magnitude estimations are available if a 
simultaneous interaction of basic effects contributes to the characteri-
zation of the time-dependent behavior of the devicP.. 
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CHAPTER XII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Numerical methods of solution of the one-dimensional basic two-
carrier transport equations describing the behaviour of semiconductor 
junction devices under both steady-state and transient conditions have 
been presented in this work. The methods described are of a very 
general character: none of the conventional assumptions and restrictions 
are introduced, and freedom is available in the choice of the doping 
profile, generation-recombination law, mobility dependencies, injection 
level, and boundary conditions applied solely at the external contacts. 
For a specified arbitrary excitation of either current or voltage (as 
a f'unction of time for a transient analysis) the solution yields the 
terminal properties and all the quantities of interest throughout the 
entire device as f'unctions of position (and time). 
The physical and mathematical model, which includes the conven-
tional simplified form of the Boltzmann transport equation in terms of 
drift and diff'usion processes, is described in Chapter I. Considerable 
attention is focused on the numerical analysis of the problem in order 
to achieve a numerical algorithm su!':t'icient.Ly sound and et':t'icient to 
cope with the several basic difficulties of the problem. Some of the 
basic difficulties are already recognized in Chapter II, in which a 
steady-stat;e iter<:1.tive scheme, alxeady available in the literature and 
presented in a slightly different form in Chapter I, is numerically 
analyzed. The inadequacies of the original analytical formulation a.re 
overcome by an improved algorithm, which, together with the aid of 
appropriate numerical techniques, is capable of generating very accurate 
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steady-state solutions under the above general conditions. 
Additional di~fic'1lties of fundamental nature arise in the time-
dependent analysis of the problem, whose formulation, described in 
Chapter VII, calls for the discretization of a system of non-linear 
partial differential equations of the parabolic type. This problem is 
approached in Chapter VIII, on the basis of extrapolations from the 
results available in the theory of numerical analysis for the simpler 
cases. Preference is given to discretization schemes of the implicit 
type, featuring unconditional stability without restrictions on t~e 
discretization mesh adopted. It is in fact very convenient to employ 
an automatically adjustable non-uniform mesh, in both the position and 
time coordinates, consistent with the criterion of maintaining constant 
truncation errors throughout the entire evolution of a transient 
solution, without endangering numerical stability. 
Tne importance of achieving numerical compatibility between steady-
state and transient solutions is emphasized in Chapter IX, in which an 
algorithm for the solution of the voltage-driven transient, compatible 
with the current-driven transient of Chapter VIII, is described. The 
procedure employed for the voltage-driven transient is also capable of 
generating compatible steady-state distributions, therefore very suit-
able to serve as initial conditions foL· a l,lw.1::-U.t:1:1eadent irnlution. 
As an example of numerical calculations, results for special 
structures under steady-state and transient conditions are reported in 
ChA.pt.ers VI and XI, respectively. The anaJ.ys is of solutions for 
idealized models and excitations allows a thorough evaluation of the 
conventional first-order theory, based on several drastic assumptions 
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and approximations, and a comprehensive test of the accuracy of the 
results f'or the numerically worst case, For the steady-state case, 
the "exact" and first-order terminal properties are sufficiently in 
agreement only for reverse bias conditions and low to moderate injec-
tion levels, despite of the discrepancies of the internal distributions. 
Although this insufficiency of the first-order theory is well known 
qualitatively, the. "exact" analysis permits a valuable quantitative 
comparison, for any type of structure and bias condition, On the 
other hand, the conventional time-dependent solutions are available in 
closed form only for very particular situations, ar:d require the usual 
drastic assumptions of the first-order theory. More generally, only 
order-of-magnitude estimations may be used to achieve qualitative pre-
dictions of the overall transient response, even for the simplest 
structures and external excitations. This difficulty is a consequence 
of the interaction of several effects of basic nature, which require 
tht! siillu.lLa.neuu.s ;:;;uJ.u.Llun uf the i:;ystem of .Cw1<.lamentti.1. equations 
throughout the entire device. 
The principal sources of error?, and techniques suitable to control 
their influence on the overall accuracy, are discussed in Chapters V 
and X for the steady-state and transient cases, respectively. The 
accuracy of the final steady-state results is evaluated on the basis of 
consistency tests between the achieved solutions and a set of de~endent 
relations suitable to expose discretization and numerical errors. Par-
tial results at the completion of the iterative scheme at each instant 
of time in· a transient solution, may also be evaluated with the aid of a 
set of time-dependent testing relations. The overall accuracy of the 
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transient results is estimated by comparison of solutions obtained for 
different discretization schemes and mesh sizes. 
The FORTRAN programs for the steady-state method of Part I and 
for the transient solutions (current or voltage driven) of Part II are 
reported in detail in the Appendices for a special case, Whereas the 
usage of the former is rather straightforward, the latter requires 
usually more attention in order to achieve a uniform contribution of 
the various sources of errors, and therefore the minimization of the 
computation time for a desired overall accuracy. This may be attained 
l.Jy an appropriate choice o:f the di:scretization acheme, diccrctiza.tion 
mesh size, total number of spatial and time points, iteration error and 
terminal voltage tolerance (in a voltage-driven transient). The magni-
tude of thes.e para.meter:::: mA,y VA.ry wir'IPly, 1ma is highly de:pendent u:pon 
the abruptness of the doping profile and of the external excitation, 
Experience may serve as a useful guide for the optimization of the 
selection of the determinant parameters. This situation is a direct 
consequence of the degree of complexity of the transient solution, one 
order of magnitude higher than that of the steady-state ana.Lysis. 
The numerical solutions of the steady-state and transient problems, 
for the simple physical model considered, are intended to expose the 
several difficulties of fundamental nature present in the numerical 
analysis. The overcoming of these difficulties opens the path to the 
inclusion of additional effects and to the extension to more complex 
situations. As an example of i::t,ra.ightf'orwi.rr'I ::i.:p:pliC!ations of' the 
steady-state procedure in slightly more intricate schemes, the co~puta­
tion of the total incremental capacitance for a two-contact device and 
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a solution for the reverse steady-state problem are presented in 
Chapter III. The extension of the steady-state formulation to a three-
contact device is described in Chapter rr, although the inadeQuacy of 
the one-dimensional model prevents.achievement of sufficiently realistic 
results. The time-dependent algorithm is extended in Chapter IX to 
incorporate a network of ideal generators and passive circuit elements, 
and a numerical example is reported in Chapter XI. 
The powerful tool developed in the present work opens the door to 
a wide variety of investigations of both practical and theoretical 
interest. Some are listed below. 
(l) Application of the numerical methods to diffusion-controlled 
structures with multiple junctions, more complex geometries, and ulti-
mately to ensembles of passive a..~d active circuit elements. 
(a) Inclusion of recombination and trapping mechanisms of various de-
grees of complexity in junction transistors. 
(b) Use of tne numerical solutions to suggest and to validate more 
comprehensive and improved analytical results. 
(c) Use 01· the numerical transient solutions to investigate the 
switching properties of junction diodes and transistors, particularly 
diode reverse recovery a..~d transistor storage time. 
(d) Determination of impurity doping profi1es to optimize specific 
device performance. parameters. 
(e) Device modeling, as a basis for computer-aided circuit design and 
a..Ylalys is • 
(2) Extension of the numerical methods to include zener and aval-
anche multiplication mechanisms. Junction breakdown effects can tre n be 
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studied) and thermal effects could be incorporated so that possibility 
of thermal runaway can be investigated, and the complete terminal 
properties under transient as well as steady-state conditions can be 
determined. 
(3) Study of radiation effects in semiconductor devices. The pro-
gram for transient solutions is directly applicable to these investiga-
tions, for both cases of transitory and permanent radiation effects. 
(4) Application of the numerical methods to space-charge-limited 
structures, both single and double injection ty:pes. 
(5) Ext.enf'lion of the munerical methods to multi-dimensional 
geometries. Two-dimensional solutions may become necessary if mean-
ingful results for realistic models of comm.only used structures (such 
as planar devices, field-effect transistors, integrated structures, etc.) 
are desired. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOKE RESGLTS OF THE CONVENTIONAL FIRST-ORDER TEEORY FOR THE 
N-P JUNCTION IN STEADY STA.TE 
It is of interest to report, with a brief derivation, some 
a:p:pr'C'lxim:::i.7.e results of the conventional. theory (referred to here o.o the 
"first-order" theory) for the P-N junction in steady-state in a simple 
formulation. 
A-1. Mathematical model. 
The N-P structure that will be considered, with definition of its 
parameters, is shown in Fig, A-1. 
The simplified model is based on the following assumptions (in 
addition to those listed in Subsection 1.1.1 for the 11exact" approach): 
(e) step distribution for the doping profile 
(f) higl.J.ly <:i.1:>ynune ~rl.c junction with uN :>> crp (crN and O"p being the 
conductivities of the N and P side respectively) 
(g) separation of the interior of the device into fully depleted and 
charge-neutral regions 
(h) absence of recombination-generation in the interior [U(x) = O] 
(i) constant mobilities 
(j) ohmic external contacts 
Restriction to a specific injection level range is ~ot introduced. 
According to Fig. A-1, ~' wN' and ~ (MP' wp and xp) are 
defined as the interface between the neutral and depleted regions~ the 
neutral reg·ion length, and the depleted region length respectively in 
the N-materia~ (P-material). 
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0 
n-------i·11-u-------------<-J1---------------------o-----~ 
0 L x 
x = position coordinate 
Fig. A-1. One-dimensional abrupt asymmetric N+-P diode mod.el 
with definition of the conventional first-order 
theory parameters. 
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The normalized fundamental Eqs,(1,16) to (l.21), specialized for 
the simpler mod.el, become: 
dJ - 0 dx -
J = !_ [n(x) dy(x) _ dn(x) J 
n Yn dx dx 
1 [ ( ) dw(x) dp(x) J J =- px dx + dx 
P Yp 
2 
d W(x) = n(x) - p(x) - ND + NA 
dx2 
with the subsidiary relations: 
rA = 0 d~ E(x) = - dx 
~ = 0 
~n(x) = v(x) - ln n(x) 
~ (x) = v(x) + ln p(x) p 
for 
for 
Assumption (f) leads to the inequality 
(A-1) 
(A-la) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
Q::;x~M (N-region) 
M<x::;L (P-region) 
(A-6a) 
(A-6b) 
IJ I >> IJ I 
n P , 
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(or J : J ) 
n 
(A-7) 
whereas assumption (h) is responsible for the solenoidal character of 
each of the two current densities Jn' JP. Assumption (j) furnishes 
the boundary conditions on the mobile carriers of the external contacts 
as the equilibrium values: 
n(O) = "N =~( ~ t + ~ + ~ 
whereas the boundary conditions on the electrostatic potential are 
taken as: 
*(O) = potential reference 
(A-8) 
The quantities of interest will be obtained separately in each 
region and boundary conditions at the internal interfaces will be deter-
mined by matching the corresponding distributions. 
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A-2. Neutral region in the low-conductivity (P) side (Mp~ x ~ L). 
Charge neutrality implies: 
p(x) - n(x) = Pp - np (A-9) 
The combination of inequality (A-7) with Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) yields: 
(A-10) 
or; 
(A-11) 
From Eqs.(A-2), (A-10) one obtains: 
or 
(A-12) 
which shows the dependence of n(x) upon x. Specialized at x = ~' 
Eq. (A-12) becomes: 
(A-13) 
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If n(x) >> Pp, or n(x) << Pp, Eq_. (A-12) can be linearized to yield, 
with the aid of Eq.(A-13), an explicit relationship between n(x) and 
x: 
n(x) - n = [n(M_)-n ] L-x P --p P L-MP 
Otherwise, integration 0£ Eq.(A-10) yields: 
[ 
n(x)-n . .+p .. J ~(x) - ~(L) = - ln Pp ~ ~ 
(A-14) 
(A-15) 
which combined with Eq.(A-12) gives the dependence of ~ upon x. In 
the linear approximation of Eq.(A-14), the relationship can be obtained 
in closed form: 
f[ln(~)-~J ~(x) - ~(L) = - ln~ Pp L-x 1 L-Mp + .l (A-16) 
Equation (A-6) can be rearranged as 
·~(x) - cp (x) = 1n n(x) = ln n(x) + ln ~ = ln n(x) + [HL)-cphL)] (A-17) 
n np np 
which, with the aid of Eq. (A-9), becomes: 
n(x) 
cpn(x) - cpn(L) = ~(x) - ~(L) - 1n -r.t;"' = - 1n [n(x)[n(x)-np+Pp]} (A-18) 
Equation (A-18), combined with Eq.(A-12), gives the dependence of cp 
n 
upon x. 
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A-3. Neutral region in tne high-conductivity (N) side (u ~ x ~ M~. 
An electric field of significant amount (for the flow of minority 
carriers) cannot be sustained in the neutral high conductivity (N) 
oide, co th~t in Eq.(A-3) the hole current r.nn,y well be ~pproxim~tcd, in 
this region, solely by its diffusion component: 
1 dp(x) 
JP = yp dx 
This leads to a linear hole density distribution: 
(A-19) 
Moreover, in virtue of assumption (f), 
* 
the following approximations 
are made in this region: 
n(x) = ~ (A-20) 
w(x) = Ho) = o (A-21) 
from which: 
cp (x) = cp (0) 
n n 
(A-22) 
* The goodness of these approximations worsens with the increase in 
forward bias, This pattern is consistent with the behavior .of the 
remaining assumptions, which all become poor at very high injection 
.levels, 
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Equation (A-6b) yields then: 
p(x) = exp[~p(x)J 
p(O) = exp[~P(o)J pN 
or 
cp (x) - cp (0) = 1n p(x) 
p p PN 
and with the aid of Eq. (A-19): 
~ (x) = cp (o) + 1n {[-P(_~_) - i] _:.:: + 1 ~
P P PN ~-0 J 
which gives the dependence of cp upon x p 
A-4. Transition region (~ ~ x ~ M~. 
in this region. 
(A-23) 
(A-G4) 
In virtue of assumption (g), mobile carrier concentrations are 
neglected with respect to the fixed impurity concentrations. A very 
strong electric field together with a high gradient of carrier density 
is to be expected; an estimation of,the orders of magnitude and sign of 
the drift and diffusion current components leads to the conventional 
ap:prox.ima.t ion 
J :; 0 p (A-25) 
when such net currents are compared to their respective components of 
Eqs.(A-2) and (A-3). 
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The condition J = o, appliea to Eq.(A-2), yields: 
n 
(A-26) 
which can be specialized at the boundaries of the transition region in 
the forms: 
or 
and 
v 
n..-n ed l'l - p 
where use of the relations 
n(~) = n( o) 
has been made. 
(A-27) 
(A-28) 
(A-29) 
(A-30) 
Similarly, if the condition 
obtains: 
p(x) o: e -$(x) 
or 
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J = 0 p is applied to Eq.(A-3), one 
(A-3l) 
(A-32) 
(A-33) 
The combination of Eqs. (A-27), (A-28), .(A-32), (A-33) and the neutral-
ity condition at x = ~ 
yields: 
and 
p(x) ~ p(~) e~(o)-~(x) (A-35) 
Otherwise Poisson's equation (A-4) may be readily integrated if 
the mobile carriers are neglected: 
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for 
2 
d y(x) = N 
dx.2 A 
for 
where the conditions d~x) ·= O have been used. 
x~ 
X=Mp 
If the condition of continuity of 
and overall charge neutrality 
*(x) at x = M 
(A-3G) 
(A-37) 
are imposed, the width of the depleted region in the N-side and in the 
P-side may be determined: 
(A-3 8) 
(A-39) 
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A-5. Internal boundary values, 
The above results have been expressed in terms of the boundary 
valiles ~(Mp), n(Mp) at the interface between the depleted and 
neutral P-region. These quantities may be determined by matching the 
electron density distribution at x = ~· 
The combination. of Eq.(A-11), specialized at x =MP' Eqs.(A-29) 
and (A-8) yields: 
(A-40) 
or 
(A-41.) 
which relates the value of injected electron density, at the edge of 
the neutral P-region, with the applied voltage VA. 
If relation (A-41) is inserted in relation (A-29), the boundary 
value of the potential at x = MP may be explicitly determined: 
(A-42) 
Expression (A-41) may also be inserted in Eq.(A-13) to obtain the 
relation between the dominant current J (essentially the total 
n 
current J) and the applied voltage VA. 
A qualitative illustration of the distributions of interest, as 
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given by the above first-order formulation, is shown in Fig. A-2 for 
three different bias conditions. 
A-6. Two special cases: low-level and high-level injection. 
The quantity 
(A-43) 
is defined as the injection parameter, and may be conveniently chosen 
to 8e:parate two d:Lff'erent ranges of' operation of' thP dF>vi~P, deter-
mined by: 
x >> 1 high-level injection range } (A-44) x << 1 low-level injection range 
The injection parameter is closely related to the applied voltage for 
a given device structure; Eq.(A-40), combined with the definition 
(A-4 3), yields ; 
The inequalities (A-44) become then: 
low-level injection 
e VA » ( 2 ~ - i) high-l.evel. injection 
x=O M 
., 
~ </>n(O) • </>p (0) 
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(o)Therma I equilibrium: VA• 0 Mp 
_.!.----r---i 1"(Ll 
--k---- t#>n(L) • t#>p(L) 
I/I I 4>n •f>p Vd 
I ljt(O) 1----V-1---1------'-
® 
:2 
I ® 
I 
n, Pl~ 
____ _..!.'.P.11.J:::==:==t::J._ _ _J__~----L------~ 
I (b)High forward bias; VA >O 
n,pl ! 
2 
Pp 
MN Mp (c)Rcvcrao bioa; VA •O 
I ljt(L) l: o,cro·o,~ I - '-+-L:::.= <j>11 (L) • f>p(Ll -==~ . ~r -~--:;rp 
<t>n I 
I 1/1, <l>n• f>p :.: ljl(Ol 
'® ® I 
··v 
nN 
n p 
Pp 
n np p 
PN 
Fig. A-2. First-order spatial distributions for different 
bias conditions: (a) thermal equilibrium, 
(b) high forward bias, (c) reverse bias. 
(Schematic) 
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With the additional assumption 
the results of the previous sections may be specialized for the two 
injection ranges and reduced to a simpler and more familiar approximate 
form, For inato.nce, Eq,(A-41) becomes: 
low-level (A-45) 
VA/2 
e high-level (A-46) 
which inserted in·Eq.(A-29), yield 
low level (A-47) 
high level (A-48) 
If V~ is defined as the fraction of the applied voltage that modifies 
<) 
the potential drop on the barrier, that is 
} 
relations (A-47), (A-48) may be written as 
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v. VA low-level (A-49) J 
v. 
VA 
1n Pp high-level (A-50) J = 2 + 
If relations (A-45), (A-46) are inserted in the linear approximations 
of Eq.(A-13), the relationships between current and applied voltage 
are easily recovered: 
J - Jn = l VA JSat e - i) low-level (A-51) 
J 
- J 
VA/2 
= 2 Pp JSat e n high-level (A-52) 
where 
(A-53) 
is the saturation current. 
A-7. 
(a) 
Transition region and diffusion incremental capacitances. 
* The incremental transition region capacitance Ct is conven-
tionally computed as the variation of the net electric charge 
density Qt in the depleted region (on one side of the metal-
lurgical interface) with respect to the applied voltage: 
* Capacitances are intended per unit cross-sectional area. 
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This is the dominant incremental capacitance of the device under 
reverse-bias and low forward-bias conditions. In this case 
so that the expression (A-39), with the aid of relation (A-8), may be 
readily differentiated, to obtain Schottky's formula: 
(A-54) 
(ct) -2 which shows the linear dependence of on the applied voltage 
VA. 
(b) The incremental diffusion capacitance is conventionally 
evaluated as the variation of the electric charge, in the 
neutral region of the low conductivity (P) side, due to one 
type of mobile carriers (either one for the assumed neutrality 
condition), with respect to the applied voltage. This capaci-
tance is therefore the dominant one under moderate and high 
forward-bias conditions. 
If QP is the electric charge due to holes in the neutral P-region, 
and QPo is the same at thermal equilibrium, then: 
~ QPo [ J Q - Q = - n(M )-n.... P Po 2pp P ~ 
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If EQ.(A-40) is differentiated to obtain 
d[n(Mp)] n(Mp)[n(Mp)-np+Pp] 
dVA ·= 2n(Mp)-np+Pp 
the incremental diff'usion capacitance Cd may be easily determined: 
dQP dQP d[n(Mp)] _ wpn(Mp)[n(Mp)-np+Pp] 
Cd= dVA = d(n(Mp)J dVA - [2n(~)-~+PpJ·2 (A-55) 
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APPENDIX B 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION AND DIFFERENTIATION 
It is of interest to report, as a convenient reference, a few of 
the simplest schemes suitable for the numerical evaluation of deriva-
tives or the first and second order and integrals of a given function. 
Such a function is assumed available in discretized form, at a finite 
number of points unevenly spaced, for which a method based on local 
interpolation with a polynomial and subsequent manipulation of the 
same is appropriate. 
The following notation is used: 
xi = value of the abscissa x at point i, i = l, 2, 3) • • • -I'. 
!:::. S. = x. 1 - x. step magnitude at point i 1 1+ 1 
ai ~ S./8 ratio of consecutive steps at point i J. i-l 
Y. = one dimensional array representing the continuous function y(x) 
1 
given in discretized form at the t points. 
B-1. Integration. 
The numerical computation of the integral of the function y(x), 
derined in the interval is desired, limits of integration 
being one extreme of the interval (either x1 or xt) and each poL~t 
x 1 ( i = 1, 2, • • • t) . 
D-l,l. Two-point formula (trapezoidal rule). 
Linear interpolation is used to approximate the integrand y(x) 
in each elementary interval xi , xi+l: 
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J y(x)dx ~ (Y.+Y . .1) S./2 J. J.+ J. (B-l) 
x. 
1 
B-1.2. Three-point formula (parabolic interpolation). 
The integrand y(x) is approximated by a second-order polynomial 
passing through three consecutive points 
If the origin of the abocissac is shifted for convenience to the point 
the condition of :passage of the parabola A + Bx + cx2 through 
the points 
(Y. l' - S. 1) , (Y., 0) , (Y. l' S.) l.- 1- l. 1+ l. 
becomes: 
2 A Y. l 1 -s. 1 s. l 1.- 1- 1-
l 0 0 B = Yi 
l s. s2 c yi+l l. i 
from which: 
Moreover 
so that: 
x. 1 l+ 
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A = Y. 
1 
s ~ y. l + ( s; -ti~) y. - s ~ y 1· + l 1 1- i-l l l i-l B = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- S.S. l(S.+S. 1 ) l 1- l 1+ 
-S.Y. l + (S.+S. 1 ) Y. - S. l Y. l c = l 1- l 1- l l- l+ 
-
8i8 i-l (si+8i+l) 
Yb J (A+ Bx+ 
x 
a 
2 ( B 2 C 31 Cx )dx = Ax + 2 x + 3 x 
xb 
x 
a 
(B-2) 
J S.;S. l[ y(x) dx : 1 6 1 - (2-a. )Y. '1 + (a.+2+1/a. )Y. + 1 1- l l l 
xi-1 
(2-1/a. )Y. l] l 1+ 
(B-3) 
which reduces to Simpson 1 s formula if the step is uniform (S. = S. 1, 1 1-
i. e. ai = 1). In each of the two elementary intervals the integral 
becomes: 
x. [ l s f y(x)dx : f (3 
x. 1 l.-
- a\1) Yi-1 + (3 + ~. ) Yi - a. (~.+l) 
l. J. J. J. Y. ~ J.+ 
(B-4) · 
xi+l 8 [ . 2 . a. 
,.., J. J. J y(x)dx - "b - ai+l Yi-1 + 
xi 
(B-5) 
B-l.3. Four-point formula (cubic interpolation). 
The integrand y(x) is approximated by a third order polynomial, 
passing thro~gh four consecutive points 
(Y. l'x. 1), (Y.,x. ), (Y. l'x. 1), (Yl. 2'x1. 2) 1- 1- 1 l J.+ l+ + + 
If the origin of the abscissae is shifted to the point x., the condi-
i 
tion of passage of the cubic A + Bx + cx2 + Dx3 through the points 
(Y. 1,z 1 ), (Y.,o), (Yi 1,z1 ), (Y. 2,z...,) J.- - 1 + i+ . r. 
where 
z .. = x .-x. 
J-J. J J. , j = i-1, i, i+l, i+2 
becomes: 
1 0 0 0 A Y. 
:.L 
1 2 z3 B Y. z_l z_l 
-1 i-1 
2 '.J = l z 1 zl z.J c Y. l l l+ 
1 2 z3 D Y. 2 z2 z2 2 :i.+ 
or 
B 
Y. 1-Y. J.- J. 
z_l 
l 2 ?:-l ?:-l 
1 2 zl zl c 
1 2 z2 z2 D 
Finally: A = Y. 
J. 
(Y. 1-Y. )/z l 
2 
J.- J. - z_l z_l 
(Yi+l-Yi)/z 1 2 zl zl 
(Yi+2-Yi) /z2 2 
B 
z2 z2 
= v 
1 (Y. 1-Y.)/z l 
2 
J.- J. - z_l 
1 (Yi+l-Yi) /zl 2 zl 
1 (Y:i+ 2-Y1 ) /z2 
2 
z2 
c = v 
1 z_l (Y. 1-Y.)/z l J.- J. -
1 zl (Yi+l-Yi) /zl 
1 z2 (Yi+2-Yi) /z2 
D = v 
where V is the Vandermondian determinant 
A= Y. 
l 
2 343 1 ?: -l '7. 
-.L 
v = 1 2 (zi-z-l)(z2-z-l)(z2-zl) zl zl = 
l 2 z"' z,., u u 
Moreover 
xb 
J 2 3 ( B 2 C 3 D 4) (A+Bx+Cx +Dx )dx = Ax + 2' x + 3 x + 1f x 
xa 
* where 
so that 
xi+l 
f 
x. 
J.. 
x . 
.L 
y(x)dx: Q(x)lx=S. 
1 
J y(x)dx : - Q(x) I x=-S. 1 
xi-1 i-
(B-6) 
(B-7) 
(B-8) 
The highest accuracy is of course achieved with the use at each point 
of relation (B-6) only, at the expense of computing a new interpolating 
* Such factorization represents the most efficient algoritbm for 
computing the value of a polynomial at one point. 
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polynomial at each point in the interior of the interval of integration. 
Exception must oe made for the points adjacent to the extremes (and in 
the interior for points of discontinuity of a derivative of y(x)) for 
which formulae (B-7), (B-8) are suitable. 
In view of the rapid increase in the load of operations involved, 
higher order interpolation formulae are not considered practical in 
the present case, and are not reported. 
B-2. Differentiation. 
The first and second derivatives of the function y(x) a~A 
desired at each point x., with exclusion of tbe extremes for the 
J.. 
second derivative, assumed small at such points. 
B-2.1. Two-point formula. 
Only the first derivative may be computed in this case with the 
aid of a linear interpolation to approximate the function y(x) in 
each elementary interval: 
Y. 1-Y. ( I "' J..+ J. y' x) x=x. = Si 
J. 
or alternatively 
Y.-Y. l 
,.., J. J.-
s. 1 J.-
B-2.2. Three-point formulae. 
i = 1, 2, • • • -L-1 (B-9) 
i = 2, 3, ••• t (B-10) 
~he same second order interpolating polynomial of Section B-1.2 
to approximate the function y(x) is employed, with coefficients 
A, B, C given by relations (B-2). 
The first and second derivatives at the ~oint x1 are then: 
y'(x) I ::; B =[Y. 1+ (a:~-l)Y.-a:~Y. 1]/~a:.(S.+S. 1)]; i=2,3,••• _.i-1 l.+ l. J. l. 1- 1 l. J.-
X=X 
i (B-11) 
y"(x) I ';;;: 2 C = 2·[Y. 1-(a:.+l)Y.+a.Y·. 1J/ls.(s.+s. 1 )]; i=2,3,••• t-J. 1+ J. 1 J. 1- 1 J. 1-X=X. 
1 (H-l~) 
The first derivative at the extremes may be computed with the lower-
order formulae of Section B-2.l. 
B-2.J. Five-point formulae. 
The function y(x) is approximated by a fourth-order polynomial 
passing through the points 
(Y. 2,x. 2), (Y. 1,x. 1 ), (Y.,x. ), (Y. 1,x. 1), (Y. 2,x. 2) 1- 1- J.- 1- 1 1 1+ J.+ l.+ 1+ 
If the origin of the abscissae is shifted to the point xi, the condi-
tion of passage of the polynomial A+ Bx+ cx2 + nx3 + Ex4 through 
the points 
where 
becomes 
(Y.,zj .) J -1 
z .. =x.-x. J-1 J l. 
j=i-2, i-l, ••• i+?. 
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l 2 z3 4 A Y. 2 z_z z_2 
-2 z_2 1-
2 ? 4 l z_l z_l z...> z_l B Y. l 
-1 1-
1 0 0 0 0 c = Y. 1 
1 2 z3 4 D yi+l zl zl 1 zl 
1 2 z3 4 E yi+2 z2 z2 2 z2 
or 
l ?. z_2 z_2 z3 
-2 B (Yi-2-Yi)/z_2 
l 2 z3 c (Y. 1-Y. )/z l z_l z_l -1 J.- 1 -
= A = Y. 
2 z3 
1 
J. zl zl D (Y. 1-Y.)/z1 1 J.+ J. 
l. 2 z3 :El (Yi+2-Yi)/z2 z2 z2 2 
so that: 
(Yi-2-Yi)/z_2 2 z3 z_2 z_2 
-2 
(Y1_1-Y1)/z_1 
2 3 
z_l. z_l '7.-l 
(Y1+1-Y)/z1 zl 
2 
zl. z3 l 
(Yi+2-Yi)/z2 2 z3 
y' (x) :B= z2 z2 2 (B-13) w X=X. 
1. 
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1 (Y. 2-Y. )/z 2 
2 z3 
z_2 1- l - -2 
(Y. 1-Y.)/z l 
2 '.:< 1 z_l ZJ 1- l - -1 
2 
.L (Yi+l-Yi)/zl 2 z3 zl 1 
l (Yi+2-Yi)/z2 2 z3 
y"(x) I X=xi - 2 c = 
z2 2 (B-14) w 
where w is the Vandermondian determinant 
1 2 z3 z_G z-2. 
-2 
l 2 z3 z_l z_J. 
-l 
w = = (z -z )•(z -z )•(z -z )• 
2 z3 
-1 -2 1 -2 2 -2 
1 zl ZJ. J. •(z1-z )·(z -~ )• 
-1 2 -1 
l 2 z3 • (z2-z1) z2 z2 2 
The above relations allow the computation of the derivatives at the 
points 
i = 3~ 4 ••• , .f..-2 ' 
whereas the lower order formulae of Sections B-2.l, B-2.2 may be 
employed for the points close to the extremes. 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PRCGRAM FOR THE DIBECT STEADY-STATE PROBLEM. 
----------·-· ---~~------------·. -----------------
In this Appendix the computer program (in FORTRAN IV, version 4) 
for the steady-state basic direct problem is reported. The method of 
solution and the mathematical formulation ~re uescribed.in Chapters I 
and II, and the illustration of the various alternatives chosen is 
shown in Fig. 2.2. 
The program consists of a main program (deck 1 P:ND 1 ) 1 a first set 
of subprograms (decks '801' to '815') each performing logically differ-
ent operations of the algorithm, and a second set of subprogra.~s 
('SPl' to '8P4' or '8P5') driving various types of peripheral equipment 
to display and record the results. This modular organization of the 
program allows the most efficient core memory usage for the selection 
of several options, without modification of the program, by simple 
interchange of the relevant decks. It also facilitates considerably 
partial alterations of the program to incorporate new features. 
Double precision arithmetic has been mostly used, The size of the 
vectors and matrices has been chosen according to the memory size of 
the machine available (J2,000 locations), 
The following remarks, in addition to the comments incorporated 
within the program, may contribute to clarification of the various 
algorithms selected. 
Main program. 
Deck 'PND'. The ma.in program drives the subprograms actually 
performing the required calculations, 
Subroutine 'STRUCT'. 
Deck 'SOl'. Furnishes the structure parameters of the device 
determined by two DATA cards. An option available in the solution 
allows the selection of the structure in the following 11sta.ndard 11 con-
figuration. If a fictitious abrupt doping profile is specified by a 
first DATA card, the structural points M and L are then f'urnished 
according to the following relations (.l!'ig. A-l): 
-------~ 
where xN (xp) is the depleted region width [ (A-38), (A-39)] in the 
N (.P) material in thermal equilibrium corresponding to the :fictitious 
doping profile assigned. This profile may or may not coincide with 
the actual doping profile used for the device of interest, and defined 
by !:j, ::iecurnl DATA cc::i.1·u. The .ri.t·st-orde.r: para.meti.:::rs x and x are N P 
computed by the subroutine 'FSTORD'. 
Subroutine 'FSTORD'. 
Deck 1802'. Computes several first-order parameters for an abrupt 
asymmetric junction, on the basis of Eqs,(A-41), (A-42), (A-38), (A-39), 
(A-13), (A-55), (A-54) (Appendix A), 
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Subroutine 'STP3EL'. 
Deck 'S03'. Performs the interpolation scheme of Subsection 
2.3.1 (Fig. 2.3), concerning the selection of the step distribution 
throughout the device for a specified total nuniber of points. 
Subroutine 'XSTEP2'. 
Deck •so4•. computes the step distribution and the tota1 number 
of points for a given accuracy e8 on the basis of the algorithm of 
Subsection 2 .3 ,lb (Fig. 2. 6). · 
Subroutine 'SLAGR'. 
De~k 'S05'. Performs a Lagrangian interpolation on two one-dimen-
Subroutine 'STPADJ'. 
Deck 'S06'. Performs a minor adjustment on a preliminary non-
uniform step distribution in a certain region (N or P), in order to 
improve the accuracy of the relation 
2= all steps in region = length of region ( C-1.) 
without altering the ratio of consecutive steps. The preliminary step 
distribution which enters this subroutine satisfies the relation (C-1) 
within one h~1f of the 1a.rgest step in that region. 
Subroutine 'DOPING'. 
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Deck 'So7 1 , Furnishes an abrupt impurity distribution, uniform 
in both N and P regions (Fig. 1.1). 
Subroutine 'FSITRL'. 
Deck 'S08 1 , Furnishes the trial potential function given by 
relations (A-21), (A-36), (A-37), and (A-16) (Appendix A). 
Subroutine 'MOBCAR'. 
Deck 'S09'. Computes the mobile carrier distributions throughout 
the device for a given electrostatic potential according to Eqs.(2.3), 
(2.4) for forward bias, and (2.13), (2.16) for reverse bias conditions 
(summarized in Table 2.2). Electron and hole currents are computed 
wlLh Llle ct.lu ui' E4.s. (l,4l) anu (l.42). 
Subroutine 1 INTEGR'. 
Computes the integral of a function given in discretized form 
throughout the device, limits of integration being one boundary and 
each of the internal points. Two versions of this routine are avail-
able •. Only~ must be inserted in the actual program. 
Deck 'SlOA'. A two-point formula (trapezoidal rule) is used, 
according to relation (B-1) (Appendix B). 
Deck 'SlOB'. A four-point formula (cubic interpolation) is used 
according to relation (B-6). 
Double precision function 'DET'. 
Deck 'Sll'. Computes the determinant of a matrix. 
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Subroutine 'INTGSF'. 
Deck 'Sl2'. Computes the integrals (2.lla) and (2.15a) with the 
insertion of the scale factors (2.ii) and (2.15) whenever needed. 
Trapezoidal rule is used, 
Subroutine 'POISSN'. 
Deck 'Sl3 1 • Solves Poisson's equation (1..4'.:>) with a t'inite 
difference scheme and solution of a triple-diagonal matrix equation. 
Subroutine 'CURV'. 
Computes the curvature of a function, given in discretized form, 
at each internal point throughout the interior of the device. Two 
versions are ava:i.lable. Only !2.lli: mnst 'he inF:A:rfa~d in thA aetual pro-
gram. 
Deck 'Sl4A'. A three-point formula (parabolic interpolation) is 
used, according to relation (B-12) (Appendix B). 
Deck 'Sl4B'. A five-point formula (fourth-order polynomial) is 
used, according to the formulation of Subsection B-2.3. The relevant 
matrices are slightly rearranged in this routine in order to achieve a 
higher efficiency. 
Subroutine 'TRIDUl' . 
Deck '815'. Solves a triple-diagonal system of the form (2.44) 
with a direct method, according to the algorithm (2.45). 
Subroutine 'PRINT'. 
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Deck 'SPl'. Writes on the printou"t sheet the results 01· interest. 
Subroutine 'PUNCH'. 
Records on punched cards the rcsulto of intcrcot. Two vcroiono 
are available. Only~ must be inserted in the actual program. 
Deck 'SP2'. Recording on cards is actually performed. 
Deck 'SP2D'. Recording on cards is not performed. 
Subroutine 'PLOT'. 
Displays in graphical form the results of interest. The actual 
routine is not reported since it is highly dependent upon the plotting 
equipment availa-ble and therefore not of generaJ. interest. If graphi-
cal recording is not desired the following deck must be inserted in the 
actual program. 
Deck 'SP3D'. Graphical recording is not performed. 
Subroutine 'TAPE'. 
RP~n~ds nn magnetic tape results of interest. Two versions are 
available. Only ~ must be inserted in the actual program. 
Deck 'SP4'. Recording on tape is made available during the execu-
tion of the program. 
Deck 'SP4D'. Recording on tape is not performed. 
Deck 'SP5'. This subprogram (written in Assembler language IBMAP) 
defines the file for one magnetic save tape needed by the deck 'SP4'. 
If the deck 'SP4D' is used instead (i.e. recording on magnetic tape is 
not desired) the deck 'SP5' may be omitted. 
$ l B"TC PND DECK 
C**** ** * •• ** • • ***** ••••******* * * ...... * ***•** •******** • tt•• ••*•*****•••••++If+*•••••• 
C• M A l N P R 0 G R A M CO!RECT PROBLEM! • ( ................... * ** * ............. **• ............. *** ........ **** .... *. ** .............. *****""****' *"'* 
C4 • 
C*********** ** *** ......... * **.***If-if**.*". II* If I( lf** II***** II.***** •• ** II!** .......... * •••••• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
Co 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C4 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE BASIC TWO-CARRIER TRANSPORT EQUA-
TIONS, GOVERNING THE BEHAVIOR OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, APPLIED TO AN N-P 
JUNCT!CN UNDER' THE FOLLOWING ASSMU~PT IONS 
(Al ~ON DEGFNERATE CONDITIONS 
CRJ CONSTANT TEMPERATURE 
(Cl TI ME J NOEP ENDE NT 1 MPLJR ITV 0 IS TR !OUT I ON 
101 FULi_ ION!ZATlON OF THF JMPUR!TIES 
!El ONE-DTUl'NS!ONAL STRUCTl!RE 
(Fl ~TEADY-5TATE CONDITIONS ONLY 
!GI OH,.!( CONTACTS 
IHI ABSENCE OF GENERAT!ON-RECOMAlNATION IN THt INTERIOR 
I II CONSTANT MOBIUTIES 
CJI DIRECT PROBLEM. GIVEN AN APPLIED VOLTAGE• THE TOTAL CURRENT 
THROUGH THE DEVICE IS OBTAINED (TOGETHER WITH ALL THE PAFAMETERS 
AND DISTRIBUT!mls OF INTEREST). 
NO APPROXJ~ATIONS IN THE SET OF EQUATIONS HAVE BtEN !NTRODUCEC. 
THE N-REGION IS ASSLJMfD LOCATED ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE METAlLURGICAL 
INTERFACE M. 
C• THIS PROGRAM USES AN !TfRAT!VE SCHEME BASED ON TH( COMPU-
C* TATlON OF THE MOA!Lt CARR!IORS FROM A POTENTIAL D!STRlBUT!ON HRCUGH D!R-
C• ECT INTEGRATION fOLLOWCD RY CORRFCT!ON or THE POTENTIAL D!STRlflUTION 
. 
* 
* 
. 
• 
. 
* 
. 
. 
.. 
. 
(• THROUGH TH~ c;otuTTON OF POISSON•s EQUATION. A TRIAL POTHHIAl OISTRTBU- * 
C• T!ON rs REOUIREO TO START THE ITERATIONS. • 
C* THE WHOLE PROGRAM 15 RUlLT IN A HIGHLY MODULAR FASHION, FEATU'lNG A MAIN 
C• PRDGRA'1 CALLING SEVERAL SUBPROGRAMS, !N FAVOR OF A GREATER FLEXl8lLITY 
C• AND SfYPLJClTY Of LOGIC ORGANIZATION. 
Co SUSPROGRAMS EXPLICITLY CALLEO BY THIS MAIN PROGRAM ARE 
C• SURROllTINE •STRUCT' !DEFINES THE STRUCTURE P•RAHf:TERS) 
C* SUBROUTINE 'FSTORD• !COMPUTES FIRST-ORDER THEORY PARAME· * 
C• TERS I 
C• SUBROUTINE •srPSEL' !SELECTS THE STEP Dl5TRIEUTl01i) 
C• 
c• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
SUAROUTINE •DOPING• (FURNISHES THc IMPURITY C!STRIOUTIO~l • 
SUMOUTINE •PSITRL' (FURNISHES THE TRIAL POTENTIAL FUNC-
TION! 
SUBROUTINE 'M08CAR• !YIELDS THE MOBILE CARRIER CONCEN-
TRATIONS FOR A GIVEN P01tNT!AL I 
SUBROUTINE •POISSN' !FURNISHES AN IMPROVED PCTCNTIAL DI- * 
SUBROUT !NE •PRINT' 
SUBROUTINE •PUNCH I 
SUBROUTINE •PLOT I 
SUAROUTlNE '1 APE• 
STRIBUTION BY SOL\/lliG PC!SSON'S * 
EQUATION FOR GI VEN MOBILE CARR I ERSI 
!WRITES OUTPUT DAT• O'l PRINTOUT 
SHEET I 
(PUNCHES ON OUTPUT CARDS RELEVANT 
QUANTITIES I 
!EXECUTF.S PLOTS OF RELEVM<T OUANTl-
TIESI 
!RECORDS ON MAG><ET!C TAPE RELEVA!'!l 
QUANTITIES I 
. 
. 
OTHER SLIAPROGR•~s MAY OF CAtt ED BY THE ABOVE SUBROUT INrs. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC IS USED. 
. 
. 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
DAU (ARD l • PARAMETFRS CONCERN ING THE STRUCTURE ARE READ l~ THE SUB-
. 
. 
. 
. 
0 
" 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
" 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(' 
0 
0 
(' 
0 
(' 
0 
0 
" 0 
0 
0 
" 0 
c• 
ROUT H-•f • 5 TRIK TI sueRour 1 l'.f • s T Rue T' l 
D-'T>. CAR'O '? • PAP.'\ Hf T£RS (Qrl(f. P:f>I I l~:) MATERP·L PROPERTif.~ ARE -READ IN 
THE t;flPRtHJTltif l~TR'lt'T' f sr:E sus~our IN[ • ~TRucr, ) 
DATA t"APD 3. P/,R-Af.'ETP)S (O:lCfRNP•G TH( ACTUAi. A?PLIF:O VOLTAGE ARE REl\Ci 
IN THI 5 "'IAIN PROGl'.?tY AS FGLLO"'S 
VA.A =. ;.PPLIEO VOLTA(jf~G!\/Etl P~ ~i~)R!!./.lfl[D FORM fF THE t6EL00.W) fNPUT 
~/...RA~fTER !"/AA IS fOUf·L TO O.'jEd~. u:-;.'i.OR~ALIZ.ED f0f.lM 01H£R'dls:. .. 
F:xp = OPTlOiit.Ll ~ULT:DL!CA-IVE ccpqc:CTIO~t fACTC~ TO THf f lR$T-ORDER 
l.'IOTH or Ht[ f;CPU::rED Rf:.fifON TN THE LOH-(Olii[H.J(TtVfTY 51DE (IF o.~IT- • 
•f(), NO CORRE(TIO"'t IS PER:fOR""ED) 
TP1A)(:=. '1ft.XIM!J•.>: fiU'·.o;ffc OF P01Vi0N'5 ITEPATIO."l.S 
fqpp~,., !'AXI<AU~ fqO(lo ALLC'-IFD flN THE F1t<AL P0TfNTUL fUNCTIO,o.,. THE. NU"l-
6ER OF PQISS";-t:•s IT~R;.TlGN': IS [;:f.TER~P•ED OTHER BY ITMAX OR 9Y 
fRPPS, WHl{).JEV~R APPt 'FS F"TRST 
P';JMPR='Rf0UiRfD t.T f~TRf~F°:L" HIGH INJf(TfCI._. LEVELS, OPTIONtL OTHER .• HSEI 
PARP'ETEP THt.T Df.T(Qf.1.NE5 T~E VALUE OF TME FIRST-ORDER TRIAL EL:C- * 
·RO<;TATlC POTEHTlAL A- TH£ fNTEfffACE BETWEfN THE DEPLETEfJ AND N::u- * 
-RAL PEGION IN tHf LOV-CON~UCTl\JlTY ~lDE.{tf- OMlTTED11 NO CORRC.CrION * 
:s Pf PfORMEDl 
lWR = PARt";,fTfP. THAT CONTROLS THE PRJNTOVT P~ THf. SUBROUTl~E 'PRINT• 
•SEE SU8ROUTff'.IE 'PRini' 1 
lNlAPE=PARAVETf:.R THAT CONTROLS THE PROCEOiJRE OF P.ECOROlNG DJITA ON M.AG~::­
·rc TAPE {S~E suaROtrir..;£ 'iAPE• ) 
IVAA :: 1 I ~TfGf:R) PAPt.:.1ETER THAT CONTROLS TH£ INPUT OF THE APPL IE) 
VOLTAG( VAA t<;EE MQV[l 
l~TOP-= Pl,RA.v,rr£R THAT CONTROLS THC Rf'PETITtON OF -HE SOLUTICN F"OR srvr:tAL • 
APPL lED VOLT~G£S AS FOLLOWS * 
!STOP • 0 TH~ STRUCTUPE MJO ~ATERIAL PARAMETERS AR( N·)T 
CHANGED FOR THE FOLLOt'i:NG APPL.lfC VOLTAGE 
rntw STRlJCH.RE ANC MAHRIAL DATA CARDS 1. ~m) • 
2· MUST NOl eE INSE'll£D FOR HtE ~OLLO•HiG ~P-
Pll ED VC! T AGE I 
tsmP = 1 LAST APPLTEC VOLTA(",£" or THF' SET 
1sroo -= 2 THE .STRIJ(TIJRE .ANO MATE:tIAL PARAMETERS ARE C-IAN- .. 
GfD FOR THE" F"OLLOWIN.::: APDL?ED VOLTAGE lNEW 
s-RUCTURE A!iD ~t.Tf.PlAL DAT.!. CAPO!: l. ANO 2. 
MU51' Sf.' IhSEri.T£n FOR lHf F"OLLCWif\G APPLirD IOL- * 
T•GE I 
C• C>ATA CA.RD 4. P~'QA~ETERS Coti(EPN!~G TrE AUT0"1At H STEP S£LEC1 tON PROCE-
C* OU~E. IN::LuDrnG n~: TOTAL 1't:'-1BER Of POlNTS DESIRED. AR[ 
C• Rtt:; IN TH[ SURROUTfNE •STPSEL• rsE£ SU-BR0l1TlttF 1 STPSEL 'l·• 
c• ONE OATA C/>;R~ r:o~ EA~H APPl n:c VOLTAGE MUST EE FURNISHED * 
C• TN THE ADPP.QPtlAT£° OPUEK• • 
~ . 
C• 
C• OUTPUT P.AR:A"·fE-ERS A?F 
C• 
c• Pst 
C• N 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C+ STEP 
C• JN 
C* JP 
c• J 
C• 
C• 
~ OrrE-Dl~fNS[ONAL ARRAY1 EXACT PorENTlAL D!StRrBuilON 
: ryN[-Dl .. rnsro~•L AR'<AV. EX•CT ELECTRO~ DISTHBVT!ON 
:s. CNE-Dt~FN5TChAL .A~~AY1 EXACT HOlE· DtSTRlf!urtON 
z 0NE-DI~ENST0~AL ARRAY• ABSCISSA CF EA.CH POINT THROUGHOUT TH( Jt.;"i(-
no~ 
• 011.iE-OI~E~StO~lAL A=!:RA.Y1 NON UNTFCRM STEP µi.,:;.1HTUOE AT EACH POINT 
.- £LECT~O°'i CL'<R=:~ T 
~ HOLE CURREM 
= iOTAL CURR!:;!';T 
ALlO'.l~'\CE !="D.R SfV[N OOlBlf PRfCfSlOS ARRAY5 fSTE:?11PS.I. 
C* NtP•flEL'!'A TW0 io.'ORl<l~G .Ai;;>:l(.11.¥5 JN: THE LAB~LED co~;.IOl'i l»-0RKI J A ... !) 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
0J 
()1 
-P> 
C• ONE Sl%LE PRECISION AqRAY !NIM!• ALL OF DIMENSION 1000, HAS BEEN MADE. 
C**** *** ....... * ... ******** 4!1 ***"'"* * ............ ¥ .. **··· ***** * ************JI •••**W***"t ***** 
DOUBLE PRECISION STEPll000),P51(l000)tVA 
S.N C tnrJO) ,p ( tnno I ,DEL TA I lOnO I •DUM1".YI 2000) 
s, ND,NA,/\lN,PP,NP 1 PN,VD,M,L 
RE.G.L ·H~Cl!"'lr'IQ) ,Jk.l,JP 
C0."-0 1.0N /STP.C/ ND, NA ,NN, PP ,NP 1PN •VD tM ,L, IM, IL, VT tGAMN ,GA"1P 
$ /f.J,CAR/ NtPtJN,JP 
S IXST I STEP 
$ f;:ORKI DUMMY 
S /TRDG/ DELTA 
$ /P~NM/ PSI oNIM 
10 FORMAT r2E10.n.1nx.r10.2E10.o,415) 
15 FOR~AT I lHl • 54H THE APPLIED VOLTAGE AND RELATED INPUT PARAMETERS 
SAR:E l/11/////!/lnH VAA = ,F9.5// lOH FXP ~ ,F9.5t/ 
$ lOH ERRPS ::.- ,El3.5//10H ITMAX s 113//////J 
C* ......................... STRUCTVRE AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES DEFINITlONs•11•0•11.••••u••• 
100 CALL STRUCT 
C**•*•*•********••*READTNG OF THE APPLIED VOLTAGE AND CONTROL PARAMETERS FRO~ * 
C• DAT A CARD ~•***If I lHI JI If-*'* I***"*• 1 **-II***""'** 11 *******""* w **"***** *************•* 
120 READ (5,101 VAAtF"XP, ITMAXtERRPS, PSIMPR, H.'R,INTAPE,IVAA 
!,Jc;TOP 
VA=VAA /VT 
IF 1 IV•A.NE' .l l GO TO 130 
VA•VAA 
VAA=VA*VT 
130 CONT l/iUE 
WRITE (6,15)VAA,FXP, ERRPS• !TMAX 
JF (l\r.'RleEQ,0) IWRlr.10 
C*****•"*'*"*'"' 4 **"*•••Df:TERMINATION or FIRST-ORDER THEORY PARAMETERS <DEPLETED * 
C* REGION LENGTHS ONLY1 TO BE USED IN THE STfP SFLf"CTJON PROCEDURE**'********** 
KW=] 
CALL FSTORD lVA ,Fx1',K'.4 .. PSTMPR) 
IF' n::::,;.t T.r)) GO TO qq99 
C****•************"' AUT0'1A TIC SELECT I ON OF TH£ STEP•***"'*** .. ********************* 
CALL STPSEL CJRET,l,ll 
IF IJRET.EQ,!) GO TO 9999 
C••••••••• 1 • 4 ******0EfINITION OF THE IMPURITY DlS?~I8UTION••••**•••*••••+•4•*••* 
CALL COPING IN!Ml 
C•*****• ***•*******DETER~ INA.TI ON OF FIRST-ORDER PARAP.H;Tf'RS*** ***• ********* ***•** 
KW=2 
CALL FSTO~D tVA ,FXPtKW,PSlMPR> 
C****•"'***** 4 *,,..*** ... CH0ICE OF THF' TRTAt. POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION•****************** 
CALL PSITRL IPS!,VAl 
DELTAY.=1.00 
JTER=-11 
C•t1•••••••******•**0(T(RMtNATION OF THE MOBILE CARRJt:.R DISTRIBUTIONS t=ROM TH~ • 
C* POTENT l A.L OT s TR I BUT ro ....... * ••• * •• ** ................. * .. **"' ......................... . 
170 CALL "'OSCAR IPSl,VA! 
IF llTEQ.EO.ITMAX.OR. DELTAM.LE.ERRPS l GO TO 300 
c•••••4••••••••••••J"1PRC:VtVirNT OF' TH[ PQT(NlIAL 0ISTRl6UtlON THROUGH THE SOLU-. ('• Tto~ liF POISsoa•s EDlJA.TtON••················································ 
CALL l'OISSN ({)rtTM-'.lLJ 
!TEP=[ TER+l 
GO TO 170 
~oo CONT rnur 
(********••~ *****'**DI S»LA YING AN) RECORD !NU RESULTS••••• •••**•*11••••4•****••• *** 
CA.LL l'RINT { fWR.tTt:R.vA,OLTAl.i1ERPPS: 
CALL l>UNCH fVAt!:-fLT.AMtfXP,fTERl 
CALL nor tvA~[l1 
CALL TAPE (VAtDfLTA~1l1SR1IDTP.ZNTAP() 
9q'9q IF {f:;TQP.fC.21 GO iC 100 
rF n~roo.~a.~> GO ro l2f3 
Cf"LL rAPE {VAtDELTA"'1lTE"<• 01 4) 
STOP 
END 
S!BFTC SDl DECK 
SU8ROJT!NE STRVCT 
(44 * ** ** 4 * •11-• *. * * •* * * •* * * "' ........ *. ••-11- .............. f :If•* .......... *"'***** .. ***"*****•***** ...... ** 
C• THE $URROUTrN:: 1 STRUC1' FURNlSHE~ THE STfHJ<TURE P/..RA~E- * 
C* TERS fltCLUOlN.G THl THfP'·~AL ~OUtLIBR!U~ CCNCENTR;.rio~s FOR -Ht: MOOILE 
(4 C.ARR!fRS. 
(' 
(* 
C* 
C* 
(* 
(* 
(* 
(* 
(• 
THJS ROUTINE ~E.\DS FRO'I. THE: Ftt~sr DATA CARO PA~.t.~ETERS RELA ... * 
TC THE ST;.{UClURE A~m fRO~ THE SECQrj:) DATA c:.FO PA~A~ETEP.S CONCER:t-.i:I'~G 4 
PRO..,E..RTIE~ Of-. THE "'~TE.RI~LS. VAR'.OIJS ALTERMTfVES ARE PROVIDED-• AS • 
INfll-CAT::'.~ '3[t n.,,·. * 
SU~PRQ[,~A4 ~;EfDE.D 
SUB~OUTINE *fSTOR~t 
(+ INPUT PARA..,ETEqS ARE 
(* ~PST DATA C•RD. 0 THER 
(• MA : ~~<;C"f<;~A Of T~E ~::TALLUP.GICAL I~TERFACE 
C* LA 
(* 
~ 11.B~J~r,e, CF Tr!f' f'XTE~"'-AL CO~o1TACT O'-t THE RIGHT SIDE (ALSO LENGTH OF 
THE WHOLE S TP'JCT:..'~E J 
(• IF THE' l=>!.P.AMETfRS 1'1A• LA ~::.CE GtVEN Iii UN~.;QR~ALlZE.0 FOHM,. THf QUANTITY 
<• MA MUST Rf POSIT'VE, IF GIVEN IN NORM.l.LlZED Foq~ THE CUANTlTV MA MUST 
c~ 
(* 
(• 
BE NEGATIVE• 
O'l 
ci;sT ; FlCTlTlOUS co•;:un1v1TY OF THE "-REG!O>I 
C• CPST ; F!CTlT!OUc> (0.'<9UCTlVITY or TH[ P-REG[ON 
V5TA: FlCT1TIOUS APPL!E'O VC!..TAGE tL.'H>cOR'iALlZED) 
(• 
(• 
C• THE ~ET CNSTtCPS:• VSTA UET-=:R~~INES THE POINTS,_ 
{* lONf"lGUPATfO~<. IS£E SUBROUTJt-tE CESCRlPfIO~). 
(• 
OR 
A~O L 
(• 
(* NDST = FICTfT!OVS DO~")q CO"iC€NTPAT!'.)'< Di THE N-RFGtO"i 
C• NAST =<FICTITIOUS ACCE.P~C:~ CONC£NTP:\TrC:t IN THE P-RC::GION 
(• VSTA = FICTlTIOU.$ A00LIED VCLTAGE fL:'i'-.G=(t.1 . .:.LIZEDl 
tN A STA ~D•RD 
(4 
(* 
IF PAq.!."ETEq-~ ~W.>T. N'\ST A~E G!VEN 11" UNNOR~At..JZED FOR~ T-!E CUAi'HIT-. 
NDST "'..:ST SE POSITiv::,. ;F CdV~N tN :-iOR"!ALIZED FOFM THE OU . \fitrITY JiOST 
(• ~UST 8E ~£(,~T;Vf. 
(• THf SET ~DTS .. !'.<.t.Sr ... VAST OE'TFR"!l:-tE5 TH::: PC~~TS N A"iD L IN A. $TAN~ARO 
C• CC~l::'IGu'<ATI0,.,. CS££ SV':"~C<JT!f..£ IJESCR.tPTiC'). 
(4 
(* 5((0t<.D l')ATA CA~D.. EITH:;:R 
c.-. r0~~c·~ .. t..CTUAL CCY>JCT!vtTY er THE N 1o1~rERtAL Ji\ THERuA1.. EJulLIBRIUM 
* 
* 
. 
. 
* . 
* 
.. 
. 
. 
(>J 
(J1 
(J1 
C* CUNNOR'"ALIZED) 
C* CONDP= ~CTUAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE P MATERIAL IN THFRMAL EOUJLIARIUM 
C• IUNNOR~ALI ZED l 
C• OR 
C• NOA •ACTUAL DO,OR (Ql<fENTRATION IN THE N MATERIAL IN THERMAL EQUILI-
BRIUM IAT THE EXTERNAL CONTACT! 
* 
* 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C• 
NAh ~ ACTUAL ACCEPTOR CONCENTRATION IN THF' P MATERIAL IN THERMAL EOU!L!- * 
BRJu.v .. (AT THE EXTFRNAL CO"lTACT) * 
IF THE PARAMLTfRS NDA•,_~AA ARf GIVfN IN UNNORMALIZE'D FORM THE QUANTITY 
N~A "UST 6F POSITIVE, IF GIVEN IN NORMALl7ED FORM THE QUANTITY NOA 
~us T RE NE'GAT {VF. 
(< OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
C• M • ABSCISSA OF THE LAST POINT OF THf N REGION AT THE METALLURGICAL. 
C• INTERFACE 
C* L • ABSCISSA OF THE EXTERNAL CONTACT ON THE RIGHT SIDE IALSO LENGTH OF 
C• THE WHOLE STRUCTURE l 
C• ND • DONOR CONCENTRATION IN THE N MATER I AL I AT THt tXTERNAL CONTACT l 
C* NA •ACCEPTOR CONCENTRATION IN THE P MATERIAi IAT THE EXlERNAL CONTACT! 
(• NN • BOU,DARY VALUEc >OR THE ELECTRON CONCfNTRATION IN THE N-REGION 
C• I AT THE EXTFRNAI CONTACT l 
C• NP • BOUflOARY VALUE roR THE ELECTRON (ONCENrnATION IN THE P-REGION 
C• (AT THE EXTfRNAl. CONTACT I 
C* PP • fiOUNO~ RY' Vl'.LUE FOR THE HOLE CONCENTRATION IN THE P-REGION 
C• !AT THE EXTERNAL CONTACT! 
('• PN :z BOUNDARY VALUE' FOR THE HOLE CONCENTRATION IN THf N-REGION 
C* I AT THE EXTERNAL. COIH ACT l 
C• VD •DIFFUSION POTfNTIAL !BARRIER POTENTIAL) 
C• VT • THERMAL VOLT AGE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
. 
* 
C• GA~N •RECIPROCAL OF THE NOR~ALIZED DIFFUSION CONSTANT FOR ELECTRON~ * 
C• GAMP =RECIPROCAL OF THF NORMALIZED DTFFUSJON CONSTANT FOR HOLES • 
c•• • • • • •' •*** **********4** ********* ***.,.*""***•* ********* ***** •••**************** * 
10 
15 
20 
" 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
S ND,NA.,NN,PP,NP,PN,VD,M,L 
REAL MM,"'1P, !NJPllR ,"ft.ST .NOST ,NDA .NAA,N INT 1MO£VhMOBP •LO 
s,vA•LA ,JNFSOR 
~OP-11-'CN /STRC I ND, ,.lA. ,1'.IN .. PP .r-:P tPN 1VD 1M t Lt I Mt l L tVT t GAMNtG~MP 
$ /FSO I XN,XP,MN.MPtlNJPAR•PS!NP1JN.FSOR 
FQRMt.T (7£10.0) 
FOR~AT l!Hl ,62HTHE STRUCTURE IS DETERM!NFD BY THE FOLLO\<llNG INPUT 
$PARA~ETE'RS /// 
S 7H CNST =1E15.8/t7H (PST 1::tE15.8//7H NOST a:,Et5.8//7H NAST ••E15. 
S8//7H VSTA •• ns. RI/ /Ill// I/// II II II///) 
FQPMAT (lH},;?QHTHE STRUCTURL=' PARAMETERS ARE ////lOX•l2H<NORMA.LlZE 
SDI ,32x.14HCUNNOR~ALIZEDl ,23x,:Z5HfNORMAl IZATION CONSTANTS)/// 
S7H 9" =•023.16, 
S20X,,7H MA ::,El5,8.20X.7H LO ""•El5.8// 
S7H l =•D:?3116,20X1 7H LA =tE1~.8////50X17H CONON=1El5.8// 
$50X17f.i CONOP=.E1S.A////7H NO =·023.l~>.20Xt7H NOA ~.E1s.s,2ox, 
S 7H NlNT •tE15.8//7H NA "'•D23.J6,20X,7H NAA =•El5.8//7H NN 
SD23116//7H PP c,.D23.l6//7H NP :r:,OZ3.l6//1H PN =,-023116//// 
s 7H VD ':l.02~.16,2ox, 7H VDA =·El51B120X• 7H VT =·£15.81) 
FOR"AT 14E!Oo0l 
C•••tt•• ************SET CONSTA~T S*• * ****"*******************•••••••••••• ****••••* 
VT•.025875 
ELCH•l ·60206E-19 
N!NT•2.5El3 
PERM=8.85414E-14•16. 
"'MN=93 0 /VT 
1''08P=44 1 /VT 
GAVt,;:::} ./93. 
GAMP"l 1 /44 • 
Zi:NHT"'ELCH 
LO-= ~ORT ( P£~M•Vf /l) 
l STR~O 
("ll**•••Hf4•n**"'*''**•PE~D FP.0'-1 A C.ATA CA'?D P~RAMETERS P.ERTINENT TO THE OETE~MI-
('111 NATION OF TH( STRJCTURE' POI/\TS M MW L ONLYiiH•Hii+••••'*•"° .. ****•-1*"** .. **• 
READ (5,10) MA,_A.OtSTtCP~T.ttt><;T,~;AST.VSTA 
MetJA1tD 
LsLAJLD 
!F (,,A.GE .o. l CJ TO 33 
l=A~~ f tt.. i 
f>(=Af\~{~A) 
33 IF {f·.Nf.t'i,) GO TO 80 
WRIH Cb1l5> CHST.,CPSTtNOST .. NAST,.VSTA 
CO~D>.=tNST 
COND,•CPST 
~tO/l='-DST 
NAA,,.~.A.Sl 
+O fF{N(•A.fO.O.l G-:) TO 50 
'lD=>lDA IN I NT 
f'H.~NJi/NtNT 
Jf. (fiDA.GT .o.) rMJ TO 43 
N0rAS5CN0.\1 
NA..,,AE.S (NAA) 
+3 NU=O~.ORT ( NO•f.tD/4 •DC• I .DO) -NDl2 ,DO 
PP=OSORT ( NA•.o.;A/4. Dc+1.oo) -NA/2 .oo 
NP:l,DO/PP 
PN1:11.on1rm 
CONDN•Z* f t~02N•N"H-~08D .. ?N J 
CONOP1:Z4'0~08 1i•N:::i • •:JeP•PP} 
GO TO 70 
)0 V=MOf\N*MOP,t> 
ND=-<CONV~""' f'-IOP:P-MOB1.t)+( MOBN+MOBP J * SORT CC0NON-1+2+4. 4 Y*Z*Z l JI 
S-t '•*"'*Z l 
NA• f(ONDP*f M-OBN-).!0B? )+f '-108"'-+MOBP 1 * SORT lCCNDP+*2+4.*Y*Z*Z) )/ 
'SC 2.•"'•Z l 
NN=DSORl < ND*kD/4- .. DO+ ! .DO )-N0/2 .DO 
PP:OSORT (NA ·~~A 14.00-+ ! .DO l ... NA/2 .. DO 
PN•ltDO/N'i 
NP•}.00/PP 
70 CONT ·NuE 
V0:1DLOG t NN+PP I 
15 
1!0 
IF CSTR.E0.01 GO TO 75 
VA'll:"f.HlD 
LA•t-flt) 
ND•=HO•r<INT 
NAA:1JtA *N l NT 
VOft:.VO-•VT 
WRITE {6 t20} M .. ~A tl01l_ ·1..AtCOND~.CO•·rnP.ND .~oA •. "'iINT t 
s NA.lt.!tA .. "iN ,PP ,NP,PP,,vo.vD.hVT " 
RETU~li 
.:.w~c 
VShYSTA/VT 
CALL F"STORD cv~r .. 1 •• KWt0.1 
MN•XP /4. 
IF O:~.GT.MN.} "'N=.XN 
._..,..,-t+.XN 
l•"!+?,*XP 
!5TR•t· 
(>J 
(JI 
()) 
C**~***,. .. *"'*•••.- 4 "-•REAO FROM A DAT~ CARO PARt."'lETERS PERTINENT TO THE ACTUAL * 
C* PROPERTY OF THE ~.l\TER !AL ONL 'fi1.f.-.,.•••••*t1+'4+•¥•-****if**•********•~Htilii********* 
READ (5,'30) cor~oN .. CONDP.NOA,r;AA 
GO TO 40 
END 
SIBFTC sr.z DECK 
SUP,QOUTtNf" FSTOH'D £VA tFXP.K'~1PSlMPRl 
C**** ***"**if""***'* ..... * ........ •«<* ..... •*- •• *********•*************•**** 11 l .i; .......... IE***.** 
C* THE !;UBROUTINF °FSTORD' COMPUTES SEVERAL FIRST-ORDER • 
C* THEORY PARAMt lERS FCR A,._. ABRUPT ASYM~ETRlC JUNCTION. 
C• 
C* INPUT PARAME1ER.j ARE 
C* VA :1: .APPLIED VOLTt.GE fNORMAUZE(t, OOUBl( PREC1$10Nl 
C* FXP :1: iODTlONAll MLLTIPLICATh''E CORRECTJO~ FACTOR TO THf" flRST-ORDC'.~ 
.. 
* 
c• WIDTH OF THE DfPLETED R:GION lN THE LOw-CO~DUCTlVITY SIDE llF OMIT- .. 
(• 
C• 
TEOt Nn CORRECTION: 15 P~RFOR""ED) * 
KW 0.1.? OR '3 DrPrNDiNG UPON THE VJ.RIOUS FIRST ORDER THEORY ?ARA.ME- • 
C* TF•S DES!RFD • 
PSIMPR•(t<EOUTRED ,\T EXTR=~ELY 41GH JNJF"CTtON LEV[LS1 OPTIONAL OTHERWISE: C• 
C* 
C• 
(* 
(• 
(* 
C* 
PAFU.VETER TH/IT DETERMI~::s THE VALUE OF THE FIRST-ORDER TRIAL f:LEC-
TR05TATIC POTFNTIAL AT rHE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE DEPLETED AND NE\.!- * 
TRAL REGtON l~ THE LC!.>.'-:ONDUCTIVPY SIDE.( IF OM!TTEDt NO CORRECTION * 
IS P[ RCORl-'ED l. 
STRUCTURf PARA!JFHR~( 1NCLU0£-°n tN THI: LAB£L[£> COMMON /STRC./ l 
C• OUTPLT P/\.RAMETE~S ARE 
C• XN = ',.'IDTH OF THE OfDLETtD .If.- REGIO~ 
(* )'P • ;.:Jl')TH OF TH~ OFPLETf'D ::i_ RFGION 
C:• M~ • .!BSC!S!=-4. fir' T~E INTEQl="A::E BET~EEN THE NEUTRAL AND DEPLETEO 
C• N-~EGTO~ 
C• '-':P = .A8t;ll$SA OF THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE NEUTRAL AND DEPLETED 
C* P-P-FGION 
C• KW : A NEGATIVE NlYBER IF T"E SPECH HD APPLIED VOLTAGE EXCEtD$ THE 
<.'.:• MAXHl.UM: l.LlO'.,.fD RY.THf FlRST-ORDEP. THCORY TRIAL FUNCTION 
C• lNJPAR :s ?NJECTtO"" C:AQ.:.~ETf~ 
( 11 PSil-IP • VALUf OF Ti-E POTENTIAL AT THE POINT MP <ORIGIN OF THE POTEN-
C• T!AL IS THE EXTERNAL cONTACT OF THE N-REGIONl 
C• 
C* OTHE' FIRST-ORDFR THEORY PARAMCTERS COMPUTED AND WRITTEN 
C• ON PR PH OUT SHEET 
(• JNFSCC? "' FIRs!-ORDft; £LECTR0:'4 (00M1NAN1 CURRfNT 
C• .(.CPDi:'" = tllFFUSTO"f (APAC!TA~Ct: 
C• (.aPOFR = OlFfUS{O~ {APACITt.~KE TO fHt. -2 POWER 
(ii CAP~k = 5(H0TTKY C:PACITA~CE 
C• (APStr.'.q ~ c;(H0TTKY CtPA(ITA"'Cf TO THE -2 PO\oiER 
* 
* 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
C•**• ................ * tHI·• *** * '** J;F ••*******••• .......... •+•••• ...... *.*JI ff •• .,. .................... * ...... . 
DOUBLE D?f(JSICN C:PSO.PPK,VA 
s. NDs"H,MhPP.NP1PN,VD.MrL 
R::AL ~~.:vu,r:~,JPA?,\:>P,J'll:~ 
co~~OM IS TR(" I ~;D .~;A, ,r.;_\ 'pp, ·~P.PN ~VO .M. LI ! ~.IL. VT tGAMN tGAMP 
$ /FS'J- I Xf\,.);i.M~ .. ~P,JNJ?AC'tPSV·'P.J~t;-soP. 
1'1 S:-OR~AT (l~] .~"?H THf FI~ST-ORJfC'. THEORY ftWR~4LlZE01 PARAMETERS ARF' 
! /////// 
"9H VN =t ~1t;,8//9+1 MP ':. El5.ii//9H ~N ... El5•8// 
! 9H XP :,.f15.SF/9H ttuP.:R =·f1S.8/.'9H J~FSCP. ~. El5.8/J/.' 
$9H (AP:'.:>F =.[15.P. "30Xt9H Cl',PCFR =· tU.9//9H CAP$!( "'•Els.a.3ox. 
$9H (A~S(.;i: "'• fi'5 .. f ////////} 
IF f!w.fl"l.z) GG TO 50 
lNJP,\'P.=C. 
IF ( 1/A.C:T.(-85.)ifl.lJPt.R~ 'f;h DEXPf\IJ.)/(OSORT(( PP+NP1**2f4.DO+ 
'ft Of XP( VA 1-1 • l) +-!PP-t~P I /2.-)0 I 
IF tfXP.EQ.tj.) fXD•t. 
PSIMP~VA-VD 
IF ftNJP~.~.GT.l.E-4) ?51~"= -VD+OlOG(PP•PP*IN...PAR) 
JF tP~H~PR.l\lf.0.) PSJVP:oP$1"lPP. 
tF fP:1IMP.GT.~.) GO TO 99 
XN• toSORTf2.l!J0*f-P;P~Pl trl.+N~/NA): 
XPsDSO~T f 7.11La 4 t-PS !MP i I ( t •+NA/ND)) tfXP 
l F p:w • F.f). 0 l PE7URN 
,0 ~N="-':-XN 
~Pt~~XP 
!F HW.fO.ll RETURN 
NMPs:PPtr lNJPAR 
JfffSOR-= f2·DO*P1~P-NP) -( p:>-t,;P}ifDLOG1 (NMP-NP+P?l /PPl} It f L-MPJ•GAHN) 
lF O:fif.EO.~l RETURN 
CAP Of ;pp,. { L-"1P) /2 .• UtJPAR 1f.( I•+ lNJP~'!-NP l I\ 1.-~+2 .... I~JPAR:) 
lF trNJPA~.N[.O.l CJ.PDF'<•l./(APDF**l 
(AP~(~OSDRT f0?/(2.• t-?S!<t.P)* tl.+PPJN,"4l l l 
{AP<t.:R=-1./(J.,r:>s_r._•;i.2 
{6' lf'J l WI ~~P.xu.xP tlNJPAR-...JNFSOR,CAPDf .cAPDFR.CAPSK.CAPSKR 
99 WRITZ lf>tlC~) PS.II.IP 
100 FORM,H 0Hl,41H ER'ROP. IN rHE soECIF:ED APPLIED VOLTAGE /S-;H THE 
$TEST ON !TS l'AXl~'"'' ALLOWoD VALU~ Ill Su3ROUTINE FSTORD FAILS Y!ELD 
1lNG P5tMP .,. .E16.S//l 
n1:-19 
RETV~N 
E'iD 
s !BflC sn3 DECK 
SUflR•)UTlNE STPSf::L (JP.EltHEL.O,fPRJN~) 
c. *JI ......... il'IJ'lf *. * * ........... + ,. ......... *•*•* ** * **'* ~ .......... ·~+•••• ...... +l .......... ** ** *. ***** 
C• THE sueROU~J'-IE tS-TPSE'.l' PFRFOK!"JS THE SE:LE:TlO"l ::::F THE * 
c• STfP DlSTRTBUTIC.'.t TH~O~GhOUT Tri£ DEv[CE FOR A SP[CtFIED rorAt. NU~SER OF • 
C* POHHS• THC SELECTEO STEP :HsTFHBUTfOH •ILL BE CONSISTENT wITH THE REOUl- • 
C4 REMENT er;- cc~~srt:.:a ERf?OQ AT EAC~ STEP OF n1E IN1EG-RATICN o=- THE FU"'-CTTONS * 
c• fXP{PSI) OR E<Pf-Pq) T'RO!J::;i;our THE JUNC110'· 
C• 
C• THIS r:!DfJTI~E us£s AN tlt'FERPOLATIC~ S(H[Y.[ O'i THE fUNCf!ON 
<:• •E>ZPCP. vE~sus Nt]Y9.EC OF OQI~TS' TOGETHER WITH 1~::: Sl.:8G:OUTINE 1 X5TEP7 1 
C• Wl-IICH l"!ftC~ THE ~T!:D DISTRI8Ul10N ~~'>TH€ TOTAL ~i.;~3ER OF POINTS FOR A 
C* SPFCTFtf'.D E~~;:-it?. 
(* .SUBPP('.)R l.'-'5 NEEDED ~RE 
('• SWR'OUT !NE 1 XSTEPZ • 
C* SLe~OUT !NE 1 SLAGR' 
C* SLeROUT IN£ • STPADJ 1 
C• 
C* INP.JT PA>?:..vE_TE,RS A!?E 
C• IPR1NTaPA~A"'ETF:R TH~T (OaROt ~ Ttt:: PRPHCUT Of 1-HE I!'tFQRr•O,JJO.~ Rt:GARDI'i.G-
C• THf STf-O S::-lECTION AS FOLLOWS 
C• JPP!NT -:- 1 PRPFCVT TAKES PL.\CE 
c• IPG:tNr ..,. o PRi"tT".:'uT o'J£S NOT 1A'(.E PLACE 
C• !READ= P•R~"E'E~ TH!T lCliT~OLS TH<: r•;,ur OF THE PARAUETi::RS LISTED 6ELO~ 
C* AS F.""'1 LL'.:if.IS 
(4- tR:=:.o = l THF. DATA ARE READ fROH Tt'E ~ATA CARO 
C• fl~EAD = 0 THE OATA ENTER ThRJU~H cc~~ON STATEME,,TS 
(jJ 
(JI 
_.,,, 
(• ::RRl ,. SUGGfSTF'n fRROR TO ST~RT THE INlF'RPQI AT[ON SCHEME 
C• IF O"IITTEDt A STANO.t..RO VALUE IS CHO.$EN BY THE ROUTINE * 
C• UTMX • UPPER BOUND FDR THE RATIO OF CONSECUTIVE STEPS * 
C• IF C<'l!TTfD, A STANDARD VALUE IS CHOSEN BY THE ROUTINE 
C• R$MX : PARt'.lfTER REl ATFD TO THE UPPER OOUND SMX FOR THF STEP THROUGH 
C• THERFLAT!ON SMX-= LI RSMX * 
(* IF 0-'lTTCD• A SlANOA'<D VALUE IS CHOSE~ BY THE ROUTlNE 4 
C• [L\11 • TOTtL NU1'-18ER OF PO!f~TS SPECIFIED. 
(• tt-RG = PRJJ.·f..RY lOLERA'KE qt.NG~ ON ILW• MUST BE GREATCR THAN ZERO. 
C:• fLRG2= S£C(NDARY T0Lf{ANCE RAMVt ON lLW 
C* ~HE FOLLOW-JNG RESTRICT ION ~1U5T BE Of1SERVED 
C• I ILW-!LRG) .LT .MDIM 
C* ~HERE MDJ> IS THE •AX!MUM NUMBER OF POINTS PERMIHED. • 
C• FAILURE TO DO SO CAUSES THE PRINTOUT OF AN ERROR ~ESSAGE AND RETURN TC * 
C• .HE CALLINC PROGRAM. 
C• 
C• OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
C• STEP • ONE-D!J.'ENSJONA. ARRAY, NON-UNIFORM STEP MAGNITUDE AT EACK POINT 
C• :"! ' LAST POINT OF f"E N REGION AT THE METALLURGICAL INTERFACE 
C* :L ~ TOTAL NUM8tR 0' POINTS 
C• JRfT a f NOF'X OF PFRFO~MANCF Of" TH TS ROUT I NE * 
C• JRET : 0 THE STEP SFLECT lO'l HAS BEEN ACHIEVED * 
C• JRET ~ l THE STEP SELECT ION HAS ~OT BElN ACHIEVED. 
C* PRINTOUT OF AN ERROR MESSAGE AND FETURN TO 
C• THE CALLI NG PROGRAM TAKES PLACt. * 
(* lF THE N AND P REGION WJDTHS ARE SMALLER THAN THEIR RE!>PECl!VE DEPLE- * 
C* T([) REGION ~IDrns. rnr STfP StLECTION MAY NOT BF ACHIEvrD. THfFEFORE THE 
C• PAR•Y£TER JRET IS SET TO U~HTY AND THF PRINTOUT OF AN ERROR ~ESSAGE 
C* mo RCTURN TO THE CAL,_ING PROGRA~ TAKES PLACE. 
C• 
C* THE ARRAY STEP JS OF D!MENSJDN 1000 AND Ill DCU!lLE PRE- • 
C• CIS t01h * 
C* * *f ¥'1' ll- ** '* lf *•** *** l **I •f **I**'** lf *** ** * lf4 *II** ff******** *i+****. ****************'*' 
DOUBLE PRECJS!O~ SHPllOOOl 
s.. 1'£),NA.NN,PPtNP•PN.vo.M,L 
REAL PNT(l0},ER.(l0J ,1-'!~;,MP,INJPAR,JNf'SOR 
CO~·'MON /STRC/ NOt NA ~NN" PP to NP •PN, VD ,M ,Lt I Mt IL• VT tC>AlllN ,GAMP 
S /l(ST I STEP 
S /SSTEP/ S~tc:,RATHXtMDIM 
S JF"SO /XNt XP,,"1N ,v.P" V~JOAR ,05 IMP ,JNFSOR 
S /S!SEL/ERRL tRSMX-t!LW,ILRGtlU~G2 
7 FOP,..AT (1[10.0,3!101 
8 FOPMU r1Hl .49HTHI PARA!<ETERs CONCFRN!NG THE STEP SELcCT!O~ ARE 
$ ///////ll//lX.9H R.HMX = ,F6.3,1ox. 7HERRST =, El3.6.10X~ l!HSMX 
S•,F8.2•///12X,28HNU~BER OF XSTEP ITERATIONS •,141/f/ 
$l2X.4Hl'LN=-, t 5 .1ox.~HlLR(i.=, ls -t lflX. 3H IL"'. I?//// I Fl I 
$68H CHECK ON THE STRUCTURE POINTS M AND L AFTER THE STEP SELEC 
ST JON .2ox, 
S 4~ ~ v,023.16 // SSXt 4H l.; ,023.16///////;/////l///////) 
Ill FORl'AT (l;Q, 23HERROR IN STPSEL M • ,017.10• HH SMALLER THAN 
SXN < • El>.Blll 
12 FORt<'AT (11(', 23H£RROR IN STPSEL l-M • .El5.8 , 11>H SMALLER THAN. 
$XP * t E15.e//l 
JR"ET•l"> 
MOIM•lOnD 
('••*<11•••••*****•***08 tA IN PARA~ETERS FR0"1 OAT A CARD, IF OMl TTEU SET STANDARD * 
C* \IALUE"S• TEST CONS f S TEl'ICY** * ******** .. ******************4*******•********* '•** 
lF tHH:'.'AD.FO•ll REA() t5,71 FRRt..RATMX,RSMX.ILW,ILRGo.tLRG2 
JF CM.GE.~N 1 GO TO :4 
WRITE t6.l0l ~hX~ 
GO TO eoo 
14 XL~1=l-M 
IF !XLM,GF.XP) CO TO 16 
WRITE (6tl:?l XLt.~Y.P 
c;o ro .er.o 
J 6 PNG2"' 1 L~G2 
MLGR=fl 
F"C"T"'Z• 
JL-.:tLW 
PNW=IUi 
ILWMX= ILW+l LRG 
I LW~N• I L>l-1 LRG 
IF ( IL..,MihGEsMDIM) GO TO 7)<) 
tr ( ILW4X•GT .V.DIM> fLWMX~MHM 
IF (RAT~x.Fo.o.} i:tATMX=l.05' 
IF !R5Mx.rn.o.) R$,.,X=200. 
IF n·.RRL.ta.c.' f..RRL=l-E-4 
C*** • • 1111•••1 ••• • w ••txEcu1 E r NTERPOtAT tON S(HEME**************•*' *************•"'*'* 
DO 500 JM•J ,20 
SMX=l/RSMX 
l7 IF !JM.EQ.J) INC•5 
KMDIM=l 
ERRST=ERRL 
CALL XSTEP2 IERR5T.rRETl 
IF flREr.Eo.11 m TO ]95 
Ml•JM 
IF !ILoGT.!Ul~Xl Gil TO 2rl0 
IF Cll·Li·TLV-'W'i) {'".:')TO 100 
55 CONTINUE 
CALL STr>ADJ (ri.oo .. ~ .. l .. !"!) 
CALL Slf>ADJ lM•Ltl~tILJ 
M="l• 
IMPJ•JM+l 
00 60 f=2tlM 
6n M:s.M+STfPtl-1) 
L•M 
DO 70 l=l,..P1'1L 
70 L=l+ STFPfl-1) 
an ff (tPRtNT.FQ .. 1) W:RJTE {6,n RATMXotEMRST.RS~x.··H.ILiiitlLRG,ILtMtL 
RETURN 
100 IF (!NC.Nf.l J GO TO 1C5 
FCT=FCT /3. 
MLGR•?I 
lOS INc"n 
ERRLaERRST / 1 l e+FCT) 
GO TO 3"0 
195 KMDIM•2 
200 IF fJNC.NF.O> GO TO 205 
FCT•FCT 13• 
MLGR=21 
2fl5 INC•l 
ERRL=ERRS T• (1. +FC I l 
IF (KMOH.t.fQ.2) GO TO 17 
'!no MDsJ~ 
MM:1:JM 
IF !J"•LT·6l GO TO 305 
MD•> 
HM=l 
DO 302 LS•2 ,5 
~oz IF (AFL~{PNTfLSl-Pi•o:).GT .. A~S( PNT{lt'}-tl-PNft)J ~~=LS 
C>l 
()1 
CJ) 
305 ER!MM!=ALOGIERRST) 
PNHMMJ=ll 
If IJM~GT.MluRl GO TO ;oo 
DO 310 KS=2 1MO 
DO 310 KK=KOoMD 
310 IF IABSIPNTl~K)-PNT!KS-11).LT,.5) GO 10 5?0 
CALL SLAGP.IFNTtER,PNWtMD,ERRt 1 
ERRL=EXP HoR>L l 
500 CONTINUE 
C***********1HH••***INTERPOLATtON SCHEME TERMINATE{) WITHOUT HAVING REACHED THE 
c• PRIMARY TOU:R.tliCE RANGE. TEST ON THE sr:CON(>AR' TOLERANCE RANGt !S PERf.OR- • 
C* MED*****4**••-t .. ~4tHl-+++4·11"'i*****• **************++•.* •• II JI:***.·~ II lf*** *********** 
550 LM=l 
DO 555 LS=2 o5 
555 IF !ABSIPNTILSJ-PNWJ.L-.AB51PNHLMJ-PNW) l Ln=LS 
IF !ABSIPNTILMJ-PNW).G-.RNG2! GO TO 580 
ll•PNHLM) 
ERRST=EXP{HfLMl 
GO TO 55 
c•••••••••••*•***il*rRROR MESSAGES PRINTOUT FOR ABllORMAL CONDITIONS*****HHHtlE"+*** 
580 WRITE 160600 
600 FORMAT ClHOoZ3HERROR Ill ll~G TOO SMALL II 
GO TO 800 
700 \/RITE l6o7Cll 
701 FO~f'-1AT f1H0,2CHERROR Iii ILW GT MDlM /l 
800 JRET•l 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBFTC 5D4 DE<K 
SUP.ROUTtNt )5TEP2 CfRR.>T-,lRET l 
C•******* )I****~*• .. •••*~·· •• * ftf.lf J'.IE .. If •• **"' Jf********Tlf*********•** .. *** .. **11'•••*****4 
C* THE SUBROUTINE 'XSTEP2' COMPUTES THE STEP DISTRIBUTION. * 
C• ANO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS FOR A GIVEN ACCURACY DESIRED ON THE lNTt- * 
C• GRATTON OF TH[ FUNCTIONS EXP!PSIJ AND ExPl-PSil THROUGHOUT THE CEVICE. * 
~ . 
C* THIS ROUT[Nc OPERATES ON THE F RST-ORDER TRIAL POTENTIAL 
C• FUNCTION ONLY MID IS BASED ON THf EXPL!C!T ANALYTICAL RtLAT!ONSHJP BO-
C* WEEN THE STEP AT EACH Po:NT AND THE SPEC! F !ED E:R~O~. 
C• 
C• 
C• 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
ERR ST = MAX!Ml.'4 ALL0'1EO ERROR ON THE INTEGRAT :ONS 
C* SMX s UPPER BOUND FOR 'H[ STEP 
C* RATMX a: UPPER SOUND FOR lHE RAi!O OF CONSECUTIVE STEPS 
C* MOIM ~ MAXIMLP.f NU~·~BER Of ;>QINTS PERMITTED 
* 
* 
* 
C• STRUCTURE PARAMETCRSI INCLUDED IN .THE LABELED COY.MON 
C* rrort OF THE PARAMf'T[R' jM AND Ill. 
/STRC/ WI TH EXC:EP- • 
* C* FIRST-ORDER Tt-·FORY PARA'·'.f:TERSfINCLUDE:> IN TrlE LABELED 
c• 
c• 
C* STEP 
IM 
OUTPUT PARAMETFRS ARF 
~ ONE-Dt 1"ENS !ONA.L AP:~AY, fllOX-Ul'·iIFORV. 
LAST PC!NT OF THE Cl RE:GION AT 
:. TOTAL r.u~BER OF POJNi5 
COMMON IFSOI ) • 
A 1 EACH PO INT 
INTERFACf C* 
C• 
c• 
C* 
c• 
c• 
IL 
IRET • PARAMETER THAT DCER~!NES lHE EXIT OF ~HE ROUTJNE 
IREt : 1 IF tL IS GRE:ATER THMt MDIM 
!RET • 0 IF IL IS NOT GREATER THAN MDlM 
* 
* 
C• ALL THr ARRAY~ ARr OF DIMEN5ICH 1000 ANO IN oous_E PRt.-
C* ClSIOth 
C* 
C* ALLOWA~tCE FOR ONE DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY !.,..ORKIN·:; LOC/<.-
c.c TlONSl FOR Tf"'PORAR'f SlORAGl MU~T eE ~ADE. THIS 15 AVAILABLE ExrEPN.:~LLY 
C* THROUGH TH[ LABELED CC'·!.\10N /WORYJ. ~ 
C*** ...... •If¥ lf* # tfll lf. lf 11 ll If".* llllHf· !IH!. II.* JI IHI·"*•****** II*************"***** JHHHF •*** *"****** 
REAL MN.~P.INJPAR,Jr.l!=soR 
DOUBLE PRE:IS!ON STU!lOOOloTSTEP!lOOO),DU~~Y!IOOOI 
hX tXA tX3 'SrHRt5PTf1.-sp:n 
S. - NOtNA,NN,PP,tPtPH,VDtH,L 
COMMON /SP(/ ND,NA ,J.;!-j. PP .. NP,Pn .VD,:\! ,L. zv., lL .vT.GAMN.GA~P 
s 1ssrEP/ SMX•RATMX .. -'•Dir.! 
/WO~K/ l STE: Pt Dl.C-1'.'<!Y 
/FS) / XN,.XP,1'1}hMP,lNJPAR1PSP~P,Jt·lFSOR 
/XST I 5T[P 
C****HF*****'**tt'*ll<•lfARITHV.£TJC F"UNCT IONS OEF PH rro;1 FOR TH( RCLA Tf OUSfHP eET- .. 
C* WEEN THE STE~ AND THE SPECtFlEO ERROR IN THE VARIOUS REGro:1s••4•iET****'****** 
SNTRfX)::: DS.ORHERR12/( tND*lX-~-'.;u J**2+ND)) 
SPTRtX)= OSORTIERR121( (NA*'{~P-X) 1*'*2+1,A}) 
5PNT rx} = E::i:RSR* ('ri--X J 
ERRl?.=ERRST*l? • 
ERRSR• SORr r5.•!'RRSTJ 
w~1.ElO 
tF (!NJPt-R.GT .NP) w~ fl-MO} /(INJPA~-NP*iiP}+L 
c•••·H**•*·*~***'"**Oer;.1N THf:: S-H .. P DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
lRET=O 
IBR•I 
!•2 
X::.:M 
TSTEPll!=S"'RIMI 
IF CTSTEPU ) .. GT.SMXJ TSTEOfU=SMX 
TSTfP! 2J=T5TEP! l I 
51) X=X-TSTEPI I I 
t=!+l 
!F ([.GT."011<) GO TO 400 
TSTEP! l l=SPX 
55 !F IX.GT.Mill GO TD 65 
IF IX.GT.!rSTEPil-!l/2.)) (,OTO !70o501olBR 
GO TO 75 
65 TSTEP!l!=5'HRIXI 
70 SMXJn.TSTEPi I-U*RAT~X 
IF (TSTEPl t J.GT.S~Xf) TS TEP CI l:S~XI 
IF 1TSTEP!t).LT.5"lXJ GO TO 50 
IBR=2 
TSTEPI! ! =S•X 
GO TO 50 
75 lM:I-1 
IMJ=l~-1 
DO 80 l.<>=l.T~I 
lT:tl.1-IS-+-l 
80 5TePllS)=THEP! !Tl 
(****'****'*******'"**OBTAIN THE STEP DISTR!BUTICN IN THE 
J1tH.i! 
x:i.v. 
STfP!Il=STfP!l-11 
150 X=<X+STEPC l 
I• t+l 
N-REG! o~~*** .. +*'*****"*•'** 
DEPLETED P--REGiO.\•**"**** 
(>J 
01 (!) 
170 
175 
IF ll.GT.MDIMl GO TO 400 
STFPI I l=;'<x 
IF IX.LT.MP) STEP!ll=SPTRIXI 
S~Xl=STE:Jf t-l l'*RAT"'X 
tF ($TEPC I) .GT.SMXI l 51 f.Pf I )"'5"1Xl 
IF !STEPl!J.LT.c~Xl GO TO l5C 
!A=!-1 
C***:11+•***•tt*••*"'- 4 *0BTAIN THE STEP OISTRI8UTfON IN THE NEUTRAL P-REC,lON** .. **•* 
XA=X 
MDl>'A=MDIM-!A 
[P=2 
X:!:L 
TSTEP Cl J•SPNT IL l 
IF (T5TF•ClloGT.5MX1 TSTEPl1l-SMX 
TSTEP12l=TSTEPl11 
250 X=X-TSTE>l!Pl 
JPtooJP+l 
IF t!PoGToMDIMAl GO TO 400 
IF (X.LT.XAl GO TO 500 
TSTEPllPJ=SPNT!Xl 
SMXl•TSTEP!IP-ll*RATMX 
IF fTSTEPC!PloGT.SMXll TSTEPl!Pl=SMXI 
IF CTSTEPtIPJ.LT.SMX }GO TO 2'50 
s~xe~s .... x 
260 XB=X-S~XR/2• 
X;ir:)t'A 
3no JF (X.GToXBl GO TO 310 
STEP! I l=SVXB 
X=X+STEP( I) 
I•l+l 
!F (loGT.MDIMl GO TO 400 
GO TO 300 
310 IPl=IP-1 
DO ;;?!" 11=2, ?Pl 
IS=!+! 1-2 
Il=tPl+:>-1 I 
IF !IS.GE.MOfMl GO TO 400 
320 STEPllSJ=TSTFPIJT) 
IL=IS+I 
WRITE l6t963JILtERRST 
RETURN 
400 !REI=! 
tz=:~DIM+l 
WRITE 16.9631 I •ERRST 
963 FORMAT (lHO,l5tlOXeE15.71 
RETURN 
C•***••••**********MATCH THE STEP DISTRIBUTIONS BET'riEEN ?-DEPLETED A."iD P-
C* NEUTRAL REGIONS TO SATISFY THE REQLJIREMEffT DICTATED BY THE UPPER BOUND 
C• OF THE RATIO OF CONSFCUTIVE STEPS•***•**i***+•••*•***•********************** 
sno $MXB=TSTEPCIPJ 
510 XA•l•-STEP(!Al 
!A•!A-1 
IF ISTEPl!Al•GT. SMXB l GO TO 510 
t= l A•l 
GO TO 210 
END 
•IBFTC SOS DECK 
SUB ROUT J rff SL.AGR r JT., VA r T 'JTW ,M"'l 1 DP) 
C** •••• * * *** ***** * +UI **•*!I!' IHHI **:I! IHf ***+II** ..... *.* ••• "-*.* ••••••• ** •• *" •• ** •• ***++II. 
C+ THF sue~OUTIN.E • SLAGR I EXECUTES A LAGRANGIAN I i'~TERPOLJ..-
(4 TION ON TWO ONE-DI:1Er~SIONAL ARRAYS NOT UNIFCRi·'.L'( SPACED. 
(* 
C* 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C* 
THIS ROUT IN~ co~~STRUCT$ THE Pt.Rltf.i~NT MATRI X1TRIA,'.iGU-ARI-
ZES IT WITH THE GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION PROCESS1 SOLVES ThE SYSTEM 9Y ~ACK­
SUBSTITUTJON TO OBTAIPI THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE INTERPOLATiftG POLvr.c~IALt 
.AND CQ."'!PUTES THE VALUE OF SUCH POLYNOMIAL AT THE DESIRED POHn. 
DOUBLE PRECI$ION ARIHi'~[TI:: I~ USED. 
INPUT PARAM,ERS ARE 
(* 
JT 
VAIT 
JTW 
ONE-DIMf~sror--v\l ARRAY. ABscrssA OF THE' GIVEN POUlTS. lDIM::NS!Dl-i=lQ) 
= ONf-DIME~SIONAL ARRAY, ORDINATE OF THE GIVEN POI.~TS <Dl.~ENSDN=lCl 
ABSCISSA OF THE DESIRED POINT 
C* f.l:M = NUMAER OF POINTS GUE'l !THE ORDtR OF THE lfHERPCLAT ING POLY,lQMIAL 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C* DP 
C* 
15 MM-1 J,. MAXlMU"I .~M VALUE 
OUTPUT PARAJ.ETERS ARE 
ORDINATE OF THE OFSIRED POINT 
10. 
C* ALL THE INP 1JT A~;:> OUTPUT OUANT11H:.S t.R£ lN SINGLE PRtCISICN * 
C***.*****************••******•*****•**M******•*******~************************* 
10 
REAL JTflOhVAlT(lOltJTW 
OOUALE ~RECISIO~ JTMcto.111,zz~su~,CF{lOl 
FOQMAT (lXtl/1Xt8Dl6.8l 
Jf(MM.LE'.101 (:{)TO 100 
WRITE 16.!0l , . .., 
FORMA. r t 49H E"RROR It~ sun~our I NE 1 ~LAGR • • 
S 30HfXC'EFDS THE MA:..ill'/!JM :>fRHlTTE"D ///) 
THE PARM~ETER "'~"1=, I6t 
C** *"********-tt*** ••BUILD THf PCRT I NE NT MATR Ix ..... IHl************ ****** IH~ *If*******" 
lOO MfT::-.,.V.+1 
200 DO 'O~ I=l.MM 
JTMfltll~l. 
205 JTMft,MtT)•VATTf!) 
DO 210 I*'l •'"'M 
DO 210 1(:2.MM 
210 JTMlltK)=JTMCl•K-ll*JT(J) 
C•*******"*********T~IANGULARt?E THE MATRIX BY GAU5$1AN. ELIMUoiATICN****ll****••** 
Ml=MM-1 . 
DO 300 KK•J,Ml 
TL=l•KK 
DO 300 IR= IL ,M•~ 
zz~JTMftR.KK)/JTMf~K.KK) 
DO 300 K=IL,t'IT 
300 JT~tIRtK)~JTM[lR•Kl-ZZ•JTM!~K,Kl 
(••+++****~********SOLVE THt ~~TRIX 6Y 8ACK-SUH5T!1UT[ON••••***•••••••••*•*••••• 
(F'(M"'!)=JT.-.,n.1M,..VITl/JT~Cf-l"1tM'•U • 
oo no !=?•'''" 
IR•MIT-! 
IRPI~IR+l 
SUM•Oo 
DO 310 J•IRPl,~~ 
310 sv~=JTM(IR,JJ•CFtJl+S~~ 
:320 CFfIR>=CJT~CJR,.t-!ll}-$U"'!:l/JTµ,I IR,IRl 
(;J 
0) 
0 
cu••········• .... ¥* 4 C0Mf:!)TE THE VA~Uf OF THE' INTERPOLATING POLYN.01-.IAL AT THE***** 
('• OES JR:£0 POIJ'H'*'tf••*•**•*•*4•*****4**4*****~44***• ** •"'"• io• 11: *"*""* •********* ••• 4 ** 
DP•CFIMMI 
DO 350 1 •2 ,MM 
IR=MIT-1 
350 DP• JHl•DP+CF ( IRJ 
RETURN 
ENO 
S!BFTC 506 DE"n 
SU!lROUHNE STPADJ! x H;.XF rn. rsT. IF !NPl l 
c•• •• • • • * • ****** ***. **"'*****. *** * ..... ,. ************•*•*** *** * ** ** * ••• • • * * **** • • **. 
C• THE SUBROUTINE 'STPADJ• PERFORMS A MINOR AD"USTMENT OF • 
c• THE PRELIMINARY NO~-UNlFORM STEP DISTRIBIJTION rn A CERTAIN REGION IN OR!>ER • 
C• TO IMPROVE THE ACCLRACY OF THE RELATION 
C• SUM OF THE STEPS • LENGTH OF REGlON Ill 
C• 
C• 
c• 
THIS ADJU5TMENT IS ACHIEVED BY DETERMlNING,wlTH AN INTERPo- * 
LAT!NG PROCEDURE, A MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR FOR THE .iTEP SIZE SUCH THAT THE 
C• RELATION (I I IS SATISFIED WITHIN A CERTAIN TOLERANCE <SPECIFIED AS 
C• TOLER • Sl'X*loE-5 J, THIS T£(HNIDUE MAINTAINS uN.:HANGcD THE HAT!O OF 
C• CONSECUTIVE STEPS CF THE ORIG:1'AL STEP DISTRIBUTIO>, 
c• 
C• 
C• 
(• 
C• 
SUBPROGRAM NEEDED 
SUBROUT Hit 
!NPLT PARAMETHS ARE 
I SLAGR;, 
C* XIN •ABSCISSA OF THE LEFT BOUNDARY OF THE REGlOrl !DOURLE-PREC!SIONJ 
C• XF!N • ABSCISSA OF THE RIGHT BOUNDARY OF THE REGION !DOUBLE-PRECISION) 
C* ISTN • INDEX I0£1HIFYING THE STEP AT XlN !FIRST STEP! 
C• IF!NPl• INDEX IDENTIFYING THF STEP AT Xf!N 
C* 
C• 
C• 
STEP • ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, NON-U'>!FORM STEP MAGNITUDE AT tACH POINT 
C* 
(* STEP 
C* 
C* 
!TO BE ADJUSTED I 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
• ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, NON-UNIFORM STEP MAGNITUDE AT EACH POINT 
IADJUSTEIH 
C* THE ARRAY STEP IS OF DIMENSION 100() ANO IN DOUBLE 
* . 
. 
. 
* 
* 
C* PRECISION. " 
CM•• **4 ***** .... **'*"*. *** * ••• *• ***f** ****** ******* ........ -!- ............... ****** **'** *** 
25 
30 
DOUBLE PRECISION STEP( 10001 ,x ,x !N,XF lN 
D!MEN5ION D!FFClOl ,FCl lOl 
COl'MON /XS TI STEP 
S /SSTEP/ $J'.';XyRATMXt~PIM 
FACT:laE-3 +l. 
!FlN•lF!NPl-1 
NRP•O 
TOLER•5MX*l ·E-5 
NRPMXs5 
X•X!N 
DO 30 Y.IST•IFIN 
X•X+FACT*STEP.( I; 
NRP=NRP+l 
f"CfNRPl=FACT -l. 
DIFF <NRPl =X-XFIN 
!F lNRP.GT.U GO TO 33' 
F ACT•FC f NRP }* 10••1. 
IF tO:-XFlN>+GT.n.) FACT=FC("4RPl/lOOe+l., 
GO TO 25 
~~ IF IDABS(X-Xf!Nl.LT.TOLER.OR.NRP.GT.NRP"XI GO TO 35 
CALL !)LA.GR tOtfF,FC!to •• r·mr.-.~([HPRJ 
FA.CTosFCJ~PR·+l· 
GO TO 25 
35 NRP"'1=1 
00 37 l=2<tNRP 
3:7 TF' lAA5tDirTP-tRP))+LT.AB5tDlfF{NRPMN})} !-tRPMi4=~1RP 
F ACT=FC l NRPMN l +I. 
00 40 l=IST.!FIN 
41'} STEPf I )=FACP•'STEPt I l 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC 507 DECK 
5UBl<3UTIN[ DOPING IN!f.' J 
C****• ......... ****'*4-•••• **IHI ......... *lf*4 lf-******+*'*•+ •*•• .............. ••** **""'"****••···· * 
( 4 THE SVBPOUTF~E 1 00PING' fuRNISHE.S THE lMPURlTY OI~TR18u-
(• TIO}~ T'1ROVGHOUT THE DEVICE. 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
THIS ROtJTHI!': YIELDS A HEP DOPING PROFILE oHlCH CHARACTC-
RIZEs ~N ARRUPT JUNCT!O•; WITH THE N-RtGION Oii THE LEFT sroE. 
!M 
IL 
C* ND 
C• NA 
C* 
INPUT PARA~ErERS AR£ 
:1: LAST POPH OF THE -..-REGIGN A1 THE M::.TALLURG!CAL ItiH.Rf-A<.E 
: TOTAL NU~BEP. OF P::J l NT 5 
: DONOR COhCft-iTRAJJO;; J~ THE ,._._REGION <DOUBLE PREC15lONJ 
= AC(EProq co~-:~E1';TRAT!)i~ n. THE P- REGI0;1 <DOUBLE PRE.CISIO!-i.) 
C• OUTPUT PARAM::TERS AR£ 
C* NH·! = ONE-Dl~ENSlONAL ARR.Af. l~PuRrn· D1STRtBUT?Ohi t.SH;GLE PRECISlQh,it 
. 
. 
C• DIMENSION 1000) * C•• •• «-!11' Ill •If•*•***--****'****"*****•*'•*-!!: ................... *1Hfif4-if¥•******"'*'* ......... ,'If ••• *•• If .. 
ooua_E PRECtSI01'. 
S ND1"'iAotN~,Pp,<tP-tP,\:,VD,.M1L 
REAL NlM!lOOOl 
COMM:JN /STRC/ N01NA tN!-chPP,NP,.PfhVD,'hL, !Mt fL1VT ,GA'·Hi.GAM~ 
00 }0 l•lo!M 
10 '1!~[{)=NO 
tMPleIM+l 
DO 20 J~I~Pl>IL 
20 N!Mll 1 •-NA 
RETtHN 
END 
SIBrTC SOB DEC~ 
SU8RJUTI~€ >'SITRL fPS!tVAJ 
(if* ...... +-.+••4***•*** •*•+•"'"*•••~ _.. t+4 ••••* • 'fl;<i44 :ll:'lf•***it* ****• **-f.4 ***•*ii• If I Ii+*••••+•• 
C+ TH~ SU8f:(OUTI'.t( tPSITRl' fl.!R~~lSHES THE TRitL POTEr.TIA_ • 
C• FUNCTDN. 
C* 
C• 
C• 
TH!S ROIJTIN:€ YIELDS Tt-iE FIRST-ORD£:\ Tr-i£~R:y PGTF.~TIAL n1s-
TJH8UT!ON Foq AN AB•?UP'T JU:"-.l:TION.w'lTH~UT P.£STR!CTJ,;)l'S c~ Thf iNJECJ'JC.'1 
C• LEVEL I"i THE LOtil CONOVCTlVHY CPl RtGlON. 
C• 
C* tNPUT PAR:AMEf£RS At:{E 
(>J 
(j) 
C• \'A •APPLIED VOLTAGt (NORMALIZED,DOUBLE PREC[SION) * 
c• lL # TOTAL NUMBER or POINTS * 
(" STEP • ONE-DJMENSIONAl ARRAY, NQ,~-UNJFORM STEP MAGNHUD£ AT £A(H POINT 
C• !TRUCTURE PARAMETERS< INC! UDED IN TfiE LABELED COMMON ISTRC/ ! 
C• F !RST-ORDER THEORY PAFAMETERS ! l NC LUO ED [N THE L-ABELED COMMON /FSO/ 
~ " 
C• OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE * 
C• PSI : ONE-OIMENSIONAC ARRAY, 1R!AL POTENTIAL FUNCTJ<)N 
C* 
C• All TH: ARRAYS ARF OF DIMENSION 1000 AND IN DOUBLE PRE- * 
c• os 101i. * 
c••••• ...... ****._* ........... ~·· •*• ** ... ***** ¥ *•*** ** • * * * • * • • • • • • ****** ***•** • • • • * • * ir:• • • 
DOUBLE PRECISION SEPllOOO!.PS! I lOOOhX 
S, NO•NAt~N.,PP,.NP.PN,VDt~tL•VAD 
REAL MN,MP, INJPARtJNt=SOR 
COMMON IST'RCI NO,.NA,Nt'itPP.N?tPN 1VD1MtLt !Mt IL .vr tGA~NtGA,...R,_ 
s /FSO I XN.-XP,"-'iNtMPtIN:JPAR,psrMP.JNf!iOR 
S /XST I STEP 
CSTlE -PSIHP/!XP•tX.<+XPI) 
CST2• -PSl,.P/!XN•!X~+XPll 
MN•M-XN 
M?•M+XP 
VAO•V/\-VC 
CONST= I JNJPAR-NP/PPI ti L-MP ! 
IF IHIJPPR.GT.l.E-41 CONST= IDtXP!VAD-PS[MPl-1.)/!L-MP! 
X•O• 
PStll l=O• 
00 20 l•2•!L 
X•X+STEP!l-1 l 
PSllll:Q, 
IF tX.GT.MN.AND.X.L:.Ml PSll!l=-csr2 *(X-MN)+*2 
IF IX.GT.M.AND.x.LE,MPI PSl(ll= CSTl •(MP-Xl**2+PSIMP 
If Ot.LEaMPl GO TD 20 
PSI !I >-VPD 
IF IHIJPPR~GT.l.E-41 PS!tll• -DLOGICONST*IL-Xl+l•l•VAO 
20 CONTHlUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
SJBF~C S09 DEC!': 
SUBROUTHE MOBCAR PSI.VAi 
c•••••• • ****** 1 ••••*****·*it****•• If•.****•***********.********* •****i-*********•*** 
C* THE SIBROUTINE 'MOB CAR 1 COMPUTES TtE ~LECTRON AND HOLE * 
C• P!STR!SUTICNs THRoUGHJUT THE DEVICE• GIVEN THE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
C* Pst. 
C• 
C• 
C* 
THIS R:>UT!NE USES A PROCESS OF O!RECT INTEGRATIGN. SU8PRO- " 
6RAMS NEEDED ARE 
C• SUBROUTINE 
C• SUBROUTINE 
C• DOUBLE PRECISION ARITll,..ET!C IS USED, 
c• 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
I INTGSF' 
'INTEGR• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C* 
C• 
(• 
PSI • ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
VA • APPLIED VOLTAGE (NORMALIZED,OOUBLE PREC!SION! 
STRUCTURE FARAMET!;RS!INCLUDED IN THE LABELED COMMON 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
C• N • ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, EUCTRON DISTRIBUTION 
ISTRC/ 
* 
.. 
C• P ., ONE-01~0,.S.IONAL >RRAY, HOLE OISTRJSUTlON 
C* JN • ELECTRON CUPP.~~IT 
C:• JP 2 HOU'. (URREN1 
(• 
C• Alt THE ARRAYS ARE or OlMC:NSION 1000 AND IN 0()'J8LE PRE-
C* CISION 
(« 
C• ALLOWMKE FOR TWO DOUBLE PRECISJO'< ARRAYS loORKH<G LCCA-
. 
.. 
C• 'TtO~l~) FOR T~MPORAPY STORAGE ·~UST BE MAOE. THESE ARE AVAILABLE EXTERNALLY * 
C• TKPOl IGH THf LAB Et EO cou~ON /,/ORK I * 
(*"*** ..... ***•*• ** * Jl.*1'-•-1- J $ lHHHf •••-**!!!-• J.***** J-4.J.• **'** JHH~ ii l 1. _.. ** **fitff+•f***'*'IHl-'11414••• 
REAL .JN,JP 
DOUBLE PRECISION yA,PSHl000h Ntl000J.P(lOOOhEPSlll000lt 
S[MP5J' lO!')O) .F 11-' t: 000J•FPt10~0 l 1F JNf 100.0 ls FtH 1000), CthCP t THETA• 
SFPR 11000 > ,FWH 1ono1 ,ccN PCCP. lHE T Al ,P5iOL 
$t ND,.nA,NN~PPiif-.lP•P~i,VD.Mtil 
COMMON /STRC/ ND.NA.N:i ,.PP,NP ,Pr-...vo,.M.L. IM. IL ,vT .Gt.MN1GAMP 
S /MCAR/ N.P,Jl'hJP 
$ /WORK/ EPSJ,f!P 
EQUIVAl fN(f ( [P5'. ,£MPS1), (f if',F JN ,FPR,FNR I, I FP-tP 1 t (HhNJ 
IF (VA.LT•O•I GO TO 300 
C•*********•••••• *• FO~ FORWARD BIAS ONl Y*.flf* • * •****'*,.*** ••• * •*** ••*•***,..**** **'* 
DO 110 l=l olL 
110 EPSJ( ll=DEXPlPSt: 11 l 
:rHETA•NN•PP !FPS f '11 •EPSI f JU 
CALL INTEGR fEPSI ~FIP. l~+ fL.-1 l 
CALL INTEGRIEPSJofP,l..,,fl• ll 
JP• I PP•EPS ! ( lU-EPS I (11 •PN l/ !FI P (1 l •G•MP I 
CP•FlP { l )•NN/EPS[ ( l) 
DO 120 l•l .IL 
120 p I I)= (f!Pl r l+THEiA"FP ( l I I 11cP•EPS1 (I)) 
DO 210 l•l .!L 
210 EM?Sl(Jl=l.DO/EP;Jtll 
CALL INTfGR(E,...Psr,FHhl,.t.ILt-lJ 
CALL lNTEGRtEMP5!,fr'hn~tIL,ll 
.m•crm•rtJPS r 11 J-,,P>f>'P5l I IU l /IGA. ... N•F~( l ll) 
CN•FN ( l LI •PPtrnP > 1 ( I Ll 
DO 220 l•l•lL 
220 N ( lJ = IFN ti I +THETHF !NI Ill /ICN•E"'PSI ! 11 l 
RETURN 
(•*•********•**•*'*FOR R(Vi:RSE BIA.$ ONL V•-11-**4 •**•~_. .... ..,-. .. '***"•*****•*•****'* •*•~• 
C• CO,..>UTE THE HE:CTRON DISTRl8UTION NI I! 
300 PSIOL•PS!l 1J-PS!! Ill 
THETAl:t.OO 
IF rPsIOLaLE.70.1 THETAl=l,DO-NN*PP/OEXP(PSl0L1 
CALL INTGSF (PSJ,E~Pst.FNR,JM,n.11 
CN•PP•!=NR (IL) /£~:>5J C l.L. l 
CCH•CN*NN 
DO 340 l~I.tl 
If tlPSI 11 I-PS l!ll I .GT .10.1 GO TO 335 
NII l •( THETAl•FNR! 11 +CCNl t tcr<+EMPS ! I Ill 
GO TO 340 
335 NII l•FNR(J l/ICN•EMPSl (I )j 
340 CONTINUE 
JNs -EMPSI<ILl*NP/(GA"'ii*FN.J:!(lll) 
IF c ?s lOL•LE. 70 .1 JN~JN+NN+E1'-~P s r fl l / (GAMN*F°N.R \ lt.} ' 
C• CO"'PUTE THE HOLE DISTRlEUTJON Pt I l 
(;J 
()) 
N 
CALL lNTGSF CP5l,=:PSJ,,FPR.tfhfl•-ll 
CP•NN•FPR( I )/fPSJ( 11 
CCP•PP•c.P 
DO 440 J=l t IL 
IF !IP511ll-PS!(Lll.GT.7o.: GO TO 435 
P (I J • ( THETAl *FPR(J )+CCPl / f (P1tEPS I ( 111 
GO TO 440 
4~' PITJ=rPR!il/ICP•E'Sl!lll 
440 CONTINUE 
JPT -EPSiil }*Pf\/(:iAMP•FPRCll) 
IF !PS!OL•LE.70.J JP-JP+PP/lGAMP•FPRllll 
RETURN 
(NO 
SIBFTC SJOA DEC~ 
SURROUTJNE INTEGRIY,Q,IMo!LdDl 
C•*• • ......... ** *** ******11-**JHI •• * ** .. * *JHf*****""******••·:t .. 'JHHH•*••+•*~+"*•••+•11:+•*+••• 
C• THE SU~ROUTTNE t tNTEGR' COMPUTE~ THE lNTEt,,R.;.L Of A Fur~c- * 
c• TJON GIVEN !N D!SCRoT!ZfD FORM THROUGHOLT THf PO!Nl H•TERVAL l - IL 
C• Llro\ITS OF lNiEGRATIJN BEING ONE BOUNDARY ANO EACH OF THE lL POINTS. 
C• . 
C* THlS ROUTINE USE5 A LINEJIR INTERPOLATION AT EACH POINT * 
C• r TRAPEZOTOAL RULE OR T'...'0 POIIH FORMULA } • .ii;. 
C* DOUR,Lf PREC'"IStON ARtTHME'TtC Is USED. 
C• 
C* INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
C:• Y !!: ONE-OI~ENS.IONAL ARRAY -o BE INTECRATED 
C• IM = IRRELfVA~~T PARA.V.E.TER FOR THIS ROlTINE 
C• IL • TOTAL NU~F!ER OF POl'HS • 
C• TO -= INDICATES THf f)fRFCTTf1fl OF INT[(,.f:;ATTON A:; FOLLOW$ * 
C• ID GRF.ATfR Tf-lM.1 ZERO FOR FORWAR[) DI~ECTION 
C* IO LES~ Tl-IAN Zt"RO FOR i(fVERSF DHECTI0.'1 
C• STrP • ONF'-D!MENS!ONAL ARRAY, NOil-lJN!FO~>I £TEP MAGNllUl)E AT !ACH f'Oll.T 
~ . 
(* OUTPiJT PARA~FTERS ARf * 
C* 0 • ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY RESULT OF THE INTEGRATION AT EACfi POINT 
(• 
C• ALL THE ARRAYS ARE O~ Dl>ENSION 1000 AND IN DOUBLE PRE-
CW CJSIM. 
(*******•* * * l+*ti * ••*•***II' lili ll-** •I* tit•*** It* .... tllt-.f l-*1l 1t1t-+*•* *********f !Hf*******"***** 
CO!-''-'O~ /XST I STEP 
DOUCILE PRECISION Y(l000),Q\:OO()}.,ST£Pnooo) 
!Ll•ll-1 
tf (JD•l T.Ol GO TO lS 
(* 4 ******•••••••·1H!•INTfC1R'ATtON TN THE FQR;.,'AFD DIRECTION ONLY****"'********'*4***** 
0111·~· 
DO !O l•J,!Ll 
10 OCI•lJ=(Yfl+ll-+Y(lll/Z•DO*S-EP{!J-tOtil 
RETlJR~ 
C*********:'Ht*•***'**INTfGRAT!ON IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION ONLY****'••••*•**"''••** 
15. Qf IL>"O• 
DO 20 !sJ,lll 
tR:ir=fL-I 
in Q(IQJa {Y{l'Rl+Y(JR+l))/2.Dn•STFPftRt iQ[JR+ll 
RETURN 
END 
~ lBFTC S 1GB D':C~ 
5URP.-01JTf,'..j£'. l!-iTEGR!Y.OsJ!':sltsI~l 
c••••*• • • , .... +¥•• .... #I'•" .. • ..... ••., "'*ii•·--• ****·11:~•·· ............. •*""**••••••111 •••••+11-••••• 
C* Th( SUP,RQUT_Nf •lNTEGRt COMP.U1'2:.S lHE INTEGRAL OF A FW'I(- • 
C• TION Gll/EN I•l Dl',(DETlZED rD~I'. THROUG-<:UT THE POll>T !IHERVAL l - [L 
(* Ll,...lTS OF I~TE.-GRt.TJQ:.·4 8(I:'IG 01'.E BOUNDARY M'ID E.\CH OF ii-IE IL POH,;,JS .. 
(• 
C* THI5 ROUTINE USES A CUSIC 1NTER?1)LATION SCHEME Al EACH 
C* POINT fFOUR PO[NT FO:::OMULAJ. 
C* A DISCONTIMJITY t.T 11" OF#. DERIVATIVE OF THE FtJ«KTIQN IS ALLOWED. 
C• S!JBPROGRA~ MEE::-ED 
C 4 DOUBLE. PREClSlON FUNCllON 1 0ET 1 
C• DOUAt r. PRf(ISiON Al'<ITH'-1rir( ts USED. 
C• 
C• WPUT PARA,,tTERS ARE 
C• y 
c• I~/, 
c• IL 
C* ![} 
u 
C• 
(' STEP 
C• 
C• 
(+ 0 z 
C• 
ONE-DIMENSIOtu,L A~;.i,;.y TO BE Ji\TE.GRAlED 
POHH OF DlSCO~H 1:~:.; :TY o~ A O~fH VA 1 IVE o~ THE INTEGRAND 
TOTtl t~U...,~!'.R OF PO[/fTS 
r 1ND1CATf".5 THF DIRECTIOH OF IN.iEGRATIGN AS F'OLLO·..tS 
ID G~EATER THAN ZERO FOR FOR.\.JtiRO OIRECTDN 
ID LESS iHt.N ZEPO FOR REVERSE DIRECTION 
ON~-D ! !-<£tiSIO:-i~L AR!'.f:.\.Y + NCN-U~lFORt.t STEP "'AGNI TuDE AT EACH POINT 
PARA'!ETfRS ARf 
~RR<Y ~rsuLT OF lHE !NT[GRATION AT EACH POINT 
C• All THE •RRAYS ARE OF DIMENS!C~; 1000 AND IN COUBLE PRE-
C• Cl'\ION. 
c ........ +• •+4+• ....... ¥ • ...... 4- ............ •.or+¥ .i.•+4 ..................................................... *• .......... ** •••111 ••• * * 
LOG! (At f\A(V 
OOUBLF" PR[( IS T~N Y 11 t 't Q( 1 J, STEP!! ) , X t 3) • US I 5, ~I..-
'!{JA f?t.? h TJ8 f2' s2'l 
$ .. ] tihOCL .t.:_ C' A .. ~rr I\ ,5:,:~:'·V .. ,DEL TA ,.w ,.OIN 
C0'"'"'0N /X~T/ STEP 
POL!71 • Z•I 7•! Z*I l>AcFA/4.0DO < BETA/3.Q~~) • GAMMA/2.QDOI + 
$ Of LT A) 
JMO-l .,.. JloA + ] 
!LI • !L - I 
IL2=1L-2 
l"-2 • l'I - 2 
l µ1 ~ !~ - l 
01 U=r,. 
or Iu=~. 
8Acr = .FAL r;E. 
IF 1!0.LT.O,J EtC~ • .TqJE. 
DO lOi! J.a7slL2 
l * J 
JF !8.A(Kl 1 e IL - .J 
If fl.E:.0.l"'l.oq. I.EU.IM } GO to 100 
Z =- STEPtl) 
X(l} • -STfP{f-ll 
X(?l • Z 
XC'H::: STEP CI+ll • Z 
D • ()(\'ll-Xf11J • {Xl3l-X'tlll • {X.3l-Xt2}1 
DO 30 I~~lt'7: 
IV =- I-l+!R 
IF f tv.:G. t 1 tv = tv-1 
US{!R,JJ = X{!~I 
US t}R,2) e !Y!IVI - Y(J))/ Xtl'<'.) 
~'"'! US fID,3) l!: Xl!Rl • X{l"!:) 
DO i;::: ! R = ! • 2 
(>J 
(j) 
(>J 
DO 50 lC = 1•2 
!CP l • IC + 1 
UAlIRtlC) • UStlR..ICI - USf3,.JCI 
~O USltR.TC> r USCIR.I(Pll - US(3,ICP1) 
ALFA= fUAC2.1> + UA(l,21 - UA(l,lJ * 1JA(Z,2l) ID 
BETA z; (119(?till i UBCh?l - un11.11 * UBl2•2ll ID 
G.t.VVA "' -OET CUS1'3) I [) 
OELTA=Ylll 
11 • 1-) 
tPl .,,. I+l 
1P2 r 1 + 2 
!F·1.NO!.BACKl •OTO 70 
C************••w..:•llINTfGRATION tN TH£ REVF"R5E DIRECTION ONLY********lf*********** 
IF 1.~or. CI.EO.:M2 .oR. t.ED.JL2)) GD TO 60 
W _. Z + STEP( JPl1 
Q(JP11 = POL(WJ - OIIP2J - POLCZl 
60 Qfll • POLI?) +OIJP!l 
~ JF C.NOT.tI.E0.2 .OR. t.fO.JMPl)) GO TO 100 
W • -STE'Pftl) 
Ill Ill • -POLfWl - Q[ ll 
GO TO 100 
C+****************MJNT[GRATION tN THE FORWARD DIRECTION ONLY**+***************** 
10 IF c.Nor.n.Eo.2 .OR. t.ro.JMP!)) GO TO 80 
W = -STEP(ll> 
Oil! • -POUW) • O!lll 
80 Ql!Pll • POLfZI • Olll 
TF ·(.NOT. II.EO.:M2 .OR. J.EO.IL2)J GD TO 100 
W • Z • STEPCIPI1 
OIIP2l • POLIWl •Dill 
100 COrlT!NuE 
RETliqN 
EN,_ 
SIBFTC Sll DECK 
DOUBLE PRF.CISJON FUN<.TlON DET [Y,Ml 
C•***••·····~·····~·••T••~••***************~******~**********************••····· 
C+ THE' DOURLr PREcrstON FuN:TION •DET' COMPUlES THE DETER- .. 
(• MJNMH OF A MATRIX, 
C• 
C• THIS ROUTlNc. USES A SCHE'-E BASED ON TRIANGULARIZATION OF 
C• THE ~nRIX BY GAUSSIAN FL!MINATION AND :Ross MULTIPLICATION OF THE DIA- + 
C+ GO'-iAL• * 
C• DOURLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC IS USED, 
(f 
C• 
C• y 
C• M 
C• 
C• 
C• DET 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
• TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, MATRIX WH'JSE DETERMINANT IS SOJGHT 
* stzf OF THF MATRIX y 9 MAXIMUM SIZE = 
OUTPUT PARA~ETERS ARE 
z VAt.UE OF TH[ DETER~INANT OF THE ~.ATRI X Y 
. 
* 
. 
* 
c•••••••••••4+••••••·~•**************.**~**••*•***4**•************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION YC5 ,5 l ,zz 
fof}:.-M-) 
OET•Yfl1ll 
00 25 MC Tl ,Ml 
MCP}:MC.._l 
DO 23 ><R•~CPl,M 
zz=.v CMR t~C. t /Y (1.-i( ,~( l 
00 21 l=MCPl,..,. 
23 y(p..i:,,1 •:.YCMRt ll-ZZ•Y(MC, ! ) 
2S 0£T=DET*Y(MCPl,MCPl) 
RETURN 
nm 
SIBFTC SJ) DEC< 
SUO;ROUTir!E INTG5f CPSI11Y10,JM,fLtJC> 
C***~*¥*•~•••******•*••••*****+••*•••**•****••~••*+f•***•~**************•******~ 
C• . THE $UBRO'JTINE 'INTG~F' CCMPUL5 THE EXPOt'ENTlAL OF A • 
C* FUNCT[O"I. GIVEN TN OI.SCP.ETI!rD FORM Ar1D THE INTE~RAL Of SUCH ;..:i EXPON::.N-
C* TJAL THROUGHOUT THE Por;a r~HERVAL 1 - IL •LI:.nrs OF INTEGRATION a::tNG 
(*" ONE P01JN;}J\PY M;C Et.Ci-' OF T'lE IL POINTSa 
{4 SCALF- FJl.CTORS p:.r I!liP.0DUCF.D IN c11s::- TH£ INTEG~\ND EXCEEDS THE MAXIMJM 
(""• AllO'..>trD R~NGF'. ~DTH THC i:::oo.·~cr:TJAL ,tl'jV 1HE t:~l":(iR.AL WlLL BE SCALED.l\C-
'* (f}OD! i;GL y • 
C• 
C< 
C• 
C< 
C• 
C• 
c• 
(• 
c• 
C• 
(* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C* 
THIS ROUTH;: USES A LINEAR PHEP'OLATION SCHEME AT EA::H 
POHiT f TRAP£ZC1Dt;L P 1J:....E OR THO POU.T FOK:~ULA I • 
DOUBLE PRECISIGi ARITH~ETIC IS usEu. 
!r;PtiT PARAP.[TF"RS A?.E 
Psr : ONE-DI~~~SIO~lAL ARR~Y TO BE I~TEGRATED 
I~ lRRELEV~~l PtP~YETEQ FOR THIS ROUTINE 
ll =.TOTAL ~lt.:"'BER Of P0Flf5 
IQ. JNDJCAT::('. TH~ rnn:r;RArJD AND Tl-E DIR£CT(O~ OF PHEGRATION A~ FOL-
LCWS 
rD t.Rf.t.TFC 7HA'--l lFRO fOR roQ·,rt.~C DIRECTION AND INTEGRAr..;o DEXP(-~Sl 1 
ro LESS THAN ZERO FOR REVfDSE nrR~CltGN A~~ INTEGQ~\D DEXP(PSIJ 
STEP .,. ONE-DJ .... f.'.~IONAL AP:RWt N:·1-u~JFCJ:?1<1 ST~P ~.;G'~ITuDE. AT EACH POl'H 
C• y 
C• v 
CUTPUt PARA"IETER;, M:/:E 
ONE-DI'·'[:,51c:1AL ft. 0 ~w~!.'a:;:C'~M,J 
ONE-DI~Fr.sto•;AL AQQ~Y.RCSULT CF THE INTE~R,TION AT EACH POINT 
* 
* 
* 
. 
* 
C*-•**•*•~*•*••~•*•~•~~~••4~•~•••••****•••****••***'********************•******* 
CO~YON /X~T/ ST~P 
DOUR LE PRE( 15IO'-i Ps It 10')("} l 'y ( 10'.)Q) .,o ( 1000} ~srEP( 1000) 
$.~c1r.vo,~nL'·Y0LO 
~(LF=- n~XP{7fl,D~J 
IF rrO.LT1·i) :o TC. lti:) 
c-.~*•"""**"'•*•*~••••I~•TEG'?t..Tt'.::l:, IN. THE FOEWARO OIRECTJON P~D FOR THE INTEGRA~D 
(w DFXPf-PSll ONll*•••+••••*•****••••••*•*•+•••~•••****~*****************•***• 
vo=>sI 111 
Y!ll•l·DO 
Q(JJ•Oo 
DO lC I=2.IL 
OOU=O < 1-1 l 
YOU=YIJ-11 
!F (fVO-PSJ(ll>.u::.10.J sn TO 6 
vo~vO-l-4n,')I"! 
YOL)=D€XU(V0-PS!tt-IJJ 
COL)=fOCI-~ l/SCLfJ/~CLF 
s y c r l = DF Y.P ( v-:>-P s 1 ( I I ) 
l" QfilzfYOLO•Y(lJl/2.G~•STEPfI-ll+~OlO 
PET )RN 
(•*4>*•-*•h***•+++;H1p;TEG~ATiO"'i IN THE RfVERSE DIRECTION AND FOH THE I~nEGRAr-.iD 
(JJ 
O'> 
~ 
:: * D~XP {PS l ) ONLY* 11 *** * * •**** ll-*•* *** * •• • **** 11 *** ll ***°'"** +********HHHU 'f* 11 *• "* 11 If 
"" VO=Pc:.flfl) 
Y( TL 1=:1.1)0 
Q(JL 1=0. 
t"O l l" !=' t IL 
K.:ctl+l-1 
Q()LD,,Qfk'.•1 J 
VOL!)o:V{l( ... l l 
JF rt=>SI<IO-VOl.LE·7C.I GO TO 108 
vo:-vo+1t.o.on 
YOLD=DEXP(PSJ CK+l 1-VOI 
OOtD=IOfK+l l/SCLFl/S~LF 
lf"IS Y{k':l .. o::-ro1P~J n· 1-VOl 
1 !0 0( !(I= f YOLD+Yf Kl l 12.Dn*StEP( K J +OOLD 
RE'fVRN 
nm 
~IBFTC 513 Df.CK 
Sl)PROlJT!Nf POTSSN tDELTA'.1,ILI 
C**** ***'***• *¥*••*•"II. II 4W ***II****. l( *•* * ***" ***•*•lHI·• ... .,. .. *"*********"'"********. "*** 
C* THE SUBROUTI~E •POI~SN 1 SOLVES TH€ SECOND ORDER OIFFE- * 
C• RE:\TIAL PQJS.SnN•S EQUATION, FO.C< GIVEN t.LtCTRUN Atm HOLL O!STRISUTlONS.. * 
C• 
THIS ROUTlN[ USF.S FINITE DIFFERENCES TO APPROX[MA1't; THt 
A1Jl\LYTICAL CtRIVATfVFS AND SOLVES A TRIPLE-DIAGO.~l\L SYSTEM OF ALGEBRArc 
LP1Et.R EOU.'>.lfOl,5.., 
!=>POPROGPfuc r,JcFDED J',Pf. 
SUBROUT!Nf' 
.SUR ROUT I NE 
D!1Uf3Lf PR:r:1.c;10,•J ARTTH"'IF.Trc rs USED. 
1 CURV• 
'TR!DU1 1 
* 
. 
* 
* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
(• 
(• 
C• 
C• 
(* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE. * 
Psr ~ ONE-DlMENSIS·titAL ARRAY .. UNCORRECTED POT(NTlAL FROM PREVIOUS tTERA1"ION• 
~ = ONE-D!MtNSfONtL ARRAY, Et.FCIRON DISTRIBUTION FROM PREVIOUS ITERAr ION* 
P ,.. ONE-DlMEN.SlOf~t.L ARRAY, HOLE DISTRJBUTIO~ FROM PREVIOUS IH:.RATION* 
NI~·· = GNE-DIMrtl.SJOiPil ARRAY, IMPURITY DISTF~lBUTION 
IL -= TOTAL NLJ."'BFQ ii~ POINTS 
e;TFD : n.";~-DP,.Fr~SIOt·l·'l.L ARRAY, NON-UtHFORM STEP MAGNITUDE AT EACH POINT 
(4 Q!ITf1UT PARA~E"TERS ARE 
C• 1)£-.LTA = O•Jf"'-DtW"'NStO~-<.AL AR~.c\Yt CORRECTION FOR THE POlENTIAL PSI 
C* P<;I = c1 .. E-Qtrl.EN.SIO·'tJ' .. L ARRAY, CORRECTED PotEN11A.L 
(• DFt H~ • MAX!~UM •RSOLUTE VALUE OF THE CORRECTION DELTA 
C* 
.. 
.. 
* 
" C* ALL THE ARRAYS ARE OF DI~'ENS!O.l 1000 AND IN Dil'JBl-E PRE- * 
C* CIS!VN I-Iii•~ EXCEPTJDN or TH[ ARRAY NIM * 
C• 
c• ALLOWANCf <OR T\10 DOUBLE PRoU510N ARRAYS IWORK[NG LOCA-
C* Ttr:No;J ~(jR TF.1-'POPARY t:.;TORAl,E PUST BE µALlf:.. THESE ARE AVAILABLE EXTERNALL'I 
(4 THJ:?U Tl-iE Lt.;::clfD CC"A"IQ,~: /WC)RK/ 
(***+• - 4 -1ftl * °*' * • ,.._,,. 4 +• 4 11••.J- ... \C -Of W l!• • * ,_. 11- 411 **II*** 11-11 •II- W * * •************** *-t'******•HHHll*** 
P£~t ~Jyt.•(J'°'f\") •. HhJP 
DOU~Lf O~f( Is r0:~ PS Ir 1nno) ,ps ICV 11000). A ( 1000 J ,8 l 1000) tDEl TAt 1000) 
f ,Ofl'""l'.'l....,lt~LF"A,f.TA tSTEP( lOOOltNllOCOJ,PClOOOI 
(0•1 ..,.0t. /XST I .STfP 
S /T~DG/ D 
$ /WO~~/ti ,?-
/~CAQ./ ~1.P,JN,.JP 
/PSNM/ PS t ,~ rM 
~Q 
tn 
ECurv~tEN(E IPS.lcv.o.DELTAl 
Ill•L-l 
CALL ,:UP.V (PSl tl=SlCV•IL) 
DO 5f) r~2,rL1 
AlfA!!:l)fF.P( I )/STEP{ I-11 
ETA::$f(P t l l 12.D"• (<:.Tf? (I} +;TEO{ I-1)) 
Al!J:'Lfl• 
B (I) =-.ALFA-1.DO-ET.l• {'"it I I+::. {I) J 
D!l l•f-PSIC\/f I HN( l l-PI I 1-H~f I ~J •E"H 
CALL TR JD<Jl f 1L l 
DEt TA~=O. 
DO 6r'l 1•2 .. tLl 
PS!tl)sf'c;J fl HDELT/dIJ 
All0fL,DAR5!!:EL T' If l l 
TF fO~L iM..-f.LT .t>•Dn.) OfLTA"'=A8DEl 
RfTlJR'.i 
END 
>!BFTC Sl4A DECl( 
SU'3~0JTF:E CURV (YtYCuRv,ru 
(***¥ '¥ Jl<-J'4*1HI jf )! 4 • 4 * 4 *+4-**-1':11-11-4¥- ................... JI* ll-+•* *4**"****"• .,. .. •'*°**** •*'*4-4•++•••* • tt **"* 
(* TH! SUSROUT' IN:. '(URV' COMPtiTES T·l[ CUP.\/,!. TUR( OF :.. fUNC- * 
(* T ION Gii/EN I~ DIScRET !ZED fO~~ THROUG-H~UT THE POI"iT I1'1.HERVAL 2 - t IL-11. 
(* 
(* TH1S ROUTl~iE JSE"S A DAR-"..BOLIC 11-iTfC(PCL.\TlON !iCHE~E:. AT t;..ACH 
(*" POINT UHRE£-POitr FG~'-"ULllJ SUlT.\~LE FOR No·.;-uNIF:)R!-'. S1£Ps. iHt. CUR'JATURE 
(* Ar EACH POINT Is lH.AT n~ fHE P:..RA90 .. A TR:.CED T-i!"{OUGH THE POH\11 tTSfl F 
(• 
(• 
(• 
ts usro. 
C* IN'?UT PA::<.:~ET~H:S ARE 
C.w Y -= :'.lNE-OJ~ENSlO"it.L t.RRi5.Y WHOSE CURVf,fURt:. IS s.?UGHT 
(4 1L E t01'J!..l. NU~BEK: OF POPHS 
( 4 STEP =- :>Nt.-DP~Ens:o.';AL .ARRAY., Nor:-tJNIFC.~~~ STEP MAGNITt;OE AT EACtt POINT 
• (* 
C• OU'TPUT PAR'A-~Er£~S .t..R:_ 
(* YCU?V • ON:'.-01'>ENS!C''U.L ARRAY,. SECO~O ci::Rtve..TtVf A.T EA.CH: PO:~T Of THE 
<• :;rvr-.N ARRAY v 
(4 
(• ALL THE ARRAYS ARE OF o:~EN$!0N lOOO A'D !" OOUSLE Pi<E-
* . 
* 
* 
<'.• ctsto~. • (*II-**"'******••'*-** 4*+« • -11-••••+•**"••••••4-f **4.f *** ... *******••'If•++• I *Hi 4-if4 II:**"** •ti-•••*• 
DOUF,J ... E PRE( r S IO~I V ( l 000 i • YCURV( 1000 l 1oSTLP ( 1000 >•Alf" A 
C.0."MON /XST I ~j(i:> 
Ill =IL-1 
DO 10 t•2•H..l 
ALFJ.:STEP! I l/SHPrI-1 l 
]n YCURV,I1~2.0I""•{ Y{l+IJ-{ALFA•l.DCJl•Y[Il+ALFA•Yll-lli/t ST(?([)• 
$f ~TEPfl-ll+ S.HPr!lJJ 
P'fTUR~~ 
EllD 
S!BFTC Sl4B DEC< 
SU~Rat.JT f !l(E CURV ( y. vcurtv. IL 1 
C* • •• *** • * ** ••*• • •• • • • • •• • ** ••* ••+ • *4"**** +• ** • ••+ ••+11• ** ... ****+ * •• •••• • • ••411• * •••• 
C• THE SU5RCVTI~~ t(UR.v• (Q~OUTES THE c.u~v.s.ru~c. OF A fUt.C- + 
(* T[ON GlVE"N 1~ DI$(t?:ET!ZED FCRM. THqC!JCiHCtJT TH£ POINT !NTE!i.Vt..:_ 2 - {JL ... l 1• * 
(>J 
(j) 
(J1 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
THI5 RffJTJNE ust_c; A LA(l:'.;/lif-ifJ.AN INTERPCLATIGN :SCHEME AT 
FACH POINT 1A FlVE P:>TNT r'Qr("'IULM SUITABLE FOR NON-GfHFORt-: STEP. 
To.ff Ct1RV~1'1JPF AT ~A(H POI"JT to; T-iAT Of -HE FOURTl-t OROER POLVNOMlAL 
TRACFD TPOUGH T!-1'.E POINT IT~ELF A'JD THE rour. AfJ.J~CENT POINTS. 
f>,:"'}URLE PRFCs10·: ,,,RtT!-H·"f"TIC T.<; usr:c. 
C• INPUT PARAl.tETER5 ~~f . 
(• Y :;: ONt-ri.t\'.fNSIO~Al ARR..\Y WHOSE CURVAlURf. IS SOVGt-T 
C• fl a. TOTAL miV.R~T· OF POtrlT.S 
C* STFP = O'iE:-[)J~E'NSIOtUd_ ARRAY,. NO'-i-UNlFORM Sit.P MAGNITUDE Al EACH POlNT 
C• 
OVTPUT PARA~tTERS ARE c• 
C• 
C• 
YC'URV = ONE·DP'EN~",10\IAL ARl1'AY, S::COND DERIVATlVf AT EACH POINT OF THE 
G!VFM ~RRAY Y 
C• 
C• All TH~ ARRAYS ARo OF Df/.IENS!DN I 000 AND ! N DOUBLE PRf -
C* CIS!ON. 
* 
* 
. 
* 
(:• tHHl'lf'.44 •** * if.44.f *** 4*4 ¥ 4>F :;If****,,. '*"'1t i• •If-+**•.-¥ 4 it*+ JI!** Ji-. 4 !Ii*'*•***** lf ***4 JI***** 4 * 4 4 *** 
, DOURLE PRECISION STEP(lQOl''J)tYCJRVllQOOhvtiooo) 
5 .we .RC'"" .ALFA .P. c 5 ,'5) ,t_H 3 ,4, 
CC~·~f-10),,; /X~T I sr:::o 
ILZ•IL-2 
IL 1=lL-3 
R(1 .L>=-.r:,·EPCll-STEPf21 
Rf 1.~1=1.90/R r l •ll 
Q(2,'J1~-t.·EPC?t 
R-(7,-; 1~1.0D/R l:?t2 l 
Q l 5 ,z > "'-S-EP I 2l-STEP13) 
R ( '5, '3) = l • ~ 1"'1 /R ( 5 t 2 l 
DO 50 K=4,5 
R ( ! tK l=RC: ,K-1 l•R fl •31 
R ( 7,1() =P0,,-1 l *:( t2,1l 
50 C: (5-.'1'. l =R (~,K-1 l *R C5 ,3) 
C•* *¥-tf4 *"'**44•4 f4.:ll-V·1Hf 4 '******** **** **********if+*** 4 "ii• l ll *!(******I W ii IHf ****I( Jt«« I ltif 
DO ~O~ l'rJ, IL2 
Rn,2)= 5-[P!ll 
P( 4t2 J =t:;.T(P l t J+~T[P C T+l l 
R (':\,'3) •q ,!)l'!/R f3•2) 
R ( 4, 1) = ~ • [H'\ /R t 4 , 2 l 
R:f "14) =-P.11til ,.t?C1,3 l 
~ ( 4 ,4) ""pt t.., 3} *R ( 4,, 3 J 
R( 3tS) :EH'1. t4 l •R! ') t ~} 
R(4,!i) =Rt4 14 l•R( 4t 3) 
P.(l ,ll• fY' l-2 !-Yf I! l*R!l ,51 
P. ( z • l I ~ ( y I t -1 l-Y ( I J 1 •R ( 2, 5 ) 
Rf3.l )=(VI I +.l l-Yf I} l*Rt '3 .s. 
R ( 4, 1 J = c v 1 t + 2 l-Y t r 1 1 •Rt 4,, s ~ 
00 ~no IR~i.3 
DO lt"l'l t(':q,4 
1'1"l U( I~. f (J:f' {IR. IC J-'H 4• re) 
W~=Uf? 117 J+tH '3 t '31-U{ 3 .-2) *U(2 +3 l 
WC=tH 1 .. 21.i.u t ~ ,41-Uf 1 .21 *U(2 •4 l 
8C=UC ~ •l J +ut1 •1 J-tH '3 t l) *Ut 2 ,z l 
W""'J(lt2J* fU{213J*Ui3.4J-Uf3•:H*Ut~141 )- UC1.3l*WC +UC lt4J*WB 
YCVRVCil= -z.on• fUCltl)•W( -url.2)*(U(2,1)*Ul'3.4l-Ut3.ll*U!214J1+ 
'! U014l+6U/W 
00 250 1(--:2 ,5 
J:trl•Kl wR 5toK) 
A" ( 2 .,K 1 %-R '~ • K J 
ZS'l i:ns .. act .. -R t..,Yt 
i:.1(?t4)...,-Rf?t4l 
Pf~,t~J=-f.'t",,4i 
~'lO (ONT lNU~ 
(f« * S ****•JI •l lf44• ll¥4 w I Hil ll ll tl'-4 ll I=•• Ii'**"•" ii t''ll * 9' ~ • lJ * • *"""•**"'********* lf*"*******••'f'lfti.ll"-* 
DO 4:"l<1 t-=2tIL.IL~ 
ALf"A=5l~Pf()/!"TF.P.f!-!) 
4~0 YCIJRV{IJ-: z.r;<J•( 'ffI+ll-tt~LFA+l·DGl*'f(Il+t.L~/,•Ylf-lJI/ <SlEPll)* 
'$, (:".TFPtJ-t)+STf.Pf!)J) 
RETuQN 
fND 
'tlRFT(' ~15 f>f(I( 
(;.tJPp()!JTPiE TRf0Ul C Tl) 
(.+ ll W Jt 4 11·~111 lt *"'* ll J: ii 4 ti ¥4 • i-1HHI-* ft I'"'**" !jl.4 4 +4 ***ii**'******'* 1- 4 HHI·*+**'*** ***-IHHI·**** :1>*·W***'* 
("" THE 'SU~~OJT INE •TRIDUl • 50LV~S ;. TPIPLE-DIAGON~L SYSEM 
(• OF THE FOR~ T + DELTI~ '= D f..,'HERE T 15 A G:vE!i 1RlPLE-DfAGONAL 
(to MATRIX t.l{TH UPPER )IAG'V~°"l El.iRIES EQUAL TO UNITY, DELTA IS TH[ UNKN(iioiN 
(J V(CTOR' D t~ THF tn~r,..:t~ V~(TOR. 
C' 
C+ THY.; Fi>l"HJTINE us=:s A DIRECT METHOD S.ASE.D ESSEMIALLY ON 
c+ GAIJS~!C.~ ELIYif'il-TDN AN/) AACi::.sugsrrruTION wrHCH REDUCES IN 1HE (A~t CO'i-
(+ <>TD[Pf[) 10 A f:,fT o:- ?.S(URSIO.\ RE.LATro,~.ts. 
c.;. D0lJBLt PPf:Cf'SJ0tl A?lTH'~rrtc IS USED. 
t~P1r pMn11.=•:::~s aP;: 
n 
c• 
C• 
C• 
f' 
C• 
R 
D 
Ot.;F-fll~FNSO'IAL p.;;:pfiy, LC'fo1EQ DIAGONAL OF TH£ 
ON=-n·p~ft--;sI·)~~t.L AP.PAYt DI.lGC~•t.L OF THE TRl?LE ... Ol~Go:1.at,.. 
f"JNE-?f~EN5J)•:al A'"'"!AY• KfV)'..;,•.; VEClOP 
MAHC{X * 
* 
* ( [L-?l = N!J'-'{l[R or rcuA~Io~,:; ($f7~ rJF Hl[ TRIPLf"-.OT:.CONAL Mt.TiHX ) 
(+ 
C~ OUTDUT p,:.c,1:.•.1fTERS ARE 
C* Ofl Tr • .. CNF:-0 I ""'El!S[G'.;AL A'P'rl.J.V 1 OR lG !!'•ALLY THE ur,x..im.i:-.t vECTOK 
C• 
r• 
C• CfStO~i 
(f 
ALL THE ARRAYS ARE Cf DIM.ENSION 1000 ANO IN DOUBLE PR::-
\'t !\·1 llOClff!,·-) APPAYS .A?.E NEEDED. THIS. lS ACHIEVED 
c~ !J~.F OF F'OU1Vfl.LEt;C>=" <;T:·!~'AP.,'f<.. DURING THE EXECUTlO:\ OF THIS R 
. 
. 
C• AG'PAYS F A·;~ ;:) AU[ ;.. =l:AS~D. • 
(tW 1!=****••+•¥>*-t'-*'I ** Jt'lf' lf f *'* *•*"'*"" '** ""°** **** * ***-***•'****i >< **"'•*** *ff.f-f-f<t-1 •*••tf--1 **• 
DOU ALE PR[ Cl sf er; A 110:-a > .:; { l!)f'') \ .oc l CCC) ,DEL,. A ( 1000} .G< 1000) 
$,H( l'-:"'lfl) 
COV.,.ON /TRDG/ 0 
$ /WORK/A ,9 
F.OUIV'-LE'"Nl'""I=" cc.:i!'LTA,(;l" PhB) 
ILlsll-1 
IL?=!L-? 
C***** 4 • 4 * NOTE THAT Hf2)•8f2) FRO~ EQUIVALENCE 5TJ..TE~C:NT "'*44••••* 4 +'*•••* 
Gf2 l =DI 21/FH2' 
DO 2n l=>• ll l 
Hf I l =f\! I! -A f I l/H: 
?.f· Gtl)={D(Ti-Atll*Gll-ll)/H~I) 
( 4 **** 4 * NOTf T!-4t.T DELTj.\IJLll-=Gt Ill> FROM EOUlVA!..E.l'iCE STAT£~.ENT ***"***** 
DO 3C I ... 2J!t2 
K...,.IL-l 
3(• CELT.AtKJ=G<Kl·-DElT.!Ct::+ll/H(I() 
DELTA f 11 '°-. 
DELn (Jll•n. 
RETURN 
PW 
(J.J 
m 
m 
"'L'l DFC"~ 
~.:·-~~f\UTlNf PRfNT f!WR1fTER~VA.DfLTAM1E.RRPS) 
, ~ t"' ~I llo lie •llc• * • f-4 **** ****l' lf •+I«************"' 4 !t *******'*** *+*HHI· •*'*•***41f**1f 44***+11-
TH~ SUBROUTINE •PRINT' WRITES ON THE PR!NTOvT si--£ET Hif 
Ev~"lT PARAMEJ!:R~ AN') D!STRJBUTIONS IPERT!NtNT TO OllE VALUE OF APPl 1ro 
\C'l'"!\Gfl • THAT REPRESEIH THE SOUJTION or THE PRCP.Lf'M ... 
THE DIST•l~llT!O'lS OF INTEREST ARE PR!NHD OUT IN A NUMBER 
~':-- P0lf\TS CO"-iTROLLED P'f THE PARAV.ETfR IWR • EVERY t I¥.'fO lH POINT IS 
.:-.~vnro our.. IF THE PAlV'·MfTER IWR Is OMITTElh A s-ANDARO VALUE ( IWR= 
!1'1 'o.'fll ~t;: CriO.SfN BY 1H1S R0UTINE. 
'~ ~), 4 »t* lt•iE-4*1E*Jl!*!t****lf I 1(il* t*lt ii! lfJI" !! • *~* 11--lf·lHI tf lf-lflf*lf J!il'.4*'11*****"+***.****************~ 
fOURLE' PRf(f~tnN STtP110l)OltPSI1l000l•NC1000},.P(l000: 
$1 ~D.f'l.AtNN,PP,NP,PN,.VD,~tL 
$,VA ,Dfl Tld }r"lf\r,) 1D£L TA- ( 1l"lf'lf!} tX I l Ono) ,p5) TR 11'.lCl'I l 
j;fJl.l NHH 10no) ,JN.Jl'>,,J ,JilORM, JNA tJPA ,JA .rnNT 
(OM~CN /STR::/ r-m.NA,Nf':,.pp ,NPtPN ,vn,M ,L. IM. lL11VT tGAMN·GAfl.:P 
~ ltJCf.':i./ N.P,.J'J,Jf" 
$ /X~T I STED 
S /TRD3/ DELTA 
S /PS~o.t/ PSI 1Nll.1 
! !WOR<I XtDELTA-
~OIJJVALfNCE !PS!TR.DEL TAT! 
~' rDP"AT (ltlI.~AH THF !'>ACT PARAMETFRS AND DISTRIBUTIONS ARE THE FOL 
!LOio>.'ING //l/////!/ll/11125H APPLIED VOLTAGE VA/.= , Fl4 .. 8• 
S1H Vr'.llTS ,qx,. 4HVA =•~24.lf.• 14H !NORMALIZED) /Iii 
$ ':\4H Nui.tef.R OF PoISS'/~·1'$ ITERATIONS =,, 13,, 22H TO ACHIEVE 
S DEL-tAt-' = .~12·5• inx1 251-<FOR A R[QUESTEO £RRP~ • ,,f.1?.5////// 
S33H Elf.CTRO·: CURREt\T J.:1EN:1TTY JNA :;; ,,t16.Bt3X, 27HAt.lPERfS I SOUAR 
$[ lFNTl~r-Tf~ ,,J6Xt4!·Ut1 "" ,.E!6.-8, 14H CNORMAL·IZE.Dl I 
S33H HOLE CURREq DENSITY JPA = .u&.B.3x. 27HA~PERES f SOUAR 
'tE CENT[l'-'fTF,;i. 1l6X•'•HJ!= = tEl6.8, l4H (NQRMALIZtDl I 
$33H TOTAL CURRENT C:E.NSITY JA = ,[16 .. Bt3X,. 27HANPfRES I SOU.AR 
$~ CE'tHI"-~ETrl .16Xt4H.J :;:: ,.fl6.8,. 14H CNCRMo\LIZED) I) 
10·? ~ORMAT f1Hh '3X.H--I1lOX+4HX(J), 19X16HPSJ{l), 12h9HDELTAT(l), 
$ 8Xt8HOF:LTAr r),. l4X,4HH I)' 20Xt4HP( f) /// 
f: (J'5,.D23..161D24.16t2DJ6.B,2024.16)J 
rF ( IWR.~O.•\J IWR:lri 
~LCH=1 .602flbf-1 q 
NINT=2•5tl 3 
PER,.,-=8. 854 ~.+E-l 4• 16. 
JltOR"'t=ELCH*iHNT /SORT (PER~/FLCH*VT IN J NT J 
Jr JN+ JP 
J~A=JN'* JNOP.Y 
JP.A::rJP*JNOR~ 
JI\ :J • J~CR.v 
V6.AzVA*VT 
WRtTE !6.251 Vf..A,.VA.ITER,DELTAM.ERRPSt JN.C.•JN,JPA,.JP,JAsJ 
Cl\Ll PSITRL {P5ftRtVA.) 
X( l t=fl• 
D) !Ill 1=2oil 
11~ Xtll=XCt-ll-+-STrPtl-1l 
D) 12~ l•lolL 
12n D'LTATl!l•?Slill-DS!H Ill 
[".Jf:(IV:I 1-.'Q•S.0 
N~AGE<;= IL If ;;Rt>'! 
(:":' [MOOf fl• t.:R~·1) .NC.Oi NPA{;f ,S.;;f-fPAGES+l 
01) 2'C') r:=l sr10AGf~ 
J k"'O=P1tRV*K 
F !ll":J•GT. Ill ll~D=!L 
H~lt::"l'J/'R~••fl(-1 l -+1 
700 ~<JRllF C6tll")f''J tt,;ft},PSltl> ,.oELTAT(J1,DELTldlJ1o\(ll•P(l)t!=Il"•" 
~ JlMDt J!,.!.Rl 
RETURN 
FND 
$ rnrrc SP2 DFCK 
SUPRC1tJTlNF PUNCH i\fA.,f)ELTAY.,FXPt-!TERl 
(**** 44 * tH! *ti **"*"**'*4 -tH1'4 ¥ +'f4 lHHHI- !J•il•*4+11-*•-*** 31+f!.4'4-4lf4 ******** *** • ** ***** * li4-I' l"t* * • • 
(* THE !.UAP.OUTINt: 'PU"-CH' RECORDS CN Pur.o~ED CAR.:>S Ti-.E RE- * 
C• trvAtn [XA(T PAR/,~-~c-•Rs A~D Dl$TRt~tJTICms !PERTINENT TC Ci~5: Vf,UJE Of Ar- * 
C• PLIED VOLTf1\,E1; THA- RFPREsE·n THE !="OLUT:ON OF THr PRC:~L[,.,.,. 
(4 
(* THE tlU~5£R OF (AQDS PUNCHED FOP. EACH .t.DDLJED VOLTAGE IS 
C* IL -t b 
C* WH~RF.: IL ~ TOTAL NUM3ER or POilfTS 
C•*** !! • If 1•11. t:•• ••• , If •• JF {' - • ..... Jf4 JOI¥•**• l! ···~ .............. ****"**'HHl·J1-*•""•***"* .. ,,.•*•:1•••• 
DOIJF'..LE PRECISION .STEPtlOr)r;),DSiClr>>JO\,fdlOGQl,PflOOCl .. vA 
$, ND•NA,.fPl,PP,NP,P"~tV'Dt~•L 
RE AL NIM r } n"l(!} 1.JN ~JP+ J 1>.!".f ,~ ... p, ! '·iJPt..~ t ,J:"~F SOR 
CO~J 1~0.•{ 1s rr-<c / '1D, ~i,, n~! .po ,"!P,D~~ ,•/D •'hL, IM, IL• v1 ,r,A '-'.N ,GA~P 
'£ l'·~C.AR/ tl+f:> • .J.'~, .. JS: 
/D.!.".f'"'I/ P:;! ... H~ 
/XST I STfP 
tF<;.O I XM.XP"'-':~hHD,.fr<~JOJ.R,.PST~P.Jt•FSOP. 
?(} FQ~,YAT f1D?6.l6/30Z"'.16/3D26.l6/ n2s..H,3!:i,2-:=:io .. e1 4E20·8/ 
$4£?.!"'>.8/ f402!i .. 13J 
4~ rQP~AT t5[16,81 
J:ir;JN.+JP 
PUNCH 20 , ND .,NA ,ra.i., PP ,-NP ,p;-., VD, VA,~<!: tl •TY!, I!..,! iER, F'XP, DEL l /.~.,VT 
5 1Jf\l, JO• J ,.v"'i ,~JP t rlJPf>.Q tPS llrrfP 
t .. ($TEPfl),.P.SJ(fJ.Nfil,P\l)sl=l•!Ll 
PlHKH 4Q, 
RETlJ~N 
END 
SJBFTC 5?20 l>'Cl<'. 
5U~ROUT!ti~ PUNCH •DlJ'.tVY) 
C•**4 *4* *ii< •• *'*'* IE ....... *"* ...... •-t:*. •*****•• **•*••+• ***** ............... !! *' ••• *"* .. ****• .. .. 
C* THIS DECK t5Pz)• (C'''"~Y 5U!:'~0UTf~.E 1 P:,;il(H 1 I '-'."'Y SE !:•- * 
C* SERTED IN PLACE OF -H:: DECK •$P2• {ACTvAt... SV?RovTI···E 1 P'.J~.ci-i• ) 
('It IN CASE RECORDING on PUNCHED (A!'.{CS rs .'~OT pf:;ut.STt.O .. 
c• 
C• THlS TtCHNIGt:E DECRC:.!.s:::s 7M!: ~"'OU~T Q;:" CO!=:E STORAGE RFC.JI- .. 
C• Rf'!) ~v THr '.,'llt)Lf PRCG~AV. • 
C•*** • .,., •• *" ... * ......... HI' ..... * .......... **•••'lf'l'f ... ,. lf11 ••••••*lf*•• ............. ., ...... * ••• •*• 
l')!~Frl<:.TO~ 0'.IV""Y OJ 
RETURN 
END 
S lflFT( SP3~ Df'C~ 
SU~l:?OUT p;i: PLCT <fAJVV.:Y l 
C***"* **** ...... •"*""***""•***HI· .... •***••••• .............. •-4 .... * *** ..................... .__ ......... . 
C• THIS DEC!( •SP~D' t:;:.;.,,..,Y SL8ROUT!~~ •OLOTr l ""AV BE :N- • 
C• SEPTE'D If~ PLACf OF ~HE DEC!( t 5P3t u.:1~:..L. S'-'::'.~C:JT r~»E •PLO"i' 
C• IN (AS[ :it~::>l:..Y or THr DISTR!CUTtO·..;s C"~ G:<'AD~·s IS ~.'.)'. REQUESTED. 
(JJ 
(}) 
-.J 
C• 
C• THIS HCHNI our DECREASES THE AMOUNT OF CORE STORAGE REOUl-
C• 'fD RV THE WHOLE P~OGRA~. 
C***+********••******~***'*#*****+••*•*••4••••••••~•*•*******••**********•*•**** 
Dl~tE~S!O~ nu~~y 13) 
RETURN 
END 
$HffT( ~P4 OE(K. 
C::.UPPOUTINf: TArt CVA.DELTA~.ITER.InTP.INTAPE) 
C•**f*****•*****~********•****************************************************** 
C* THE' SU!:\ROUTJ,'ff 'TAPE• REC:)RDS ON MAGNETIC TAPE PARAMC- * 
c• 1F.RS AND DISTRIBUTION; o• INTEREST (PfRT!NoNT TO ONE VALUE OF APPLIED 
C* VOLTAGE) , THAT REPRfSENT THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM. 
C• su~PROGR~M NEtOED 
C• FILE DFFIN!TION DtCK •SP5• <IN ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE JBMAPI 
C• 
C• 1HE MAGNETIC TAPE IS DEFINED AS 1 UNIT 25 1 
THF PROCEDURE IS CONTROLLED BY THE PARAMETER !NTAeE IREAD 
FRl'lM A DATA CARD, FOR EACH APPLIED VOLTAGE, IN THE CALLING PROG~AMJ IN 
1HF FOLLOWING FASHION 
INTAPE = 0 
AT THF FIRST C>LL OF 
INUPE = l 
!NTAPE = 2 
RECORDING WILL NOT OCCUR. NO OPFRAT!ON WILL 
BE PERfORMED O' THE TAPF, 
THIS ROUTINE !NTAPE MUST BE EITHER 1 OR 
RECORDING STARTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THc TAPE 
SEARCH FOR THE FLAG fDTP=O (LOCATED ON THE 
TAPE AFTER THE LAST RELEVANT LOGICAL RECORD) 
!S Pf.RFOR"ED. TO INITIATE THE RECORDING AFTER 
THE LAST REIEV•NT LOGICAL RECORD ALREADY PRE-
SENT ON THE TA•E• 
FOR OTHER THAN THE FIR~T CALL QF THJ5 ROUTINt. INTAP[ MUST BE-'° 3 
* 
. 
* 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
(• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
!NTAPE = 3 RECORDING OCCU~5 AV DIRFCT ADDITION OF ONE LO- • 
G!CAL RECORD * 
THE EXfCUTlON OF THE MA!~ PROGRAM 
THIS ROUTINE• FOR W>llCH 
!NTAPE : 4 !AUTO~AT!CALLY 
TO SET THE FLAG IDTP=O AFTER THE 
TERMINATES WITH A LAST CAL~ OF 
SET BY CALL !NG PROGRAM! 
UST l.OG!CAL RECORD WRITTEN• 
JN CASF RECORDING OCCURS• A MESSAGE JS WRITTEN 
PRlNTOUT ~HC~T FOR fACH APPLJFD VOLTAGE. 
ON HI[ 
* 
* 
. 
* 
• 
C• THE NU•BER OF wORDS IN EACH ~OG!CAL RECORD IS 8*!L • 30 , • 
C***•********************•***********~'*******•~***************************••••• 
4 
8 
DOUBLE PRECISION 5T£'<lOOnJ,P5!1lOOOloNllOOOJ,Pl!OOOJ,VA 
$+ NDeNA•NN1PP,NP,PN.VO.M1L 
REAL NH>.tl000) ,JN,JPtJ 
COVMON /STRC/ ND 1 NA ,N.~ •PP 1NP 1PN 11VO ,"t 1L, I io1, IL tVT tGA'-tN tGAMP 
$ /M(AR/ N,P,JN,JP 
S /PSN~/ PS!oNI~ 
S /XST I STEP 
FOR~AT !!HQ, 34H~AG>;ETIC TAPE RECORDED WITH !DTP • ,14//////) 
FOR~AT l!HOo 42H ERROR ON MAGNETIC TAPE •ARAMETER !NTAPE • •16///) 
lf llNTAPE.lT.n.o~.INTAPE.GT.41 GO TO 10~ 
IF !InTAP,.E0.01 Go Yo ?00 
GO TO (10tl~t30t-6rl},JNTAPE 
l'> IDTP"''l 
GO TO 3~ 
!~ !DTP=-! 
?O READ 1251 IDDUM 
!DTP•IDTP+l 
tF noDu'V! .. NE.oJ GO TO 20 
SAC!C'.SPACE 7':> 
3~ 1Df P=l0TP+l 
J;:;J~.f.JP 
WR fTE C 7'5) IDTP ..NO.NA ,NN ,pp tflP ,PN .VD .VA ,!{.,L, Hht L, JT£R,F'XP, DF:LT AM 
$,VftJl'ltJP,J 
!1 (S~EPcl),PSl(lJ,.N(JJ,P£ll•f.,11JL} 
WRITE 16·4 ) row 
RETURN 
6~ WRITE <251 !DTP 
RE1URft 
10:; WRITE 16,81 !NTAPE 
200 RETURM 
mo 
$IBFTC 5P4D DECK 
SURROUTIN[ TAPE tDUMMYJ 
C******•••*~***************•****+*******~************+*******•***********4***•** 
C• THIS DECK t SP4D' ( DUMl-'Y SUB ROUT Uf t TAPE 1 ) MAY BE IN- * 
C• 5ERTED lN PLACE OF BOTH DtCK\ 
C• - OECK t5p4r (ACTUAL suseouTiNE 'TAPE• ) 
C• DECK 1 SP5 1 <FILE" OfF'IN:T!ON SUBPP.OGt:l:t.H,13."'\AJ) 
0· IN CA<\E' REC"OROING :JN F.AG;~E.Ttl'. TAPE tS. NOT REOU£ST£O. '* 
Co • 
C• THIS TIOCHNJDUl DECREASES THE A'-lOUW OF CORE STORAGE REQIJ!- * 
(• RFD AY THE !,..'HOLE PPOG~AV.. • 
<••"'"** *••**** * ... """**•**•If I' If .. :c: **. 41-11' ............... *******"**"" **"'* ••-¥ ............................... ** 
O!MENc.ION 011~-IMY f6} 
Rf TURN 
END 
$!8""" SP5 
............... *4***********••••·················••+******+**********••••············ 
THIS SUBPROGRAM DEFINES THE FIL[ ONO RELEVANT PAR••ETERSI • 
FOR ONE MAGNFTIC SAVE TAPE FOR DATA RECORDING PURPOSES• 
THE TAPE IS 0£fl~ED AS •UNIT 25' ON CHAl>NEL Afll 
'DATA• = T!TlE GIVEN TC TH( TAP[ 
*' 'RlN' • OPT:CN THAT SPECIFIES 8l~ARY RECORD!N6 
... •IN:)UT1 • OPTJON THAT SPECIFIES eo·H READING AN~ wRITI1>..& 1:; 
*• ON THE TAPE 
*If 1 BLK: 1 * OPTlON THAT SPECIFIES THE LENGTH OF ONE RECCR!>lNO * 
•• BLOC~ • 
*••·········**********•···~·····~··***•**~••*********+•+••***************•*••••• 
ENTRY 
.iJ,~25 • PZE 
UHT25 FILE 
END 
•UN2'l. 
UNIT25 
OATA,A(lJ,BJN,!NOUTtBLK•256tHOLO 
(>.I 
(j) 
co 
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PRCGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL 
INCREMENTAL CAPACITANCE 
In this Appendix the computer program (in Fortran IV, version 4) 
for the calculation of the total incremental capacitance is reported. 
The method and the mathematical fo:rmulation are dP.sc:ribe.d in SP.ct.ion 
3.2. Two successive solutions of the direct problem for two slightly 
different applied voltages are required. 
The program consists of a main program (deck 'PNC'), a first set 
of subprograms (decks '801' to 1815' of Appendix c, and 1Sl6C 1 ), and a 
second set of subprograms (decks 'SPlC', and 'SP2' to 'SP4' or 'SP5' 
of Appendix C), organized with the same criteria of Appendix C. A 
magnetic 11scratch" tape is required for temporary storage. 
Main program. 
Deck 'PNC'. The main program drives the subprograms actually per-
forming the required calcu.lations. 
Decks '801 1 to 815'. As in Appendix C. 
Double precision function 'QSIMP'. 
Deck 'Sl6C 1 • Computes in a certain region the integral of a 
function given in discretized form at unevenly spaced points. Parabolic 
interpolation (three-point formula) is used. 
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Subroutine 'PRINT'. 
Deck 'SPlC'. Write/:3 on Ll:e printout sheet the results of 
interest. 
Decks 1 SP2' to 'SP5' , As in Appendix C. 
stAFTC PNC DF.CK 
C*** **** ***. * ....... ** .. * ** ***** * * ** T. JHI .. *** **Jl4 ** **'* * * ** * ********* ******** •• ¥1 IHf * 
C* M A I N P R 0 G R A M !CAPACITANCE + DIRECT PROBLEMl • 
(************!***** * *** 1!44* ** 11-444.f I JI*** ff-lf-*il ******** **** ******** ***********441 *** 
C• • 
. (****-* **"'*** 4 Hf ... ** 4 44 *** 4 *** * * *** +4* **'II 4 <f ***********'If******* ***+-1144 it 4 * •**4•11-11-44 
C* THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE BA~IC TWO-CARRIER TRAN,PORT lOUA- * 
C* TION~• GOVfRNING THE REHAV[OR OF SEr.llCONOUCTOR DEVICES., APPLIED TO AN N-:l * 
!'* JU>l<'.TJON UND~R THF. FOLLOWING ASSMUMPTJONS 
("4 fAl NOt~ t;fl.ENER:ATE C0NDITIO<'iS 
C• CR! rQNS"ANT Tf"'PfRATURE 
C* 10 TIH~ INDFPEMDENT !>'PURITY OISTR!BUT!ON 
C• !Dl FULL IONIZATION OF THE IMPURITIES 
C•· !El ON~-Dl,..ENS!ONAL STRUCTURE 
C* IF! STEADY-<;TATE CONDITIONS ONLY 
C• lGl OH.~!( CONTACTS 
C* !HI ABsEnCE OF GENERATI0N-RECOM61'1AT!0N IN THE INJER!OR 
C* lll CONS"ANT MOBIL!TIES 
C* I.JI DIRECT PRl>BLEM. 5PECIFJ[D AN APPLtrD VOl!AGf, THE TOTAL CURRENT 
C* THROVGH TH£ r>EV!ff IS OBTAINED !TOGETHER WITH ALL THE PARAMETERS 
C* AND DlSTRl!lUTlON5 OF INTHEST I 
C* ND APPROX'.MAtlONS IN THE SET OF EOUAllONS HAVE BEEN !NTRODUCEC. 
C* THE N-J<FG!ON lS ASSUMED LOCATED ON THE LEFT Sl!JE OF THE METALLURGl~AL 
C* HHEQFACE M. 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C* 
(4 
IN ADDITION JO TH[ ABOVE THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE' T<"lTAl INCREMENTAL CA-
PACITANCF OF THE DEVICE THROUGH DIRECT INTEGRATION OF THE lNC'lEMENTS Of 
ONE TYPE OF MOElll~ CARRIERS GENERATED BY AN INCREMENT OF APPLIED VOLTAGE, 
C• THI5 PROGRA~ ur~Es AN ITi:RATlVE SCH~ME tlASE.O ON THE COMPU-
C* TAT!ON OF THE MOBILE CARRIERS FROM A POTENTIAL D!5TRJ8UTJCN THROUGH DIR-
(4 ECT INTF:G<AT!ON FOLLO;.ffO BY CO~RECT!ON OF THF POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
(* THROUGH THE SOLUTION OF POISSON'S EQUATION, A TR!AL POTENTIAL DlSTRl8U-
(* TlON TS RFQ!J!RfD TO c;.TAt:H THF JTERATIONS. 
(4 TWO 50LUTJnNs OF THE DIRECT PPOBLEM ARE REOU!RtD FOR Af.HIEV!NG ONE VALUE 
C• OF CAPACllA~CF FOR A SPfC!FlED APPLIED VOLTAGE. 
. 
.. 
.. 
* 
* . 
* 
* 
C* 
C• 
C• 
(4 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
i~ij(,~~2L~tm2~·~EiM~ 1 ~0sJ~o~R~~~~l jN"~~%~·0~•5~ 1 2~EA m T~~rnTsL iH" : 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
(4 
c• 
("• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
AND SIMPLICITY OF LOGIC ORGANliATION. 
StJBPl>OGRA•S EXPLICITLY CALL(D EY THIS MAIN PROG'.<AM ARE 
SUBROUTINE 1 5-Tf;U(T' t0ErtN£.S THE STRUCTURE PARAMtTERS) 
SUBROUTl"E 'FSlORD' !C0'1PUTES FIRST-ORDER T>IEORV PARA'·1E- * 
TERSJ 
SUBROUTINE •SHSEL' fSF.Lf"CTS THE STEP DJSTR!SUTION! 
~~~~g~+rn~ 'DOl=tNG 1 tp:e, trRL' l~~~:m~H mt rn'!~E 1 it.r~!,m/.0\!0l£~ 1 
T IO~l 
SUBROUTINE •J.<05CAR• (YIELDS THE MOBILE CARR!::R CONCEN-
TRATIONS FOR A GIVEN POTENTIAL I 
SUBROVTINE 1 POISSN• lfUR"i!SHES AN: IMPROVED POTENTIAL DI- • 
STRIBUTION BY SOLVING POISSON'S * 
EOU,T!ON fOR GIVEN i<;lBILE CARR![RS• 
DOUBLE PRf('?!;fQ/\ FUNCTION 1'QSIMP 1 ((QYPUTES TKE HHEGRAl 
OF A FUi'~CTION BET..-::EN 
THE LPtIT5 l • IL ) 
SU8ROUTINF. •Pq~Nt t fWRITES OUTPUT DATA ON PR!NlUUT 
SHE=:T> • 
SUR:ROUlt~E •PW,('"H• !PUN::H[S ON OUTPUT CAKDS RFLEVA~T * 
QUAHITIES I 
SUBROUTINE •PLC·T. f EXE:uTES PLOTS OF RELEVAl1T GUA'-'T r-
T lESJ 
(* SUBROUTJNt. 'TAPE• U.tCOPOS CN Mt,c,·•ETIC IAPE RrLEl/At.T 
C• OUMHI T IFSJ 
(* nrHF"P SURPR'OGRAMS MAY Bf CALLEO av THE ABOVE SUBR()UT INES. 
C'* n()UP.Lf PRECJ~ION ARITH~FTIC IS US£0. 
C< 
C• 
C• 
("• 
INPUT PARAMfTrR5 ARF 
C• OAT A c.11;RO 
C• 
l • PP!A"'11:TERS COflC£R~Ut\.G THE STPUCTUR£ ARE REAU. P~ THE SUE-
ROtJT INF 'STRucT• (SEE SUBROUTHff •sTRUCT• l 
C• DATA CARO 
C• 
2• PA~AMf.Tf.!.i:S COt.JCERNING THE ~~ATERiAL PQOPfP.TIES ARE RE.AU IN 
H1E SVAROVTINE '.S.T~UCT tSEE SUBROUTH~:E '.ST-RL!CT 1 l 
C• 
C+ DArA (Aq:o 3. ACTUAL WPLIED VOL Tt.GE A,',;) H·E 
!FOR C.APACfTM~{( COMPUTATfChJ 
RAM AS FOLLO"'S 
C• 
(• 
C• 
C• 
(< 
c• 
C• 
Vt.A 
fXP 
N~JRMALlZED FOR~ IF TH£ (BELG..;) IN;:.vr 
TO Ol.EtfN u~.aORMALJZEf; FOP~ OTHCR·..;15E ... 
f'"f"'nD::'F1'Tl'H! FAcrr~ T:J THE: FIRST-·C~L)Ei< 
~HHH tO«·!-CC".DUCTIVlTY Sf Of.' (IF C~!T- * 
Tff), NO ((}?RftTT:''.,·~ rs PfRFDfP"ECi 
C• DfLVlH~·::oeltt.p,,.,.f.TfP. {lfTER~Jf"{IfKi THE APPLHD VCLTl:.GE IiiCRE"'E:t..,;f FOR CAPACIU-"t- * 
C• :E crv.fPUTATION Acco:rn1KG TO THF RELAT 10:-t 
C* 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
("• 
(• 
C* 
c• 
(• 
c• 
(4 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
(< 
("• 
C• 
(* 
(> 
C* 
cw 
C* 
C• 
C* 
(• 
C• 
(• 
VOLTAGE INCRE:~E·n :.- OELVl-R * POTE.~i.TlAL DROP o·. THE B.!RP.IER 
IF DEL\'AR = c C01-'PUTAiJON OF THE CA.PACITA.··;(~ 'hILL ''OT occu~. 
THE SOLUTio.·1 OF HIE DIRFCT PRC£tt.V hfLL THF:. r:..K:C Pl ACE· 
l T'IAX= UJ'I N!l'~RER OF PGISSW~'S JT£P.ATIGN5 
ERRP;::. '-'AXlt .. uv ERPOr.c ALLO~EJ o:'i THE FiilAL Pt)JENTI:..L F:..;:KT!O:.;.. THE m~~-
'1ER 0= POBSOf'Jt~ fTERATTONS ts O£TER~t"1EV EITHER av IP'i;..x OR 5'( 
=--RRP~ t \t.IP.H (HfVfR APPL 1 E'S f I~$ T • 
P'i!l.IPR=!K!'"()IJIP[[) n [:XTP.::vn y HtGH 1·urCTiot1 lEV:Ls. OPTIO~•M '.JTHEM:"n'!SEJ 
:>ARf,~";:-TfR 1HAT Dl="TFPYP;t:c; THf Vt.lUE OF THf Flt.:1ST-ORD£? T~It·L ElEC- * 
TRl")<;.TATIC ~OTFNTlAL AT Tp~ !NTEP.FA.CE 8ET·,,;f.E~ THE CEDLETE) A"-iD !'.i;::;- • 
rRA.L QfGtm I~ THE L0#,1-(0i•DUCTIVITY $lOE.rrF o.l,IJTTEl:>, :.;:. COR:P.ECT1c:• .. 
l S PfRF0R"!FD) • 
[WR :>j\~l'~-'fTER lH!\.1 (ONTRCLS TH£ PRirtfOUT I~. nt. SU9ROUT1:-<.E. tpR:· .. rt 
f~EE ~lJ?.ROllTHff •PRINT 1 l 
INTAPF==>t..~r.v~TFR 1Ht..T CGNTP.CL~ TH!: PROC(DU~E OF RECORD[:-.c; DATA ON '-1.!.G~iE-
rIC TAPE ~SEE SIJBRCUTINE tp,pf.t 
[VAA = fI~TEGFRi PbR~~£T£R THAT CONTROLS THE INPUT OF THE :..=>PLl=:O 
~OLTAGf. \'AA <SEf: A9:0VE:l. 
[STOP= '.)AP.f.VfT[R 1Ht..r ("("iNTPOt c. THE R~PfTlTIO.'~ CF THE S~l uTio:-. FC>R SEVER:.L 
~PPL1Ef'l VOLTAf.E$ AS FOLLO;.;S 
!S10P = 0 THE STRUCTUP-E A'-;~ ~.ATER!AL P£0A'"'iETERS t.?.E ~1CT 
l$10P 
!S10P ~ 
CHANGED FOR THE FOLLO~-•I \iG ,;::ie:l r EC V:Jl r /,GE 
tN~'~ STf~ucn;RE A'.'iD :1.~:-ERit.L CATA C,:1,.l{DS 1. M.;::; 
2. M:U5T NOl Bf. INSERTE.O FQ.~ T~E FOLLO .. •P•S ;..;>-
PLIED VOLTAGE! 
LAST APPL1EO VCLTAGE' CF TSE SET 
THE STRUCTURE :.~o ~«t..TE;:J.!,L PAR'A"'.ETERS ,!>.RE c.;.:.:.- • 
GEO F'OR THE FOLLO...-I"-tS .:\PP;...IED VJ!....TA::,~ (,\E~ 
STRUCTURE .A!'!D '-1::1rt:;.:t,\L D~TA ca.?::JS 1.. A:1.J z. 
;.tl}ST SE !N$fP.IED FQR T~E fOLLOwl•.:, .!.:'>?LIE.:> Vi .. ;._- • 
UGEJ 
('• ritTA (A)/'.' 4. Pt,Ff.'~i="rEPS co-.;r::FR.">1\1'-'G THf Al_ITC ... .\T{::: STEP S~l.ECTiC'"<t P~O(E-
r• T)U::;E, I~CUJDJ~r- THE TQT~L N~:··~~H:'.R: CF P'.]J:._r5 JfS!~E.D .. ~~E 
C• R:Er'.D IN THE su::RC·J1!"'1E •STPSEL* tSE:E s:...:s=<L:..rTI."iE 1 SiPSE:Ltt .. 
c• ONE DATA C.e.~D fOC( f.A(H z.PPLIE) VQUAGt ~UST e::. F:.;-{r,;:S'-lE::> 
C* lN THE .:<PPROPPIAT[ OPD(f!• 
C* 
(JJ 
~ 
C> 
C• 
C• 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
. 
C• ~SI 
(4 N 
C• p 
C• x 
('.• 
• ONF-OH<rNSIONAL ARRAY, EXACT POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION * 
• ONE-OP<ENSIONAL ARRAY, EXACT ELECTRON DISTRlBUT!Ot~ 
= OJ.tE~Df'-'ENStONAL ARRAY, EXACT HOLE !>ISTRl8UT10N 
= ONF:-OfM[NSION/.I ARRAY. AB!=.CISSA OF EACH POINT THROUUHOUf THE JUN<'.- * 
Tl<'W 
C• STEP 
(* JN 
C• JP 
C• J 
• ONE-Oi"'ENS!ONAL ARRAY, NO'< U~!FORM ·STEP MAGNITUDE AT EACH POINT 
• ELFCTRON CURRnH 
: HOLE CURRPH 
• TOTA! CURRENT 
C• (APN 
. C• 
• TOTAL INCRD>.FNTAL CAPACITANCE OBTA:NfD BY INTEGRATION or ELECTRON 
INCREMENTS 
C+ CAPP •TOTAL INCREMENTAL CAPACITANCE OBTA:NED BY INTEGRATION Of HOLE 
C• INCREMENTS 
C• 
('• tN CASF' lOMPUTATlON OF THE CAPACITANCE TAKES PLAC.f. T[MPO- * 
C• RARY STORAGE OF 4,Mn WOO.DS ON ONE SCRA'CH TAPE 10~ U~IT l I IS REOU!-
C• P~D. 
(4 . 
C* ALLOWANCE FOR StVf-.N DOUBL( PRtClSiON ARf<AYS CHEP.P5It 
C* l'hP.DF.LTA + TWO WORKING ARRAY~ IN THE LAflELEO COMMON /~ORK.' 1 ANO 
C• ONf SINGLE' PRECISION ARRAY <NI'-\)• ALL OF DIMENSION Iooo, HAS BEEN MADE .. * 
CiUJ•**** **** ...... * )[ ********"**iii !l lf •******* **••+**)I.*~ ""***********.fl*•+****"'******** 
OOlJBLE PRECISION STEPilOOO) .PSI! lOOOloVA 
s.N ( 1000 i.P41ooc» ,DEL TA{ 1000) 
S.,N INC ( 10::'101 .,p tN( ( 1000} • DEL TAN.t 1000) 1D£l TAP ( 1000} 
$, ND.NA .. NN-,PP .. NP .. P·~ .VO .M.,L tOSIMP 
REAL NIMflOOO! ,Jll,JP 
COMMON /S'TRC/ NO,NA,Nr•hPPtNP,P,.hVOtM-tl• M• lL.VT.GAMN,GAHP 
1i IV.CA~/ N ,p .JN ,JP 
,. /KST I STEP 
S /WORK/ N[NC11PIN( 
S /TRDG/ DEL 7 A 
S /PSNM/ PSI ,NIM 
S ICAP I CAPN11-CAPP.DELC .,Oft.VARtDElVA 
EDU I VALENCE !NI~C,DEL TAN! ,!PINC•DELTAP) 
10 FORMAT !3Elll•O•ll0,<'EI0.0,4!5l 
15 FOR~AT (lHl, 54H THE A.Pl'LtEO VOLTAGE ANO RELATED HWUT PARAME.Tt:RS 
SARE ////1////1/lf!H VAA -. ,F9.5// lOH FXP = tF9 .. S// 
S }("IH OELVAR = .. •F9.5// lOH ERRPS = ,El3.5//10H IT~AX = ,,13//////} 
c••H·++·1H•****H***""Sl RllCTURE ANO MATER l AL PROPERTIES DEF I NI Tl ONS•H•***..,•*•***.,.. 
100 CALL !> TR"CT 
C••H**************READING OF THE APPLIED VOLTAGE.ITS INCREMENT,. A!i!:> CONTRO~ * 
C* PARA~ETERS FROM DATA (ARD '3.*~*'***1t*-***"'**lf*:!i-*****4•••***•••+•••~*••4-•"'•4* 
120 READ fS.,.10• VAA,fXP,DELVAR.!T'-lAXtERRP.St PSlMPR,. IWRtINTAPEd'IAA 
s, rsroP 
VA•VAA /VT 
IF I IV AA.NE o l l GO TO 130 
VA•VAA 
VA~-.:.VA'tP.JT 
13fl CONTINUE 
WRITE C6 ... 15 lVAA,.FXP,DrLvAR.LRRPS. YTHAX 
IF llWRloEO.Ol IWRl~lo 
IRRCAP•O 
IF IOELVAR.NE.0.1 REWIND l 
c••••**** .. ** •••• lf*********** ... * * ••••******* ..... "'.,. ..................... •* .................. * ****** 
C• BASIC PROGRt..~ FOR TH[ DIRECT PROBLEM 
-("'•***•'I 'Jf I fl JI f If- Jl ll • Jl I' It 41 111' f J 'I JI ffl if**• lf*-11* **1' I*** tf 1f *'*°**• 4ill+1f *******I***** ;Hli.dlf.fl 1t • f4if'*** 
KW•! 
CALL fSTORD (VA ,FXP,r~,PSIMPR) 
IF (KV.LT .. ~i GO TO 99'99 
CALL HP~,fl CJP.ET.1,11 
fF fJrt[T.ro.ll OJ TO 99Q'} 
CAtL ()OPING. (NI'"} 
KW=7 
150 Cf.LL fSTOl<::D (VA 1FXP,,r::-..;,o.srHPR1 
CALL PSITRL CPSltVAJ 
DEL T<M=l.EZD 
!TER=O 
171) CALL r.OBCAR rPSttVA} 
IF fI.fR.fV.IPOX.OR. DELT . a'>t.LE.ERRPS) GO TO 3C10 
CALL POI5$~i f(lfLTP~tIL> 
!Tf P:::<~TER+1 
GO TO 170 
':Hil') CONTf"!tJF 
IF ( IM~C.OP.EOe l l G0 TC\ 450 
C*4 •* 4**•••••**"''**•D!SPLt.Y!NG AND RECORDING RE5uLTS••••••'* ... **••••••••'*•**•t••_. .... 
(ALL PRit<T (J,.,'R1IlERtVA1DELTA~tER~P!..J 
CALL PU 11CM (VAtDELTA"l,FXP,,ITERl 
CALL PLOT fVA11 lU 
CALL ~APE' tvA.Dfl r:.»:,JTER,fOTP,H~TAPF) 
IF (DfLVAR.~O.Oel G0 TO 9999 
C•*4 *••••••+•4•+•••DET£qf"'l1~t.ATIOM OF THE. !NCREMENT£U Af·PLJ£D VOLTAGE****••..+••••• 
WRITE ( 1 l N,,P 
P-SlµPi=PSI r 1) 
DO 40'..' t=2t1L 
4~0 tF (PSI~~N.Gi.PSI<Ill PS!f"lN-=PSltll 
OEL VA .,.DELVA R* ABS( PS I~ IN> 
VA=-Vt.-OfLVA 
!B:lCAP=l 
KW=3 
P1'iCL•P<;l C lll-PSJ { !L-1) 
P INCO•PS ! ( 2 J-PS l! ll 
P.EWP,~ 1 
GO TO 150 
C•*.,•**'***"H*""••.f.•(fJ'PUTjTJQ~; OF THF MOfHL:: CARRIER lNCREWENTS AND Tl-EIR lN-
{'• TFGP,,,Tl-jN***•.i CHECK WITH THE RE5ULT :"JF t>.f-t ALTFl=NATlVE FCqf.!WLATIO~ !THE 
C* O!FFEt:<'E:tTPTIC·'t OF THE DIFFE"RENCE OF THE ELECTR!C FTELD AT THE EXTER.i.;.Al 
C• CO"iTACTS '#!TH RESPECT 10 THE APPLIED VCLTAGE > !,$ ALSO PERFCR"EO. -t1+tHHt1w. 
415-; CONTll'IUE 
READ '1 l NINCsPlNC' 
DELC~ l!PJr;.cL-CPSlllll-PSillL-llll/ STEP(IL-11-
~ (PI'iCQ-(?5I<2l-PSilllll/STEPlll l /DELVA 
DO 48' I•l,JL 
DEL TA!H T J=-Nr t )-"H·'i({ r) 
480 !')Et TA°'{ r 1-=P (I l-Pt 'H"f r) 
CALL -p.or (VA,,OELTA~,JTFK"11IDTP,5) 
CAPP--!= O~t-..o <DELTt.•tslLl/DflVt.. 
CAPP*' 0$ l!"o (CELT AP, IL l t:JfL VA 
CALL PP.JET f }WP., -l .. v,\sCE:... TAV..tR~r'S) 
(iHJ•***'***4 i 4 ***•* •••*4 ***11"++1".Y.'l iE it :io .fl•***•*•+•••*# It•• 'Ii t* ** ** "'"°*.-.** ••lf+4* •-111 • "'** 4 •• 
9999 IF l!STOP.FO.?l GO TO MO 
IF' {lSTQ;>.fQ.''ll G.:) TO 12.:J 
C~LL •_APE' {VA11DELTAV. .. Jif:::;, 011 4) 
(>J 
-..J 
I\) 
STOP 
ENO 
•••••••••••,..,..
44 •••*•*•+ DECK.S 
S!BFTC Sl6C DECK 
•soi• TO *Sl5t 
OOU8LE PRECISION fUNCTION O~IMP IY•ILI 
•****** ...................... .,* .. *• 
(4¥!11******~* '°*****4****T****• 4 !J.4* 'If• **".f:***• • *+Jl4 !I! J: I '!Ii* .... M• « •* • • **** •tH! I(* W Jr* I*"*•*• 
C* THE DOUBLE PRECISION FUNC"."ION 1 0SttJPt COMPUTES THE fNTE- * 
(* GRAL OF A FUNCTION GIVEN IN DISCRETIZED FORM• LIMITS OF INTEGRATlO!'i BEH-G 
(* THE POINT BOUNDARIE> l , IL 
C• 
C• 
C• 
THIS PO>JTHff USES A PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION AT EVERY OTHER 
POINT,. SU!TASLE FOR NON-U~IFOR~ STEP srzr.. SPEClALJlF'D tGR THE CASE {'F 
C 4 UNIFQqv. STEP. THE S(rlE4E REDUCES TO STMPSON'S R.ULEe 
C• 0Di 16lf PP.ECISIOrl AR'THMET!C 15 UsfD. 
c• 
C• fNPU· PARAV[TERS ARE 
c• y ~ o:<E-DIMiNSIOIJ.AL ARRAY TO BE INTFGJ;ATED * 
C* IL ::: TOTt.L t.iU~8ER OF POINTS * 
U STEP 0 0NE-DI.'IENS!O•t4L ARRAY, NON-UNIFORM STEP MAGNITUDE AT EACH POINT 4 
~ . 
C• OUTPUT PARAMETER IS 4 
C* OStMP 'Z RESULT OF TH!=' HHEGRAT!ON 
C• 
C• ALL -HE ARRAYS ARE OF DIMENSION 1000 AND IN DOUBLE PRE-
(* (J$[0N• . 
c .... ** ** '.{ **"'"** •• *** * •• * -f*'lf-lt** If J; 4 • it-******** •• +•.~·********************** ............. *** 
COM~J.CN I XST/ STEP 
DOUBLE PRrcrstON STEPflOO')l·Y<lOOOJ.ALFA,(1,0 
lL?•lL-2 
ast~P1ro. 
00 JO l=hlL2•2 
f.:IL-I 
ALFA=$T[P IK l/STEP'K-1 l 
c1~2.oO-ALFA 
C3•2 .DO-lo DO/ ALF A 
10 OSlM~• ( Cl *Yi K-1•+!6 oDO-Cl-C3 J*Y(Kl+Cl*YiK+U l* ISTEPi Kl+STEP! K-! J 
$) / 6.00 + QSl"'\P 
IF (K.E0.31 QSlMPo!Y!21+Y<l))~STEP!Jl I z.OO + QSIMP 
rfETURN 
!'ND 
S!lll'TC SPIC DECK 
su~ROUTtNE PRtNT ·!iiR,,[T(R,yA,O(tTUohEtRPSJ 
C+•**** **~*'*****-«*•-If **4HI *** .. ·• 4 **** *•*****"'•+*********ii=**********************•** 
C+ THE SUBROUTINE •PR1NT 1 WRITES Ol'i THE PRINTOUT SHEET THE * 
c• RELEV;."lr PJ.KAHETERS AND DfSTRfBUT !GlltS <PERTINENT TO THE VALUE OF APPLIED • 
VOL ft.Gt SDLCirIED -::~i iH[ DATt. C/,!'.{0), THAT R(PR£S£Nf THE SOLUT!Or-1 Of THE .. 
TOTAL l·''iCREMF.'ci~AL C.A.PAC[TANCE CAl.fULATIOtiS ARE AL.50 
.AR£ PRINTED OU~ IN A Nl.JMSER 
IWR • EVERY C JioiiD TH P01NT JS 
~* PPH~TfD OUT• F iHf P..\RA""[Tf P,_ IS OMITTF'C, A STAi'~DARD VALUE ( if.'R= 
:* 10) WflL EE CHO~E"i BY THIS F.OUT i'~E. 
:4•il * ~- -1! !Hf tHHHr !HE JI l>-4 •«II- Jl 4• 'If lf-4 1t ~ 4 'll:IHl-4 ll-* J .... **** ... ****'***'*******I• **t~ ll'J il II' If**"•*•• jl *"* 
25 
30 
DOUBLE PREC Is ic·~ STEI' { i 000 ,Ps I ( 1 :'.)()0) tN.{ 1000},. P( 1000) 
s, ND1rlt..,t.t-11PP,rP,Ph1VOtt.'.tL 
St VA .DEL T f.( 10ncltDELT t.T { ~0(0 J ,x { lCO:J l ,ps 1 TR t lCCC J 
REAL N t Pf] f)rt:") J, H! ,JP ,J, .JN(P''.,, .J~IA • .JPA, JA, ~:1 f~T 
COMMON /S TRC/ N) t n~ ''!:·t' PP 1HP ,.p~, 'VD,.~'~.' J :.~' f L 'v1 .GA"'1N ,GAV.P 
S /'~(Ar:I./ ~hP ,J~j ,JC 
$ /X~T I sr::P 
$ /Tf'DG/ Dol TA 
$ /PSt:~.t/ PS r .~nv 
$ /WOPK../ x,un.Tt.T 
$ /(/!.P I (t.PU.Ct.PP,DELC .oi:LvARtoDE!.VA 
EQUIVALENCE f PSIT~tOELTAT l 
FOR~AT (1Hlt58H THE Ext.CT PP~A.V.ETERS M~D DISTRIBUT[ONS AR~ THE FOt 
~LO...:Il' .. G l!lll/l////t/Jl/2SH /,fl?L!ED VOLTAGE VAA = • FJ4.8t 
$7H V'JLT"; ,.t.,.lXt c.in::. =,.D2l.16, l4l1 -!'~OR~ALllEC~ /JI/ 
$ ";4H N0.'~:ir;:;. or PO!'=,';C~-i'S ITERATlO!-.. S =, 13, 22H TO A(HitVE 
$ DFLTA-M = .n2.5, FlX• 2s1-=-0R A R~·'.;'.JESTED ERR!='.$ ;;: ,fl2.'jt///// 
$3'3H E!. .. E'CTPON (l,)~R::·n 0E~1snv .J .... /I = tE16.B•3Xt 27H.!i:-"PE:RE5 .I SOUAR 
~f (fNTlMfTH? tl5X,l.l-lJfi ~ 1€l6+f.lt l4H ('i0~~~AL[.2EOJ I 
$3:3H HOLE CJJ:;>R~~.r DENSITY .)PA= •Elt,,.a,:;x • .27'-l.'\MPERE). I SCUM\ 
~£ c"'FNT1,..~r;-::i; 11l5'1(,4HJP-= ,E16.8., 14H H~~RMAL£2tD) I 
$33H TOTt.L ct..:::i~en DENSITY JA c ,[16·8•1.X, ?.7HAM?ERt.; J sau.:..R 
SE CENTlf.-'ETEP:: tl5X,.4!-<J = 1£}6.B., 14H (t..;QRl.~AL12ED) I l 
FOP.::-iAT (lHl t53HEX~CT CAPA(ITt.~.,ct: ~ALCULATlON RESULTS FOR CELVAR 
5= '€15.a, z:Jx, 8H~ELVA -= tE15.2//////////// 
S 9h C!.PN = tE15.e, 2CX.9H CAPP = ,(15.81 
$ 9K (AP'iR = tE15.8. 2')X,9~ CAP.P;:: ;; ,£15.8/ //J//1!1111 
$ 5H WITH t20Xt8'"1DELC1', ..: .E!?.a, 2cx .. 7HDELC: = 1EtS.S////l 
100 FOP.'-'AT (1Hl, 3x.u-n,1ox,t."4Xt!h 19X,6HP$IrHt 12X:,9HD::t..TAT(llt, 
$ ex,eH::JELTAt!lt 14X14H\.f?·, 2CX .. 4HP!!I/// 
s < 1 s,02~.16 .D24.15, ?Dl6. s ~zt-21+. 16 1 > 
IF ( [TE'P..L i .') J G') TC 400 
IF t!W" .• EC.~l J'tl~:JO 
EL0t=1.60206E-l9 
NI NT=.2 .SEl 3 
PER""=8•854:?L.E~14• 16. 
JNOPM=ELCH*:tINT/S~f';T (PLP.'l/ELCP'*VT /~HNT} 
J•J~•+JP 
JNA ... J~*J~.<:OR'' 
JPA"'JD*..J~IO~Y 
JA ~J •Jt;0R'": 
VAA='JA4VT 
WC!:ITE (6,.251 VJ.A.V!.,fit:R,fJELT~"-tt-E~qr;s, JNAtJ:-t,.JPA1JPyJA•J 
CALL PSJTRL (OSfTq,yA) 
X( j ):·~. 
DO 11~ !•2.tl 
110 XttJ~XtI-ll+STEPfI-1> 
oo iza tir:l,IL 
l/l) OEt.TATctl=?t;rtI>-P5[TR fll 
JWR:~=tWR•5~ 
PriPllGE~.:.fL/f'-':' 0 Y: 
(>J 
-.J 
(>J 
l F ( ~f"D f IL., 1 WRM I .NE. f"I > NP AGE S=NPAGr5_.. l 
DO 200 K=l .,NPAGES 
l L '-ID:::. I WP."'*K 
IF !!LMD,GT.!Ll ILMD=IL 
TJl'>i=IW~'-'•O:-lJ +l 
2f'lfl \Ii/RITE f6'1'>0) CitX(JJtPSJflJ 1DELTATIIJ.DELTJ\(JJ,NllhPll)d=llNt 
$ lt""D1IWR! 
RETURN 
C******************PRJNTOUT OF RESULTS CONCERNP>iG TOTAL INCREMENTAL CAPA-
C• CITANCE CALCULAI JONS, CHECK ON THE IDENTITY 
C• DELC = DELCA 
C* I~ PERFORMED• WHERE 
(• DfLC •DERIVATIVE OF THE D!FFERENCF. 6ETwE(~ THE ELECTRIC FIELD AT 
C• THE' EXTERNAL CONT,h(TS WITH RESPECT TO TH:: APPLIE.D VOLTAGE 
C• DELCA"" INTEGRAL 0F THE OifFERfNCE BETWEEN HOLE AND ELEC.HWri INC...RE-
C• MENT5 FOR A"l INCRfMENT OF APPLIED VOLTAGE ** ... ***H••vu.-
4110 CONTINUf 
C APNf?:: l. IC/l. PN** 2 
CAPPR= l. /C/l. PP•* 2 
DELCA•OPP-CAPN 
WR I TE ( 6 1 30 l DEL VAR toDt. LVA toCAPN., CAPP 1C.APNR, (APPR • DtLCA..,OELC 
RETURN 
END 
***********************ii DECKS •SP2• TO 15p51 ..................................... -~·· 
(JJ 
~ 
375 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE REVERSE STEADY-STATE PROBLEM 
In this Appendix the computer program (in Fortran IV, version 4) 
for the solution of the reverse steady-state problem is reported. The 
method of solution is described in Section 3.3 and in Fig. 3.1. 
Successive solutions of the direct problem are required. 
The program consists of a main program (deck 'PNR'), a first set 
of subprograms (decks '001' to '015' of Appendix c, a.nd 'Ol6R'), ~d a 
second set of subprograms (decks 'SPl' to 'SP4 1 or 'SP5' of Appendix C), 
organized with the same criteria of Appendix C. 
Main program. 
Deck 'PNR'. The main program drives the subprograms actually per-
forming the required calculations. 
Decks , 801 1 to I 815' . As in Appendix c. 
Subroutine 'VOLTIN'. 
Deck 'Sl6R'. Furnishes the voltage at the terminaJ.s of the device 
approximately corresponding to a specified total current. This is per-
formed initially by an estimation on the basis of the first-order theory 
(Appendix A) and subse~uently by a Lagrangian interpolation on the 
exact current-voltage characteristic. 
Decks 'SPl' to 'SP5'. As in Appendix C. 
SIBFTC P>i!t DEC~ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••*••••• ••• ••• 
C• " A I " P R 0 G !> A M !REVERSE PROBL£MJ • 
, ............................................ ~································•*•* 
c• • 
c••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••• • •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•• 
C• THIS PROGRA'1 S)LVES THE SASIC TWO-C•RRIER TRA.,SPOHT lCUA- * 
C• Tlr>>i.~. GOVFPNING THE" AE"HAV!OP OF snnco~OUC!OR DEVICES· APPLIED TO AN N-P 
r• JUP\CTIO"i u-...~F'R THE fOLLOWJNV lSSMUMPTIO~S 
c• IA! NON DFvFNtPATE CONOITIONI 
C• 181 CO~ST"IT T('4PEPATURE 
C• 10 Tl"E !NDfPENOFNT fMPUPllf DlSTPlflUlJON 
C' 101 ~ULL IONIZATION OF THE !"PURITIES 
c• IE! ONE-DIME"NS!ONl.L ~TRUCTURo 
C• IF"l STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS ONLY 
C' IG! OHHIC CONTACTS 
c• IHl •BSENCE OF GE .. ERATION-RECOMAlNATl0' IN THE INrERIOR 
C• Ill COl<SHNT ~OBILITJES 
C• f JI l>E\IERSE PROBLEM. G!VfN A TOTAL CURRONT, THE VOLTAGE AT THE TE~-
(t Ml'<AL5 IS OBTAINED CTOGEIHFR WJTH ALL THE PAR>METERS ANO D!STRIBU-
(t TI0'<5 OF INTFREST! 
(t "<'> APP.,(lX !l<ATlONS IN THE SE1 OF EOU/>.110~5 HAVE BEEN JN1RODUCED. 
Ct THE N-REGION IS ASSUMED LOCArED ON THE LEFT SEPE OF !HE METALLURGICAL 
C4 f~TEA~A.CE M, 
THIS PROGRAM u;Es A 5uCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION SCHEME BASED 
C+ 
Ct 
C+ ON Ak !NTERPOlATION PROctOUR( ON THE FLNCTION 'VOLTAGE VERSUS CURRENT' 
C+ >NC CN T~E: USE' OF THE BA'i.tC PROGRAM FOR THE DIRECT PROBLEM• £ST JMAT ION 
Ct tRY Tl~~t oootR THEORY. IF APPLICABLE) OF THE FJRS.l Ff:,; POINTS- ON THE 
. 
• 
Ct CUKVE tVOLT.lGf VFR5u~ CuRRF~rt l5 NECESSARY. CSEE SUBROUTINE 'VOLTIN•).* 
C4 Tt-ff WHOLE PROG~A~ IS RUILT IN A HIGHLY '"'0DULAR FASHION, FEATURtm:; A MAIN 
C+ Pl>OGP .. , (ALLING SEVERAL SUBPROGRAMS, IN FAVOR OF A GREATER FLEXIBILITY 
C• AND CjfMCJLICITY OF LOGfC" O~fi-AN[ZATlON• 
(t 5UBPROGRA~<, FxPLICITLY CALLEO BY THIS M~IN PROGR~'I ARE 
SUFIROUTTNE •srr:<LJCT• ~DEFINES THE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS) C• 
Ct 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
SU8R0Utr,.E •FS.TORD" fCCY.!'.l"UTES FlRST ..... ORDER THEORY PARA"'1E- • 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
TERS! 
SUBROUTINE •s·Psn• !SELECTS THE STEP DISTRlBUTIONl 
SUBROUTTNE 'DOPING• (FlRNISHES THE IMPURITY DISTRWUTlONI * 
SUBROUTINE •PSITRL' (FlRN!SHES TH[ TRIAL POTENTIAL FUNC-
T JONI 
SUBROUTINE •>!OSCAR• !YIELDS THE MOBILE CARRIER CONCEN-
TRATIONS FOR A GIVEN POTENTIAL l 
SUBROUTINE •POISSN' (Fl.RNISHES AN IMPROVED POT£1'HIAL DI-
STRIBUTION BY SOLVING POISSON'S 
ECUATION FOR GIVEN MOBIL£ CARRIERS! 
SUBROUTINE 'VOLTIN' !ESTIMATES TH( VOLTAGE AT THE TERMI-
SUBROUTINE •PP.INT' 
SUBROUTIHE 11 PlOtt 
SUBROUTINE 1PUNCH• 
NALS CORRESPONDING TO IA SPECIFIED 
VALUE OF TOTAL CURRENT l 
!WRITES OU!PU" DATA ON PRINTOUT 
SHEET! 
!EXECUTES PLO"S OF RELEVANT OUANTI- * 
T IESI * 
!PUNCHES ON OUTPUT CARDS RELEVANT 
OUANTITIESl 
C• SU!lllOUllNE •HPE• !RECORDS ON MAGNETIC TAPE RELEVANT 
C• OUANTtTIESl 
C• OTHER SUBPR'j(;RAMS MAY BE CALLED BY THE ABOVE SUBROUTINES. 
C• DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC l5 U'>ED, 
C• 
C• 
. 
* 
C• tf'l.PUT PARA~ErEPS APE 
C• 
C• DATA (ARD l. P"IA"'fTERS ONCERNll<G !HE STRUCTU•E ARE READ IN THE SUB-
(* ROUTINE •sT:ttJCT• (5ff SUBRCUTJN( •sTRUCTt ) 
C• 
C• OAfA CAAO L .. PIPAM£TfR'$ CaN(FRNJNG lHf MA.Tfl<f.l.l PROPERTIES ARE READ IN 
C* THE 5U"<ROUTl~f 'STRUCT' ISEE SU!ROUTINE 'STRUCT' I 
DATA CARO 3. P'RA~ETFRS CO'ICEP.N!NG THE ACTUAL SPEC!FIEC CURRENT ARE 
READ IN tHtS- !"J..tff PROGRAM: A$ fOLLOWS 
JS • SDECIF"IED TOTAL CURR£NT (l;QP"ALIZEDI 
FXP • IO!>TIONALI MULTlPLICHIVE COPRECTIO~ FACTOR TO THE FIRST-ORDER 
r• 
c• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
WIDTH OF lHE DEPL£TED RFG!ON IN THE LOW-CO>lDUCTlVITY SIDE I IF OMIT- • 
TE(>. NO CCRRECTION I$ PERFOR,..EDI • 
EPRJ • TOLER•SCE PAqA,..ETER rDR THE SPECIFIED CURRENT * 
C• ITMAX• "1AX!UUM Nt»;,ER OF PO~SSO~PS. ITERATIONS 
C• ERRPs~ ""'•Xf1"'U~ (~ROR ALlOW'Ef> ON THE F ?NAL POT£1'H AL FUNCTION. THE NUM-
C* llFR OF POISSON•S JTDATl::>~S !S DETERMINE:> EITHER BY ITMAX OR BY 
C:• [PRP~ WH!CMEVFR APPU-ES FlRST. 
c• PSIMP?•!REOIJ!RED J.T EXTRE~El~ HIGH !NJECT!or; LEVfLS• OPTl01'AL OTHER~ISE) 
C• PAQA"'E"TER THU DtfEP•Jl'lES THE VALUE OF THE F!RST-ORDfR TRIAL ELEC- * 
C• TRCSTATIC POTENTIAL H THE l~TERFACE BETWEEN THE DEPLETED AND NEU- * 
C• TRAL RE'G tC"f fN THE LOW-CON.JUCT rvnv SID( .1 ff' 0~[ TTfl.h NO CORRECT JON .. 
C• lS PEl'FOR.MEO). * 
(* lWR • Pt.'1'1..4f'TER THAT CON"fROLS THE PRINTOVT Iii THE SU8>lOUT1NE 'PRINT' 
C• - tSEE' SUSRC:UTI>.tE •PR:1>n• l 
C• INTAPE•PAH~E'TER TKAT CONTROLS T,..E PROCEDURE OF PECOROING DATA ON MAGNE-
C• T!( T.&P€ fSEE SL'B~OUTtNE. •T.t.Pt• l 
c• 
C• 
J~TOP• PAPftl.1fTE~ Tli.l.T CONTROLS TJ-./E RE"PET?TtON OF THE". SOLtJTlON FOR SEVERAL 
~PF'CJrlED CURRFNTS AS FOLLO"S 
C• 
c• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
!STOP • O THE STRUCTURE ANO "'AT!RIAL PARAMETERS ARE NOT 
CHJ.f'lGEO FOR THE FOLLC'r'ING SPECIF IEO C'JRRENT 
iJiE)li 5TRU(1l)RE AND MA:ERl.\L DATA CA~OS l. lN~ 
1. "'UST NOT BE !N5E~"EO fOR THE FOLLO.-tNG SPE- * 
!STOP • 
!STOP • 
ctFlro CUR!>fNT, 
LAST SPECIFIED CU1'RE/i1 OF THE SET 
THE STRUCTIJl<E ANO MATERIAL PARA"4ETERS ARE CHAN- * 
6ED FOR THE FOLLOWING SP£CfFIED CURRENT INEW 
STRUCTURE AND MATERIAL DATA CARDS l• Al<O 2• 
"UST BE INSERTED FOR THE FOLLOw!~G SPECIFIED 
CURREN Tl 
. C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
O•TA CARD 4. l'Al>AMETfRS C01'1CERNING THE '-UTOMATIC STEP SELECTION PROCE- • 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• P!.I 
C• N 
C• P 
C• i 
C• 
C• STEP 
C• JN 
C• JP 
C• Vlt 
C• VAA 
OUR.E. fk(LtJD'NG TH::. TOTA.L NUV.B'ER CF P'QHn'S 0.ESIR.£0t A.RE * 
READ IN TH!'. .SUSROUltNE •STPS~L• CSEE SUBROUTINE 'STPSELI) • 
ONF DATA ORO FOR EACH SPECIFIED (UR~EliT MUST BE fuR.•lSHED • 
IN THE APPROPRIATE 0"0ER• 
01.JTPUT PA.R,\ .... [TERS ARE 
• ONE-Dl"E'ISTO'il.L 
11111 ONE-Df""E'NStOS.tL 
• ONE-otu-ENStO'iAL 
•R~.lY, EXACT POTENTIAL D!sTR!BUTIOI< 
A~raY, EXACT ELECTRON O!S1Rl6UTIOH 
ARllAY• E~.l.CT HO.E DISTRIBUTION 
.• 
.. 
. 
• 
• 0Nf-Q[..,F~$10NAL ARRA1·, ABSCISSA OF EACH POINT THROUGHOUT THE JUfiC- * 
TJ()Jf 
• O.•E-Ol,.EfiS!ONAl ARRAY. NON UNIFOR" STEP MAG~!TUDE AT EACH POll<T 
• ElfCTRC~ (U<>~EliT 
• HOLE CURRENT 
• VOL T,t.GE AT THE TEeot"l!'tAt.S 
• VOLTAGE AT THE TfRM[MALS 
I "Oll"•Ll IEOJ 
IUliNORl<AL!lEOI 
* . 
(>I 
--.! 
m 
C• 
C• ALLOWPNCE FOR SEVEN DOUBLI PRECISION ARRAYS !STEP.PS!. 
C• N ,~ tOEL TA + TWO W0f:;K I NG ARRAYS IN THE Lil SE LEO COM"\ON l'ilORKI ) AND 
{tt ONt ~rnGLE PRECI~!ON ARRAY fNililJ• ALL Of- OIMt.NSION lOOOt HAS BEEN MAD[. 
c•••* ********** • *** ... *****~*** ****** ....... *** ****** ** **lf•f **************** * * **. * * 
DOUBLE PRrctSTON STfPllOOOJ.PS[(lOOOl·VP 
S .N n0no) .P( l(')nrq ·DEL TA f lrl00) ,DUM"-iY (2000) 
$, NOtNA,.NNtPP•'-lP,~N,.VDtMtL 
REAL NJ~( 1000 J tJN .JP .J,JI on; ;\'AI Cl l} ·Hl Cl 0) tJS 
CO,..:&..iO'-l /SlRC/ NDtNA,.Nth-PP"t!PtP1'hVO.,t·1tl• TM,, IL•VT,GAi1N,GAMP 
S /'MCAR/ N,P,JN.,.JP 
/XST I STEP 
/WORK/ DUMMY 
/TRDG/ DEL TA 
/PS,.,,M/ PSI ,,NIM 
/VTlN/ 111,vAt,HMAX.tnR,OHHt,lTVl 
lr") FORf.'.AT (3E10.n.r1n.2£10.o.21~.5x,E5} 
15 FOR~AT 11HJ,32H FOR A SPEC!FIW CURRENT JS • ,E\6.8//7H ERRJ 
!El?.31 7H FxP =·Flo.5/ 7H £RRPs~ .. E12.~/ 7H ITP.AX.::, 14//////) 
20 FORMAt flHl, 32H CURRENT VOLTAGE ITERATWN DATA .'///// 
S'>X•lHltl5X,5HJl(J),2()X,.6HVA!(f) // fJ6.2[25.81J 
30 FOP,..AT flHr'l,////////////////2"TH SPECfFIED ruRRENT JS= tE16.8t 
S~Xtl3HfNOR:VALIZEDl I 27H E:CERNAL VOLTAGE VA= tD16.B,3Xt 
S l3HCNOR~AL!ZEDl ,3;:ix, 4HVAA= ;EHuS,3Xt7H<VOLT.Sl //// 
S 46H RELATIVE TOLERANCE FOR THf. SPECIFIED CURREIH II 20H OBTAINED 
S ERRJA :r tEl2•5t 20Xt 20H SP(ClFIEO f:.RRJ = ,. EU.5//////l 
90 r=QR"lAT tP-11,47H ERROR lM THF" ~!GN OF THF SPECIFIED CURRENT JS 
$El6.B n;>H ONLY POS!T]VE CURR(NT5 ALlOllED I 
C** 4 " ·•H"**''* lf-4*"*'**"*STRUCTU~F M~D ~A 1ERI AL PROD£ RT I ES DEF. N !T 1 CNS.******""*•**** If** 
I 00 CALL S TRUCT 
C*•**"*************READJNG or THE SPECIFIED CURRENT AND (ONTROL PARAMETERS 
C* FROM DATA CARD 3 •* .. ****•.,.••"f•*****lf***-IE**'*'¥***4*ilf-if**********4*********~ 
170 READ (5,10) Js.FxP,ERRJ,JTMAX1ERRPS,P.SIMPR,rwR.INTAPE.lSTOP 
W~lTE (6,15) JS1ERRJ1FXP,ERRP.S, fTMAX 
IF (JS.LE.o.lwRITE (6t90l JS 
ITV=O 
!READ=! 
!PRINT=! 
IBR•I 
HS•ALOG C JS I 
J:cJS 
1,0 CALL VOLTIN fJ,VA,Hs.rrv1 
IF !ITV.LT,Ol GO TO 9999 
c•• ·~· • ** • • * **'* ** ****•••* •• *** * ** •* .. * * * *** * **• •***** *** .... **** **** ........ ****"*• ......... 
C• BASIC 0 fWGRAM f'OF THE DIRECT PR08Ll.M * 
c .......................... * ** * * * ** ~· *** * .................... ** * *** *"'**** **** * +• ** * **** ********** * •• ** 
~W=l 
(ALL FSTORD (VA 1FXP 1 KW1PSl "1PR l 
JF O'.W.LT•O> GO TO ~999 
IF !!TV.GTo3l GO TO 150 
CALL STPSEL IJRET,J<fAD.tPRIN1J 
IF tJRf.T oEOo l l GO T•) 9999 
CALL DOPING INIMJ 
!5n CALL PSITRL !PSI.VA! 
DEL TA~=! .E20 
ITE~•O 
170 CALL MOBCPR (PSI.VAi 
IF CITER.EOolTMAX.O~. DELTAM.LE.ERRPS l ~OTO lOO 
CALL POI55N CDELTM~dl l 
ITFR=ITER+l 
GO TO 170 
30n CONTl>.UE 
J•Jrt .... ...IP 
ff (IlV .FQ. r) GO TO 4'.':lO 
!RfA()oO 
!PRfffl:i::{) 
c--•*** ••·~HHH *'lf' if.4 .... t.CCJ>.?Acv TE s. r •• **•* * * * * •*• ..... ••'II'•*****•• ................. ******'*.,. 'Hf 
!F IA~SllJS-Jl/JSJ.<;T.ERf'Jl (;Q TO 13C 
C'**~***'***" .. ***• .. •ors~LA'ffNG MC R>="CORor.·~G RFSULTS•* .. **••••••'*11>••••1'••••4 ....... -
4)0 rRl?JA•(JS-Jl/JS 
DO 4H l=J,!TVl 
VAi 1I1•VT4VA! ! ! I 
410 JI C !>• EXPIH! ll ll 
V,._t.=Vt•VT 
tTV=IlVl+l 
VAl!l1V)•VAA 
Jl!IHJ•J 
WRITE C611i"OI <t1Jtfll1VAICihl=ltITVl 
WRITf (6t30..) JS,Jt..vtA,E?.R~A,EPRJ 
CALL FsrORD (\/A,;-xo, l·O~[~PR) 
CALL FSTORD (VA.=-xP, 2•PSJ'·PPJ 
CALL :FRINT tiwR.fTfR.v:.,trLTt .. 1.1,f:RRPSJ 
(ALL f:UNCH {VA1C:LTAV..,FyP,Iff~l 
CALL t:LOT fV/!1I!...l 
CALL lAPE tvr\.DE_1;.7.1"'1T£q,mrP.rtoTAPEJ 
9~99 JF cl~TOP·=o.21 ~o TC lCO 
tf ll~TOP.t:o.rn ~}c TC 12(! 
CALL 1APE tv.a.o=-_Tf.M,.JTE~, o. li.J 
STOP 
END 
*"******+44-11 .. •********IHf· OECi<S '501' TO 1 515 1 
S(RFTC 516~ D~CK 
su~~Ol. TINE VOLTI'i ~ ~'·VA,HStITVl 
****** f iHiflf** ******4*** * 
C•****"'****:i. ****••-If••••*'*'**•••* .. .,, ... •*•*•*** 11 *** •••• ** *** *"' • ** ***•+ ** *'*" **" ****** * 
c• TH£ sveRCVTINE 'VOLrir~' CC'"'Ot,;T!:S THE VOLTAGE AT THE e:x- * 
(It TERNAL CON!A(TS ,t.O:>Roxt~ATELY CoRRESPONDI'~(; r: A .SPECIFIED T.)1AL CuKR~M 
c• THROUGH TKE JU"KTDN. SUCCESSIVE APPUCATlO~•S OF T~IS RC:.rI.'.E LEAD re 
(• THE EXACT VAlUE OF VOLTAGE' AT TH~ n:R'.<lNALS FOR n;E SPECIFIC::ii CJ>?RE.'-.;T. 
C• 
C• TH!S 'ROUTINE us::s f. LAGq-~~GP'~ J.~TEM.r"DLt..Tl;)", s.:r-:": :J•,; Tr.£ 
C• FUNCTIC!> 1 VOLT.AGE VERSl..!S l0GA 1<1TH~ OF CUR~:::1T• tAFTER ~,).VaG SuR:RO'..;f•CEC 
C• THE VAL'..:E OF SPEC!; I ED (U~'Q[";T SY 1''.oi::l \'ALU:'.:$ OF' CVRR::~a. ce TA! .\ED TtHO:JSl-1 .. 
C• ESTI~ATlO~ OF THE COPC?E$P;:·'\?l'.J VOLTAGE'S WITH TH;: A;:> OF Tri;: FIRST OROtR 
C• n..r:·oR:v fO::? z. ~ Aj:;RUPT J::,CT r ::, .... 
C• THE St.SIC PP.QGl?A'-1 FOt;; THE ')f;;>ECT PR(~LfV IS usi:o TO C':''-'°''JTE -H~ EXACT CuR- • 
C• RENTi; CC!;!'RfS'PC"-tD!"•? T<i rwE v:;LT.iG::s OE.TAIN::":.? E[THER SY ESTl""Hlo~~ CR SY 
C• INTERPOLA!TCN. 
C• THIS RO'LTlNE JS ~ESTRTCTE~ TC PQS!TIVE CUR~EhlS CNL'f. 
C• 
C• SU~l>R:JGq-A"!S S~E:JtD A~E 
C• SUS~Oi.JT !NE 1 FSTOR)' 
C• SU6~0JT Pff 1 SL.t..Gt'\' 
C• 
(>J 
-.J 
-.J 
c• tNPUt P~RAME.rtR:-. ARt 
C* H'; 
C• Ht 
c• 
l,;.n1PAL LOGARITH"1 Of T4[ O:::.?'f(!FfED (IJRP.fJH 
Cf,C'-'"::f'J'FN<.to:-,:,\1_ :.RPt..Y, l/A~t:..rL!: RfPR 
OF lr-f \HRRf~;T ON TH( fYACT -CURRG~T -
('* VA I 
c• 
:s 0:~£-CP!.fr~sror~t·L jiRRAY, v:.R1t~nLF. REP~; 
ON TH'. F.:XACT (Uf;.R[NT -
c• J 
c• 
C• 
c• ITV BE Sf.T TO ZE~O BEFORE lHE FIRST (ALL or 
,. ALLOAED "/ALUE IS !TV = 10 
c• 
.c• OUTPUT ::>ARAM[TfRS AR1: 
c• VA ;;. VOLTJ!Gf AT THE rfr;t.tfNALS 
C* ITV :r tTEPf.TION TALLY. AS AN OIJTPUT PARA~ETEf{ l f .l!LSU Rt::.PR~.SENTS M~ 
(4 l N.Of>: OF PE t?Fo~v:-1~C [ OF TH 1 S ROUT i N:-, AS FOLLOW.$ 
c• ITV .r,r. 2'TP.0 GODD PERrrn1-~4:;cr OF lHE ROUTINE 
C'* JTV .t-:,). 1f.RO THE SPEClF"fEO TOLERAtCE Oh THE. SPEClFlfD .,._ 
(¥ CUPRE:NT HS HAS NOT BEfJ'I Rf:ft,CHED• 
C* PRINTOUT O?' AN E:.RROP MESSAGE INVICll H:.5 
C* THE CAUSE. THE BES I SOL UT !Oii OBTAINED 
C* IS FURNl~H:.D. 
C* nv .Lr. ZERO f.X£CUTlON o)t THE ROUlINE lS ABOa:TED. 
C* PRINTOUT O=' AN ERROR MESSAGE INDI<:ATES 
(* THf CAUSE. NO SOLUTJON IS. f!JR.'HSHED. 
('111 if ll il *lf4-t1-11' .. *4 **il¥i<* 'lf·IHf '1!:4'f*IHI** ... \: 4 iE *li if*'** -!i"'lt' * lf*411-,,;. *** ""** *'* il:lf-4if.++•w.+.- '"+•il"·~'* ... *lll*+il-
D!V:f N$J0i.; VI>. 1 ( 11) ,v.a_:-sot 20) ,HFSO( 20} ,HI ( D. ,DLIJ·\,'-\'( ( 61 
DO!JQLE PRECTSION VA 
$, NO,NA,'~'l,Pf,.,NP,PN,VD,M,L 
REti.L JN!='~Oh'11J 
rc· ... ~ON /F~f". I DU.'...'.•.ty ,.Jr~l="50R 
rs 1f?C I ~D. ·~4, 'Jr~. p;:,' NP ,Pl-j 'VD' "1, Lt 1 ~. r L iVT' GA~r . .,GA.~P 
1V1INI MI1VAhH"1_,\.(,JBR,DflHI,lTVl 
ITv..-irv+l 
lTV!~ITV-l 
HzALOG{J~ 
IF (lT'/,t.;~,1i H1tl1V1l='H 
GO TO fl2C•,10.,2c()l,(8R 
JI' JF C!TV.Ll.31 GO TO 20 
15 tf ffH1tt1Vl>.Gf.H~ .. ar-!D.~TfflV-2},Lf',HSl.JR, 
$ !Hl lllV1l.LF,Ht:.,A~t>.H111iV-::2l.Gf•H5)) GO TO 1~:, 
?n IF C!Tv.~1.61 GO TO 9?0 
H::.fHS-Hf()} P 1·FLOJ\T( ITV)+H5 
IF (H.GT .. t-iYAX} H=H~AX 
(•••••u••*-H**"*.-'FIRST-ORDfR THEORY ESTll-'.ATIQ;>i Of THE VOLTAGE AT THE TER-
C* :'4!NALS FO~ t. GIVP~ CURRENT J~ExPao. A SUCCESSIVE APPk0XL'-1AT10~ SCHD~E * 
{• Is us£D TO ~OLVE THE RELEV:..J~T i~PLlCIT H£LA.Tlm~s. •ii-H**** .. **llHH!-+1-***il*ll•Hl 
12'> JPR~2 
R;l• 
VAVAX=1.Q6 4 (\'0-DLOG(PPl l 
l(L-=1 
VA.FC:,¥91( l )s;fl• 
HF<::.0{! )=-:.f 37 
VAF";Of 2 1 ~·;:.:-'.AX 
DO 1?': K~i.:?C 
V t.•'Jf..F ''!:J'. lf j 
CALL FS!Oil!) CVA1l.,3,.~. 
HFSO(K1=H0Gf Jr..Fsoq I 
IF r.::.Gr.n Go TO 122 
IF CHS.Gf.J .. ff$0(21l GO ro 9"0 
17;: 
l ?' 
tF(!; 0 C:f{i-!t'.':""!)fY)-Hl/l--li,..L.,..i.::--1d (ii'\ TO 155 
Q:O+D 
fF fHf"!,-')fV).t T.Hl (;(} -:'"~ l?.5 
\f!-... -~:.r·tr+l l::::Vf,r'.'"llf-'}-'~"·"'AY/P 
t'IJ:::I( 
".iO T0 J 1.i; 
VAF'.Oi t+l 1=VA''.:>0U) •'/1-Y/.X/R 
r-L=Y 
]~~ IF n-·.r.r.(,) Vl'.r;,c (·~+ll=P-1-\FSCdKL}l" !VtcFS.OrK.L11-'IAf=.:.oiKLl)/OlF$C 
] <.r 
\ (l(ll1-IJF:::•>O'l \ }*'Jff';t';((:_J 
1-l?.tt.y=~f"<;DI 7'! 
r.o rn 4"'~ 
l<I!"" iPD:""! 
(•il4'(*-IJtl'JFlF•'>-¥ll'iff'lF'ITr:;T 11:1 P-lr PFOtr,~_·Jf,\(E OF THlS P.DUl.~~t ............ ..,iflll*-*•••••·*--
'f''"' fF t1TV.LT.1:>i C~J 10 2-;0 
}-4Sl .. LT .. C>ELHf l 1;n TC 220 
~·:Rt lf 
71' ITV:O 
1;:[ ru!?ri 
r;r TF (fTV.Lf .. 11} (0 TO 23'1 
',;fH'!TE f6,9~rq 
60 TD Zl Cl 
C*"'**•*"'••l'*"'••••••[Xf(l_Tl=' LAGPA~iGIJ.'.i ft-iJE"PP'.JLATI0~ 1 •••+11:!!:••••'*'*•## 4 •**"*****•**'-
?'F f)[!Hl=l·n<:: tHTOTitlJ-H<;l 
(ALL <";lt.:"::;.> {HitVA]t<iSt!TVlt'J'..SPJ 
4M' 
~E"T!!:'! •: 
(4l'lf!H••*nn1;i:l"<f'l'l'•••P"R1f!":l")UT OF E?R)R "E':-5~\GES ••••••• .. •f••••"f'•**•l•ft-Ji.f:i::+••••••• 
;o:- •.JRJTE {-S,qlf'! 
Ql'' 
't"THf frf-?<;T--~~::r~ 
't12?H 
~f"'.)RV f"t:::Tf"-'AT!;'_'; 
S?2H NJ c.,...untri•; 
91~ TTV=-Fi 
9?0 
9~!1 
'F-D f;1plgfo !iF T Tf.PA • !(."E 
$2'2H ND <::;0U 1 Tl0.'~ !~ G!'.'E~.f 
r,o T0 91 S 
'/A.LIJf ALLC;..E!) 9Y 
i:-iE FIRST-Q;;!)fR TH 
-~E MOD tF J ru 
.,'?Tt-1!.'. TH[ .ALLQ,_'f 
<".}~~: ·o~vt.1" llH"",./l/il!/2~!-i f:Ctl-')D !'~ :5"0 ~c;tJT!'-·1E VOLL~~ I 
~Q6H lHf' <:C~(lF!En :r1u:::<-":-•c~ :>.7.~~·jl-.1:>-' HAS NOT ~~~-.i RE.:.CrED ·,.·1n-{r: .. 
~THr tllr,.,f'I) :\!;"r:::::i '"'F- iT'.:R'A~I'J\<:, 
~1-6H TH~ Qf<;T !,D1..trr~"• A::-;-rr-v::-".'· rs Gr'..!E::'\ } 
-96r1 fO?~,./ .... llH'.1./////.'/;:-P;-.; ~pi:r,p 1~~ $l'~.';S-'J1H.~ VOLiP~ I 
~73H ,v.j tl L-co:·ntr:c-;c:~ vt«:-~rK pr-£>,:f~.rs t.•:-v Fu~THE::.: R~Fir..;~'iG CF TM!: 
I 
SOLu-1C"i t..:: ... lfv::o J~, Gl'IE:-.: 
fHO 
••'•*""""•**.._ •• ,.,..-4 ... •"'*•1 {)f(t:,S '501 1 TO '$P'5- t .......... 44 " .... fi.: •• 4 ••IJt 4'4"' 
(JJ 
-'1 
co 
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APPENDIX F 
ON THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF SECO:ND ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
· EQUATIONS OF THE PARABOLIC TYPE • 
Terminology, definitions, basic concepts and criteria available 
from the theory of numerical analysis, concerning the selection of a 
"soundrr discretization scheme for the nwnerical solution of second-
order partial differential equations of the parabolic type, are 
brief'ly srunr1ia.i·h:.eu and i·e.rt::i·enci=s are given. 
F-l. Ccncro.litico. 
A partial differential equation of the second order, linear in 
the second partial derivatives, in two independent variables x and 
t, may be written as: 
A i}Y(x, t) + 2B u
2Y(x, t) + C u2Y(x, t) = 
ax2 ax cit ot2 known !'unction f (: , :: , Y, x, t ) 
where A, B and C are known coefficients and Y(x,t) is the -..u1-
known function. The equation is called parabolic if B2 = AC. The 
present interest is for the case B = C = o, in which the parabolic 
equation may be written in the form: 
oY(x, t) 
at ( 
a2Y aY 
=f --2, , 
Ox ox. 
Y, x, t) (F-l) 
If Eq.(F-l) is taken to represent a physic~l phenomenon, x represents 
usually the position coordinate and t the time coordinate. 
A typical physical initial value problem specifies boundary 
380 
conditions of the open type, i.e. it assigns the function Y(x,t) on 
an open rectangle defined by 
x = xl any t ;;:: 0 
x = x2 any .... ~ 0 (F-2) , v 
t 0 
' 
x1 ~ x ~ x2 
where xl and x2 are two spatial boundaries determining the range 
of interest of the position coordinate x, and t = 0 is take~ as the 
inlLlC:l.l Lime. The h..nuwri dist.cibutiun Y(x, 0) i.s then al.so rei'erred to 
as the initial condition of the problem. Other types of boundary 
conditions may be specified, but only the above is here of interest. 
The distributions Y(x, t), for xl < x ~ x 2 11.na t ~ o, satisf'y-
ing both Eq.(F-1) and the boundary conditions (F-2), are sought. Two 
conceptually different techniques may be used to approach the numerical 
solution of the problem: 
(a) the spatial derivatives of Eq.(F-1) are approximated by finite 
difference schemes to obtain a system of ordinary differential 
equations, solved numerically by conventional methods; 
(b) both spatial and time derivatives are approximated by finite 
difference schemes to reduce the problem to the solution of a 
system of algebraic equations. 
T'ne former method is particularly suitable for linear partial differen-
tial equations [Rei', 29, p. 241], whereas. the latter is equally well 
applicable to more general cases. Also in consideration of the 
present interest for systems of non-linear partial differential 
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equations, the attention will ·oe focused on the abovP. tF>chni que (b). 
A grid or mesh is obtained by discretizing the originally 
continuous spatial line (x1 s x s x2, constant t) and time line 
(t ~ O, constant x) in a finite number of points. The distance 
between consecutive spatial points and time points is referred to as 
spatial step 6x and time step ~t respectively. Constant (non-
constant) values of 6x and 6t throughout the mesh generate a 
uniform (non-uniform) mesh. 
Examples of finite difference formulae are available in Appendix 
B for the case of non-uniform mesh, and, for instance, in Ref. 30 
(p.284) for the simpler case of uniform mesh. 
A twu-li:::vt::l (mulLllevel) finite difference scheme ls obtained, it' 
a two (three or more)-point finite difference formula is used to approx-
imate the time derivative of Eq.(F-1) at a given point. 
An explicit (or implicit) finite difference scheme is obtained 
depending upon the capability (or lack of capability) of every single 
algebraic equation, generated by the discretization of Eq.(F-1) at one 
time point, to yield, independently of the other equations, the value 
of Y(x,t) at the following time point. The implicit scheme requires 
in general the solution of a system of simultaneous algebraic equations. 
The following nomenclature is _adopted~ 
D ~ exact solution of the partial differential equation (F-1) 
~ g exact solution of the partial difference equations generated 
by Eq. (F-1) 
N ~ numerical solution (actually achieved) of the partial differ-
ence equations 
~ discretizatio~ error = D - 6 
nurnerical error ~ 6 - N 
The finite distance of the mesh points is responsible for the 
discretization error. This is often referred to as truncation error 
since it usually arises from the truncation of a Taylor expansion of 
the function Y(x,t) at a given point, in the stage of generating 
finite difference e~uations. The numerical error is occasionally 
referred to as round-off error, although this is in general only one 
of the contributions to the numerical error. 
The problem of convergence deals with the conditions under which 
~ ~ D for 6.x, ~t ~ O. The problem of numerical stability deals with 
the conditions under which (~-N) is small throughout the entire 
region of solution (Ref. 31, p.223). 
The knowledge of the conditions of convergence and stability of 
a particular uiscretizat1on scheme ls a problem or fUndamental nature 
in the numerical solution of partial differential e~uations of the 
parabolic type. Attention to this topic is given in the following 
sections. 
F-2. On convergence and stability theories. 
Tne basic concepts of convergence and stability have been 
described for the first time in Ref. 31 (p.223), based on previous 
results obtained oy Von Neumann regarding a general method to tes~ 
stability~ easily applicable to linear equations with constant 
coefficients, with possibility of extension to the more general case, 
in some instances. Von NeUI!la.nn's method is based on the assumption 
* * that weaK stability (instability) implies strong stability (insta-
bility), and uses a Fourier expansion of a line of error, 
A close relationship between convergence and stability is proved 
in Ref. 32, and it is shown that one implies the other if certain 
conditions on the original differential equation are satisfied. The 
evaluation of the convergence is in these cases achieved by examining 
the behavior of an 11ampli:fication :factor" (or amplification m2.trix in 
the more general case), obtained with the aid of a Fourier expansion 
of Y(x,t). The theory is limited to linear equations and reduces, in 
the sioplest cases, the analysis of the error to the test on the dis-
cretization error, expressed in terms of 6x and ilt. These results 
are also available in Ref. 20 (pp. 38-73), and the highlights are 
gathered in Ref, 33 (p. 69). A slightly different approach, based on 
vector and matrix operators, is given in Ref. 34 (p. 222), and su::nma.r-
lzed. in Rer. 29 (p. 222). A ruure C!uuci::>e t,re1;1.l..menl.. uf l..ht: a.lluve 
theory is presented in a modern form in Ref. 35 (p. 103). 
A different definition of stability, requiring a growth of the 
numeric~l error (~-N) not faster than some power of the reciprocals 
of the step lengths, is presented in Ref. 36 (:p. 95). Although differ-
ent stability criteria are obtained, it may be shown that this 
definition of stability is closely related to the previous ones. 
Ref. 36 (p. 92) and Ref. 32 (p. 13), among others, describe a very 
elementary method (based on the extreme value :principle) to prove 
* Weak or strong stability (or instability) refers to the effect of a 
single error introduced at one point of the solution or of the 
overall error, respectively. 
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convergence, applicable solely to a limited number of simple cases. 
Convergence and stability conditions for specific equations and 
discretization schemes, resulting from the available theory, are 
su...'11I!larized in the following Section. 
F-3. Analysis of specific equations and discretization schemes. 
F-3.1. Linear equations. 
F-3.1.1. Linear equations with constant coefficients. 
(a) The heat equation 
cY(x,t) 
ct 
::::: 0 
2 o Y(x,t) 
Ox2 
0 = com:>l.ianL > 0 
is the simplest linear parabolic equation and is treated by most 
(F-3) 
authors [Ref. 29 to 33 and 36]. Ref. 20 (p. 91) gives a collection of 
finite difference equations approximating Eq.(F-3). Convergence and 
stability problems are analyzed and the truncation error is given. A 
few examples are reported below. The following notation is used: 
i ~spatial index (i = 1, 2, 3, ••• ) 
k ~time index (k = o, 1, 2, 3, ••• ) 
t:.. 
kyi = Y(xi-'kt) 
2 t>. 
k( 5 Y)i = k1 i+l - 2 kyi + kyi-1 
st ~ truncation error 
In addition, a diagram of the type 
( i-1, k+l) ( i, k+l) 
( i-1, k) ( i, k) (i+l,k) 
is used to indicate the number and the position of the mesh points 
involved in each finite difference equation. For conciseness, the 
indexes identifying the points will be omitted. 
l. Explicit: 
• l 
Stable if cr~t 2 = cons~ant s ~ as ~t, t::.x ~ O. (i:ix) 2 
2. Crank-Nicholson (implicit): 
k+l Yi-kyi k( c?Y) i+k+l ( 6 2Y) i 
---- = er ------.,,-.--
6t 2(tix) 2 : [ 
Unconditionally stable. 
3. Pure implicit: 
2 
' ly. -, y. "":+l( 6 Y) i· A.+ l. K. l. = 
---- = 0: ----=-
6t (ruc) 2 l 
Unconditionally stable. 
4. Richards on: 
k l Y.-k lY. + l - l 
26t 
Unconditionally unstable, 
5. Du Fort-Frankel (explicit): 
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k+lYi-k-lyi kyi+l-k+lYi-k-lyi + kyi-1 
----- = a------........ -----
2t.t (rue) 
with t.t -+ 0 
me as 
Unconditionally stable. 
6t -+ 0 
6. A three-level implicit scheme: 
(l+9) k+lyi_kyi - e kYi-k-lyi 
6t 6t 
= a 
2 
where e = constant > o, crt:,t/(mc) = constant 
Unconditionally stable. 
k+l ( oY)i 
(6x)2 • 
The value 0 = 0 generates the two-level implicit scheme 3. 
f 
t 
It rr.ay be observed that unconditional stability is featured by 
two-level formulae solely of the implicit type, whereas explicit 
• 
schemes unconditionally stable are available i£ a t!u>ee-level formula 
is used. 
(b) The complete second-order linear equation with constant 
coefficients 
oY(x,t) = 0 o2Y(x,t) 
at ox2 
+ a oY(x,t) + b Y(x,t) 
ox 
cr = constant > 0 
' 
(F-4) 
is analyzed :in Ref.2Qp.98], which shows that stability conditions are 
not dependent upon the lower order terms, so that the same schemes 
described in (a) for the heat equation (F-3) are applicable to Eq. 
(F-4), with a straight forward modification to incorporate the lower 
order termc in the finite difference equation, 
The use of implicit methods leads to the solution of a system of 
simultaneous finite difference algebraic equations, which may be 
reduced to the solution of a tridiagonal matrix equation. Since the 
entries of the tridiagonal matrix are time independent (a consequence 
of the assumed constancy of the coefficients of Eqs.(F-3) and (F-4)) 
only one inversion of the matrix during an entire solution is · 
necessary. 
3.1.2. Linear equations with non-constant coefficients, 
(a) The simplest linear equation with non-constant coefficients 
2 
= cr(x) o Y(v, t) 
Ox2 cr(x) > o (F-5) 
is analyzed in Ref. 36 (p.107), 20 (p.96), and conclusions are 
surnrna.r lzed ln Ref. 33 (p. 74) . 
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It lll.l),y be nhown that dincrctiza.tion ochemco of' the type 
k+lyi_kyi = cr(x.)e [k+l(62Y)iJ+ (l-_8)~(62Y)i]' 
f:,t l (L:>x) 2 
e constant > O (F-6) 
1 
are unconditionally stable and convergent for 2 ~ 8 ~ 1, whereas 
for O ~ 8 <~ they are stable and convergent if 
2(1-28) a(x) 6 t ~ 1 
(L:>x)2 
(b) The more general equation (Ref, 20, p. gy) 
(F-7) 
with µ(x) and v(x) positive and known functions, may be reduced to 
Eq.(F-5) with the change of variable 
y(x, t) = f vCx) dx 
and therefore may be similarly treated. 
An interesting example of numerical computation for this case is 
shown in Ref, 33 (p.80), including the program in AIDOL. An implicit 
methoa of solution is described in Ref, 20 (p.101), with an efficient 
method of solving a tridiagonal matrix equation. 
( c_) 'T'hP c_ompletP Pf]_na ti on 
aY(x,t) ( ) 
-"'---'--'- = (J x' t 
at 
02Y(x,t) + a(x,t) oY(x,t) + b(x,t)Y(x,t) T c(x,t) 
ax2 Ox (F-8) 
with cr, a, b, c known f'unctions, is treated in Ref. 36 (p,l07) and 
Ref. 29 (p.245), among others. For finite difference schemes of the 
explicit type it is shown that stability (and convergence under certain 
canditinns) is satis~ierl if 
cr(x,t) > O and 2 cr(x, t) Cit < 1 (6x)2 
For implicit schemes, conditions of stability are not available, with 
exception of the case of time independent coefficients o, a, b, c. 
Stability conditions may then be analyzed with matrix methods, Ref. 
29 (p.246) investigates this case, for various types of bou..~dary 
conditions. 
F-3.2. Non-linear equations. 
F-3.2.l. Quasi-linear equations. 
The quasi-linear partial differential equations represent a 
particular class of non-linear equations that are linear in the 
highest derivative of the unknown function Y(x,t). 
(a) The simplest type of quasi-linear equation is the semi-
oY(x,t) 
ot 
linear equation, which is linear in al.l the derivatives of 
Y(x,t): 
= a(x, t) 02Y(x~ t) + a(x, t) oY(x, t) + b(x, t, Y) , 
Ox Ox 
a(x,t) >O 
(F-9) 
Under certain restrictions on the known functions cr,a,b, existence, 
convergence and stability conditions have been investigated in Ref. 
37 (p.155) for explicit discretization schemes. For the simplest 
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explicit scheme, of the type (a)l described in Subsection 3.1.1, 
stability is conditioned to the inequality 
l.u.b, cr(x,t) < ]: 2 (F-lO) 
This result is consistent with the intuitive extrapolation of the 
~onstant coefficients case. Conclusions are also summarized in Ref. 
20 (p.109) and Ref. 36 (p.137). 
(b) A rather extensive analysis of the more general quasi-linear 
equation 
'd [ ( t) 'dY(x, t)] ( ) Ox p x, Ox - q x, -c, y = (F-ll) 
is given in Ref. 38 (p.484) with proo:f:s of convergence for 
several explicit and implicit finite difference schemes, 
under certain conditions on the known fu.."lctions p, g_, r o:f: 
Eq. (F-ll). 
An itcr~tivc procedure of solution is usually re~uired at each 
time step to cope with the non-linearities, although special schemes 
(Ref, 39, p.167) may occasionally be used, based on the solution of 
+.ri<'li::ce;omi.l m:::it:riv Pquations, to avoid the iterative procedure. 
F-3.2.2. Non-linear equations of the general ~ype. 
The general non-linear parabolic equation 
o
2
Y(x,t) = F[oY(x,t) 
1 
oY(x,t) 
1 
Y(x,t), x,t] 
ex2 ot 0x 
(F-12) · 
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is considered in Ref. 39 (p.167). Convergence is proved under certain 
con~itions of regularity of the coefficients, and the discretization 
error for a special implicit difference scheme is given. In addition, 
ah exarnple of an iterative procedure is presented and its convergence 
to the exact solution is proved. Conclusions are also summarized in 
Ref. 33 (p.98). Remarks of general nature are available in Ref. 36 
(p.139) and. Ref. 29 (p.249). 
A few examples of :particular non-linear equations available in 
the literature are listed below. The equation 
( ) ...,2 CIY x, t o 
(It = 0x2 
[Y(x,t)J5 (F-13) 
is investigated in Ref. 20 (p.lo4). A numerical computation is given 
for a :particular difference scheme, together with stability considera-
tions. For the more general equation 
CIY(x,t) = 02
2 
[Y(x,t)]n 
cit ax 
(F-14) 
an explicit scheme is analyzed in Ref. 29 (p.250), and stability is 
proved for 
n 6t [Y(x,t)]n-1 ~ ~ 
( /\x) 2 
Ref. j6 (p.141) gives only suggestions for linearizing the finite 
difference equations generated by the equation 
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oY(x, t) = 0 o
2
Y(x, t) _ ~ [oY(x, t)J 2 + a(x, t) 
at ax:2 2 ax: 
constant > 0 
(F-l5) 
where a(x,t) is a periodic function of x. Stability or convergence 
considerations are not given. Some attention to the system 
CiY(x,t) 
ot 
OZ(x,t) 
ot 
2 
= oY(x,t) _ qOZ(x,t) 
0x2 ut 
- cZ(x,t) exp[- A/Y(x,t)J 
(F-16) 
where q, c, A are constants > o, · is given in Ref. 29 (p. 250) and 
Ref. 36 (p.141) for specific boundary conditions. Only considerations 
on truncation errors are presented for various methods of solutions, 
F-3.3. Conclusion. 
A few basic concepts and results of the numerical analysis theory 
concerning conv~rgence and stability problems for various discretization 
ochcmco generated by partial dif'ferentia1 equations of the parabolic 
type have been sun:nnarized, and references cited. Whereas the theory 
is complete for the case of linear equations with constant coefficients, 
it is rather incomplete for the non-constant coefficient case, a.nn only 
fragmentary conclusions are available for the non-linear case. The 
problem of convergence and stability is of fundamental importance, 
since both features represent a prime requirement for the success of 
numerical solutions of equations of the parabolic tYJ?e. 
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APPENDIX G 
COMPUTER PRCGRAM FOR THE TRANSIENT PROBLEM 
In this Appendix the computer program (in FORTRAN IV, version l1) 
for the current-driven and voltage-driven transients is reported. The 
method of solution and the mathematical formulation are described in 
Chapters VII to IX, and illustrated in Figs. 8.3 and 9,3, The gener-
alized pure implicit discretization scheme has been selected. 
The program consists of a main program (deck 'PNT') and a set of 
subprograms (deck 'TOl' to 'TlO') each performing logically different 
operations of the algorithm. This modular organization of the program 
has the same motivations outlined in Appendix C. 
Double precision arithmetic has been mostly used. The size of tne 
vectors and matrices has been chosen according to the memory size of the 
ri.achine available (32,000 locations). A :magnetic "save" tape is re-
quired for permanent storage of the initial conditions and of the 
solutions at each instant of time. 
Main "Program. 
Deck 'PNT'. The main program reads the control parameters from a 
set of DATA cards, and the initial conditions from a magnetic save 
tape; drives the subprograms actually performing the required calcula-
tions and records on.peripheral equipment solutions and parameters of 
Subroutine 'TAPE'. 
Deck 'TOl'. Reads from, and records on, magnetic tape distribu-
tions of interest. 
File definitio:::i. 
Deck 'T02' . (Written in Assembler language IBIVJ.A.P.) Defines the 
~ile for one magnetic save tape needed by the deck 'TOl'. 
Subroutine 'TPRINT'. 
Deck 'T03'. Writes on the printout sheet the results of interest. 
Subroutine 'TSTEPK'. 
Deck 'T04'. Furnishes the time step at the next instant of time, 
according to the automatic time step adjustment algorithm described in 
Section 8.4. 
Subroutine 'DIFFEQ'. 
Deck 'T05'. Furnishes an improved solution of the system of the 
non-linear partial differential equations 8.15 to 8.17 from trial dis-
tributions of the electric field and mobile carrier densities at each 
instant of time. The mathematical algorithm is described in Subsection 
8.2.1. 
Subroiltine 'SLCV2'. 
Computes the spatial slope and curvature of two functions given 
in discretized form, at each internal point throughout the interior of 
the device. Two versions are available. Only~ must be inserted in 
the actual program. 
Deck 1 T06A 1 • Three point fonnulae (parabolic interpolation) are 
used, according to relations (B-11) and (B-12) (Appendix B). 
Deck 'T06B 1 • Five point formulae (Lagrangian interpolation with 
fourth-order polynomials) are used, according to the formulation of 
Subsection B-2.3. The relevant matrices are slightly rearranged in 
this routine in order to achieve a higher efficiency. 
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Subroutine 'EQUAD 1 • 
Deck 'T07'. Computes the quadrature of' thA AlPr.trir. fiAld s:patii:i.l 
distribution given in discretized form at unevenly spaced points in 
the interior of the device. The three-point formula (B-3) (parabolic 
interpolation) is used. 
Subro~tine 'TRDUl'. 
Deck 'T08 1 • See Deck 'Sl5' of Appendix C. 
Subroutine 'INTERP'. 
Deck 'T09'. Furnishes, at a given time, a value of the total 
current approximately corresponding to a specified value of terminal 
voltage during the voltage driven transient procedure, according to 
the algorithm of Section 9.2. 
Subroutine 'SLA.GR' , 
Deck 'TlO'. See Deck 'S05' of Appendix c. 
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IPVNCH .. €0· l RE(ORDING ON PUNCHED CAP.:DS OCCURS 
!PUNCH.Nt• l RE(QRD!NG G:J PUNCHFD CA?.DS OOES NOT OCCUR 
ICURP: • PARAt-l'ETf?.' T~AT SELECTS, EITHER THE CURRENT-DP.IVEtf (.?. T!-£ VOLTA~£­
DR1VEN TRHlSJENT PROCEDURE AS FOLLO .. 'S 
ICURR.fO.l CU~RENT~oRIVE~• TRA~$rna 
ICVRP..NE.1 VOL-AGE-DRIVfti TRA~~SIENT 
C* DATA C~~0f5) 3t4t5-t- ••• NN..-JF:xt<K.MAX-ll/S.+3) .. 
C• JUhI ... 1•~-..;Ax ~ D!S<:.RtT!ZtO £X-£R:'-it!i,l EXC!TATlO:'-t AT -:-HE INSTANTS OF :IJMf. 
(4 
C• 
I TO K><AX lKLUDFD 
(• rl.ll.TA CARD NN+l. {CNLY REnuJRfD FOR THE VOLTf,GE-CR'.VEN T?.Ar;SfE1'1TJ .. A TRIAL* 
(* 
C• 
Vlil.UE FOR THE CURRENT IN THE PRED:CllON PHASE AT THE * 
FIRST INSTA.~- OF Tl"1E IS READ IN -HE S.LBROUTP{E 1 lNTERP• • 
('*" ~TRVCJURE PA(.u.p.t£TERS Mte JNIT fAL DtSTRlBIJTJO:iS AH~ Rt.AD FROM MACiSE.T IC 
C* TAPE:. {SEE SUBROUT lNE 
C< 
C* 
C• OUTPUT PAR.A~ETEt!:S ARE 
(• 
C• 
C• 
('• N 
C* 
ONE-DivtNSf0."iAl AR.f:(Ay, EX,.,CT 
INSTMH Cf" TT>.1[ 
ONE-Ol~FNSlC'H~Al AQRAy, fX"A.(1 
INSTANT OF T!"'E 
C• P ~ ONE.-DJMfNSJO~tAL .ARP.AV• EXACT 
C'* INS.TANT OF TH"E 
C• VAA (OR J l = TERMI'iAl RESµON~t 
C"* OTHER QUANT J TES AS rN $UBROUT Iii[ 
P-OTENTlAL DlSTRl5!HION AT A CERTAIN 
fLfCtRON D!STRlflUTlON A1 A CERTAIN 
HOLE DISTR!B~TION AT A CERTAIN 
OF VOLTAGE. iOR CURRt.~T l 
fTPRINTf • 
C4 • 
C* ALLOV.t.rKE FOR T[N DOUBLE PRECISION URAYS I E,!'t.P,XSTE"P.EK • 
c-. + FIVE WORK!NG .A'>q:Ay~ f't THE LJ.BELED CO~'iON /O'NORK.' 1 Ai'tD TWO S!~GLE 
t• PRf(1S:J"- ARRt.YS ro~.DPJ ,ALL Of on .. ENSlON: &10• HAS t)£EN ~Aot. 
C**** ****'*******'" ** ••***** ¥-'>'+•+•••+ *** .. ,,, ** • 11-••*•*&+**** +• •••••~******** •••••• ••• 
DOUP.LE PREC!5!C.~ EISJ~J,'1<8!01,PISIOJ,XSTEP{BlOJ,[K!SlOl 
$,ND,NA tVDtVA tS.~'NJi't'( 4'):-0) 
RE.Ill ON( 81., J,. !)P ( e ](': l .J { 201)) ,VA.A ( 2o:i l ,.vAAR.(200} tOELVAA( 1001 
ft!I),Ji;c2.,01,TSTEP<200l . 
CO~VON !TSTP/ R•;:p,,.i::·-~t..X, TS.!oHN.TSTMAX-t ICTST ~TIME.TSTEP 
S /EXT /J,VAI:> 
S /XST I XSTEP 
S /TP. I NOt,_A,V!:hE t!'hPtJM., lL .JOf ,K,.TSTEPl 
S /TE~}.t/ OEL\iAA.DVAA,~t'LVR 
~ 10·,10RK I DL'"''•W -t DN •OP 
lt"} FO~U~T teEtC>.n /iI10/f8El0.l)Jl 
15 J:"QP~AT l6El3.6t2X.l 
(.>J 
w 
(J) 
, ................ *•*.fi••••******"" .... **** **. * ***• * ................ *** ** * ......... * **""*** .. ***• *** 
GAMP&J./44. 
BGfro\2'93 .•Gt.MP 
f('lST•l 
KRELAX•l 
C****H**'***•***'** READIN6 OF THE FIRST NN~ !FIX ((KMAX-U/6+3} CARUS 
READ( 5 •lO) fSTEPl • f lMtX • l 5T£PX tR"'IAXt T 5JMAX, TS TMTNtERRK •C:RRV 
$;JJTMAX .KMAXt IWR, IDT :r.-. I TAPE, I PUNCH. !CURR 
St CJ( l) • t:t t~MAX) 
IF IJIT"!AX,GT.lOOl J:TMAX=lOO 
IF llCU~R.FQ, !) GO TO 40 
00 20 l•l.KMAX 
2'l VAAR! I l=JC! l 
4n IF ( nrn.EC.Ol fWR:11t-O 
RMIN•l·/RMAX 
(*******•***•**"'*._.* READING OF THE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS AND INITIAL OISTRI-
C* BUTIONS FRO~ A MAGNETIC SAVE TAPE AND WRITING RELEVANT OUANTITIE5 ON 
C* THE PRINTOUT SHEET 
c• 
CALL TAPE rIOT!No ll 
CALL TPRINT I t;IR,.JITdCURR,11 
lll•IL-1 
(•***"*******•****• INJTIA'E K LOOP 
75 DO 80 l•l•lL 
5ry ElCIIl=Elll 
IF !TIME!n.LT.T!MEX.OR.KRFLAX,NF,]I GO TO 90 
K.REl.AX=-\'.'. 
TSTEPl=TSTEPX 
90 IF llCURR.EOoll CALL TSTEP>: lTSTEPl•K•KRELAX,VAAl 
IF 1 ICU~R.NE. !l CALL TSTEPK !TS TEP! ,K,KRELAX,J ) 
GPOt*"flAMP/TSTEPl 
GNDT=GPOT /BGM 
K•K+l 
!F 1ICURR.EQ,11 GO TO 97 
C*****"*•*******•4 4 * VOLTAGE-DRIVEN TRANSIENT ONLY 
KT=O 
GO TO 96 
92 (ONT!NUE 
00 94 !•2.!Ll 
NI ll•IH I l-ONI I l 
94 Pl I l•Pll l-OPll l 
96 CALL HH€RP o::.K.l.VAAC1;.hVAARtJ•TIME) 
(****•••*•*•*** ... ****** •• trif. ***** ••••••••• *** ........... ·············*•• ........... . 
97 DO 98 l•l•lL 
ONcth-O. 
98 OPl!l~O. 
C• 
GAJJ:PJ=GAMP+J(IO 
J!TaC 
C***••*****'******** INITIATE J LOOP 
100 JIT•JIT+l 
C• 
CALL OIFFEOtBGM•GPPT 1GAMPJ.VAAtoVAAl .EK.JIT J 
DEL \IA~ (JlT' :1:VAA(I< t~VAAl 
OVAA•V'1AtK)-VAAO::'..-l 1 
DElVlhDELVAAIJIT! /OVAA 
IF rtCURR.~E.1.ANO. JIT.LT.JITMAXJ GO TO 100 
IF (A6S(DEL.VRJ.GT.ERP.K.AND,JITeLT.JITMAX.AND.ICURR.EO.lt GO TO 100 
lF l!(URR.EQ, 11 GO TO 200 · 
CAlL TPRINT I IWRoJIT.ICURlh41 
tF ((ABS fVAAfKl-VAARO:::l).GT.FRRVJ.AN.O .. KT.lT.10) GO TO 92 
(•O•••H'·HlHf4*** RF.'CORDI"'IG RELEVANT OUANltflES AFTER TH£ TERMJNH!ON OF 
C• A ~ LOOP 
200 tF fJTAPt- .. E:;o.n (ALL TAPl'·. co.01 
CALL TPP.INT f nm.JIT.JClJRR.;?l 
IF" 0:'.•L"'.,l(VAX} GO TO 1S 
c• 
C***HHHl·•**•*H**** RECORDING THE EXTERNAL RESPONSE PRlCR THE TERM:tU.TlON 
C* OF THE PROGRAM 
CAl.l TPRINT fIWR •• J1T,tCU~R,3J 
tF ttPUtlCHeEO.l> PUtKH 15• <TIMEfthJ(ft,VAArihizlJKl 
STOP 
fND 
SIBFTC TOl DECK 
SUBROUT:NE TAPE ( IDTINo IREADl 
C**** ***••* ... *'*****•*• * Jt.•• •• *• .................... It •• **" **t! * .......... ***II., ....... ~ ...... ... 
C* THE SURROUT 1 NE •TAPE• R:'.ADS FROM JIND RECO~DS ON ~AGNE- * 
C• TIC TAPE PARAMETfRS AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF INTEREST• 
(* SURPROGRA>t N-EEDfD 
(§ F !LE DEFINI T!ON DECK 'T01• (IN ASSEMBLER LANC:.UACE IBMAPI * 
C• 
C* THE. MA{;NF-:-IC TAPE IS DEFINED AS 'UNU 3-0• • 
C• 
C* 
C4 AT EACH CALL OF THIS SU9RO'JTTltE THE PROCEDURE I> COllTROU..ED • 
C* 8-Y lHE PA~A~ETERS lREADt?DTIN• IT APE A5' ;:CLLOWS 
C• 
c• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
tiff AD, ED o l 
!READ.NE, I 
READING OF ThE STRUCTURE PARAM(TERS AliO lNI-
TlAL 015TRlBUTrONS OCCURS 
READING D::>ES NOT OCCUR 
. 
* 
C• fOftN : PARAMETER THAT lD~HIFH.S THE PCSITlC~ OF THE HU- * 
C• TIAl. DJSTRIBUTfONS• BY INOIC.ATlNG THE LOGICAL RE- * 
C* CORD OF !NTE!>EST * 
~ * 
C• ITAPE.EO.l RECORDING OF HE SOLUTIO~S AT EACH INSTAl<T OF * 
C* TI ME OCCURS * 
C• !TAPE.NE.! RECORDING DOE.S NOT OCCUR 
C• 
C• !N C.A5E RECORDING AT EACH [NSTANT OF TlME OCCURS,. A MESSAGE * 
c• Is WR!TTEn o~ THE PRINTOUT SHEET. 
C• 
C• THE Nu~·BER or :.:OROS TN THE FIRST LOGICAL RECORD (WHICH ALSO • 
C"' CONTAINS iHE STRUCTUR:'. PARA.YETERSJ TS 8llL + 13 • ANO Hi EACH OF THE FOL-• 
C• LO'.oltNG R[(OR!)S ts b•TL + 6 • • C••• •..... 'IHt-••••• I!••••• ll"******". * ••4- lf ... ,. ........ ~••If.•** ....................... **""*••••* ......... .. 
DOUBLE f:IREC IS ION EC 810l ,N.( 6101 ~P<8lO> ,(StE?( BlO) .NO.NA.VD 
REAL TI~E r 200) .Jc 21"\t'J] ,V"-A. ( 2:)01. TS TEP ( zo:n 
COVV.Q\i !TSTD/ R~Pi1P~AX• TSTM[N•TSTMA:<. ICTST 1TIMEtTST£P 
S /EXl /J•VAA 
$ /XST I XSTEP 
s :TP I NO,NA,VD•EtN.P,IM.IL.IDT.c,TsTEPl 
10 FOR"AT 11H0,////////////44H MAGN:"TIC TA>E RECORDEt WITH 
'SOT ,, .. 14 /39}(.6HI( """• 14 /JSXt6HT!~E ... E16.7 /J 
IF tIRt.AD•NF.ll GO TO 110 
C• 
VJ 
<.D 
-.J 
C••n•••*•••lflf•*••I( READlllG ONLY 
30 READ !'301 TOTtKtTP·E<KltVAA(KJ.,J{K)tND,NA,VD,JM,tl 
~ tCXSTEPlTJ,f(!l,NOJ1P{f).f=:],ILJ 
IF ODTI•·ro.]) GO ro 50 
00 40 II: 2 •IDT!N 
REA!J (301 tOT.K.TIM:O<.J.VAA(K.J,JfKJ,.TSTEPiK-1> 
s, tfttltt>:fthPltl,l=ldt l 
T STEPl•TSTEPI K-1 l 
40 COl'!Tl~UE 
50 IDT•lOT+l 
l?ETURN 
C• 
C***"**"H"*** ****'* ** WR IT I '1G ONLY 
l!C> WRITE 130! ror.K.Tl~E!Kl .vAA{~hJ{Kl .TSTEPIK-ll 
St iEC 11._~11 hPl Il .I=ltll) 
WRITE (6ol0l IDT,Kor!ME!Kl 
GO TO 50 
END 
SIBM<P T02 
****•+4•-~HI *• ••1•••**"' ¥-***'"****'**ii ** .. 4 **ii**** *ii 44 1t*44JI* I ii Jf ii It ti: 4 lE*"44 Jf IHJfit«-4* )I 4JF: ii*** 
** TH[S SUBPROGRAM CEFINES THE FILE CAND RELEVANT PARAMETERS.) * 
•• ::'QR ONE MA~NETlC SAVE TAPt FOR C:AtA RECORDING PURPOSES. * 
44 " 
THE TAPE' IS DFf"If<,£D AS •UNIT 30' ON CHANNE\.. SCU * 
1 DATAT·P= TITLE GIVEN TO THE TAPE * 
•BIN• • OPTION THAT SPECIFIES BINARY RECORDING * 
tJNOUT' : OPTION THAT SPEClf!ES BOTH READING AND WRITING 
ON THE TAPE 
•BU<• = OPTION THAT SPECIFltS THE LENGTH OF ONE RECORDING " 
** BLOCK * 
** ... *"'** •**"*"' •••+••• .. ***""•~•4*******4._.**+****** **************4**** 4*+441!' lHl******* 
ENTRY 
.uN3'· Plf 
U'llTlO FILE 
END 
.UNJO. 
ONIT10 
DATATR.BI l! .BIN.INOUT.BLK=2~btHOLD 
SlflFrC TOJ DECK 
sunROUTJf'.E TPRJNT UWR ,JlTtlCURR .. IPRJ 
C** •••********,.* • ****** ** + • ** **'** • ******** •+••• *"'* •••++* • ** *•**••*i-*** • *•*•••** 
C• THE SUBROUTINE 'TPRINT' WRITES ON THE PRINTOUT ~HEEi TH( 
C• ~ELEVANT P~RA~ETE~S AttD D!SIRI8LTIONS <AT EACH INSTANT OF T!ME1 • THAT 
C* ~!'PRESENT lHE SOLUTIO~ OF THE PROBLEM. 
C• 
C• THE Dl5TRIBUTlON, 0-F INTEREST ARE PRINTED OUT IN A Nt.;MBER 
C• OF POINTS CONTROLLED 3Y THE PAR•"IETER !W'< • !EVERY l!llRlTH POINT IS * 
(4 '~lNTf:"L, 01)11. IF TH~ PA~AMETEF< lWR lS OMITTED• A STANDARD VAL\.:£ (!WR= • 
C* !OJ ll!LL 'IE CHOSEN BY THIS ROUTINE. * 
c .......................... *•. • 11-4** 4 lJ ** .. * ... *+•** * *•* ** ** * * ** * ** *** ......... ~ ** .. ** * * ••••• 
DOUBLE Pf:ECISir)('t fUI0).N(810hPl8lOl•XSTEP18101, X\810> 
$,DEUH B!Cl oDELP18101,OUMl1810 ),DU~ZC SlOJ 
1..V.,L .rn:.~.;.A.vO 
P.Et>L J i200 It VA/.. I zc.r.) 'T 1.11.E 1200), TS TEP( 2001 ,DfH 810),DP(BlO) tOElVAA 
tO'/AAV{ ?Jr; i 
/TSTP/ f<,V}N,R.~Ax. TSTl-':lf'hT0JMAx, ICTST ,TIME,.T.$TEP 
S /EYT I JtVAf. 
$ /TP I rm.:;A,'JD,ft~tPtIY .. II .. IDT1K,T!JTEPl 
/XST I 1ST!:P 
/D~URK/ 0-ELN,)(tDU.~.l tC·ELP•DUM2,D"-t.,DP 
/TfP~/ DflVAA tDVAA tCf.LVR 
10 FOPM.A.T (}Hl, 7'H"1CU0'<ENT-ORJVt.N TRANSIENT F-OR lHE >.BRUPT N-P STRU 
$(T!lRf l:O(NTIF'ff!'l ~y Ill l 
15 FOPVAT flHl• 70rtV~;LTAGF-0RtV~~ TR.Af'·-.ISf[NT FOR THE HHHJPT N-P STRU 
SCTUPE IOfNTifIFD AV /// J 
20 ~ORMAT (JHOt SK."iD = t 024.15/ 
$ 6H tlf.. = • 924.15/ 
1 6-H ti = ., 024.15/ 
S 6H l ~ " D24.151 
$ 6H VD • , 0?4.15/ 
S 6H I" ~ , 15 I 
$JH!. 3CHTHE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION ARt Ill 
$ HIO .. 3HK =,o.2ox. 
1; 3HJ =,~15.1,.?ox. 4HVAA=t F1S.8 .. 2QX,71-HIME =•El5.8//// 
s sx.1;.;1., 11 x' lHX ,21x '5HXS TEP' 22X t !HE ,?z:t .. 1rn.i,/?X"l1:-'P/ / / 116 .. 5023.12 
i l) 
30 FORMAT (lHl t6H K =1l4t 29Xtl2HJ =t El9~8 
$ /lXt 6H JlT =•f4,.29X.12:-W\A =tfl5.B 
$,4Q)'.,,1t-TP-IE =tEl4,.7/4QX,12t-:SIVAt', ,,,,FlS.&,40(,TrlTSTEP ••El4•7 
~/4CX'1U'HDELVA/. =1>.15.8,40X,7HR =• El4.71 
t / '40Xtl2HDELVAA/0VAA="1Fl5.8.40X~ 
$ 7f.1RMI~ =t El4.7/!C'.·7Xt7HPM;..X .-., El4e7/ 
$ !C7X.,1HTSP-'H~=, El4.71107Xt 7HTST."~AX= tE14.7 I/If 
$')X, !H.! •! lX,. lr'f ,}4X, H-1 ~, l3X, 2H:)!'-l 1 l l Xt4HDfLNt 21Xt; 4P., 14X ,2HDP,9 X• 
!4HD[LP )/// r I 6 t92"'. ! a tDZO:-e 10 tE.13. ~ 1Dl 3. 5tD25. lO ,::13.5. Dl 3. 5 } } 
4'5 F0R1'AT fHtrl.,/////) 
5n FOD1AAT {~0x.eHDELVAt.. { , 13, .t.H 1 = • rte..si 
6') FOPlw'AT OH1 ,4~HTKE TERMI/.\AL RESPO.~SE AS t. fUNCTIOll OF TIME 1$//// 
tlH'." • 3X ,lHK dC'X, 7r-"T J!-'.E ( K), lOX ,6HVAA (KI, 12~ '4HJ(J'.;, h20A•8H1" STEPUO, 
$ 10X-t7t·DVt.t..fl(l Ill IJ5tE2rJ.7d·l5.8t08.7tE2:?.71E2::i.7>l 
C•1 **'* ** •*** -11* **"' ***** *** * •-** * *._.**" '*•******•**'"'*:i1-*.: *'* 1 •••••*••*•• **"*••••••• ...... •* 
IF ( Iw;:;.£1).0i I:..'=l=ll"\ 
GO TO (1("}5,140t!70tl601t IPR 
10'.i ";((11=~. 
DO 110 1•2.!L 
X ( 11:X11-11+XSTE:P11-1 I 
111 IF (J.EO.!M) M=X<I) 
L:lC( IL l 
IF tlCt'RR.E0.11 WRlTf. (61lOJ 
tF nctr:=iR.NE.!l \..'RITE (6,15) 
\.IRlTE 16120) ND,N.A,M.L,vD,IMtK.,JIKl.,VAtUK)•TIMEtKJ 
!i, fI·XIIl.XSTE'PrI),E! r ) ,N(J),PI 11 tI=l.IL.lWR) 
RETURN 
14j R:O, 
IF CK.C.T.2) R..,i$TfP(K-lJ/T5TE'PfK-21 
WRITE" t6t30} K .JcK l ,J JT tVAA ( K). T f Y.:: (I( 1 .ovAAt TS TEP! ,DEl.VAAtJ JT) 
$ ,R tOEL \R ,RM! N ,cP,i;A )'.,TS TI" IN,: S TPAX 
s. ! I' Et I , .. ~ t I l ,er~ ( I) .DEL~' I ) • [) { I ) .DP I J J 'O[LP l [)' l= .i.. f Lt I-R i 
!61 ...,RfTF l6el..~ 1 
YiRITE t6.~0J OtDELV.t.A.flhI*-1,Jtll 
RETUq-"~ 
171 OV~AV(])=-0. 
00 !SO [•Z ,K 
Ul 
([) 
(l) 
180 - DVAAV! I) "'IAAC! l-VMl!-11 
TSTEPIK!=O. , 
WRITE 16,bOJ (l ,T!HEC ! l ,VAA I I) ,JI Tl .TSTEP! !) ,DVAA\/C I I .I •l,K) 
RETURN 
ENO 
S!BFH" T04 DECK 
SUB~OUTIN( TSTEPK <TSTEPI ,K ,KRELAX,VAAI 
C•* ,.._,..******** *+***'* •******* • * * :11 ** • ** w * * ***************** +******* ********* • ***** 
C• THE SUBROUTINE 'TSTEPK' FLRNISHES THE TIME STEP AT THf. * 
C* lliS TANT OF Tl ME K. * 
C* 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C* 
~N AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT OF THE TIME STEP AT 1HE lr-ISTANT 
~AV BE EMPLOYED. BASED ON MAINTAINING CONS1ANT rnuNOl!ON ERROR IN THE 
HME OO"IAIN OF THE F!RST TIME DERlVATIV[ OF TllE TERMJ,<AL RESPONSF OF THE 
OEVICF. 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
K 4 
C* ~ ~ !!OEX IDENTJFVJNG THE INST AN l OF llME 
C• kREL/!X • PA~AMETER \/KJCH EXCLUDES THE AUTOMTIC TIME ;TEP ADJUSTMENT PRO- * 
(DURE !FOR A FEW INSTANTS OF TIME AFTER AN >l(6JTRARY TIME STEP 
Sl!E 15 IMPOSED BY THE PROGRAMMER) AS FOLLOW; 
C* 
C• 
c•· IF K.LT.CKRELAX+31 THE AUlOMATl' STE' SELECTION !S E•L\J- " 
c• DEO AND THE QUANT !TY T5TEPJ IS TAKt:N AS TH[ Tl•E STEP AT * 
C* THE INSTANT K • * 
C* \"AA ONo-OlM£NSIONAL ARRAY. EXTERNAL TIME RESPONSo OF THE DEVICE 
c• 
C* 
C• OUTPUT PARAP.lrTER 
C• 
C* lSTEPl B Tl<E STEP AT THE INSTANT 
(4 
C• 
C* A FEATURE THAT PREVENTS OSCILLATIONS A~ISING FRO' FEEDBACK * 
C* OF THE ITERATION ERROR AT EACH INSTA'H OF 11ME IS INCJRPORATEO, AND CON- * 
C* 1ROLl.f'D BY !HE PARAMETER I CT ST• * 
c ........ .................... .,Cf!..* ..................... **** ••• t***•* *•**••••••*****ii ............. . 
OIMENSlON VAA(20nl.,T5TEPl2001 tTIMEf200~,f:U+J 
COMMON. ITSTP/ R~IN,RMAX, TS1"':1NtTSTMAX .. l(TST •Tl-MEtTSTEP 
VA.ACV=O• 
T STEP I I(, •rs TE Pl 
JF !K.LT.O~RELAX+311 GO TO 200 
!F !ICTST.GT.1.MIO,JCTST·LT•~IGO TO 110 
tCTST• I 
ALF~ •TSTE• I K-21 /TSTEP C K-3 I 
VAAC\ll ""';>•• fVAA ( K-1l-tA.LF.A+l.1•VAA (K-2l+A.LFA*VAAC K-3) 1/ tlSTEPI 
SK-21*TSTE> !K-3 l) 
ALF A•TSTEP I K-11 /TS lt P ( K-21 
VAACV•Z••{VAA( ~)-(ALFA+ l• l*VAA (K-11-t-ALFAH/AA.< K-?1 l I( TSTEPt 
SK-l l*TSTPIK-2 l l 
OVAA•\IAA I~ 1-VM IK-11 
OVftA!•VAA!K-11-VAA CK-21 
OEN:VAA(\l•OVAAl 
tF -CDEN.EJ.O.) DEN..,I.E.-20 
PRicSQR T f f1B~ ( Vf.ACV l/DEN*DVAA l I 
T5TEP(Kl=RR*T~t£P(f(-l J 
If CRR.LT.RHHl) TSTFPIKJ•RMl••TSTEPIK-11 
IF IRR.c.T.RHAXl TS TEP!< l•RHA<*TSHPIK-ll 
IF ITSTfPCKl.LT•TST'-'lN) TSTEP!Kl~TSTM!N 
IF ITSTEPCr.1.GT,TSTl'AXl TSTEPCKl•TSTMAX 
If o~.LT.O:RELAX+41} GO TO 21}0 
DO 5n l•l •4 
JND,.1t-I+l 
,0 RCl>-TSTEPllNDl/TSTEPllNO-ll 
IF f1"IOT.flRfl>1LT.Rf2) .ftNO. R(2).GT.f-H~).AN.O. R:~J.LT .. R(4)).0H• 
S C RI ll.GT.Rl21 .At.D• Rl21.LT,ROl.Al-!D. R'3).GT.R!41lll 
$ GO TC 2M 
T ST Ayo: (TS T E"P ( K~ 11 +TS TEP O~ ~21 +T ST E.P { t.-3 i + T STEP I K.-'+) ) /4" • 
110 ICTST=ICTST+l 
TSTEPIK)=TSTAV 
200 TSTFPl=iSTEP<K> 
l IME ( K+ 1) =T J~E I K J+TSTEP( K) 
RETUP~~ 
fND 
S!BFTC T05 DECK 
SUP.ROUT JNE OJFFEO f 13{,~, GPDT .SA"1P.J ,vAA §VAAl ,EK.Jl n 
C•••• *""**" ***". 111-4 •• "!HI* ..... ~ ........ ··~·••*••**•*+• *****+***If** •******lll••. *** ..... ***"* 
C• TH[ su;ROUTINE 'DlFF£0' 1.~PRO\.'ES T-tE SOLUTIC:< OF THE • 
<• SYSTE',... OF THOF.E NQn-LrNEAR PARTfAt nirFtP.lrHIAL EOUZ..TJOilS FRO~. A TRIAL 
c~ FUNCTION, f.T fACH (.J} ITER.\TiON AT EACH tNSTANT OF TfM£. 
c• 
C* THIS ROUflNE USES A F!NIH DlfFERENC!' SCHEME B•SED ON THE 
C• SOLUTIO.'i OF T\,;Q TR!PLE-OlA60~AL ¥.'ATR!CES WITH A DIRECT METHOD, 
C• . 
C• SUBPROGRAMS NffDEO ARE 
C• • SLC\i'2' 
C• •EQUAO• 
C* 1 TRDl.J1' 
C• 
(* 
C• INPUT PARAMCTERS ARI: 
C• 
C* E~ 
co 
C• 
C• 
C:• " 
c• 
C• 
C* 
c• 
c• 
c• 
C• 
c• 
c• 
C.* N 
C* 
C• P 
: ONE-Dl><ENS!ONAL ARRAY• ELECTRIC.FIELD SPATIAL DISTRIWT!ON AT 
THE PREVIOUS INSTANT Of T!><E K-1 
• ONE'-DT~[,'JStO~iAL ~PRAY, lN4CCURA·E ~LECTfUC.. FIELD SPA".IAL OlSTRI-
8UTIO~ AT THE INSTAN1' Of iIME t 
O~E-Dl"ENS!O~AL ARRAY, lliACCURA-t ELECTRON DENSITY SPATIAL Dl-
STRIBUTTON AT THE INSTANT OF Tl/.!E K 
ONE-DIME,..510".j4L ftKRA't,,. Thl·CCURAfE HOLE OE'tt5ITY SPAilAL 0[-
STRIBUTION AT THE IN~TA"T OF TIME K 
OUTPUT fARA'-'ETfRS ARE 
'S ONE-Dl~fNSfOJ.fAL .4PRl\'h IVPROVfD ru:CTRIC FJ£LO SPATIAL OISTR!BU-
TION AT THE r~sH~T CF Tl>!E ~ 
> O~E-Dl~ENSl::>">L ~RR~" !~PROVED ELECTRON CENS!TY SPM!AL DISTRI- * 
?UTlO~ AT THC: t~e.T.!-''1 OF TI."l.E ::. 
• O~E-DIMENS!Cf,A\.. ARRA"'!• t.Y.PRCVED HOLE tEN.S.lTY SPMlAL OlST~I-
(>J 
w 
w 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
DELN 
DELP 
ON 
DP 
VAA 
BUTIO'< AT THE lftSTANT OF TIME K 
• ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY• CORRECTION FOR THE ELECTRON DENS! TY SPA-
TIAL DISTRIBL!ilON AT THE COMPLETION OF EACH I JI lTERAT !ON 
• ONE-OIMENSl0r1AL ARRAYt CORRECTION FOR THE • HOLE DENS! TY SPA-
TIAL DlSTRltllJT!-ON AT THt COMPLETION OF EACH lJI lTERAr ION 
• ONF-D!l.\rNSIONAt ARRAY, TOTAt CORRECT:ON FOR THE ELECTRON DENSITY 
SPATIAL D!STRIBUT!ON AT THE INSTANT K 
• ONE'-t>IMENS!ONAL ARRAY• TOTAL CORRECT',ON FOR THE HOLE DENSITY 
SPATIAL DISTRIAUTION AT THE INSTANT K 
• ONE-O!MENS IONAL ARRAY, TERMINAL VOLTAGE OF THE DE\i ICE 
C• THE ARRAYS EK•E•N•P,OEl_N,DELP ARE IN DOJBLF PRECISION 
C* AND Of DIMENSION 810. THE ARRAYS ON,DP ARE IN SINGLE PREC!5lON AND 
C* OF DH<ENS!ON SlO• THE ARRAY VAA 15 lN SINGLE PRECISION AND OF DIMEN-
* 
C• SION zoo. • 
c •** * ** * .. ** * * **** **** * * .... * ....... **If ..... * 4* * • .,, •• * ** * * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * * ** •** * * ** * * ***** * 
DOUBLE PRECISION E!810l,Nl510J.Pf810J.XSTEP•Bl0l• fK<BlOJ 
S ,DEL~! 8101,DELP! 8101•ANI810 I ,AP! 810: ,SN! 810) ,BP( 810 I •NSL 
s !810l tPSL! 81Dl ,vN ( 8 JOI .vP\810 I. NCURV! 8101 .PCURV(BlO I 
s. z.ze: •.ALFA-t)OPINU,(N,(P .ND ,NA.VD .. vA 
DIMENSION DN!810l ,DP18l01 •VAA!200l 
EQUIVALENCE fVN,.NCURV1DELNl. cnN .NSL l '(8P.PSL), CVPtPCURV.DELP} 
St (AthAP) 
COMl.\ON /XST tXS TEP 
S /TP f ND"NA,.VD•EtN,.PtIM.JL,IDT,K,TS1EPl 
S /OWOR(/ NCURv,.NSLtPSLtPCl.JRVtAN,DN,OP 
lLl•IL-1 
IMPl•IM+l 
CA.LL Sl.CV2 (.litoNSL-tNCUR\'1P-tPSL.PCURV., IL) 
DO 110 t•! ,.I.. 
110 E 1 I l• IPSL< I 1-BGM•NSLI l 1-GAMPJ+EK I l l*GPDTl f(P( 1 l+N ! l l*B:;M+GPDT I 
VAA.l=VAA (Kl 
IF IJIT.E0.11 VAAl=VAA!K-ll 
CALL EOUAD Et-VD.,.VAtVU(KleJL) 
DOPING •ND 
DO 130 1•2•1-1 
ALFA.sXSTEP! B/XSTEP! l-ll 
Z•2.00/XSTf'PI I I 
ZE•Ell l 
IF lloEO.IMPll DOPING •-NA 
RHQTP( 11-N I I l+OOP!NG 
CN•Z+ZE/ALFA 
VNI I l• - INCURVI l l+7E*NSLI I IHH I I •RHO-GNDT*uN! Ill /CN*f<SlEPf 1 l+ 
SXSTEP! l-11 I 
BNI I ls! !RHO-Rf I l-GNDTl * XS TEP! l-1 l+ZE-CNI ;CN*! ALFA+loDOJ 
130 AN!l l•IZ-ZE l!CN*ALFA 
CALL TRDUl !AN ,SN ,VN, IL 1 
oo 140 l"2•lll 
ON! I l•DNf l l+DELN! I I 
140 N ( ll •NI! l+DELIH I l 
(•*****•*****•****••******"'"**********************"'************************~***** 
DOPING •ND 
izo oo 230 I•2 .JLl 
ALFA•XSTEP 111/XSTEPI1-ll 
Z•2.00/XSTEP~ I) 
ZE•EI 11 
tf' (I .EO. tMPU DOPING -NA 
RHO•PI I I-NI I l+DOPING 
CP •Z-ZEIALFA 
VP! ll • -IPCURVI l l-ZE•PSLI ll-P ! I l*RllO-GPOT•DFI 1 l l /CP • !XSTEP ! I I 
S+XSTEP I !-1 I I 
8P<J)=-CIRHO+Pff}+()·•oTl*XSTEPU-1J + ZE+CPJ/CP •IALFA+l.DOJ 
230 AP fl l = ! Z+lFl /CP•ALrl 
"CALL TRDUl fAP.BP.V'.IL l 
00 240 1=2tlll 
DPl!l=OP(I l+f)f.LPI II 
240 Pl !J=P<l J+D,LPf ti 
RETURN 
END 
S IBFrC Tfl6A DECK 
SUAROUT?NE S.LCV2 tY,YSLtYCv.,T,.TSLtTCVtll) 
C••'*••• • *.,.,. •••*** ***"** **+*• •*"" **,.* "***** •** ***,.**11-*****•**** 1t *** **** *"*** **** • • 
C* THE SUflROUTtNt 1 Sl(V2f COMPUTES THE SPATfAL SLOP[ ;.:10 
(• (URVATUR( OF r;io FUNCTJONS GIV!" .. IN O!SCREtIZED FORM THROUGHOUT THE POINT 
C• INTERVAL 1 - !L , 
(4 
c• , .. 
c• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
THI:;> RQUTINE USES A PARABOLIC J:HERPOLATJON SCHEME Al EACH 
:)PAT(AL POINT <THREE-POif'a FCRP.ULAJ SUITABLE FUR Not..!-WHFORM .STEPS. 
0 Hf SLOPE ANl> CURVATU~E AT EACH POINT ARE THAT OF THE PARABOLA 1RACED 
"HROU(,fl THE POINT lTS!LF AND THE TwO ADJACENT POINTS. 
~DUBLE PREClS ro~ AR!TH"ET [C IS USED. 
INPUT PA~h:·>ETERS ARE 
. 
. 
co 
C* 
C• :L 
• ON~-DfMrNSIOl'IAL 
• ONE-DIMENS ron•L 
z TOTAL NU"-1.BER OF 
z ONE-DlMEN.S[O:iAl 
ARRAY WHOSE SPATIAL SLOPE AND CURVATURE b.qE SOJGHT• 
/.RR/1.Y W'HOSE SPATIAL SLOPE AND CUR\.'AT!JRf ARE S.0-JGHT• 
SPATIAL PC llHS 
C* XSTEP 
<• 
C* 
C• 
C• , .. 
C• .... SL 
, .. 
C• 'SL 
C• 
'* vcv 
'" C* TCV 
C• 
C• 
Ci• 
C• 
C* CIS ION. 
ARRAY, NON-UNIFORM SPATIAL SlEP SIZE A1 EACH 
SPATIAL PO!~' 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
c DNE-DIMENS!OMAL ARRAY• FIRST SPATIAL DERIVATlVE AT EACI- SPATIAL . 
POINT OF THE GIVEN ARRAY y . 
• ONE-Dll'rNS!C,~•L •RRAV, FIRST SPATIAL DERIVATIVE AT EAC>, SPATIAL 
POINT OF THE GJVEN ARRAY T 
• ONE-Oll'ENSIOKAL ARRAY, SECOND SPATIAL DERIVATIVE AT EACH SPA!IAL 
POINT Cf THE GIVEN ARRAY y 
• ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. Sf'COND SPATIAL OERIVAflVE AT E.O,CH SPAT!AL 
POINT OF THE Gl\IEN ARRAY T 
ALL THE ARRAYS ARE or DIMENSION 810 ~ND Iii DOUELE PRE-
C•••+••••••4-4-f4+• .............. I ...... **'***•****************•••••••*********•***"'****** 
DOUBLE PRECISION XS,EP{l),YSLl!J.YCVll>.Ylll 
S •AlF.4 .ALFAs:- tALF APl tXZ. ,ALF Al 
s.1111.rsi.n l.Tcv<1t 
COl.\MON IXST I XSTEP 
ILl•ll-1 
DO 400 !•2, !Ll 
AlFA•XSTEP I I) IXST€P 1 t-l l 
ALF' APl =ALF A +l.DO 
ALFAl•ALFA-1,00 
~ 
0 
0 
ALF~F"=ALr A/ A Lr AP! •ALF A 
XZ•2.DO/! XS TEP I I l *I XS TEP 1lH-XSlEPt1-1 l l l 
TSL!lt= CT<Hll/ALFAPl _,.ALFAJH(IJ-ALFAC *T!l-11)/XSTEPC!l 
YSLlll• IYll+ll/ALFAPl +ALfAJ•Y{ll-ALFAF *Yll-lll/XSTEPlll 
TCVl!l=CT!l+li-ALFAPl •T{Jl+t.LFA *T!J-lll*XZ. 
YCV!ll=!Yl!+l)-ALFAPI *Ylll+tLFA *YIJ-lJJ•xz 
400 CONTINUE 
YSL!ll= IYl2J-Yl! ll/XSTEPl!l 
TSL!ll> 0121-Tllll/XSTEPCll 
YSLllll•lYllLl-YllLl ll/XSTEP!lll 
TSLOL)•ITllL>-TllLl ll/XSJEPllLl 
RETURN 
END 
stBFTC TO&A DEC~ 
SU8R0UTl!':iE SLCV2 (Y,YSL,YCv,.r.·sL,TCV.,IL) 
C•**,.*,.**"*4 ... * * *"* * ** ******•• •* ** * *"*"* •• • ***** •• • lE*** * ** ** ** :.******** ****-..•*11;• tt * •* * 
C• THE SUBROUTINE '~LCV2' COMPUTES TH[ sPATIAL SLOPE AND • 
C• CURVATURE OF TWO FUN(T!ONS GIVEN rn 01sCRETlZED FORV. THROUGHOUT THE POINT 
C* JNTERV'f,L l - IL • 
C• 
C• 
c• 
THIS ROUTINE USES A LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION 5<.HEM£ AT 
EACH SPATIAL POINT I FIVE P011'T FORMULA) SLITABLE FOR NON-UNirORM STEPS. 
THE SLOPE ANO THE (URVATURE AT EACH POI NT ARE THAT OF THE FOURTH OR!)[R 
C• FOLY~OMJ AL TRACED THROUGH THE POINT ITSELF AND THE FOUR ADJACENT POINTS. 
C• ~OUBlE PRECISION ARITHMETIC IS u;rn, 
C• 
c• 
INPUT PARAMETERS <RE . 
. 
C* 
c• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
c• 
C• 
' l 
ll 
• ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
K ONE-DIM.ENS ION AL 
• TOTAL NU~8ER OF 
:ii; ONf:-DIMENSIONA.l 
ARRAY WHOSE $PATl•L SLOPE Ai'D CURVATURE ARE SOUGHT• 
ARRAY W.JOSE SPATIAL SLOPE AN'l CURVATURE ARE SOUGHT* 
SPATIAL POINTS 
C• 
C• 
C• 
JS TEP 
C* ..,SL 
c• 
C• 'SL 
C• 
C* 'fCV 
C• 
C• i"CV 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• CISIO~. 
ARRAY• 'ON-UNIFORN SPATIAL STEP SIZE A1 EACH 
SPATIAL POINT 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
• ONE'-DIMfNSlONAL A'<:RA'f,. FIRST $PAT'.AL DERIVATIVE AT EACH SPATIAL 
POINT OF THE GIVEN ARRAY Y 
a 0NE-DIMHi510NAL ARRAY• FIRST SPAT :AL DERIVATIVE AT EACH SPATIAL 
POINT OF THE GIVEN ARRAY T 
• m~E-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY., SECvND SPA.IAL OERIVATIVE AT EA(H SPATIAL 
90INT OF THf G!V~N ARRAY y 
• ONE-DI MENS ION AL ARRAY, SE(O~() SPATIAL DERIVATIVE AT EACH SPATIAL • 
POINT OF THE GIVEN ARRAY T 
ALL THE ARRAYS ARE o; oIMENSJON 810 ANO IN DOUBLE PR!;-
C•••.f-***"'* •• ** • • • ••, • * • • ** ***** •••* .iE•*****-******** ... ***4***•* •4*** "*,.************ 
DOUBLE PRECISION XSTEPCll.Y5>Lfll,YCV<l)~Y(l) 
s,we.wc.ec,w ,.ALFA ,vt 
s.rn' ,T5L( l J ,.T(V( ! J ,TI .scT 
s,. R11.R12 .. rn3,R14,q15. u11.u12,u1; .. uH 
s. R21,Rz2,R:23,R;i4.R7S. u21.uz2.u23•U2!f 
s. R~t.R321R.'3'3.R34.,r{1;5• U3],,IJ32,IJ33•t.H4 
tt P41 tR4?tR43 .. r;;:44,,P45 
t tR5?oP53,R54.~55 
s,. ~11.s;:i1 .s31.s41., vn ,.v21'.v31 
CO~MON /XST I XSTEP 
(4tl ti• W ti 11 •ti ti W ti* *ilif • "'"***.,_.,. •• ** W **** •• ••-**•***iE ti f ***** *"***t1*¥4•'1Hitl ti• 4 'ti*•***** ii Jf. • •* 
IL?=IL-2 
IL"l•IL-3 
Rl2•-X STEP 11 l -XSTEPl 21 
Rl3•J.00tRJ2 
R22•-XSTEP !21 
R23• Io 00/R 22 
R52=-XSTEP I 2 l-XS TEP 13 l 
R53•1o00/~52 
Rl4=Rl3•Rl3 
R24s:R23•R2~ 
R54•R5"l•R5"l 
Rl5=Rl4*Rl3 
R2S::tR24•?2 3 
R55=R54•R53 C*•••••••* *****4+4*•*• ill ........ * ••• •i" * ... *"' ******•. **'"*•••+*•+ ...... lHf4 ti ........... Ill I .. .. 
DO 300 !=3•lL2 
R32~XSTEPt ! l 
R42=R32+XST£P( I+l l 
R3'3...,l.DO/R32 
~43=l•Dl1/R42 
R34=R3'34R33 
R44::R4 ~•R4 ~ 
R35=R34*R33 
R4'5=R44*R4) 
Yl=YI I l 
R 11=IY11-2 l-Y l l •R '. 5 
R21=!Y11-1 l-YI l*RlS 
R31• IV! !+11-YI l•P>5 
R41• IYI 1+2 l-YI l *R45 
Ull•Rll-R41 
Ul2•Rl2-R42 
Ul3=Rl3-R43 
U14.,.R.l4-P44 
U2l•R21-R4l 
U22•R2l-R42 
U23:rR23-R 1~3 
U24=R24-R44 
U31=R31-R4l 
U32•R32-R42 
U33=RH-R43 
U34=R'3~-R44 
W9=U22*U33-U17.-.U2 ~ 
WC=U2 2 •U'34-U32*U2:.. 
BC=U2 l *U"l~-U3 l •U21 
W::111U12*(U23•U34-U3}•UL'4l - un• ... : .... Ul4+W5 
YSLII)= (Ui1•ws-u12+ (U2l•v33-U3!•~23l + Ul3•8Cl I \t. 
YCvtu .. -2.oo•tu11-.·wc-u12• tu21•u:.to.-\!3L*U24) + u1.c..-ac1 / w 
Tl=TI I l 
S 11 & (ff !-2 1-T l J •Rl 5 
521=CTlI-l l-!I l •R25 
531 ~CT ( t+l l-TI J •R35 
54!.-(T ( f +2 l-Tt 1-1R:4S 
Vll•Sl 1-541 
V21•S21-S41 
V31=S31-S4l 
~ 
0 
BCT •V2 l •U32-V31 •U22 
TS.L<l)=-tvl1•we-u12•tv21•U33-V3l•l..23) ... Ul3*BCT) I w 
TCVC11= ~z.DO•(Vlf*WC-lJJ2•!V2l•U34-V31•U24)+ Ul4-W-8CT } I W 
Rl2•R5? 
Rl 3•R53 
Rl4•R54 
Rl5•R55 
1!22=-R32 
R23•-R33 
R24• R34 
RZ5•-R35 
R52r-R42 
"53•-R43 
R54• R44 
RS5=-R45 
"no CONTINUE (***•••• •••• **•44 i-l4*•Ht *****.****** ***•4 *I*• i • ** • **•***** ** ***** 11 I********* l!W **If 
00 400 t-=2. it. [L3 
ALFA=XSTEP (I I /XS TEP 11-l I 
TSLtll= ITfl-t-ll/fALFA-+l.DQ}+fALFJ!-1.00J* T<I>- ALFA~*Z/CALFA+l,00) 
$ *Tll-l\l/ XS'IEPI ll 
TC\/ 11)~2.00*( Ttl+!J-!ALrA+l.DCl'TllJtALfA<Tll-111/lXSTEPlll* 
S !XS TEP ( 1-1 l•XSTEP ( l I I I 
YSltlJ:: (Vfl+l)l(.ALFA+l.DOJ+IALFt-1.DOl* Yfl)- ALFA*"'2/(ALFA+l,D01 
$ •V !1-1 \ I/ lS TEP ( l l 
400 YCV fI}a.2.El"*( Y(I+lJ~tALPA+l.DCl*Y€ll+ALFA.*Y(l-llJ/(XSTEP(l)* 
$1XSTEP l !-l l•X5TFP I l) l l 
YSL! l l=!Yl2 '-Yfl I) IXSEPCl l 
lSU t I •IT<? '-T( l J l /XSEP ( 11 
YSL I IL I• f Y 1 IU-Yl IL-1 ll tXSTEP ( l L-11 
TSLI IL l= <Tl ILl-T I I L-1 H tXSTEP fl L-l 1 
RETURN 
EllD 
S fBFTC T07 DECK 
SUBROUTINE £0UAC> t £,vD.vA.VAAd.LJ 
(••* .......... * 4***+ Hf- It* *•+It+• ,..f- 4 It•****•*"+'¥*****"************ :If* It**********-*-******** 
C• THE SUBROJT 1 NE •EOL1AD' COMPUTES THE QUADRATURE OF THE * 
C• ELECTRIC FIELD SPATIAL DISTRIBUTJOI·, L!MJ15 OF INTEGRATION BEING THE 
C• POINT BOUNDARIES l - IL• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
THIS ROUTINE USES A PARABOLIC INTERPOLATlD" AT EVERY CTl!i'R 
SPATIAL POINT• SUITABLE 'OR NON-UNIFOR."! SPATIAL STEP DISTRIBUTION • .SPE-
CIAUZ!'t'l FOR 1HE CASE OF UNIFORM SlFP THE SCHEME REDUCt:S TO SIMPSON'S 
C• RULE. 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
(4 
C• 
C* 
(• 
C• 
,. 
C• 
C• 
IL 
XSlEP 
VD 
INPUT PAR~MSTERS ARE 
• ONE-Dl,.,ENSlONAL ARRAY. ELEC'IRlC flEcLD SPATIAL D!STR18UTION TO 
BE InTEGl<A TED 
• TOTAL NUMBER OF SPATIAL POINTS 
• ONf-Dl,.,ENS!ONAL ARRAY, NDo-uNIFORM SPATIAL STEP SIZE AT EACH 
SPAT :AL POHH 
• O[FFUS!ON POTENf!AL 
* 
* . 
* 
c- OtJTPUT p..;RA"1£H:.HS ARE 
C* 
C* \A .11: TERMINAL VOLTAGE fNORMALJZFD> • 
C* VA • T(eM!NAL VOUAGF IUlll'lORMAL[Z(D) * 
C• 
C* 
C• ALL THE ARRAYS ARE OF OIMEllSIOl'l $)0 J.ND IN oous.E PRECl- * 
C* !.:!ON. • 
C•*'*" ***ti-¥-** tHHll! * ........ !HHHf • ••••• * ••• If* ............... jf ....... '*!Hf·•***. :11 ........... ti 1111 
DOUBLE PR:CISJOf.ii XSTEP( l) ,E( l > tVDtVA•ALFAtOl.Q3,DV 
COMl'ON fXST I XSTEP 
IL2%1L-2 
DV=O,.. 
DO 410 f;ltfl'•' 
keil-l 
ALFA"XSTE' fK l /XSTEP(K-11 
01%2.00-AcFA 
0'=2 .D0-1. DO/ ALFA 
410 DV= (01 *E(K-1 H f6 .Dt:-0-1-03 l *E fK )+03*( I K+l I l /6.00* ( XSTEPCK J+X.SEP 
*!K-11 l+D\I 
VA=VD-DV 
VAA=VA*.015875 
Rt TURN 
rND 
s IBF1C Toa )ECK 
SUSR:OUT!NE TRDUl (A,8,.Dt !L1 
C• •*-4** .. **'*'*;, w •w.•*** •** •••• •*" ****~** ***** •** * ** • ****** ** t**** •.: * •* ••* *"**** • • 1-t• 
C* THE SUEROUTtl.tE 'lRDUl' SOLVES A iRHLE-D1AGC:~AL $'f$TE'\ 
C• OF lHf; FORM T # DELTA ,.,. D •'~HERE T IS A GIVEr.;. TRIPLE-OlAJONt.L 
C* NATRIX WfTH UPPER OIA(O~l-AL ENTRIES EOUAL TC U'1ITY• DELTA 15 THE UNt'..~iOWN • 
C• \'ECTOR. D r $ THE KNr~N VECTOR. 
THI 5 ROUTINE USES A D l RECT METHOD BASEO Essr NT I ALL y c:; 
GAUSSIAN FLIMINATION mD BACKSUBSTITUT!ON wHICH REDJCES lN THE OSE CC:i-
S!DERED TO A SET OF RECURSION RELAIIONS• 
OOUBLE" PRECIStoN •RlTH"ET IC 15 USED. 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
* . 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C+ 
C• 
c• 
C• 
C• 
• OME-DI"'iENSIONAl ARRt.Y. LOWER DIAGONAL OF THE U:lPLE-DIAG~1"iAL MATRIX ii 
• ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, DIAGC~AL OF THE TRIPLE-O[AG~''AL MAiRlX 
[) • ONE-01!-tENS!ONAL ARRAY, K~C'n'N V~CTOR 
·ll-2). Nu.<!}Fq OF rouATIQt;5 tS!H OF THE TR!PLE-O!A<.>CNAL MATRIX) 
C• our;::iur PA=1:A4ETER5 At<: • 
C• D • ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ORIGINALLY THE KNO\.IN \/ECTOR * 
C• 
C* ALL TH< ARRAYS ARE OF DIMENSION 1000 AND lN i:Cv'9LE PRE-
C• CISION 
C• 
C• NO WOR({NG ARRAYS ARE NEEDED. THlS IS AC11lE.\IEO 
C* USE OF tNT~JNSIC EO~.JIVALE'KE. DURING THE EXECUTIO•"' OF THIS ROUTINE THE 
C• ARRAYS 6 AND D AR£ ERASED• • 
c ••*••• .. **• *. * •• *." ....... "' ... + ............. * •*. ••* + .............. *•* ... **11i* ... + + •• ***** 
DOUBLE P.R£CISIO~~ Ar:l•Sfl},,(l) 
ILl•lL-1 
IL2•1L-2 
+:. 
0 
N 
Dl21•DC2l/Rl2l 
M 20 1•3.tll 
BC I l •Br II-AC l l /B Cl-1 l 
20 Dlll•<Dill-Hll*Dfl -lll/BC!I 
DG 30 1•2•!L2 
l:•IL-1 
)0 010•0!<.l-D(K+ll/BCKl 
011 l=O. 
01 IU=O, 
R::TURN 
E.iO 
SIBf'TC T09 DECK 
SJBROUTlNE JNTERP (K,.K.T.VAA,VAAR1JtTlMEl 
C******l **** * **** .,.., •• *** ........... • * ** ... * *,. *"******* *•*•***** * 11- • * ** * ** • •4* 1t ••********* 
C• THE SUBROUTINE • INlERP' FURNISHES AT THE T !ME K A VALUE * 
C* OF TOTAL ('URRtNT APPROXIMATELY CORfi;SPONDING TO A SPECIFIEU VALUE :>F TER-
(4 M!'l~L VOL TAG!. DURING THE VOL !AGE-DRIVEN TRA~SIENf PROCEDURE, 
c• 
C• THIS ROUTINE USES EITHER A PRE)ICTION SCHPl.E ON THE AVA!L-
C• ABLE CURRENT \'ERSUS TIME RESPONSE iJ VERSUS TIME!. OR AN INTERPOLATION 
C* SCHEMF ON rnr CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARl.(!ERlSTJC FROZEN AT THE INSTANT OF 
C• TIME K !JTR VERSUS VTRl. 
C* SUBPROGRAM NEEDED " 
C* 1 SLAGR' * 
C* 
C• 
C• 
c• 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE 
• INDEX IDENTIFYING THE OF TlMfO c• IC. 
C* J 
C• 
• OliE-DIMENS !ONAL ARRAY, CURRENT AVA!LAFILE AT THE INSTANTS 
C• 
C* 
C* 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
1,2,1 ... K-1 
TIME • ONE-OIMENS!DNAL ARRAY, INSTANTS OF TIME 
VAARfKl• SPEC'.F!ED VALUE OF TfRM!NAL VOLTAGE AT 
JTR!ll • !N!T'.AL GUESS FOR THE TOTAL CURRENT AT 
FROM A DATA CARD 
OUTPUT PARAMETER 
IN5TANT 
INSTANT Ksz, READ IN 
C• JCIO • TOTAl CURRENT AT THE INST•NT K, CORRESPONDING TO THE SPECIFIEll 
C• TERM:PlAL VOLTAGE VAAR IK I 
" .. 
* 
* 
C***•*** *** • ••** • !**"* •••* *** ••** *** * ** +••••*•*****• *** *********** *** •** **** "*** • * 
REAL JTIH l 01.vTR(1nl .J< 2001 "VAAR.· 2001. T tMI';. t200 ~ .x c 31 'Y(3) 
10 
20 
COMMON llliTP/ JTR,VTR 
FORMAT IE10.0I 
k.T.,KT+l 
IF OCT.1'E·ll VTR!KT-ll•VAA 
TF IK .ro.3.•NO.KT.EO.!) GO TO 60 
IF !I( •Gt•41 GO TO 100 
IF !KT ·EO• JI GO TO !O 
IF o:r.Eo.21 GO TO 20 
lF IKT.E0.11 GO TO 130 
GO TO 140 
READ 15,21 JTR(ll 
GO TO 500 
FCT•2• 
IF f ABS·VTRflllo<.iT.ABStVAARIK )Jl FCT•.5 
JTR 121=J-R11 l'ffT 
GO TO 500 
60 JTRtll=J iK-ll 
<.iD TD 500 
100 IF tKT.EO.J l GO TO J 10 
VTR IKT-1' =VAA 
IF !KT ·E0·2 l GO TO 120 
IF tKT •E0·3 l GO TO 130 
GO TO 140 
110 JTR!lt= •TIME!K l-llMEtr.-211 I tT!MEIK-ll-T!'1EfK-l))•l(JCK-ll1-
S CJ!K·2lll + IJ(K-71) 
GO TO 500 
120 co 125 1~1 » 
INDX=K-l 
X! l l=T!M[( INDX ! 
IF !JCINDXJ,EQ,Q,l JllNDXl=l·t-7 
125 Y!ll= !JllNDXll 
CA.LL SLAt;R (X.YtTfME!t: h3,.JlRfL'}} 
RAT-=JT~tll /JTRI l) 
tF (RAT.LT.t.OCl •. AJ-ID.R~T.GT,.999 ) JTR{2P=JTR(ll*:•2 
GO TD 500 
130 JTR!31= :vAARIK l-VTRllll /IVTRl2J-VTR!1l1•c JTR!ll-JTRClll ... 
S JTR!l J 
GO TO son 
140 !F !KT •EC.4 l GO TO 160 
l=l 
IF !AB5!'1TR!2l-VAMIK ll .GT, A3S IVTR!l!-VAAR!<: lll 1=2 
IF !ABSf'/TR!3)-VAARiK 11 .GT, A8S !VTR!lt-VAAi<lK 111 1=3 
VTRI 11 =VTR I KT-1 l 
J TR I I l = JfR I K T-1 l 
160 00 170 !•1,3 
Xlll=VTRlll 
170 Ylll=JTRl!l 
CALL SLAJ)R (x.v .. VAtiR{l( 1-.3.JTRfK.T)) 
500 J[K l•JrRlJ<il 
KTl=Kl-1 
KP=K 
IF fKi.E0.1) WRlTE C6t505lKP•Kr,.KTtJTRO'.T> 
505 FORMAT 0Hl• 4H K,'l:, l4.//4H K.T:::•f4///5),1Hl•l9X13HJTR //I6.E25.81 
IF !KT.N,•ll 
swRITE (6t510lKPt-KT1 (f,.JTR(l),\ITRCtl.I=l,,KTll. KT.JTRU.T> 
510 FORl'AT nx.tl/1/1/Jf 
$ 4H (.T. [4./!4H KT .. ,. 14/J/SX. lHI .ux,3HJTR,21Xt!HV 
UR // C l/,.205. B ll 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC TlO DECK 
SU9R:OUTI~E SLAG~ ur.vA.JT.JTWt"u~,DP) 
, ....................................... ~ .. ••* *****• .... * ........................... :I•• If ....................... . 
C• 1HE sugR:::aJTJ~E 'SL;..sR• EXECUTES A LA~R:;.:1-GIA~ lhTErtPOLA- • 
(4 TION O~ TW'.) 0NE-Dl~~-'15IONAL ARRt..YS }~QT UhlFOR~LY SDA::E:;. 
C• 
C• THtS f.OUTl~E C01'i$TRUCTS THf PERTP~£'iT "'t.H.qx,TRIA.\GVLA~l­
(* ZES IT WIN THE GAUSSIAN ELl>!IN>TION ?1'0CESS• SOi.VES THE SYSTE'< BY 6A((-
C• SUBSTITUTIJN TO 08TAJ,. TH£ COEFFICIENTS Of THE !fliER.;iOLATlN~ P0LY:<i:'.r•HAL• 
~ 
0 
(>J 
C• 
C• 
C• 
C• 
AND cc:-{PUT!::S THE 
OOUEILE PRECISION 
POLYNOM1AL AT THF DESIRED pop.n. 
USED. 
C• JT 
C• VA t T 
C• JTW 
C• MM 
C• 
C• 
INPUT PAP.A:.;t:TERS ARE 
t ONf-DlMtNSIONAl ARRAYt A85CI5SA CF 
• ONF-OtMfNStCr~AL ARRAYt ORDINATE CF 
~ ABSC!ssi. OF H-'E DESIRED POINT 
• PW49ER OF POINTS GIVEN (lflE ORDER 
IS M~-ll. MAXIMUM MM VALUE 
C• ()lfTP\IT P•RAMETERS ARE 
C* DP • ORDINATE OF THE DES!RF.D POINT 
C•. 
GIV[N POl,TS ID!MEN.'.lON=lOI 
GIVEN POl,TS CDlMENSlON=lOI 
OF fH[ INTERP:JLAT !Mi POLYNOMIAL 
10· 
C* ALL THE INPUT ANO OUTPUT UUANHl ltS ARl !N SINGLE PRECISION • 
C••••••••if"41"•••***•••44'**********'*•*****«'*** .. **" ..... ., *iHi *If If··~**** I.,.**** ..... ****** 
10 
R:EAL JT{10l.vAtT{1n) ~JTW 
DOUBLE PRECISION JnH10.111.zz.suM.CFllOl 
FORMAT 11x.111x.sol6.!I 
JF(l'MolE.lOl GO TO 10< 
WRITE (6,10} M~t 
F'ORtU~T (49H tRROQ tN SUBROUTINE •sL.AGI<•. THE PARAMErER M~=· I6t 
$ 3nHEXCEED5 T'iE t.<~X!MUM PER"lTTED ///) 
C*********•'**•*'*w.it.48lJILD THf PERTINENT MATRIX**•°'*******,.*""*••*****""********,.** 
100 Mli:r-"l.t+l 
200 DO 205 I•l >0.M 
JT~.( J ,.1 )=1 • 
205 JTMl!,MITJ•VAITll I 
00 2JO 1-=l,~M 
00 210 Kz2t1A~ 
210 JTMt 1.,;,1":'Jl...,{ l 1K-l J•Jl( I l 
C•*••••••nr•••••HTRft..NGUL~RIZE THE MATRIX ftY G~USSIAN ELH1INATION*-11*•*•**••••* 
"41 ... MM-l 
00 300 Kl(::s},Ml 
JL"J:l+KK 
00 300 IR=I·-•~UI. 
ZZz:JTM- t J R,K( l / JTM t KK .P::K 1 
00 ~00 K•IL,Mi! 
300 JTMI IR •K J•JTM ( !R,Kl-Z2* JTMC KK,K l 
C•********"***•,.4+HS0LVE THE MATRIX f:!,Y 6A(K-SUBSl1 fUTlON***i***************H *** 
CF (MMJ =JT11. (~~~-hMITl /JTf.'C MM,.MM t 
00 320 J.c2 •Y.H 
IR•MIT-I 
IRPl•IR+l 
SlJ~TO. 
00 310 J•IRP! ,~M 
310 SU• .. JTM( !RoJl•CF!Jl+Sll'I 
3?0 er! !R l •(JTMI IR •"'IT 1-SuMI /JPH IR. [R) 
C*******•***•••*•<t-*COMPUTE THE VALUE Of lHE lNlERPOLATlNG POLYNOMIAL AT THE***** 
C• DES l RED POINT+••••****+*-*********'******** *4 *** ••**** **+*"****"********•*• • • ** 
DPcCf IMM) 
DO 350 !=2 ••M 
lR•~IT-I 
350 OP:i:: JTW•DP-+CF ( lRl 
RETURN 
ENO 
.p,. 
0 
.p,. 
Symbol 
A 
B 
c 
i 
I 
I 
j 
L 
n 
405 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS 
Description 
Cross-sectional area of the device 
external contact of the base of a 
transistor 
FORTRAN 
notation 
A 
B 
total incremental capacitance per unit area CAP 
incremental diffusion capacitance per unit CAPDF 
area 
inc:rementa.1 transition :region capacitance CAPGK 
per unit area 
opatia1 index (integer) I 
external current IEXT 
iteration ind ex ( integer ) ITER 
to"tal, electron, hole, dis~lacement J,JN,JP,JD 
current densities 
base, collector, emitter total current JB,JC,JE' 
densities 
saturation current density JSAT 
time index (integer) K 
to-ca.L number o!' spatial points (integer) IL 
[index identifying the point L] 
exl.ermi.1 conl.c;,,c.:L UH the .right side of the L 
device 
metallurgical interface between the N- M (MC) 
material and P-material (at the 
collector junction of a transistor) 
interface between the neutral and depleted MN (MP) 
N-region (P-region) 
electron density N 
electron density in the N-material (P- NN(NP) 
material) in thermal equilibrium 
N, NA,ND 
0 
p 
pN(Pp) 
Q, 
R 
RA'IMX 
st ( s 0) 
S (or t.x) 
SMx 
t 
u 
V(VA) 
vd 
VdC(VdE) 
VBC(VBE) 
VS (VB) 
wl'1(wp) 
x 
xN(xp) 
a 
Yn (yr;) 
406 
net impurity) acceptor, donor densities 
external contact on the left side of the 
device 
hole density 
hole density in the N-material (PM 
material) in therm.al eqailibriu.~ 
electric charge of one polarity per unit 
area 
external resistor 
upper bound for the ratio of consecutive 
steps 
surface recombination velocity at the 
external contact 1 (0) 
opo.tio.l step 
upper bound for the spatial step 
time coordinate 
generation-recombination rate 
general (specific) applied voltage 
diffusion (or barrier) potential 
diffusion potential at the collector 
(emitter) junction in a transistor 
base-to-collector (base-to-emitter) 
voltage in a transistor 
external voltage source (battery) 
neutral region width in the N-region 
(P-regioJ:l) 
spatial coordinate 
transition region width in t.he N-ree;i.on 
(P-region) 
ratio between consecutive spatial steps 
reciprocal of the electron (hole) 
mobility 
NIM, NA, ND 
0 
p 
PN (PP) 
R 
RA'IMX 
SL (SO) 
STEP (or XBTEP) 
SMX 
TThlE 
V (VA) 
VD 
VDC(VDE) 
VBC(VBE) 
VS(VB) 
WN(WP) 
x 
XN(XP) 
ALFA 
If 
GA.MN (GA.MP) 
6 
6n(6p) 
D.x (or s) 
p 
0 
,.. 
r 
k 
T 
correction for the electrostatic potential DELTA 
in the iterative scheme 
in Part I: increment of electron (hole) DELTAN(DELTAP) 
density for a small increment of applied 
voltage 
in Part II: correction for the electron DELN(DELP) 
(hole) density in the time-dependent 
iterative scheme 
time step TSTEP 
spatial step STEP (or XSTEP) 
truncation error 
net electric charge density 
conductivity of the materia~ 
surface charge density at the external 
contact L( O) 
dielectric relaxation constant 
steady-state transit time of minority 
carriers 
electron (hole) quasi-Fermi level 
injection parameter 
electrostatic potential 
Dimensioned quantities 
unit of carrier diffusion constant 
electron (hole) dif:fu:l ion consta.."1.t 
electronic charge 
Boltzmar..n's constant 
intrinsic Debye length 
intrinsic carrier density 
absolute temperature 
RHO 
COND 
TR 
TT 
FEBMIN( FERMIP) 
INJP.AR 
PSI 
- ELCH 
LD 
NINT 
E 
408 
thermal voltage 
per::nittivity of the material 
electron (hole) mobilities 
Special Sy.m:ool 
defined as 
VT 
PERM 
MOBN, MOBP 
409 
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